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ABSTRACT
Highlights of the Chemical Technology (CMT) Division's activities
during 1088 are presented. In this period, CMT conducted research
and development in the following areas: (l) high-performance batteries
(mainly lithium-alloy/metal sulfide, sodium/metal chloride, and
sodium/sulfur); (2) aqueous batteries (lead-acid, nickel/iron, etc.);
(3) advanced fuel cells with molten carbonate or solid oxide electrolytes;
(4) coal utilization, including the heat and seed recovery technology for
coal-fired magnetohydrodynamics plants and the technology for fluidizedbed combustion; (5) methods for recovery of energy from municipal
waste and techniques for treatment of hazardous chemical waste;
(6) nuclear technology related to a process for separating and
recovering transuranic elements from nuclear waste and for producing
"Mo from low-enriched uranium targets, the recovery processes for
discharged fuel and the uranium blanket in a sodium-cooled fast
reactor, and waste management; and (7) physical chemistry of selected
materials in environments simulating those of fission and fusion energy
systems. The Division also has a program in basic chemistry research
in the areas of fluid catalysis for converting small molecules to desired
products; materials chemistry for superconducting oxides and associated
and ordered solutions at high temperatures; interfacial processes of
importance to corrosion science, high-temperature superconductivity, and
catalysis; and the geochemical processes responsible for trace-element
migration within the earth's crust. The Division continued to be ihe
major user of the technical support provided by the Analytical
Chemistry Laboratory at ANL.
SUMMARY
Current programs within CMT are briefly summarized below. These programs are discussed in greater detail in the remainder of the report.
1.

Electrochemical Technology

The Division is engaged in a variety of activities related to the
development of high-performance secondary batteries, aqueous-electrolyte batteries,
advanced fuel cells, and methods for uranium electrodeposition.
Battery Research and Development. These activities include research,
performance and lifetime testing, post-test examination, modeling, and test data
analysis of battery systems. In addition, the Division provides technical
management of industrial contracts from the Department of Energy (DOE) for
battery R&D. The batteries being developed by CMT are primarily intended for
electric-vehicle propulsion, with secondary consideration given to utility energy
storage and military uses.

The research effort on the Li-alloy/FeS2 cell has resulted in several
advances in this technology. A small-scale prismatic cell with the discharge limited
to the upper voltage plateau has been operated for over 1000 cycles with only a
10% decline in capacity. Capacity stability had been a major problem in earlier
designs of the FeS2 cell. In addition, techniques have been developed for overdischarge (lithium-limited cell design) and overcharge protection (lithium shuttle
mechanism) of the FeS2 cell. These techniques have been demonstrated in FeS2
cell tests. Also developed in this report period was a high-temperature
immobilized electrolyte system (ceramic separator infiltrated by liquid salt held in
place by capillary forces) that is stable to the high lithium activities encountered
in the overcharge-protected cells and is also appropriate for use in bipolar cells.
One of the major challenges for FeS2 bipolar battery development is
electrolyte containment. A new bipolar battery design, which includes an improved
peripheral seal between the metallic housings of the electrode assemblies, is
expected to provide long-term stability. Our calculations project outstanding
performance prospects for a five-passenger automobile powered by a bipolar
Li-alloy/FeS2 battery.
High-temperature batteries require cell operation within a high-efficiency,
lightweight, low-cost insulated jacket. In a cooperative effort with Meyer Tool and
Manufacturing, Inc., two full-scale cases insulated with alternating layers of
multifoil and glass-fiber paper were fabricated and tested. Test results have been
encouraging.
Our efforts over the past several years have indicated that glass-type
electrolytes are an attractive alternative to the ceramic electrolytes presently used
in Na/S and Na/MCl2 cells. Our work has thus been directed toward development of glass (Na2O-Al2O3-ZrO2-SiO2) electrolyte and glaos//?J-Al203 composite
electrolyte. Promising glass compositions have been fabricated and tested. Work
is also in progress to improve the performance of the positive electrode in the
Na/MCl2 cell. The overall goal is development of advanced Na/S and Na/MCl2
cells with specific energy of 200 Wh/kg and specific power of >400 W/kg.
The Analysis and Diagnostics Laboratory (ADL) in CMT continues to
play a leading role in the testing and evaluation of various battery technologies
(Na/S, Zn/Br, lead-acid, and Ni/Fe) fabricated by both domestic and foreign
battery developers for electric-vehicle and load-leveling applications. In the past
year, 12 single cells and five 3- to 24-cell modules were tested to determine their
performance and life characteristics under simulated driving profile discharges. The
maturity of the technology varied from research cells (flow-through lead-acid and
electrolyte-flow iron/air) to production-type modules (advanced nickel/iron and
tubular lead-acid). The results provide an interim measure of the progress being
made in battery R&D programs, a comparison of battery technologies, and a
source of basic data for modeling and continuing R&D.
Physical and chemical analyses of battery cells are performed at CMT
after termination of testing at the ADL or at other facilities. In 1988, post-test
analyses were conducted on Na/S cells from Chloride Silent Power Ltd., Li-Si/FeS2
primary cells from Sandia National Laboratories, and a new grid wire technology
(interwoven composite wires consisting of a glass fiber core and an extruded leadalloy coating) from Electrosource Inc. These examinations served to identify failure
mechanisms, to assess the reliability of hardware components, and to characterize
changes in electrode morphology.

In 1988, the Division continued to provide DOE with technical management of industrial contracts for development of lead-acid batteries (Johnson
Controls, Inc.) and Ni/Fe batteries (Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.). In addition,
CMT was assigned technical management responsibility for a program involving the
research, development, and demonstration of an urban passenger bus powered by a
methanol-fueled fuel cell/battery. This program is being funded by the
Departments of Energy and Transportation.
Fuel Cell Research and Development. Two advanced fuel cells are being
studied at ANL: the solid oxide fuel cell and the molten carbonate fuel cell. The
work on the solid oxide fuel cell is concentrated on development of a novel cell
design that promises to yield very high power per unit mass or volume. The
work on the molten carbonate fuel cell emphasizes development of an alternative
cathode material to the present nickel oxide, which has been found to have a longterm stability problem.
Over the past several years, efforts have been underway to develop a
new concept for the solid cxide fuel cell, referred to as the "monolithic solid oxide
fuel cell." The monolithic design employs the same thin ceramic components used
in other oxide fuel cells in a strong, lightweight honeycomb structure of small cells.
At present, the major challenge for development of this design is fabrication of
multilayer components containing the anode, cathode, electrolyte, and cell-to-cell
interconnection. Fabrication involves tape casting thin-layer ceramic components,
assembling the desired configuration, and firing the configuration in one hightemperature operation. Progress during 1988 included improvement of the
monolith's structural integrity by better matching of sintering shrinkages and
thermal expansion coefficients of the four components. This improvement is
reflected by the fabrication of multi-cell arrays with few gas-transmitting defects.
Future effort will be concentrated on scaling up the power from its present level of
a few watts to practical power levels of a few kilowatts. In other work, an effort
has been initiated to improve the present-day technology for conventional solid
oxide fuel cells by developing materials with more closely matched expansion
coefficients. Our approach is to start with a search for a new electrolyte and to
concurrently consider the options for compatible anodes, cathodes, and interconnect
materials.
In the molten carbonate fuel cell development effort, work was focused
on improving the properties of LijMnOa for cathode use as an2+ alternative
to the
3+
3+
present
NiO.
To
date,
Li2MnO
doping
experiments
with
Ca
,
Fe
,
Al
, and
3
Nb 5+ have been completed. The cathode materials were synthesized by techniques
that we established previously for preparing doped forms of ternary oxides
containing lithium. The doping was found to reduce the L^MnOs resistivity
at
5+
3+
650°C
in
cathode
gas
by
about
an
order
of
magnitude
with
the
Nb
,
Al
,
and
Ca2"1" dopants. The resistivity was also reduced with Fe 3+ dopant but not to the
same extent.
Several stable materials in the anode environment were also identified.
Resistivity data for undoped LiFeO2 showed it to be a good conductor under
anode conditions. Several other promising anode materials are being investigated.
In 1987, a new fabrication process was developed to obtain the desired
complex microstructure for the cathode in the molten carbonate fuel cell. The
process involves the fabrication of very small ceramic fibers by a spray technique.

This process has since been shown to be transferable to other ceramics. Cell
testing of NiO cathodes fabricated by this process indicated performance comparable to the level of conventional NiO cathodes. Cell testing of LiFeC>2 cathodes
fabricated by this process yielded performance close to that of conventional NiO
cathodes.
A preliminary analysis was done on the suitability of fuel cells for
vehicle propulsion. This preliminary analysis indicated that the proton exchange
membrane fuel cell yields a higher volumetric power density than the phosphoric
acid fuel cell, with even higher power densities potentially available with the
monolithic solid oxide fuel cell.
Uranium Electrodeposition from Molten Salts. This effort is directed
toward development of an electrochemical process for forming uniform and dendritefree deposits of uranium from molten salts. Intended applications of this technology include the fabrication of low-enriched uranium targets for "Mo production
and electroformation of hemispherical shells for nuclear application.
In this report period, electrodeposition of uranium onto a substrate was
accomplished with a fused chloride mixture containing 42 wt% uranium and a
fused chloride-fluoride mixture containing 4 vst% uranium. Under pulsed potential
control at 504°C, the chloride-fluoride mixture yielded the widest range of plating
conditions for which dendrites could be avoided. Bipolar current pulse plating
with the chloride mixture gave good results, and successful application of this
technique to a tubular cathode resembling a commercial target has been
demonstrated.
2.

Fos3il Fuel Research

The fossil fuel program in CMT includes research in (l) fluidized-bed
combustion technology, (2) heat and seed recovery technology for coal-Fired
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), (3) slagging combustion for control of SOX/NOX
emissions and for the combustion of char, (4) methods for separation and
characterization of coal macerals, and (5) the physical and chemical nature of
deposits arising from coal-fired combustion and conversion systems.
For several years, CMT has been investigating the use of sorbents for the
removal of alkali metal vapor compounds from the off-gas of a pressurized
fluidized-bed combustor (PFBC). Previous laboratory tests had indicated that the
sampling and analysis of the alkali vapor compounds in PFBC off-gas were complicated by the interaction of these compounds with ash particulates and also with
the stainless steel sampling lines. The interference caused by ash particle was
reduced by filtering the gas stream with ceramic filters. The sampling line problem was overcome by using an analytical technique (post-test analysis of sections
from a sorber bed by atomic absorption spectrometry) that does not require use of
a sampling line. Vapor-phase sodium measurements obtained by this technique
demonstrated its capability for reliable time-averaged measurement of alkali vapor
in PFBC off-gas. Based on this technique, the level of vapor-phase alkalis in the
PFBC off-gas generated from the combustion of Beulah lignite and Tymochtee
dolomite was determined to be more than 50 times greater thaji the currently
suggested alkali specification limit for an industrial gas turbine.
Argonne is involved in an experimental effort to assess materials and
process performance of in-bed air heaters for cogeneration of electricity and process

steam in an atmospheric fluidized-bed combustor (AFBC). A series of six laboratory tests at ANL has provided corrosion information on a variety of structural
materials, coatings, claddings, and weldments under conditions that simulate the
atmosphere of fluidized-bed combustion. In addition, about 1700 h has been
completed of the planned 2000-h exposure of heat exchanger tube bundles in the
large-scale AFBC unit of Rockwell International. This testing effort is technically
directed and managed by ANL.
Argonne and seven other organizations are participating in a cooperative
research and development venture directed at the problem of metal wastage of heat
exchanger surfaces in fluidized-bed combustors. The objective of this effort is to
develop guidelines for the design and operation of fluidized-bed combustors that
will minimize metal loss. As part of this effort, ANL is developing in situ erosion
monitors and models of the fluidized-bed hydrodynamic and erosion processes.
Chemical Technology is the lead ANL division in a multidivisional
project that is directed toward developing the technology required for the heat and
seed recovery in an MHD plant. The program involves experiments that are
performed in the Fossil Energy Users Laboratory (FEUL), an ANL combustion test
facility that includes a 2-MW slagging coal combustor and a 3-MW combustor for
burning liquid fuels, including slurries. Our effort in 1988 was focused on investigations into the enhancement of radiant heat transfer by potassium atoms in the
combustion gases, the corrosion of materials (ferritic and austenitic alloys) for airheater and superheater service, and the conversion of K2SO4 to K2S as part of a
seed regeneration process.
The potential of injecting hydrated limestone into a two-stage slagging
combustor as a means of controlling SO2 and NOX emissions from coal-feed boilers
was investigated in the nominal 2-MW slagging combustor of FEUL. Test results
were very encouraging. The reduction in SO2 emissions ranged from as low as 6
10% to as high as 94%. The NOX emissions ranged from 0.46 to 0.75 lb NO 2 /l0
Btu (0.21 to 0.34
g NO2/MJ), which is close to the current emission limit of
0.6 lb NO2/IO6 Btu (0.3 g NO2/MJ).
The combustion characteristics of a low-volatile char were also investigated in the 2-MW slagging combustor of FEUL. These tests were done to assess
the suitability of low-volatile char as solid fuel. Although ignition of the char
proved more difficult than in combustion tests with high-volatile coals, combustion
was stable once combustion was established.
A process is being developed for the separation of coal into its maceral
fractions. This process is based on the fact that, when a paramagnetic fluid is
placed in a magnetic field gradient, the apparent density of the fluid increases.
The separation system, which consists of a centrifugal cell placed in the gap of a
single electromagnet with specially designed pole caps, was built and tested. Initial
problems with vibrations were eliminated by redesign of the centrifuge shaft and
bearing assembly. Tests were also carried out to determine if the chemical treatment carried out on the coal prior to separation of the macerals modifies the
properties of the macerals themselves.
An investigation was completed on the physical and chemical nature of
deposits that may form on cooled surfaces of fossil fuel combustion and conversion
systems. The objective of the effort is to develop a model of the deposit's
chemical composition, physical and morphological characteristics, and interactions

with the substrate. Under certain conditions, these deposits penetrate the protective oxides on the metal, and accelerated corrosion may occur. An invasion
percolation model was constructed to describe the capillary infiltration process of
molten deposits through the oxide scale.
3.

Municipal and Hazardous Waste Technologies

The Division is engaged in research on the pyrolysis of municipal solid
waste and the development of methods for treating reactive metal, hazardous
organic waste, and plastic-media-blasting waste.
Experiments are underway to determine the basic mechanisms of the
thermokinetic degradation of MSW under pyrolysis conditions. Effort this past
year was concentrated on pyrolysis experiments at 700°C with refuse-derived fuel
pellets. The pyrolysis products were characterized by determination of specific
gravity, caloric content, acid concentration, and viscosity. The infrared spectrum
obtained from the refuse-derived fuel tars showed many similarities with cellulosic
tars. In another effort, a model is being developed to describe MSW combustion
and combustion-product kinetics occurring during combustion and during cooling of
the combustion products in heat recovery and gas cleanup systems. To date, this
modeling effort has been focused on the conversion process on the grate where the
MSW undergoes pyrolysis and combustion. Model calculations are presented.
The research on hazardous waste treatment includes an investigation of
a one-step process for the conversion of reactive metal (primarily sodium) to a
glass for disposal. Suitable glass compositions for disposal of waste sodium were
identified. In other hazardous waste activities, work was initiated on (l) generating a microwave-induced plasma and testing its application for oxidative degradation of selected chlorinated hydrocarbons, and (2) determining the consequences of
incinerating plastic-media-blasting wastes from paint removal operations.
4.

Nuclear Technology

Separation Science and Technology. The Division's work in separation
science and technology is mainly concerned with developing a process for removing
and concentrating actinides from waste streams contaminated by transuranic (TRU)
elements. The objective is to recover the valuable TRU elements and lower
disposal costs by use of the TRUEX (TRansUranic Extraction) solvent extraction
process developed at ANL.
Development of the Generic TRUEX Model was completed this year.
This model can be used to design flowsheets for specific waste streams and to
predict the cost and space requirements for implementing a site- and feed-specific
TRUEX process. Work in this period was also concerned with development of a
computerized data base to be used with the model. These data, acquired from the
literature and our own laboratory measurements, deal with the extraction behavior
of all feed components over a range consistent with the compositional variations of
these waste streams.
The Argonne centrifugal contactor has been employed for TRUEX
flowsheet testing. During the past year, a sixteen-stage contactor with 4-cm dia
rotors was designed and built for remote operation. This contactor can be used
for processes involving high alpha/beta activity levels (in a glovebox) or high
beta/gamma radiation (in a shielded-cell facility). In addition, a 2-cm dia

contactor was designed and built to handle simulated feeds that are expensive and
time consuming to prepare or actual feeds that are unavailable in quantities needed
for flowsheet testing. Verification tests of the TRUEX process with centrifugal
contactors were initiated to investigate the extraction of actinides and other components from acidic waste solutions. A study of solvent degradation from gamma
radiolysis and acid hydrolysis indicated that inclusion of solvent cleanup in the
TRUEX process is crucial.
Another project is concerned with examining the feasibility of substituting low-enriched uranium for the high-enriched uranium currently used in the
production of fission product "Mo. Technetium-99m, the daughter of "Mo, is
used widely in medical applications. This year, targets of U3Si2 and U metal were
irradiated at low burnup and processed by basic dissolution. After dissolution of
the irradiated target, alumina column separation was used to obtain molybdenum.
The Integral Fast Reactor Pyrochemical Process. The Integral Fast
Reactor (IFR) is an advanced reactor concept proposed by, and under development
at, Argonne. One of its distinguishing features is an "integral" fuel cycle in which
the di&charged reactor core and blanket materials are processed and fabricated into
new fuel elements in an on-site facility. The CMT Division has the responsibility
for developing the on-site process for recovering plutonium and uranium from the
core and blanket, removing fission products, reenriching the core alloy with
plutonium bred in the blanket, and immobilizing fission product wastes in suitable
media for disposal.
A thermodynamic model has been developed for the electrotransport of
uranium, plutonium, and rare earth fission products with a solid cathode. Calculated results agreed quite well with measured ones. Experiments were carried out
to investigate the behavior of the solid cathode. The following two conclusions
were reached from these experiments: (l) when blanket fuel and core fuel are
processed sequentially, essentially plutonium-free uranium may be obtained from the
electrorefiner for blanket fuel refabrication in amounts exceeding the input blanket
feed, and (2) plutonium-uranium alloy may be obtained from Hie electrorefiner with
a Pu/U ratio greater than that in fast reactor fuel.
Methods of converting wastes generated by processing IFR fuel to disposable forms are being developed. In the present flowsheet, the rare earth fission
products are removed by extraction into cadmium containing 0.1 wt% lithium.
Our experimental data indicate that a single contact with a Cd-1.0 wt% Li alloy
should produce a waste chloride salt with an actinide concentration of less than
1 ppb. Efforts to develop a suitable mortar for immobilizing the treated waste
salt have focused on identifying and characterizing a promising mortar formulation.
Tests were conducted to demonstrate the electrolytic transport of
uranium in a large-scale electrorefming facility. These tests showed that 10 kg of
uranium can be deposited electrochemically on a single solid cathode. The average
salt content of these deposits was 12 wt%.
Plutonium Recovery from Residues. An effort has been initiated to
develop an effective pyrochemical process for the recovery of plutonium from
intractable residues. The anticipated process uses liquid metals and molten salts
at elevated temperature to effect the necessary separation and chemical conversion.
Experimental results indicate good reduction and recovery of plutonium from
intractable residues (LECO crucible, raw ash, and ash heel).

High-Level Waste/Repository Interactions. This CMT effort involves the
study of the radionuclide release from nuclear waste glasses and spent fuel when
exposed to groundwater over long periods of time.
Tests are in progress to determine the effects of leaching and vapor
hydration on synthetic glass wastes of different compositions. In the leach
tests,
the glasses 3were leached for up to 278 days at exposure rates of 2 x 105, 1 x 104,
and 1 x 10 R/h. To date, our tests suggest that the performance of glass in a
repository may be affected by the exposure rate, but that the nature of the effect
will depend upon the interplay between radiolysis, groundwater, and glass reaction
products over time. The vapor hydration tests involved reaction of several glasses
under different relative humidities (RH = 60-100%) at 75°C and reaction at temperatures up to 260°C under saturated vapor conditions. Reaction of the glasses
in these vapor experiments resulted in the formation of secondary phases on the
outermost surface and an alteration layer adjacent to the glass, which was depleted
at higher relative humidity in leachable alkali metals and boron. The secondary
phases that formed on top of the alteration layer were generally characteristic of
each glass composition, and the quantity of precipitates usually increased with the
measured layer thickness. Experiments are in progress to further characterize the
role of secondary phase formation and the apparent increase in the extent of glass
reaction.
A new study has been initiated to measure radionuclide release for spent
light water reactor fuel samples exposed to variable amounts of water. To gain
experience for the tests with spent fuel, experiments are first being conducted with
unirradiated UO2 as a substitute for spent fuel.
Experiments are underway to determine the effect of the ionizing
radiation present in the vicinity of a high-level nuclear waste package. For this
effort, the radiolytic yield of nitrogen oxides at elevated temperature (up to 120°C)
was determined. The presence of water had a significant effect on the radiation
chemistry observed and initially suppressed NOX formation. This suppression was
more pronounced as temperature was decreased.
The technique of laser photoacoustic spectroscopy is being applied to
the study of radionuclide speciation in groundwater-like systems. The primary
emphasis in 1988 was on improving the sensitivity of the technique at both
ambient and elevated temperatures and conducting some initial studies with
Pu(IV)/carbonate and Np(V) systems.
5.

Applied Physical Chemistry

Fission Product Release from Core-Concrete Melts. An investigation is
underway into the release of refractory fission products from the molten r:oreconcrete mixtures that would form if a molten core penetrated the bottom of a
light water reactor vessel. The vaporization of core-concrete mixtures is being
measured by a transpiration method. Mixtures of stainless steel, concrete, and
urania (doped with 1^03, SrO, BaO, and ZrO2) were vaporized at 2150-2400 K
into flowing He-6% H2 gas. The material vaporized from the core-concrete samples
was collected in a condenser tube and analyzed. The measured data showed that
the major limestone-concrete components had achieved saturation. However, the
major steel components showed less transport than in earlier runs with steel alone.
When a sample was cross-sectioned, the steel was found embedded within the
solidified mass of concrete and doped urania, suggesting that transport of steel

components to the gas phase was hindered. When this effect was taken into
account, good agreement was achieved between experiments and calculations.
Thermophystcal Properties of Metal Fuels. An earlier literature survey
revealed serious shortcomings in the data available on the thermophysical properties
of fuel and blanket materials for the Integral Fast Reactor. An effort was therefore initiated to correct the most serious of these deficiencies by performing
experimental and calculational studies of fuel alloy and cladding materials. In
particular, the 1988 effort involved fuel-cladding interaction studies, phase diagram
calculations of the U-Zr system, and thermophysical property measurements of steel
cladding alloys.
Fuel-cladding experiments were performed with mixtures of the cladding
alloy HT9 and either U-Zr or U-Pu-Zr. Each mixture was heated to about
1550°C in a yttria crucible, held for two hours, then cooled. The differential
thermal analysis curves for both mixtures were similar. Scanning electron microscopy indicated that the iron in the cladding reacted with zirconium in the fuel to
form the intermetallic Fe2Zr or FeaZr. A calculated phase diagram for the U-Zr
system was derived and found to be in good agreement with literature data. Also
measured were the thermal conductivity and thermal expansion at high temperatures (400-1300 K) for the austenitic alloy D9 and the ferritic alloy HT9. The
thermal conductivity and thermal expansion data for D9 were typical of 316
stainless steel, whereas those for HT9 showed a phase transition at about 1030 K
and were typical of 410 stainless steel.
Fusion-Related Research. A critical element in the development of
the fusion reactor is the blanket for breeding tritium fuel. Several studies are
underway with the objective of determining the feasibility of using lithiumcontaining ceramics as breeder material.
One study is focused on determining the tritium retention, release, and
inventory in ceramic breeders. During this past year, measurements were made on
adsorption of H2O(g) and formation of surface OH" on LiAlC>2 at 573-873 K and
under a helium purge gas containing small quantities of H2O(g). The adsorption
isotherms for the LiAlC>2-H2O system indicated that physisorption occurs at low
temperatures, but chemisorption is the dominant process at high temperatures.
The surface adsorption curves for both processes were of the Freundlich type,
indicating surface heterogeneity such as the presence of more than one kind of
surface site for adsorption.
A computer model has been developed to predict tritium release from a
ceramic breeder. Initially, it was assumed in this model that diffusion and desorption were the rate-controlling mechanisms. The model was unable to account for
the observed tritium release in the CRITIC experiment for temperature increases of
50-100°C with a 0.1% hydrogen concentration in the helium purge gas. Predictable
tritium release was obtained for identical temperature changes but a purge gas containing 1.0% H2. This suggested that the desorption activation energy was changing with surface coverage by adsorbed hydrogen. The model was thus revised so
that the desorption activation energy varied with surface coverage. The revised
model accounts for the unusual release observed in the CRITIC experiment and is
consistent with recent work that suggests the presence of multiple desorption sites
on materials of interest as ceramic breeders.
A design study was undertaken to assess the effect of radiolysis and
electrolytic decomposition on the performance of an aqueous lithium salt (L1NO3 or
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LiOH) blanket for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).
Calculations indicated that this blanket will require pressurtzation (about 2.1 MPa
for LiNO3 and about 2.5 MPa for LiOH) to keep the evolved hydrogen gas in
solution. Argonne is participating in a project to study the addition of a Breeder
Blanket Interface (BBI) to the Tritium Systems Test Assembly at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The First phase of this study involves evaluation of tritium
systems for liquid lithium, aqueous salt solution, and solid ceramic breeder
blankets. This evaluation will be used in defining the processing requirements for
a conceptual design of the BBI.
In neutron dosimetry and damage analysis, neutron facilities (fission
reactors and accelerator-based neutron sources) are being characterized in terms of
neutron flux and energy spectrum. The goal is to obtain data relevant to
materials properties in fusion reactors. During 1988, neutron measurements and
damage calculations were provided for a variety of United States and Japanese
materials experiments designed to study the irradiation behavior of engineering
alloys for the fusion-reactor first wall. In addition, several experiments were
conducted to correlate materials effects between a mixed spectrum fission reactor
and the Rotating Target Neutron Source (RTNS) II at 14 MeV. Considerable
effort was devoted to the measurement of neutron cross sections of long-lived
isotopes at 14 MeV. Such data are iitcded to determine, the activation of fusion
reactor components, especially for the handling of waste materials and for reactor
maintenance applications. 49
The 55
production of the following long-lived isotopes near
14 MeV was determined:
V, Fe, 63Ni, 59Ni, 94Nb, 9*Nb, 93Mo, and 93m Nb.
Tritium Target Development. Use of the Integral Fast Reactor has been
proposed for breeding tritium from lithium oxide. Howe\er, for safety and
efficiency, tritium loss to the sodium coolant by permeation through the cladding
must be limited to less than 1% per year. Experimental measurements indicated
that this goal might by achieved by tritium oxidation using metals (e.g., copper)
whose oxides are relatively unstable. Tritium barriers with a lower permeation
rate than that of stainless steel (e.g., tungsten) and tritium getters (e.g., yttrium)
were also found to be promising.
6.

Basic Chemistry Research

Fluid Catalysis. This research uses an array of high-pressure autoclave
and in 8itu spectroscopic techniques to determine reaction mechanisms and to
explore new catalytic chemistry of small molecules. Kinetic, structural, and thermochemical parameters of catalytic species are typically studied in situ, while the
reaction is in progress, under conditions of high temperature and pressure. Currently being investigated are soluble oxide catalysts that promote hydrogenation and
water-gas shifting by catalytic mechanisms that are distinct from those of other
homogeneous catalysts and that seem more relevant to suspected metal oxide surface
chemistry. In this endeavor, it has recently been discovered that oxide-based
nucleophiles can activate hydrogen in the complete absence of a metal center.
In other research, a synthetic approach has been devised to incorporate
trialkylsilyl groups onto phthalocyanine rings, thereby imparting high solubility and
other useful properties to the macrocycles. The soluble phthalocyanine chemistry is
being investigated to allow homogeneous catalysis under extreme conditions of temperature and pressure.
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Another research effort has led to development of a new nuclear
magnetic resonance
detector, an elongated toroid, which achieves greatly improved
sensitivity for 13C and other insensitive nuclei associated with organometallic
systems. Because of its confined magnetic field, the aetector is ideal for use in
metal pressure probes.
High-Temperature Materials Chemistry. Under investigation in this effort
are superconducting oxides and associated and ordered solutions at high temperatures.
Quantum mechanical calculations of copper oxide clusters, similar in _
structure to the superconductor
planes, indicate that electron holes in oxygen (O )
are more stable than Cu 3+ ions. Electromotive force measurements of oxygen
fugacities of the YBa2CusOx superconducting phase are consistent with the presence
of an orthorhombic-orthorhombic irascibility gap at lower temperatures (<2903C),
centered at about x = 6.65.
Analyses of neutron diffraction, as well as emf and heat capacity,
measurements of liquid alkali metal alloys with lead support a model for the
presence of partly dissociated A4Pb4(A = Na, K, Rb, Cs) species in which a Pbj"
tetrahedron is interlocking with a larger A4 antitetrahedron. Quantum chemical
calculations of the structures of AI2X7 and AI3X10 (X = F, CI, Br) species, which
resemble those expected in haloaluminate melts, indicated that the aluminum ions
are tetrahedrally four-coordinated, with the tetrahedra bridged by a single haiide.
The Al-X-Al bridges are linear for fluoride and bent for chloride and bromide.
New quantum mechanical methods incorporating a high level of correlation energy
using quadratic configuration interaction have been developed to provide a means
for accurately calculating thermodynamic properties of molecules containing atoms
ranging from hydrogen ;to fluorine.
Interfacial and Corrosion Science. The work in the area of interfacial
and corrosion science has produced several important findings concerning the effect
of temperature on the kinetics of aqueous corrosion processes, the catalytic activity
and selectivity of some novel molecular sieve materials, and methods for fabricating
useful structures from high-critical-temperature (Tc) superconducting ceramics.
From our combined spectroscopic and electrochemical studies, new
evidence has been gained to support our previously presented model for the
structure of oxide films that form on nickel in aqueous media. Moreover, it was
found that the corrosion of nickel could- be inhibited by addition of small amounts
of oxyanions such as CrO|"
and Cr^O? . Measurements of the electron transfer
coefficient, a, for the Fe 2 + /Fe 3 + redox reaction in aqueous solution at temperatures
up to 275°C indicated that a is independent of temperature. First-principle
computational studies of this same reaction gave results for the behavior of a that
are consistent with the experimental measurements. A Research & Development
Magazine R&D-100 Award was received for a novel high-temperature reference
electrode developed in the course of our aqueous corrosion research. This electrode
is suitable for long-term monitoring of high-temperature processes and has possible
application in the nuclear and geothermal power generating industries and in
chemical process industries.
Significant new insight into the product-directing selectivity of metalsubstituted aluminophosphate molecular sieve catalysts has been gained from
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spectroscopic and chromatographic studies of a family of related small- and
medium-pore-size structures. The key factors that affect homologation were
identified to be pore directionality, pore connectivity, the nature of the functional
group(s) .. ,i the reactant, and the presence of pre-existing carbon-carbon bonds in
the reactant.
Finally, research on the fabrication of high-T c embodiments has led to
the discovery of an effective method for bonding ceramic superconductors to copper
and other metals having high thermal and electrical conductivity. This capability
provides a means of manufacturing superconductor/stabilizer assemblies required for
high-current-density applications and for attaching high T c components to a
suitable supporting medium.
Geochemistry.
The objective of this effort is to understand the geochemistry of active hydrothermal systems in the Earth's crust and the thermal and
chemical effects of magmas on hydrocarbons in sedimentary basins.
In the past year, a study was completed on the disequilibrium between
Ra and 230 Th in drill core samples of hydrothermally altered rhyolite from
Yellowstone National Park. The results were consistent with occurrence of a
zeolite-water ion exchange reaction that was caused by the flow of water through
the rock matrix and by the relatively rapid diffusion of cations within the zeolite
lattices. This reaction appeared to have been operating for at least 8000 yr.
226

Large-volume thermal water samples are being collected from hot springs
and geysers in Yellowstone National Park. These samples are being analyzed for
Ra, Th, and U isotopes to determine the geochemical behavior of these isotopes, as
well as their potential applications as tracers and as indicators of groundwater flow
rates in ^"tive hydrothermal systems.
Volcanic hydrothermal systems in the northern Andes Mountains are
being characterized through chemical and isotopic analysis of thermal water and
steam samples. Preliminary results suggest that these Andean volcanoes are
generally sulfur rich compared with Central American volcanoes.
A project has recently been initiated to conduct a detailed chemicai and
isotopx study of hydrocarbons in thermally metamorphosed sedimentary rocks.
7.

Analytical Chemistry

Laboratory

The Analytical Chemistry Laboratory is administratively within CMT,
the principal user, but collaborates with most of the technical divisions and many
of the programs at ANL as a full-cost-recovery service center. In addition, the
ACL conducts a research program in analytical chemistry and provides analytical
services for governmental, educational, and industrial organizations. The ACL has
four technical groups: Chemical Analysis, Instrumental Analysis, Organic Analysis,
and Environmental Analysis.
During the past year, the ACL was involved in a diverse array of
activities, including the following: analyses in support of the development of the
pyrochemical process for the Integral Fast Reactor, analyses of numerous environmental samples for the DOE Environmental Survey Program, characterization of
materials used in research on high-critical-temperature superconductors, ana'ytical
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support for studies of municipal waste incinerators, studies of organics in solid and
sludge wastes from emerging energy technologies such as coal gasification and
liquefaction, analytical support for the Premium Coal Sample Facility at ANL,
development of a methodology for isolating and purifying uranium for subsequent
analysis, and groundwater analyses for a gsosciences program.
8.

Computer Applications

The Computer Applications Group assists CMT staff in many aspects of
computer-related activities, including laboratory data acquisition and control,
computer modeling and simulations studies, analysis of experimental results,
graphics, information management and data-base development, computer networking,
procurement of automatic data processing equipment, and advisory and consulting
services. In 1988, the Division's central computing facility was significantly
improved by replacement of the seven-year-old VAX 11/785 with a VAX 6220,
which has nearly three times the capacity of the older system. In providing
technical support to CMT staff, the Computer Applications Group has assisted in
the effort to develop a generic model that can be used to design and optimize
flowsheets for processing waste streams by the TRUEX process.
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I.

ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

Ihe electrochemical technology under investigation in this CMT effort is a
variety of advanced battery technologies (e.g., lithium/metal sulfide, sodium/metal
chloride, sodium/sulfur), advanced fuel cells with molten carbonate and solid oxide
electrolytes, and methods for uranium electrodeposition from molten salt electrolyte
systems.
A.

Buctery Research and Development

Research is underway at ANL to attain major improvements in the performance and cycle life of two types of advanced batteries: lithium/metal sulfide
and sodium/metal chloride. Also in progress are performance and lifetime testing
and post-test analyses of a variety of battery technologies (sodium/sulfur,
nickel/iron, lead-acid, iron/air) fabricated by industrial firms. These technologies
are primarily intended for electric-vehicle application, with secondary consideration
given to utility energy storage and military uses.
1.

Molten-Salt Cell Research

Research is being conducted to improve the performance of secondary
batteries having molten-salt electrolyte, lithium-alloy negative electrodes, and FeS2
positive electrodes. To maintain the electrolyte in the molten state, cells are
normally operated at temperatures of 350-450 C. The objective of this research is
the development of Hthium-alloy/FeS2 cells that will attain high performance
(~200 Wh/kg and 300 W/kg) and long cycle life (>1000 cycles) and will have
the potential for low-cost fabrication. Efforts in this period were concentrated on
developing an improved cell design, methods for overdischarge and overcharge
protection, and improved cell materials such as the electrode separator and
hermetic seals.
As reported earlier,1 an improved lithium-alloy/FeS2 cell has shown
promise of achieving the performance and cycle-life goals. Our improved FeS2 cell
has a low melting electrolyte, 25 mol% LiCl-37 mol% LiBr-38 mol% KBr
(mp, 310°C), and a densely loaded FeS2 electrode containing 15 mol% C0S2,
which is operated only on the upper voltage plateau (U.P.) Test studies during
this period have demonstrated the excellent capacity stability of this cell. A
small-scale (12 Ah) cell operated at a 2-h discharge rate and a 4-h charge rate
has achieved 1027 cycles and 7000 hours of operation (see Fig. I-l). After
1000 cycles, the cell operated with greater than 80% of its initial capacity and
had a coulombic efficiency of about 96%. The FeS2 electrode retained at least
90% of its initial capacity, as indicated by a reference electrode, throughout these
1000 cycles. At cycle 1027, the cell developed a short circuit. Postoperative
analysis of the cell is being conducted to determine the cause of the failure.
A key feature of the Li-alloy/U.P. FeS2 cell in future battery applications will be a cell where the Li-alloy electrode limits the discharge capacity of
the cell. Such cells are commonly referred to as "lithium limited." Limiting the
depth of discharge (DOD) of the U.P. FeS2 electrode is necessary to avoid
excessive electrode expansion and loss of power. In the present cell tests, the
DOD is limited by the discharge cutoff voltage, ~1.25 V. For battery operation,
of course, it would be difficult to use the cell voltage to limit the DOD; it is
X

T. D. Kaun, J. Electrochem. Soc. 182(12), 3063-3064 (1985).
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simpler to use the lithium-limited cell design. To verify the capacity stability of
such a design, cell tests have been initiated. Here, the electrode capacities of the
cell are matched in such a way that, at 90% utilization of the U.P. FeS2
electrode, an 80% utilization of the Li-Al electrode needs to be achieved, at which
point it becomes highly polarized and ends the discharge cycle by causing a sharp
drop in cell voltage. The polarization of the Li-Al electrode at this point is
about 300 inV.
In our lithium-limited cell tests, a single 12-Ah cell has been operated
for >900 cycles with stable capacity and >98% coulombic efficiency. The test
results indicated that the abusive operation of the Li-Al electrode in the cell does
not markedly affect its capacity or result in the long-term deposition of aluminum
in the separator.
Conventional Li-alloy/metal sulfide battery cells require an electronic
charger/equalizer to protect the cells from destructive overcharging. Overcharging
generally results in oxidation of the active material in the positive electrode so
that the FeS2 is oxidized to sulfur and FeCl2, which leads to cell short circuiting
by the deposition of iron particles in the separator. Among the several chemical
overcharge protection options that we examined, the lithium-shuttle mechanism
was found to offer the best promise. The basis of this mechanism is the dissolution of lithium into the electrolyte from the negative electrode and its diffusion
to, and chemical reaction with, the positive electrode at the end of charge. With
this mechanism, the lithium activity in the negative electrode is varied in such a
way that it2 rises rapidly at the end of charge; as a result, a current density of
3-5 mA/cm at the end of charge can be sustained for many hours, while the
positive electrode is maintained below a potential where detrimental oxidation
would occur.
To provide optimum overall coulombic efficiency, the self-discharge rate
must be set at a very low level during the bulk of the charge (80-85%) and must
rise to a high level only toward the end of charge. During overcharge protection,
the chemical self-discharge rate is equal to the charge current and results in 0%
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coulombic efficiency and, thus, prevents overcharge of the positive electrode. The
self-discharge rate is controlled by selection of proper compositions of lithium
alloys in the negative electrode and appropriate capacity ratios of the positive and
negative electrodes. For a cell with a negative electrode containing 90 mol%
Li-Al and 10 mol% LisAl5Fe2 and a FeS;. positive electrode, the cell reactions
during overcharge where the high-activity LisAlsFe2 is being formed were
determined to be:
Electrochemical
3Li+ 4- 3e" + 3Li4Al5Fe2 •» 3Li5Al5Fe2
Li3Fe2S4 -» 2FeS2 + 3Li+ + 3e~
Chemica.1
3Li5Al5Fe2 *s 3Li(djMOiVed) + 3Li4Al5Fe2
3Li°(disso,ved) + 2FeS2 - Li3Fe2S4
The chemical reactions control the self-discharge rate.
written for the Li-Si/FeS2 cell couple.

Similar reactions can be

Experiments have been carried out with several negative-electrode active
materials (Li-Al, Li-Si, Li-Al-Si, and Li-Al-Fe) to measure the lithium flux (selfdischarge rate) under the conditions present in full-scale engineering cells. We
found that the potential of the negative electrode has the predominant influence
on the self-discharge rate; at low potentials, close to that of the pure lithium, the
self-discharge rate exponentially increases. In addition, the self-discharge rate is a
strong function of temperature, composition of the electrolyte, and the properties
of the electrolyte/separator structure. Figure 1-2 illustrates how the temperature,
flooding factor (percent of pores flooded with electrolyte), and electrolyte
composition affect the self-discharge rate for a Li-Si electrode.
Tests of Li-alloy/FeS2 cells (25-Ah capacity) have demonstrated that
the lithium-shuttle mechanism provides sufficient levels of overcharge tolerance and
protection. Figure 1-3 shows the electrode potentials o? a Li-Al-Fe/U.P. FeS2 cell
(operated at ~400°C) during a charge-discharge cycle in which a bulk charge at
25 mA/cm2 to 2.03 V is followed by a trickle charge of 3.0 mA/cm2. As seen,
the potential for the Li-ailoy electrode undergoes about a 200-mV transition near
full-charge capacity. As is crucial for the preservation of cell longevity, the
U.P. FeS2 electrode indicates negligible change in potential; that is, it is protected
from the deleterious polarization of overcharge. Also, the Li-alloy electrode
potential is little changed from -200 mV [vs. a+/?(Li-Al)] during the trickle-charge
period. The self-discharge rate undergoes a stepwise increase (a 20-foid increase
by the lithium-shuttle mechanism) to become equal and opposite in effect to the
trickle-charge rate. In this test, the trickle-charge period (4 h) charged 5% more
coulombs than the "rated" capacity. Nevertheless, the extended trickle charge did
not contribute additional capacity in the subsequent discharge. A coulometric and
galvanic analysis of the overcharge-tolerant ceil design indicated approximately 0%
charge acceptance for a trickle charge at 2.5 mA/cm2 with a Li-alloy/U.P. FeS2
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cell operated at 400°C. Flooded cells of this type have demonstrated stable
capacity for over 200 cycles when they were placed into an overcharge regime
every ten cycles.
In other work on improving the Li-a!loy/FeS2 cell, we are striving to
develop separator/electrolyte systems that are stable to the high lithium activities
encountered in the overcharge-protected cells and that are appropriate for use in
bipolar cells when electrolyte containment is critically important. Hightemperature immobilized electrolyte (HTIE) systems are being investigated for this
purpose. These materials consist of an insulator-type ceramic material (e.g.,
MgO) that is chemically inert and infiltrated by a liquid salt held in place by
capillary forces in the pores.
In this effort, we are measuring the HTIE material conductivity by an
interrupted direct-current technique. A new cell design had to be developed for
this purpose because the usual cell configurations for determining conductivity in
liquid or solid materials are not applicable for HTIE materials. Conductivity
measurements on separator materials have established the precision at ±2.5%. In
Fig. 1-4, the conductivity of two HTIE separators and pure molten salt is plotted
as a function of temperature. The figure shows that the conductivity of the
HTIE separator is lower than that of the pure molten salt. The conductivity is
also influenced by the density of the separator and, consequently, by the compression force that is used to make the separator by the powder pressing
technique. Appropriate HTIE separators developed and characterized during this
work will be tested in second-generation prismatic and bipolar Li-alloy/U.P. FeS2
cell systems.
Electrolyte conductivity studies indicated that the optimum electrolyte
composition is 34 mol% LiCl-32.5 mol% LiBr-33.5 mol% KBr. The conductivity
of this electrolyte was determined to be about 25% greater than that of the
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LiCl-LiBr-KBr eutectic. At present, HTIE separator and cell studies are being
performed to verify this finding.
One of the major challenges for bipolar battery development is electrolyte containment. A new bipolar battery design, which is hermetically sealed,
is expected to provide long-term stability. Earlier versions used a gasket-type
peripheral seal and were short lived. The hermetic peripheral seal relies upon the
use of new ceramic materials that are chemically stable to the fused alkali metal
halide electrolyte, which lias a high sulfide and lithium ion activity. Cell seals
prepared with this sealant material should be inexpensive and lightweight and
should provide an electrically insulating, gas-tight bridge between the metallic
housings of the electrode assemblies. The initial test of such a sealed bipolar
battery is underway.
The major advances achieved in our cell development effort (capacity
stability, overcharge protection, and improved separator), when combined with the
advanced materials being developed for cell seals, indicate that development of a
bipolar Li-alloy/U.P. FeS2 battery may be feasible. In a bipolar battery, cells are
stacked so that the positive and negative electrodes have a common current
collector, the bipolar plate. This arrangement greatly reduces the weight contribution of the nonactive cell components. Additionally, a uniform current distribution improves electrochemical performance. Such a battery has the potential for
very high performance. For example, our calculations project outstanding
performance prospects for a five-passenger automobile powered by a bipolar
Li-alloy/FeSj battery: a 640-km range and acceleration performance comparable
to that achieved with a high-performance gasoline engine. Continued development
of the bipolar cell will be pursued.
2.

Development, of Li-Al/FeS Batteries for Transportation

We are in the last phase of a program in which the technology
developed for the Li-alloy/FeS battery is being transferred to industry. The
major activity in 1988 has been a collaboration between ANL and Westinghouse
Oceanic Division (formerly Gould Ocean Systems Division, Cleveland, OH) to
develop the Li-alloy/FeS battery for electric van application. A part of this program involves the development of a high-efficiency, lightweight, low-cost insulated
jacket in a collaborative effort between ANL and Meyer Tool and Manufacturing,
Inc. (Oak Lawn, IL). This jacket is needed to maintain the cells at high temperature in a van battery. The technology, when fully developed, will be suitable
for use with Li-alloy/FeS, Li-alloy/FeS2, Na/S, and Na/NiCl batteries, as well as
the monolith fuel cell being developed at ANL (Sec. I.B.I). Two full-scale cases
insulated with alternating layers of multifoil and glass-fiber paper have been
fabricated and thermally tested in the Argonne Analysis & Diagnostics Laboratory.
The heat loss from the first case was 208 W, much higher than our
goal of 100 W. Design changes in the second case reduced the heat loss to
168 W. Some effort is still needed on optimizing the number of insulation layers
(type and thickness of paper and foil). We were successful in demonstrating the
required low pressure (17 /mi Hg) in the second case by inclusion of a chemical
getter. This suggests that we will be able to build sealed, insulated cases that
only require heating to operating temperature to achieve the required low pressure; mechanical pumping will not be required.
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One of the insulated cases will be used in testing a 36-V van battery
fabricated earlier by Gould. A test plan has been developed that includes
(1) thermal management studies, (2) performance evaluation under computerized
simulation of a van driving profile, and (3) electrochemical charge equalization
studies.
In a joint design study between ANL and Westinghouse, a model for
calculating cell design parameters based upon vehicle specifications and performance requirements has been developed. The model was used to derive the cell
specifications for batteries with four different designs of electric vans. We are
also assessing the technology status of the Li-Al/FeS battery being developed in
Canada by the Electrofuel Manufacturing Co. This battery is largely based upon
the DOE-sponsored technology developed at ANL during the period 1976-1983.
3.

Solid-Electrolyte Cell Research

The purpose of this research is to improve the performance of Na/S
and Na/MCl2 cells, both of which presently use molten sodium negative electrodes
and a /(?"-alumina solid electrolyte. Unlike the Na/S cells, the Na/MCl2 cells
contain a secondary liquid NaCl-AlCl3 electrolyte in the positive electrode in
conjunction with an active material of metal chloride such as FeCl2 or N1CI2.
These cells can be operated at temperatures as low as 160°C (melting point of
secondary electrolyte) but are typically operated at 250°C to improve positive
electrode kinetics.
Our efforts over the past several years have indicated that glass-type
electrolytes are an attractive alternative to the /?"-alumina electrolyte, which limits
cell power. Our work has thus been directed toward development of glass
electrolyte and glass//?"-Al2O3 composite electrolyte. Work is also in progress to
improve the performance of the positive electrode in the Na/MC^ cell. The
overall goal is development of advanced Na/S and Na/MCl2 cells with specific
energy of 200 Wh/kg and specific power of >400 W/kg.
A glass electrolyte in Na/S and Na/MCl2 cells would have to be
connected to a central sealing member for mechanical support and for cell seal.
We are thus attempting to fabricate glass-to-header seals that will be mechanically
stable and hermetic. The sodium-ion conducting glass electrolyte material being
investigated for this purpose is (in mol%) 42 Na2O, 8 A^Os, 5 ZrO2, and
45 SiO2 (referred to as ANL Glass). Sealing tubes of ANL Glass to a header
requires careful matching of the thermal expansion coefficients of the materials
involved. In addition, the header must be an insulator (ionic and electronic), as
pore free as possible, and compatible with the chemistry of ANL Glass and of the
cell. Ceramics based on MgO have been found to be ideal candidates for this
application. Our earlier work suggested that ceramic compositions for the best
thermal expansion matching with the ANL Glass are (in mol%): 89 MgO,
1 A12O3, 1 BaO, 1 CaO, and 8 B2O3 (sintered at 1245°C) and 90 MgO, 1 A12O3,
and 9 B2O3 (sintered at 1245°C).2
Hermetic glass-tube-to-ceramic seals have been made with the first
ceramic. In preparing the seal, some of the ANL Glass was softened on a
ceramic pellet at about 1000° C. After about two minutes at temperature, a tube
2

M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, p. 21 (1988).
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of ANL Glass was placed into the softened glass. The assembled seal was then
quenched to room temperature and annealed at 450°C in air. Metallographic
examination revealed that the ceramic was wet by the glass from the tube, and
that the glass had crept into the surface porosity of the ceramic. The contact
angle between the ceramic and the glass was between 30 and 45°, and about
90-95% of available area was used for bonding. One of these glass-tube-toceramic assemblies was thermally cycled 10 times between ambient temperature
and 450°C at 8°C/min; another assembly, 14 times. In both cases, no degradation of the seal was observed under the optical microscope.
To improve the cost and fabrication flexibility of the electrolyte for
Na/S and Na/MCl2 cells, we are investigating use of a composite electrolyte based
on /?"-alumina and a suitable glass as an alternative to the ^"-alumina ceramic
currently used. The difficulty with /?"-alumina is that it is expensive and difficult
to fabricate into complete shapes, such as flat sheet configurations, for use in
high-performance cells. The composite would take advantage of the properties of
both materials; that is, it would have a conductivity close to that of the ceramic
and the ease of fabrication of glass. The challenge here is to find a glass that
will not drastically alter the conductivity of /?"-alumina during composite
fabrication and yet will be thermally compatible with the ceramic. Based on the
work of others,3-4 a glass in the Na2O-Al2O3-B2O3-SiC>2 family would seem to be
ideal. The initial acceptance criterion for the glass is a resistivity of about
1000 ft-cm at 300°C.
We fabricated and characterized 14 high-soda glasses in the
Na2O-Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2 system (see Table I-l). The resistivity of these glasses
varied from 192 to 450,000 fi'cm, while the thermal expansion coefficient varied
from 8 x 10-6 to 21 x 10_6/°C. Preliminary attempts to prepare compos'tes from
the X Glass and /?"-Al2O3 were only partially successful. The best composite was
prepared at 1200°C from a- 50:50 volume ratio of G-14 Glass and /?"-Al2O3 and
had a resistivity of 1700 n cm. Though encouraging, these results suggest that a
significant effort will be required to develop an appropriate composite electrolyte.
In our efforts to develop an improved metal chloride elertrode, we are
determining how various design parameters (electrode compositions, loading density, and fabrication method) affect the electrode performance. The area specific
impedance of the most promising electrodes will be evaluated in a specially
designed cell, and the measured area specific impedances will be used in cell
performance modeling studies.
In this report period, preliminary characterization studies of NiCl2, a
promising metal chloride electrode material, were conducted to determine how the
degree of electrolyte flooding affects the electrode performance. For this determination, four Na/NiCl2 cells with 1.5-mm-thick
electrode beds were assembled at
a constant loading density of 0.1 Ah/cm3 and different volume fractions of
NaAlCLj liquid electrolyte (10-35 voi%). Each NiCl2 electrode was vacuum
impregnated with electrolyte prior to cycling and then cycled between 2.10 and
2.85 V at 260°C at various discharge current densities. The results of the study
3

Hitachi, Ltd., "Secondary Sodium-Sulfur Batteries," Patent No. JP 62 274,5C3
(November 28, 1987).
4
R. Roberts et al., Development of Beta Batteries for Utility Applications,
Report for July 1981-December 1982, Electric Power Research Institute
Report EM-3453, pp. 4-26 (1984).
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Table 1-1.

Code

Na 2 O

A12OS;

U
Z

22.6
46.6
25.3
37.2
30.0
25.0
20.0
25.0
25.0
30.0
30.0
40.0
45.0
47.0

0.0
0.0
24.4
11.4
0.0
12.0
0.0
0.0
15.0
18.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
5.0

c

X
G-3
W
G-5
G-6
G-8
G-9
G-ll
G-13
G-14
G-15

Physical Characteristics of Glasses in the
Na2O-Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2 System

B

2°a
0
0
0
0
20
0
20
20
20
20
10
5
3
3

SiO 2
77.4
53.4
50.3
51.4
50.0
62.6
60.0
55.0
40.0
42.0
45.0
45.0
47.0
45.0

Resist.,"
fTcm
3704
192
1073
484
77576
3569

35700

450395
1987
88668

Activ.
Energy,
eV
0.684
0.555
0.573
0.630
0.595

Glass
Trans.
Temp.,
6
C
475
415
814
502
490
534
580
510
520
540
520
480
480
530

Thermal
Exp an.
Coeff.,
_e
10 x C _1

20.63
12.32
12.79
11.15
10.04
13.11
8.26

18.19
21.28
19.87

"At 300°C.

indicate that
the performance of the cell at a discharge current density of
11 rnA/cm2 improves as the quantity of electrolyte increases from 10 to 35 vol%.
The positive-electrode utilization was only about 40% at 10 vol% electrolyte but
increased to 99% at 35 vol% electrolyte. At present, efforts are being directed
toward development and characterization of sintered N1CI2 electrodes that have a
high loading density and are highly electronically conductive.
4.

Battery Performance and Life Evaluations

During 1988, battery technology evaluations were performed for the
Department of Energy (DOE) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) at
the Argonne Analysis & Diagnostic Laboratory (ADL). Twelve single cells and
five 3- to 24-cell modules fabricated by five industrial firms were tested to
determine their performance and life characteristics for electric-vehicle applications.
The maturity of the technologies varied from research cells (flow-through lead-acid
and electrolyte-flow iron/air) to production-type modules (advanced nickel/iron and
tubular lead-acid). Standardized performance and life tests are applied to the
more mature technologies, while variations on these tests are used with research
cells because a shorter life and/or limited performance is anticipated. The results
provide an interim measure of the progress being made in battery R&D programs,
a comparisoii of battery technologies, and a source of basic data for modeling and
continuing R&D.
Table 1-2 gives the ranges projected for vehicles powered by the
evaluated battery technologies under different simulated driving profile discharges
at the ADL. As shown, the Na/S technology offers the promise of very good
vehicle range. Other test results are summarized below.
Sodium/Sulfur Technology. We tested eight 10-Ah, 20-Wh Na/S cells
from Chloride Silent Power Ltd. (CSPL) in the ADL. All eight cells demonstrated reproducible performance and achieved capacities of 8.2 ± 0.5 Ah
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Table 1-2.

Projected Ranges of Different Battery Technologies
for Simulated Driving Profiles
Projected Vehicle Range,*•bmi

Technology

Developer

SFUDS79/
IDSEP

J227aD/
IETV-1

J227aC/
G-Van

Na/S Cell

Chloride Silent Power

159(254)

193(308)

Na/S Module

Chloride Silent Power

168(269)

202(323)

Flow-Through L-A
Cellc

Johnson Controls

83(133)

111(178)

Ni/Fe Module

Eagle-Picher Industries

75(120)

98(157)

93(149)

Tubular L-A
Module*

Chloride EV Systems

47(75)

54f86)

65(10-1)

Fe/Air

Westinghouse

66(106)

113(181}

196(313)

a

Range for single discharge. The three driving profiles are as follows: a simplified version of the
Federal Urban Driving Schedule (SFUDS) for a van, the standard SAE J227'aD profile for a passenger
automobile, and the standard SAE J227aC profile for a van.
b
Numbers in parentheses are range in kilometers.
C
L-A represents lead-acid.

(15.7 ± 1.0 Wh). Life cycling of these cells was performed with 100% capacity
discharges at a constant-current 3-h rate. The eight cells were operated for over
7000 cycles, with an average cell life of 892 cycles (range of 388 to 1221 cycles).
One cell had a premature seal failure after 388 cycles, and another was removed
from testing before failure after 1194 cycles so that a corrosion analysis could be
undertaken (Sec. I.A.5). Testing of the remaining six cells was suspended when
their capacity decreased to <75% of its initial ievel (average cell life of 926
cycles).
A 60-Ah, 480-Wh Na/S module from CSPL is now being tested. This
moduie contains 24 cells arranged in six parallel-connected strings of four seriesconnected cells each. A maximum capacity of 51.9 Ah (403 Wh) at a 3-h
discharge rate was obtained, and over 140 cycles have been accrued in this
ongoing evaluation. Individual cell capacities appear to be matched, as evidenced
by uniform string currents (2.5 A, ±6%) and cell voltages (1.8 V, ±3%) at the
end of discharge (at 15-A rate). The CSPL module exhibited a high resistance
(coup-de-fouet effect) for the first few minutes of discharge after a full recharge.
As shown in Fig. 1-5, the initial resistance was almost twice that measured at
15% DOD (23 mft). At high initial discharge rates (>10 A), this resistance
causes a large temporary drop in module voltage, which could be below the 100%
DOD cutoff voltage level. In addition, if regenerative-braking currents are
employed with the module, very high initial charge voltages result because of the
high module resistance. As a result of these findings, our driving profile
discharge control algorithm had to be modified to allow the large voltage drop
and limit the regenerative braking current.
Flow-Through Lead-Acid Technology. Johnson Controls, Inc., is
developing an improved lead-acid battery based on the forced flow of electrolyte
through the active material. As part of this program, two prototype flow-through
75-Ah lead-acid cells were delivered to the ADL for testing in 1988. These cells
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Fig. 1-5.
Internal Resistance of 60-Ah Na/S Module
as Function of Depth of Discharge during
Driving Profile Discharge
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underwent an abbreviated performance characterization followed by life evaluations
with driving profile discharges. Both cells achieved good performance but had a
very limited life (<30 cycles). Their rapidly decreasing capacity (~1 %/cycle)
makes performance data reproducibility and interpretation difficult.
Tubular Lead-Acid Technology. Two advanced tubular lead-acid
modules from Chloride EV Systems Ltd. are being evaluated at the ADL. These
three-cell modules (6 V) have tubular positive electrodes and are intended to have
higher power and capacity than earlier designs. Performance characterization tests
were completed, and the modules are now undergoing life tests under driving
profile discharges to 100% DOD. Deep discharges were selected to evaluate a
worst-case condition. Each module has attained more than 250 cycles, with no
degradation in performance. Both modules achieved their 205-Ah rated capacity
at a 5-h discharge rate (41 A).
Advanced Nickel/Iron Technology. Two advanced Ni/Fe modules
fabricated by Eagle-Picher Industries are being evaluated at the ADL. These
220-Ah modules have nickel sintered-plate technology and are designed to have
30% greater energy in the same weight and volume as the previous state-of-theart designs. Each module has accrued about 130 cycles and maintains ~91% of
its initial capacity. The modules are awaiting life testing, which is to be
conducted with driving profile discharges to 100% DOD.
Charging studies were conducted on these modules prior to performance
characterization because they were unable to achieve rated capacity without excessive overcharge. The results showed that, with a fixed overcharge, the charge
current profile had no measurable effect on discharge capacity. However, module
capacity was directly related to applied overcharge and inversely related to open
circuit after charge (OCAC) standtime. The effect of overcharge on discharge
capacity is plotted in Fig. 1-6 for OCAC standtimes of 0 and 1 h. The plots
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Fig. 1-6.

Available Discharge Capacity of 220-Ah Ni/Fe
Module as Function of Applied Overcharge and
Open Circuit after Charge Time (OCAC)

show that the module has a charge acceptance of only ~20% (determined frcm
slope) at the indicated applied overcharge levels. The plots also show that a
1-h OCAC at a fixed overcharge results in a capacity loss of ~2%. From these
data, a charge method and overcharge level were selected for use in the
remainder of the test program.
Iron/Air Technology. Westinghouse Electric Corp. is developing the
iron/air electrolyte-flow technology. Two prototype 80-Ah (60-Wh) cells from this
program were tested at the ADL. The cells had to be operated at 40°C, and
new electrolyte installed about every 20 cycles. One cell still retained ~80% of
its initial capacity after 113 cycles but had virtually no power capability. This
cell achieved a maximum specific energy of ~43 Wh/kg at the 4-h discharge rate.
The second cell was operated for 133 cycles, most of which were with dri/ing
profile discharges to 100% DOD. This cell had a slightly higher voltage and
capacity than those of the first and achieved an initial specific energy of
47.6 Wh/kg.
5.

Post-Teat Analyses

Specialized facilities are maintained at CMT to perform comprehensive
examinations on selected cells and batteries that have completed testing either at
the ADL or at other centers of battery research. These post-test examinations
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serve to identify existing and potential failure mechanisms, to assess the reliability
of hardware components, and to correlate changes in performance with changes in
electrode morphology and composition. This information provides a measure of
the technical progress made by battery developers and an indication of needed
design and/or material changes.
a.

Sodium/Sulfur Cells

Operation of seven Na/S cells built by CSPL was voluntarily
terminated for analysis. Five cells were from the PB series (10 Ah) and had
lifetimes of 5 to 699 cycles, and two cells were from the XPB series (30 Ah) and
had completed 424 cycles each. Corrosion and other forms of component degradation were the main concerns of these examinations since all but one cell
represented advanced cycle life or abusive test conditions.
For both types of cells, the cell case received a duplex chromized
coating to minimize corrosion. Corrosion of this coating occurred preferentially at
the base of the case because of compositional differences that developed in the
sulfur electrode during operation. Real-time radiographic imaging of the cell
operated for five cycles at Science Applications International Corp. and subsequent studies at ANL determined that sodium polysulfides accumulated in the
lower section of the electrode and remained there for longer periods of each cycle.
As a consequence, the base of the case was exposed to more corrosive conditions.
Figure 1-7 provides an estimate of case lifetime based on measurements made on
the bases of cases from the long-term cells. This figure shows that the outer
Cr-C layer is penetrated after about 300 cycles, and the inner Fe-Cr layer
survives nearly 500 additional cycles before the substrate of low-carbon steel is
exposed. The cell case will last at least twice as long (1600 cycles) because the
chromized coating is formed on the exterior as well as the interior of the case.

Cr-C Layer

X
X

Fe-Cr Layer

X

Substrate

400

aoo

CYCLES

Fig. 1-7.

Maximum Depth of Corrosion for CSPL
Cell Cases under Standard Cycling
Conditions
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Deviations from standard test conditions, however, can measurably
alter the corrosion rates of the chromized layers. One cell was part of a freezethaw test matrix and completed 20 electrical cycles and 147 thermal cycles. It
also spent a total of 20 days at 350°C in the discharged state. The maximum
depth of corrosion for this cell case was equivalent to 560 cycles or about six
months of continuous electrical cycling. The freeze-thaw cycles undoubtedly
accelerated the attack by promoting spallation of the corrosion scales (sodium
thiochromide, chromium sulfides, and iron disulfide) formed in the discharged
state.
The inner surfaces of the electrolytes from the PB series of cells
showed detectable levels of calcium. The concentration of this undesirable element
increased with cycling until a plateau value was reached within the first
250 cycles. Design and material changes in the XPB series of cells minimized the
build-up of calcium on the electrolytes of these cells.
b.

Li-Si/FeS2 Primary Cells

The Li-Si/FeS2 primary cell develops bands of electrode materials
within the separator. These bands of L12S and Fe are offset but parallel to the
interface with the FeS2 electrode. Ten of these primary cells (built and tested at
Sandia National Laboratories) were studied to establish the mechanism(s) involved
and the parameters that affect the deposition rate.
Six cells used FeS2 electrodes with LiCl-KCl eutectic as the
electrolyte and were operated
isothermally at 500"C. The discharge current
densities (0 to 25.2 mA/cm2) and the test durations (0.5 to 2.6 h) were varied.
As shown in Fig. 1-8, the width of the deposition zone in the separator increased
parabolically with time. The parabolic relationship indicated that deposition was
diffusion controlled. Furthermore, this relationship was independent of the discharge rate and discharge levels (0 to 50%) for the range of conditions used in

Fig. 1-8.
Parabolic Relationship between
Width of the Deposition Zone and
Time for Li-Si/LiCl-KCl/FeS2 Cells
Tested at 500°C
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the tests. Discharging the cells, however, influenced the composition of the
deposition products. The cells that were tested under load contained only L12S
and Fe in the deposition zone, but the cells left on open circuit also contained a
third phase, an unidentified Li-Fe-S compound.
The test temperature and cell composition influenced the rate of
the deposition process. A cell that was identical in construction to the above
cells was heated to 450°C and held on open circuit for 2 h. The deposition zone
was only 30% as wide as the zone found for the comparable cell tested at 500°C
(10 /urn vs. 32 Mm). In another cell, Li2FeS2, an intermediate phase, served as
the positive active material. No deposits were found after 1 h on open circuit at
500°C. Two cells used ternary eutectic salts, LiCl-LiBr-KBr and LiCl-LiBr-LiF, as
the electrolyte. The separators of these cells contained only trace amounts of
deposited materials.
Several conclusions were reached based on these and other results.
The most valid mechanism for generating L12S in the separator is the thermal
decomposition of FeS2- Sulfur formed by decomposition could diffuse into the
separator and react with lithium to form I^S. Thermal decomposition would
also explain both the temperature sensitivity of L12S deposition and the absence of
deposition in the cell using Li2FeS2- A different mechanism was believed to be
responsible for the deposition of iron. Impurities in the FeS2 would be a
plausible source since many minerals, such as FeS2, contain secondary phases of
the same primary cation and are difficult to purify. Impurities that are soluble
in molten salt would explain the rapidly formed iron deposits found in the
separators. The reduction in deposition noted for cells with ternary electrolytes
presumably stems from changes in the solubility of the deposition species and will
be studied in greater detail.
c.

Lead-Acid Studies

Accelerated testing was used to assess the corrosion resistance of
a new grid technology for lead-acid batteries. Tracor &rids are constructed from
interwoven composite wires consisting of a glass fiber core and an extruded leadalloy coating. Five sets of Tracor grids and one set of conventional cast grids
were evaluated in electrochemical cells operated at 70°C for up to 69 days. The
performance of the Tracor grids was similar for the range of coating compositions
(0.0 to 0.85% Sb, balance Pb) studied. The 0.02% Sb coatings were judged to
have the best corrosion resistance, followed by coatings with 0.50 to 0.80% Sb,
and then 0.10 to 0.25% Sb. The inherent corrosion resistance of the Tracor grids
was considered as good or better than the resistance of the cast grids.
The testing program, however, also uncovered two limitations in
the tested design of Tracor grids that could seriously impact the service life of
batteries using them. First, the collector wires were susceptible to fractures just
beneath the soldered terminal. Loss of coating continuity in this section would
electrically isolate the affectedkplate from the rest of the cell. Second, the
varnish coating used to protecT the cut ends of the grid wires was ineffective in
preventing wicking of the electrolyte into the wire interiors. After wicking
occurred, the wires possessed significantly less strength. Electrosource, Inc., the
present developer of this grid technology, has recently developed a novel grid that
incorporates two design features that address these problems.
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6.

Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Technology Support
a.

Aqueous Electric-Vehicle Batteries

The Division provides technical support to DOE for the development of aqueous battery technology for electric vehicles. The technical support
includes assistance in program planning, preparation of work statements, technical
assessments, and system analyses. In this capacity, CMT continued to provide
technical management of two major industrial contracts: one with Johnson
Controls for the development of advanced lead-acid batteries, and the other with
Eagle-Picher Industries for the development of nickel/iron batteries.
The work at Johnson Controls is focused on research and
development of an advanced lead-acid battery based on an innovative concept
whereby the forced flow of electrolyte through the porous lead and lead dioxide
electrodes is employed to achieve a dramatic increase (85%) in the utilization of
the active materials. During 1988, two prototype flow-through cells constructed
by Johnson Controls were delivered to ANL for testing and evaluation. Test
results are discussed in Sec. I.A.4. The cycle life of flow-through cells remains
limited, with a life of only 130 cycles achieved to date in the best cells tested at
Johnson Controls. Present R&D efforts are thus aimed at improving the cycle
life of the flow-through technology. Johnson Controls also constructed a full-size
(12-V) lead-acid module based on the flow-through design concept. The module
is being evaluated to determine its performance and life and to evaluate the
interactive effects among the six series-connected cells when operated under
simulated driving conditions.
The effort at Eagle-Picher is directed toward reducing the cost of
advanced Ni/Fe batteries. The work is focused on the development of thick
(3 mm) nickel electrodes that have the desired porosity and strength required for
good performance and long life. Improvements in sintered-powder nickel electrodes
were achieved in 1988. Results of two sintered powder Ni/Fe modules tested at
ANL in 1988 are discussed in Sec. I.A.4. Experimental Ni/Fe cells were also
successfully fabricated by Eagle-Picher using fiber-type nickel electrodes. Because
nickel metal is the major cost factor in the manufacture of Ni/Fe batteries, the
lower nickel requirement of the fiber-type approach provides significant cost reduction potential. Meanwhile, laboratory and in-vehicle tests continued to confirm
the ruggedness and long life of Ni/Fe batteries developed under this project. A
complete Ni/Fe battery system has powered an electric vehicle for over 74,000 km
to date in tests sponsored by EPRI. Nickel/iron batteries also continue to
perform well after seven years in commercial fleet operations at industrial sites.
Efforts to further reduce the cost of this technology will be continued in 1989.
b.

Fuel Cell/Battery Powered Bus System

The U.S. Departments of Energy and Transportation have
initiated a cooperative multiyear program for the research, development, and
demonstration of a methanol-fueled fuel cell/battery powered bus system for urban
passenger transportation. Argonne National Laboratory provided key technical
support to DOE in the development of the program plan for these activities, and
CMT has been assigned technical management responsibility for the program.
Fuel cells potentially can provide the range advantages of an
internal combustion engine, but with clean and quiet operation using nonpetroleum
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based fuels. With the fuel cell/battery propulsion system, the fuel cell provides
the average power requirement, and the battery provides the additional power
required during acceleration. Evaluation of various fuel cell types now under
development led to the selection of phosphoric acid fuel cells as the most viable
candidate for the bus application in the next few years.
During FY 1988, Phase I of a planned four-phase program was
initiated. Phase I is a two-year effort directed at demonstrating proof-of-feasibility
of a phosphoric acid fuel cell/battery system as the prime source of power for an
urban bus. In FY 1988, the R&D team of Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc.,
Chrysler Corp., and Engelhard Corp. began work on a two-year cost-shared
contract to develop a liquid-cooled phosphoric acid fuel cell/battery system. Also
in FY 1988, the R&D team of Energy Research Corp., Bus Manufacturing USA,
Inc., and Los Alamos National Laboratory started work on a cost-shared contract
to develop an air-cooled phosphoric acid fuel cell/battery system. Both teams
developed design specifications for 55-kW fuel cell/battery systems, which will be
constructed and evaluated in FY 1989. After completion of the evaluations, a
decision will be made to select one technology for the Phase II effort.
Phase II will involve the development of the proof-of-concept fuel
cell/battery power source and the power train components and the integration of
these into a test-bed bus. Track testing and fieM evaluation of this test-bed bus
will be accomplished in Phase III. Phases I through III will provide the technology development and demonstration needed to proceed to Phase IV, which will
entail field testing of small fleets of prototype buses in various urban applications.
B.

Fuel Cell Research and Development

We are developing two types of high-temperature fuel cell: one with a solid
oxide electrolyte, the other with a molten carbonate electrolyte.
The solid oxide fuel cell consists of a lanthanum manganite cathode, a
yttria-stabilized zirconia electrolyte, a nickel and zirconia cermet anode, and
lanthanum chromite for electronic cell-to-cell interconnections. These components
are all oxide-ceramic materials. At the anode-electrolyte interface, hydrogen and
carbon monoxide in the fuel gas react with oxide ions from the electrolyte to
form carbon dioxide and water, giving up electrons to the external circuit. At
the cathode-electrolyte interface, oxygen in the air accepts electrons from the
external circuit to form oxide ions, which are conducted through the electrolyte to
the anode interface. These cells operate at temperatures of 800 to 1000°C. We
are investigating a new concept for the solid oxide fuel cell (referred to as the
"monolithic solid oxide fuel cell") and new electrode and electrolyte materials for
use in present solid oxide fuel cells.
The molten carbonate fuel cell consists of a porous nickel anode, a porous
nickel oxide cathode, a liquid electrolyte of LiAlC>2 and a mixture of lithium and
potassium carbonates, and appropriate metal separator sheets. The cell operating
temperature is 650° C. The work on this cell is focused on developing alternative
electrode materials and fabrication techniques.
1.

Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

The monolithic solid oxide fuel cell is based on the premise that the
thin solid components of oxide cells can be fabricated into compact shapes
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having power-to-weight ratios that are a factor of 100 higher than those of
conventional fuel cells.
The monolithic solid oxide fuel cell is being developed in a joint
program between CMT and the Materials and Components Technology Division.
The monolithic design employs the same thin ceramic components used in other
oxide fuel cells in a strong, lightweight honeycomb structure of small cells. This
structure can achieve very high power per unit mass or volume. A monolithic
fuel cell would convert hydrocarbon fuel to DC power at 50% efficiency, which is
higher than any non-fuel-cell technologies.
In the monolithic concept ("co-flow design"), fuel and air are combined
electrochemically in a ceramic cell at an operating temperature of 800 to 1000°C.
Cell components are fabricated as one piece, much like a block of corrugated
paperboard. Fuel and oxidant are conducted through alternating passages in the
stack, as shown in Fig. 1-9. These passages are formed from thin (0.025 to
0.100 mm) layers of the active cell components: the anode, cathode, electrolyte,
and the interconnection material that connects the cells in electrical series (bipolar
plate).
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Fig. 1-9.

Interconnection

Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel
Cell Co-Flow Design

The principal building blocks of the monolithic structure are the two
multilayer composites: the anode/electrolyte/cathode (A/E/C) and the
anode/interconnection/cathode (A/I/C). Good performance of the monolithic fuel
cell requires that the layers in these composites be well bonded and free from
cracks or other gas-transmitting defects. Considerable attention is given to
achieving defect-free structures and good bonding between the layers.
flow in
highest
the fuel
for the

In the co-flow design shown in Fig. 1-9, the fuel and oxidant gases
adjacent channels in the same direction. While this design provides the
power density, the manifold design to supply fuel and oxidant gases to
cell is somewhat complex. Therefore, a simpler desigu is being developed
monolithic fuel cell. In this "cross-flow" design, corrugated layers of
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anode and cathode materials are placed between flat A/E/C and A/I/C layers.
The electrode corrugations are oriented at right angles from each other so that
fuel gas is introduced on one face of the fuel cell, while the oxidant is introduced
on an adjacent face at right angles. The gas manifolds are simpler in this
design, and the power density is not greatly reduced from that of the co-flow
design.
In 1986, the first monolithic fuel cell arrays (stacks of cells) were built
and operated to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept. In 1987, the performance of the MSOFC was improved by reducing the number of defects in the
ceramic structure and by reducing the electrical resistance of the materials in the
stack. During 1988, the principal effort was to further improve the performance
of the cross-flow cell design and reduce the number of defects in MSOFC multicell stacks.
Poor performance of the MSOFC can be caused by four factors:
(1) cracks in the layers that separate the fuel and oxidant, (2) high density
electrodes, (3) high-resistance electrodes, and (4) poor bonding of components
within the MSOFC structure. Cracks in the A/E/C and A/I/C layers allow the
hydrogen fuel to mix and react with some of the oxygen. This reaction tends to
reduce the oxygen pressure on the air side or increase the oxygen pressure on the
fuel side, or both. The cell voltage is a function of the logarithm of the ratio of
the square root of oxygen pressure on the air side to the oxygen pressure on the
fuel side of the A/E/C composite (according to the Nernst equation). Therefore,
cross-leakage of fuel to the air channel or vice versa reduces the cell voltage and,
thus, causes poor performance of the fuel cell.
Certain conditions can cause the air electrode (cathode) to reach a high
density (low porosity) during sintering. Oxygen diffusion is severely limited when
the cathode has low porosity, and the oxygen molecules cannot reach the
electrochemically active areas at the cathode/electrolyte interface. This diffusion
limitation can cause a diffusion overpotential that limits the performance of the
fuel cell.
The electronic conductivity of the fuel electrode (anode) depends on
particle-to-particle contact in the nickel phase. When the nickel content is too
low, this contact is lost, and the electrical resistance of the anode becomes
excessive. High electrical resistance of the anode can cause poor fuel cell performance. On the other hand, too much nickel results in a high thermal expansion
coefficient, which causes the A/E/C layer to warp and crack during temperature
changes. An important part of the MSOFC development was to achieve an
optimum nickel content in the fuel electrode.
Electronic and ionic conductivity through the fuel cell depends on a
continuous series of bonds between the various materials. Differences in coefficients of thermal expansion and differences in sintering shrinkages among the four
fuel cell components can cause the layer-to-layer bonds to tear apart during
sintering and/or cool down from the sintering temperature. As more of these
bonds are broken, the electrical resistance of the fuel cell increases, resulting in
poor fuel cell performance.
The MSOFC development effort has focused on improving fuel cell
performance in terms of each of these four factors. Cracks in the A/E/C and
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A/I/C layers and debonding of the various layers were minimized by carefully
matching the sintering shrinkages and thermal expansion coefficients of the
MSOFC materials. The porosity of the cathode was improved by tailoring the
particle size distribution in the cathode starting material and by minimizing
interactions of the other fuel cell components with the cathode. The composition
of the anode was optimized by maximizing conductivity while minimizing, the
coefficient of thermal expansion.
These improvements in the MSOFC materials and fabrication processes
have resulted in a steady improvement in fuel cell performance, as illustrated in
Fig. 1-10. The performance curves are typical of MSOFC stacks that v/ere built
at various times from 1986 to 1988. In general, the slopes of these curves have
decreased with time, indicating lower resistances and diffusion overpotentials. The
open-circuit voltages (at zero current) have also increased with time, indicating
less cross-leakage between the fuel and air channels.
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Fig. 1-10.

Improvement in Performance of Monolithic Solid
Oxide Fuel Cell Stack over Two-Year Period

The effect of the number of cracks in the A/E/C and A/I/C layers on
the open-circuit voltage is shown in Fig. 1-11. The large number of cracks that
were present in the MSOFC structures early in its development resulted in fairly
large cross-leakage between the fuel and air channels and low open-circuit
voltages. As the materials and fabrication technology were improved, the number
of defects decreased to near zero. The resulting open-circuit potential increased to
nearly theoretical values at low defect numbers.
While the performance of the MSOFC has been improved over the past
few years, much work remains to be done to scale the power up from its present
level of a few watt? to practical power levels of a few kilowatts. This development work will be done by a team comprised of Argonne National Laboratory,
Allied Signal Aerospace/AiResearch, and Combustion Engineering. Members of
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Effect of Number of Defects in
Anode/Electrolyte/Cathode and
Anode/Interconnect/Cathode
Composites on Open-Circuit Voltage

this team signed a memorandum of understanding under which several proposals
have been written. The focus of future development efforts will be (l) to minimize interactions among the different materials, (2) to improve the fuel cell
performance, (3) to develop fabrication processes that will allow large-scale production of the MSOFC, and (4) to scale up the MSOFC in terms of both size
and power level. During most of this development effort, Allied Signal Aerospace
will function as the ceramic fabricator and prime contractor, Argonne will develop
and improve materials technology, and Combustion Engineering will develop and
test fuel-cell systems.
2.

Advanced Materials for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) have the potential for becoming the most
economical of all presently known fuel cells. A long trouble-free service life is
anticipated because the solid electrolyte will not evaporate or cause corrosion
reactions (which is a problem with the electrolyte in phosphoric acid and molten
carbonate fuel cells). Solid oxide fuel cells can operate directly on hydrocarbon
fuel. This eliminates the need for external fuel reforming and shift reactors,
providing for a simple and less costly system. However, the life of present cells
is still limited by failures resulting from thermal stresses and interdiffusion
between the four cell layers: the electrolyte, anode, cathode, and interconnect.
As the SOFC technology development has progressed, it has become
apparent that the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients among the four
materials has rather adverse consequences. The fuel cells must be fabricated
under very carefully controlled and, therefore, costly conditions. Temperature
differentials within the cell during operation and heat-up must be kept within
relatively narrow limits to prevent cracks from forming in the structure.
Consequently, SOFCs operate most effectively under steady conditions.
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We have initiated a program to improve SOFC technology by developing materials with more closely matched expansion coefficients, while also meeting
the electrochemical performance goals and chemical stability requirements. Our
approach to developing new SOFC materials is to start with a search for a new
electrolyte and to concurrently consider the options for compatible anodes,
cathodes, and interconnect materials. The new electrolyte must be more conductive than the presently used yttrium-doped zirconium oxide (ionic conductivity
of at least 0.05 n _1 cm -1 at 800°C) and should be stable in both hydrogen and
oxygen.
Solid-state science has been advancing rapidly in the last decade and is
providing a framework for understanding the ionic and electronic conductivities of
ceramics. Ionic transport in ceramics is commonly viewed as a "hopping" of the
migrating ion from one lattice vacancy to the next. The number of vacancies in
the lattice is, therefore, correlated to the ionic conductivity. All presently known
oxide ion conductors fall into that category. Differences in conductivity between
them are caused by either weaker metal-to-oxygen bonds (as in Bi2Os) or by
dopant effects. We will evaluate a number of spinels and perovskites, which are
known to have oxide ion vacancies for their ionic conductivity, and then attempt
to further enhance the conductivity by doping.
A second type of ionic conduction mechanism is known for cations in
ceramic materials. It is migration through channels in the structure. This type
of conduction is much faster than the "hopping," but for oxide icns it would
require a lattice with relatively large channels because oxide ions are larger than
most cations. Certain classes of inorganic compounds offer the prospect for such
"channel" conduction and will be evaluated.
Once new electrolyte materials have been found, the emphasis will shift
to developing the electrode and interconnect and to improving the toughness of
the materials. Anode and cathode materials must have a virtually identical
thermal
expansion coefficient as the electrolyte, an electronic conductivity of about
100 n _1 cm _1 , and high exchange current densities. Mixed ionic and electronic
conductivity in the electrodes is desirable but not mandatory.
By doping the host lattice with elements that promote electronic
conductivity, typically transition metal elements, we will optimize electrode and
interconnect properties. Particular attention will be given to ruthenium and
nickel because of their excellent electrochemical properties in oxygen and hydrogen,
respectively. Since the interconnect material is exposed to hydrogen on one side
and oxygen on the other, it must have a more negative free energy than water.
Unlike the electrolyte, it should have no ionic conductivity but 100% electronic
conductivity. We will explore developing such an oxide. As a fallback position,
stainless steel could be used if the operating temperature of the cell is less than
800° C.
3.

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell

Work on the molten carbonate fuel cell included development of
alternative cathode and anode materials and fabrication techniques, as well as
cell testing.
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a.

Cathode Material Studies

Work in 1988 was focused on improving the properties of
for cathode use as an alternative to the present NiO, which limits cell
lifetime. In our earlier work, magnesium was shown to be an effective dopant for
Li2MnO3, reducing the bulk resistivity from ~1000 fi'cm in the undoped state to
~20 fi'cm at 650°C (Mg/Mn RSO.05 mole fraction).5 Seebeck coefficient measurements and conductivity studies, under controlled oxygen partial pressure, indicated
that Mg-doped Li2MnO3 +was an n-type semiconductor. This suggests that Mg2i"
was siibstituted on a Li site or interstitially incorporated in the I^MnOa lattice.
With this as a guide, we focused our recent efforts on assessment
of 2+ and 3+ cations for the2+ initial dopants; where possible, cations with ionic
radius similar to that of Mg were chosen. In addition, to gain more insight
into the ease with which the I^MnOa lattice will incorporate 2+ or 3+ cations
and produce electronic defects, we investigated cations with valence states >4+.
To date, Li2MnC>3 doping experiments with Ca 2+ , Fe 3+ , Al 3+ , and
Nb have been completed. The materials were synthesized by techniques that
we established for preparing doped forms of ternary oxides containing lithium.
For purposes of understanding the mechanism of dopant incorporation and the
resulting electronic defect structure, conventional synthesis and doping procedures
are not effective because they do not produce a stoichiometry characteristic of the
conditions under study, or they result in incomplete dopant incorporation. The
process used in these studies is to first produce doped manganese oxide (by a
coprecipitation or gel process) followed by reaction with carbonates to form doped
LiMC
5+

The resistivity for doped L^MnOs in cathode gas at 650°C was
found to be 100 fi'cm with 2.5-5.0 at.% Nb, 60 fi'cm with 20 at.% Al, 500 ft'cm
with
5 at.% Fe,
and 190 fl'cm with 2.5 at.% Ca. The data indicate that Nb 5+ ,
3+
2+
Al , and Ca cause significant reductions in resistivity
compared with undoped
Li2MnC>3. The resistivity was also reduced with Fe 3+ dopant but not to the
same extent. With this preliminary data, we cannot yet set a limit on the maximum dopant incorporation level. Among the factors that need to be considered
are the type of incorporation (e.g., simple substitution of dopant4+ for Li + or Mn 4+
or interstitial inclusion) and the number of parent cations (Mn ) required to
undergo a valence change so that charge neutrality is maintained. While this
study is ongoing, it is clear that several dopants will produce significant reduction
in the resistivity of Li2MnO3 in cathode conditions.
b.

Anode Material Studies

The procedures developed previously to find stable conductive
cathode materials6 were used to determine stable anode materials. We have
identified oxides that have the possibility of dual valence states in the anode
environment. These stable materials are LiFeC>2, L12T1O3, Li 3 Ta0 4 , L13VO4,
Li3Nb04, Li2Zr03, MnO, and CeO2.
5

M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, pp. 33-39 (1988).
6
L. Burris et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report, 1983,
Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-84-26, pp. 53-55 (1984).
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Good conductivity for these oxides will require electronic defects
which result in two valence states of the parent cation. This, in turn, means
that the material must be nonstoichiometric. The first indication of this condition is obtained from X-ray diffraction (XRD) results. This analytical technique
is not definitive but supplies strong preliminary evidence for naturally occurring
nonstoio.hiometry.
Lithium ferrite was found to be stable in both the cathode and
anode environments. However, it is nearly stoichiometric under cathode conditions
and significantly off-stoichiometry under anode conditions. (The XRD-determined
lattice parameter for LiFeO2 in the anode environment is ~4.20 A, while the
lattice parameter for stoichiometric LiFeC>2 is 4.158 A.) Assuming that the offstoichiometric LiFeO2 is a solid solution of FeO in LiFeO2 and
using Vigard's
rule with the 2+
measured lattice constant, we calculated an Fe 2+ mole fraction of
0.33. The Fe mole fraction determined by wet-chemical examination,
0.39, was
consistent with this finding. The simultaneous presence of Fe2_r and Fe 3+ in this
material results in a good conductor without doping. Resistivity data for undoped LiFeO2 in anode gas are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 1-12.
Other anodic stable compounds (Li3TaO4, Li3VC>4, and Li3NbO4) also are offstoichiometry and are expected to have good conductivity in the undoped form
and will be investigated further.
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Electrode Fabrication

In 1987, a new fabrication process was developed to obtain the
desired complex (dual porosity) microstructure for the fuel cell cathode.5 The
process involves the fabrication of very small ceramic fibers by a spray technique.
This process has since been shown to be readily transferable to other ceramics.
For the fuel cell application, fiber electrode structures have been
fabricated from LiFeC>2, L^MnOs, and NiO. For an electrode separator in a
high-temperature battery application, MgO fiber structures have been formed. It
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appears that any sinterable ceramic carj be fabricated into fibers with relative
ease. This process is believed to be the only fiber-making process available that
is not tailored to a particular ceramic. The technology involved in fabrication of
ceramic fiber structures has been transferred to industry.
d.

Cell Testing

During 1987, cells with NiO fibrous cathodes were achieving
5
performance well below that of state-of-the-art cells. Thus, an effort was made
to determine why cell performance was lower than expected even though both
scanning electron microscopy and mercury porosimetry indicated that the cathode
had the desired microstructure.
A number of observations concerning cathode behavior were
considered in understanding and improving NiO cathode performance. Toussaint
has shown that "lithiation" of NiO (i.e., lithium doping of NiO)
produces a
7
predictable and measurable change in the NiO lattice constant. By XRD
analysis of ex situ lithiated NiO, we verified that a measurable lattice constant
shift occurs. Nevertheless, all types of NiO cathodes that have been tested in
recent years have exhibited the lattice parameter characteristic of unlithiated NiO.
X-ray diffraction is sufficiently sensitive to detect as low as about 0.5 at.%
lithiation; it was earlier believed that about 2.5-6 at.% lithiation occurs in the
fuel cell environment.
There are two possible explanations for the XRD data: (l) the
cathode may be homogeneously lithiated to <0.5 at.%, or (2) the surface of each
NiO grain may be lithiated such that less than ~5 vol% of the NiO is lithiated.
Either condition would result in measurements indicative of the unlithiated-NiO
lattice parameter. These conditions should be expected to be manifested in
different cell behavior.
Testing of cathodes with a range of NiO grain sizes was done to
discern which explanation is true. With homogeneous lithiation, cathode resistance
should not be a strong function of grain size, whereas performance should be
affected in proportion to surface area loss. With surface-only lithiation, cathode
resistance will be a function of grain size, and performance again may be a direct
function of surface area.
Four cathode geometries were tested: (1) in situ oxidized nickel
plaque with grain sizes of <1 μIn, (2) preoxidized (650 C) nickel plaque with
similar, though slightly larger grains, (3) preoxidized (14OO°C) nickel plaque with
grain sizes of ~3 ^m, and (4) fibrous NiO cathode with typical grain sizes of
1-2 μm. Gould Inc. fabricated the first three nickel plaques, and ANL fabricated
the fourth one.
Resistance of cells with these four cathode geometries is plotted as
a function of time in Fig. 1-13. The results are in agreement with the surface
lithiatfon hypothesis (i.e., large grain size is associated with high cell resistance).
Supporting evidence was obtained by altering the process for lithiation of the
fibrous NiO. A fibrous NiO cathode was prelithiated in pure Li2CO3 and tested
in &. cell. As shown in Fig. 1-13, the prelithiated fibrous NiO cathode yielded a
lower cell resistance than that for the in-cell lithiated fibrous NiO cathode.
7

C. J. Toussaint, J. Appl. Cryst. 4, 293 (1971).
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Cell voltage as a function of current density is shown in Fig. 1-14
for several different cells. Early cells fabricated with fiber NiO cathodes had
performed poorly because the cathode had been poisoned with chlorides from the
processing materials. With elimination of chlorides, performance improved, but
not to the level of the conventional cathode. With prelithiation, the fibrous
cathode performance increased to the level of the conventional cathode.
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With the validation of our new electrode fabrication process,
emphasis shifted to testing of cells with LiFeC>2 cathodes—a promising alternative
material to NiO. Initial LiFeC>2 cells were run as a preliminary assessment of
cathode dopants. No significant difference in performance was detected as a
function of dopant (Co, Cu, and Mn). However, current density for these cells
was about one order of magnitude lower than that for NiO cells at the same
voltage. Post-test examination revealed that this poor cell performance was
attributable, at least in part, to nonuniform distribution of gas within the
cathodes. We thus developed a new current collector design which improved gas
access and increased performance to within a factor of 2.5-3 of NiO cells.
Work is continuing toward the goal of optimizing cell geometry
for the LiFeO2 cathode. This includes determination of pore characteristics for
the cathode, anode, and electrolyte and further improvement of the current
collector design.
4.

Analysis of Fuel Cells for Vehicle Propulsion Applications

We completed a preliminary analysis of the suitability of fuel cells for
vehicle propulsion. Fuel cells are being considered seriously as a potential
replacement for internal combustion engines in buses, vans, and ultimately
passenger cars. Concern for air quality in urban areas, the possibility of better
fuel efficiency, and the prospect of using coal- or biomass-derived alcohols rather
than imported oil as fuel are the major motivations. Additionally, our calculations indicate that vehicles equipped with fuel cells, because of their higher
projected efficiencies, would emit less carbon dioxide than vehicles equipped with
gasoline engines delivering the same amount of energy.
This study was conducted to make a preliminary comparison of the
major types of fuel cells: phosphoric acid (PAFC), proton exchange membrane
(PEM), molten carbonate (MCFC), and monolithic solid oxide (MSOFC). The
operating temperatures are 190°C for PAFC, 80°C for PEM, 650°C for MCFC,
and 1000°C for MSOFC. (The alkaline fuel cell is not compatible with alcohol
fuels and was not considered in this study.) A simplified flowsheet was devised
for each fuel cell system, and this flowsheet was then used to conduct a thermodynamic analysis of the system. For these analyses, fuel cell systems of 60 kWe
(gross) were used, equivalent to the ~55 ';We battery systems required for
advanced electric vans.
The calculated base system parameters are shown in Table 1-3 for each
fuel cell type at steady state under full load. The gross fuel conversion efficiencies for all systems are in the 40 to 47% range. The PAFC and PEM systems
need radiators to discard the waste heat, while the two higher temperature fuel
cells can dump the waste heat directly as hot exhaust gases. The MCFC and
MSOFC systems may also require radiators if water recovery from the exhaust
gases is desired for reuse in fuel reforming. In the case of PEM, the waste heat
is comparable to the stack's electrical output, while the total temperature
difference available for rejecting it is 40°C. It may be necessary to use the
equivalent of heat pipes to dissipate this much power from a reasonable-sized
radiator.
Approximate volumes of the major fuel cell system components are
shown in Table 1-4. Table 1-4 also shows the estimated volumetric specific power
based upon a packaging factor of 0.4 for the PAFC and PEM and 0.3 for
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Table 1-3. Calculated Base System Parameters of Four Fuel Cell Types
Fuel Cell System
Parameter

PAFC

Gross Eff., %
Vaporizer/Reformer Duty, kW(
Radiator Duty, kW{
Nominal Cell Diameter, cm
Number of Cells
Active Stack Height, cm
Active Stack Volume, L
Cell Specific Power, W/L

45.4
37.2b
14.8
37.6
299
179
109
302

PEM
40.3"
37.7
59.6
22.6
318
95
38

1,575

MCFC

MSOFC
42.7
26.3

47.4
28.0*
d

d

39.1

22.6

286
72
86
700

318
54
22

2,779

^Includes only the net work of air compression.
b
Vaporiier, 26.58 kW; reformer, 10.58 kW.
c
Vaporiier only; fuel reforming occurs within the fuel cell stack.
d
No radiator; waste heat dumped as hot exhaust.

Table 1-4.

Calculated Volumes for Fuel Cell Components
and Complete Systems
PAFC

Component Volume, L
Fuel Cell Stack
Fuel Vaporirer/Reformer
Air Heater
Pumps/Blowers
CO Removal
Water Recovery
Subtotal
Packap rig Factor
System Volume, L
System Specific Power,, W/L

PEM

MCFC
172

MSOFC

218
190
20
-

76
190
50
60
10

169
30
-

44
118
42
30
-

428

386

496

234

0.4

1,070
56

0.4
965
62

125

0.3

1,653
36

0.3
780
77

"For comparison, an internal combustion engine system produces ~100 W/L.

the MCFC and MSOFC. Comparison with Table 1-3 shows that the volumetric
system specific power is 19%, 4%, 5%, and 3% of the respective cell specific
powers for the PAFC, PEM, MCFC, and MSOFC systems. This preliminary
analysis shows that the PEM yields a higher volumetric power density than the
PAFC, with even higher power densities potentially available with the MSOFC.
C.

Uranium Eleetrodeposition from Molten Salts

This effort is directed toward development of an electrochemical process for
forming uniform and dendrite-free deposits of uranium from molten salts.
Intended applications of this technology include the electroformation of hemispherical uranium shells for nuclear S9
applications and the manufacture of lowenriched uranium
(LEU)
targets
for
Mo production. The "Mo isotope is the
source of s;, Tc, which is widely used in medical diagnostic procedures.
Reversible deposition kinetics of uranium results in a strong tendency toward
formation of dendritic (irregular, tree-like) deposits. Dendrite formation must be
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avoided to generate coatings that will satisfy the surface uniformity standards
required of LEU targets for "Mo production.
In last year's report, we described conditions for electrodeposition of uranium
from molten salt mixtures consisting
of 20 wt% UCI3 in LiCl-KCl eutectic onto
nickel and tantalum substrates.8 This year's work involved the determination of
dendrite-free plating conditions in two other electrolytes: (1) 42.1 wt% UCI3
-13.5 wt% LiCl -44.4 wt% KC1 and (2) a 4.5 wt% solution of UF4 in
43.3 wt% LiCl-55.1 wt% KC1-1.6 wt% LiF.
The tendency toward dendrite formation in each electrolyte, under pulsed
potential control, was assessed by visual estimation of the length, d, of the largest
dendrite present after application of the potential signal for 20 min. Experiments
were carried out over a range of values of pulsed potential and off/on time ratio
for a constant pulse length of 1 ms. The largest range of these two parameters
for which dendrites could be avoided was observed with electrolyte (2) at 504°C;
the smallest range was observed with electrolyte (1) at 509° C. This result is also
significant in demonstrating the successful use of this method with an electrolyte
of lower uranium concentration and, consequently, lower cost.
We also examined application of a bipolar current-pulse technique involving
alternate application of cathodic current density (ic) for time tc and anodic
current density (ia) for time t a . Such experiments may be characterized in terms
of the parameters q = ictc/iata and R = t c /t a and the time-average current
density, <i>. Uniformity of coverage was 2found to be favored by q values close
to -1. For R = 2 and <i>
= -7 mA/cm , respective optimal ranges for ic and
ia are -20 to -40 mb-fcrn1 and 30 to 40 mA/cm2, corresponding to q values
between -1.3 and -1.5.
Experiments of this type in electrolyte (1) were preceded by a nucleation
pulse of -1.0 A/cm2 for 2 s, which was intended to ensure uniform coverage of
the substrate with 2 crystal nuclei. The coupon was plated
with
ic = -74.9 mA/cm , tc = 4.17 ms, 2ia = 107.0 mA/cm2, and t a = 2.08 ms
(i.e., R = 2, <i> = -14.3 mA/cm , and q = 1.400). The values of ic and tc
correspond to the deposition of about a monolayer of uranium per plating pulse,
of which 71.4% is removed in the following dissolution pulse. Plating time in
this case was 8 h, corresponding to an average thickness of 0.17 mm. Deposition
rates considerably higher than those of earlier experiments can, therefore, be
achieved without adverse effects on the morphology or adhesion of the deposit.
To demonstrate the feasibility of electrodepositing uranium on a cylindrical
cathode resembling a commercial target, a special two-electrode cell was developed.
Electrolyte (1) was contained in an alumina crucible (3.8-cm ID) surrounded by a
stainless steel secondary crucible. The cathode was made from nickel tubing, and
the anode was uranium rod positioned coaxially with the cathode by a boron
nitride insulator on the bottom of the primary electrolyte container.
The plating conditions of the coupon were also applied to the tubular
cathode. After plating, the cathode was halved longitudinally, rinsed with
8

M. J, Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, p. 90 (1988).
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deionized water, dried with methanol, and photographed. The coating was found
to be well-bonded to the nickel and was composed of small crystals, but with a
number of quite large dendrites. Evidence suggests that heat conduction along
this heavy-walled tube could have caused a temperature gradient, resulting in
nonuniform mass-transfer effects and dendrite formation.
Although more detailed consideration of temperature and current-distribution
effects, as well as optimization of current-pulse plating conditions, is evidently
required, this experiment has demonstrated the feasibility of uranium electrodeposition as a method for LEU target production. Further work with tubular
cathodes will attempt to address these considerations.
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II.

FOSSIL FUEL RESEARCH

The fossil-fuel research at CMT includes investigations into the fluidized-bed
combustion of coal, the recovery of heat and seed from the bottoming cycle of a
magnetohydrodynamics power plant, slagging combustion for the control of SOX
and NOX emissions and for the combustion of char, the separation and characterization of coal macerals, and the physical and chemical nature of deposits
resulting from coal combustion and conversion processes.
A.

Fluidized-Bed Combustion Studies

Fluidized-bed combustion involves a process in which coal is burned in a
fluidized bed of limestone or dolomite under atmospheric or pressurized conditions.
We are acquiring information on hot-gas cleanup technology for pressurized
fluidized-bed combustors (PFBCs), assessing materials for air heat exchangers in
atmospheric fluidized-bed combustors (AFBCs) for cogeneration applications, and
developing design guidelines that will minimize metal wastage in FBCs.
1.

Removal of Alkali from Hot Off-Gas

This effort is focused on performing experiments that will yield information on hot-gas cleanup technology for PFBCs. The high-temperature, highpressure off-gas generated from the PFBC is expanded through a gas turbine to
recover energy. Alkali metal compounds present in the hot off-gas, such as
chlorides and sulfates of sodium and potassium, could cause corrosion of the gas
turbine. A fixed, granular-bed sorber is being developed at CMT to remove these
alkali corrodents from the off-gas. Because of promising laboratory results, an
alkali sorber of activated bauxite was designed, fabricated, and installed. This
device is being operated with a PFBC at CMT to (1) measure the alkali vapor
concentration in the off-gas and (2) demonstrate the granular-bed sorber for the
control of alkali vapors from actual PFBC off-gas.
In the past year, two tests of the PFBC/alkali sorber unit were completed to quantify the alkali-vapor concentration in the off-gas generated from
(1) the combustion of Sewickley seam coal and Tymochtee dolomite at an average
bed temperature of 925°C and (2) the combustion of Beulah lignite and
Tymochtee dolomite at bed temperatures of 850-875°C. The system pressure for
both tests was 9.2 atm absolute. Prior to sampling for alkali analysis, the off-gas
was cleaned of particulates by use of a hot 1 cyclone and SiC candle filters with
>99.9% removal efficiency. In earlier tests, the alkali vapor concentration in the
off-gas was measured with an Ames on-line alkali analyzer having a stainless steel
sampling line. However, we found that the sampling line captured significant
amounts of the alkalis and distorted the measurements. Therefore, to minimize
this capture problem, the Ames alkali analyzer was positioned on top of the
alkali-sorber vessel so that the sampling line was shortened from 7.6 m to ~1 m.
In the combustion test of the Sewickley coal, a NaCl-vapor generation
unit was also installed on the top of the alkali-sorber vessel to allow the injection
of a known amount of NaCl vapor directly into the sampling line of the Ames
alkali analyzer. The purpose of this NaCl-vapor injection was to check the
accuracy of the Ames alkali analyzer measurement.
M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, pp. 48-49 (1988).
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The total alkali vapor concentration (Na + K) in the off-gas of
Sewickley coal combustion was measured consistently by the Ames alkali analyzer
to be ~50 parts per billion by weight (ppbW). Also, the alkali concentrations
were noticed to quickly drop to the background level (<10 ppbW) in response to
the drop of the sampling-line temperature when the power to the sampling-line
heaters was turned off at the end of testing. This suggested that the alkalis in
the PFBC off-gas were present as a vapor form, and that they condensed cut of
the vapor and were retained by the sampling line as the line was cooled.
When controlled amounts of NaCl vapor (0.74, 3.9, and >3.9 ppmW)
were injected into the hot stainless steel sampling line leading to the Ames alkali
analyzer, they were not detected until the >3.9 ppmW sample was injected.
Even then, only 150-350 ppbW was measured by the Ames alkali analyzer.
These results suggested that significant capture of the injected NaCl vapor by the
stainless steel sampling line was still a problem. Because of the uncertainty in
the alkali vapor capture by the sampling line, the accuracy of the above-reported
total alkali vapor concentration (~50 ppbW) is not known.
Since the stainless steel tube is not suitable for use as a sampling line
and a substitute material is not readily available, our effort was directed toward
developing an analytical alkali sorber bed technique for reliable quantification of
the level of vapor-phase alkali in the PFBC off-gas on a time-averaged basis.
This technique involves post-test analysis of sections from a sorber bed with an
atomic absorption spectrometer. Figure II-l shows details of the analytical alkali
sorber beds that we designed for the alkali sorber vessel of the PFBC/alkali
sorber unit. Within the primary activated bauxite bed (7.6-cm dia) are inserted
three analytical alkali sorber beds (2.5-cm dia each): two identical activated
bauxite beds and one diatomaceous earth bed. (Both these sorbents
were demonstrated to be effective at capturing alkali vapors in earlier studies.2) Each
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analytical sorber bed is divided into 15 sections with Pt gauze. The PFBC offgas exiting from candle filters immediately enters into the analytical alkali sorber
bed and no stainless steel sampling line is used. Each analytical alkali sorber
bed is separately connected to the downstream gas conditioning and control train
for the control and measurement of the off-gas passing through the bed. At the
end of the test, the sorbent sections are analyzed for the total amount of alkali
vapor capture. With a known amount of flow, the time-averaged alkali vapor
concentration in the off-gas can be calculated. For comparison purposes, the
alkali levels were also measured with an Ames alkali analyzer and a batch-type
alkali and particulate sampling train (APST).
The test with Beulah lignite was conducted to demonstrate the above
technique for measuring the vapor-phase sodium in the PFBC off-gas (Beulah
lignite has a low potassium content but very high sodium content). In this test,
the sodium vapor concentration was measured to be (l) 0.1-0.3 ppmW by the
Ames alkali analyzer, (2) 0.6 and 1.0 ppmW for two measurements by the APST,
and (3) 1.42 and 1.50 by the two analytical alkali sorber beds of activated
bauxite and 1.30 ppmW by the bed of diatomaceous earth. The sodium concentration data showed good reproducibility for the two identical activated bauxite
beds and good agreement for the three beds. The capture of sodium vapor by
the stainless steel sampling line used with the Ames alkali analyzer (1.0-m long)
and the APST (l.l-m long) is, at least partially, responsible for their lower
measured concentrations.
Results of this test have demonstrated the capability of the analytical
alkali sorber bed for reliable time-averaged measurement of alkali vapor in PFBC
off-gas. Based on this technique, the level of vapor-phase alkalis in the PFBC
off-gas generated from the combustion of Beulah lignite and Tymochtee dolomite
is more than 50 times greater than the currently suggested alkali specification
limit (0.024 ppm) for an industrial gas turbine. Future work will include
(1) development of an alternative sampling line for alkali-vapor measurement in
PFBC and (2) further development of the analytical alkali sorber bed technique
for field application.
2.

Atmospheric Fluidized-Bed Cogeneration Air Heater Experiment

Argonne is managing the Atmospheric Fluidized-Bed Cogeneration Air
Heater Experiment (ACAHE) for DOE. The objective of this effort is to assess
materials and process performance of in-bed air heaters for cogeneration of
electricity and hot air in an AFBC. The ANL divisions involved in this effort
are CMT and Materials and Components Technology.
This past year we completed the analysis of the laboratory materials
tests carried out in 1987. The purpose of this effort was to evaluate the corrosion behavior of several metallic alloys, coatings, claddings, and weldments in
support of the ACAHE. In these tests, ring specimens were used to simulate
heat exchanger tubes exposed to the environment of an AFBC. In addition,
alloys were exposed in flat-form coupons to evaluate their corrosion resistance.
The results from four of the six tests (A, A2, G, and E) were discussed in last year's report.3 Results have now been analyzed for the remaining
3

M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, pp. 50-53 (1988).
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two tests (C and F). The gas temperature for both tests was 899°C; the m^tal
temperature was 871°C for Test C and 635°C for Test F. Test C simulated a
bubbling-bed condition and included cycling between high and low oxygen partial
pressures (~10-3 atm/~3 x 10~12 atm) eyery 100 h. Test F simulated a
circulating-bed condition at a constant oxygen partial pressure of 0.21 atm. Some
of the test specimens were coated with reagent grade CaSC>4 in Test C and spent
material from a circulating fluid bed (CFB) boiler in Test F.
The main conclusions from these tests are as follows:
1.

Corrosion of alloys exposed in Test C (gas cycling conditions) was
less severe than that observed in Tests A and A2, both of which
were conducted under low oxygen partial pressures.

2.

In general, the corrosion data showed that the scale thickness and
the sulfur penetration of the substrate for samples coated with
CFB ash were much less than those obtained for samples with
CaSO4 deposits. Also, corrosion degradation of metallic alloys and
weldments should be minimal in CFB systems compared with
bubbling-bed systems.

3.

A number of alloys and weldments can be expected (from the
corrosion point of view) to perform in an acceptable manner over
long periods of time in CFB systems, primarily because the
negligible sulfur activity established by the CFB ash at the alloydeposit interface will not sulfidize the alloys/weldments. A similar
conclusion cannot be reached for the materials performance in
bubbling-bed systems.

A topical report describing all six tests and
Based on these results, Westinghouse Corp.
Wilcox, Foster Wheeler Development Corp.,
designated about 100 materials that will be

the results obtained has been issued.4
and three boiler vendors (Babcock &
and Combustion Engineering, Inc.)
exposed in an actual AFBC unit.

Rockwell International has been subcontracted for the required modification, installation, and experimental testing of heat-exchanger tube bundles in
the DOE-owned AFBC unit (1.8 by 1.8 m) located at a Rockwell site in
El Segundo, CA. The duration of the test is planned to be 2000 h accumulated
in ~250-h test segments. About 1700 h of testing has been completed in 1988.
The remainder will be done in early 1989. Argonne and the Westinghouse team
will perform data analysis and an assessment of the heat exchanger performance
in 1989.
The test articles are intended to provide material wastage information
that will enable projections of heat-exchanger service life in a coal-fired fluidized
bed environment. Several types of articles are being tested: platen specimens
assembled into in-bed tube bundles (see Fig. II-2); cylindrical specimens inserted
around internally cooled probes (see Fig. II-3); specimens of various geometries
(U-tubes and tab coupons) attached to uncooled probes; and tube clamps made
from a candidate alloy. The probes are inserted through the combustor casing in
various locations within the fluidized bed, except for one which is above the bed.
4

K. Nateson and W. F. Podolski, Laboratory Tests in Support of Atmospheric
Fluidized-Bed Cogeneration Air Heater Experiment: Summary Report, Argonne
National Laboratory Report ANL-88-36 (1988).
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Fig. 11-2.

Fig. II-3.

Schematic of In-bed Tube Bundle
for Testing in AFBC Unit (all
measurements given in inches)

Components of Cylindrical Specimen Probe
for Testing in AFBC Unit

A diagnostic probe is used to measure the partial pressure of oxygen at various
locations within the bed. The probe penetrates the combustor casing through an
isolating valve that enables probing to be accomplished in several ports during
operation of the test system.
At selected intervals, some of the test specimens are inspected,
removed, photographed, and reinstalled. At the end of the planned test, the test
articles will be removed from the facility and returned to the experimenters for
analysis and evaluation.
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3.

Metal Wastage in Fluidized-Bed Combustors

Metal loss from in-bed heat transfer tubes in FBCs is a recurring
problem that is impeding the commercialization of this technology for coal
combustion. To address this problem, a cooperative research and development
venture has been initiated with the following organizations: DOE, Electric Power
Research Institute, State of Illinois, Tennessee Valley Authority, ASEA Babcock,
Foster Wheeler, and Combustion Engineering. The ANL divisions involved in this
effort are CMT, Energy and Environmental Systems, and Materials and
Components Technology.
The objective of this effort is to develop guidelines for the design and
operation of FBCs to minimize metal loss. As part of this effort, ANL is
developing (l) in situ erosion monitors for application in FBCs and (2) models of
the fluidized-bed hydrodynamic and erosion processes. The Illinois Institute of
Technology, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Combustion
Engineering, and Foster Wheeler have initiated experiments to provide hydrodynamic and erosion data and test the validity of the models.
To develop the necessary understanding of the processes causing erosion
in fluidized beds, this cooperative research venture is following a systematic
approach comprising closely coordinated, well-defined physical hydrodynamic and
erosion experiments coupled with analytical computer modeling of both the
fluidized bed hydrodynamics and the in-bed erosion process. This close coupling
between experiments and mechanistic computer modeling is necessary for the
proper interpretation of experiments and validation of analytical models.
Comprehensive computer models are under development to p,- diet the
hydrodynamics of the solids and bubble motion and the erosion of tubes resulting
from the impaction and abrasion of particles in a fluidized bed. The hydrodynamics model will be capable of two-dimensional, time-dependent solutions of
mass and momentum conservation equations for multiphase systems. It is
expected that this model will provide accurate representations of particle motion
in fluidized beds, particularly the interaction of the particles with immersed tubes.
The erosion models under development relate solids motion to metal wastage.
These models will account for particle characteristics and materials properties and
for the relative contributions of impaction and abrasion erosion. The hydrodynamic calculations will provide the solids energy and direction of motion used
as the starting point in the erosion calculation.
As part of the experimental work, data will be obtained on erosion
rates at particle sizes and particle velocities encountered in fluidized bed combustors. The Ash Erosion Test Facility at Combustion Engineering is being used
to obtain these data. This information is required to develop the appropriate
materials properties relationships for inclusion in the erosion models.
Other experiments are providing hydrodynamic and erosion data from
several fluidized bed units. Physical hydrodynamics experiments are being conducted at the Illinois Institute of Technology and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign to provide information on solids and bubble motion for the
validation of the computer model calculations. Experiments in a variabledimension, large-scale test facility at Foster Wheeler are providing information on
the significance of data from experiments in smaller scale fluidized beds. Erosion
of tubes in a small array is being measured at Foster Wheeler for direct comparison vith calculated erosion rates.
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An erosion monitor is being developed at ANL for continuous monitoring of erosion in pilot-plant and full-scale FBCs. The monitor incorporates ultrasonic transducers which are attached to the inner surface of a probe. Information
on thv thickness of the probe is continuously relayed through coaxial signal wires
to an electronic signal processing unit. With erosion monitors, it should be
possible for the operator to detect unusually erosive coal and/or operating conditions and take preventive measures before damage becomes severe.
B.

Magnetohydrodynamic Heat and Seed Recovery Studies

Open-cycle magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a developing technology with
the potential to improve substantially the electrical efficiency of coal-fired power
plants and to reduce their environmental impact. In the coal-fired concept of
MHD, an easily ionized seed material (usually a potassium salt) is injected into a
high-temperature, slag-rejecting coal combustor. The resulting electrically conductive fuel-rich combustion gas then flows through a high-velocity channel in the
presence of a strong magnetic field. An electrical potential is developed across
electrodes in contact with the gas stream in the channel walls and an electrical
current is produced. The fuel-rich combustion gas leaves the MHD topping cycle
at 1 atm and approximately 2300 K and enters a bottoming cycle that is similar
in function to the steam bottoming cycle of a conventional coal-fired power plant.
However, the MHD steam plant must not only extract heat from the combustion
gas to produce high-pressure steam, but also separate the seed from the ash,
recover the seed material for reuse, preheat the primary combustion air to at
least 1000 K, lower NOX emissions to acceptable levels, and inject secondary air
to complete combustion of the fuel.
Chemical Technology is the lead ANL division in a multidivisional project
that is directed toward developing the technology required for the heat and seed
recovery in an MHD plant. The program involves experiments that are performed in the Fossil Energy Users Laboratory (FEUL), an ANL combustion test
facility that includes a 2-MW slagging coal combustor and a 3-MW combustor for
burning liquid fuels, including slurries. Our effort in 1988 is summarized below.
1.

Thermal Radiation in MHD Systems

During 1987, three combustion tests were conducted in FEUL to study
the enhancement of 5radiation heat transfer by the presence of potassium atoms in
the combustion gas. Recent analysis of the test results revealed the presence of
thermal transients in the test train during the periods of data collection that
complicated the analysis and interpretation of the results. As a result, the test
results are being reevaluated. The findings of the evaluation will be reported to
DOE as the basis for a decision on whether to pursue further studies on
radiation heat transfer in the FEUL facility.
2.

Materials Studies

Combustion gases containing sulfur and alkalis have been a concern
with regard to the corrosion of heat exchanger tube materials in conventional coal
boilers. Such corrosion is also a problem for MHD combustion gases, especially
because of their higher alkali content. Laboratory autoclave tests are thus in
progress to study the corrosion of candidate superheater and air-heater alloys
5
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exposed to simulated MUD conditions of gas temperature and composition, deposit
chemistry, and metal temperatures. During 1988, we analyzed candidate air-heater
alloys (ferritic and austenitic alloys) exposed to MHD conditions for 500 and
2000 h. Ferritic alloys (T22, T91 and 5Cr-0.5 Mo) and 304H were tested at a
metal temperature of 870 K and a gas temperature of 1090 K. Austenitic alloys
(316, 321, 310, and 800H) were tesisd at a metal temperature of 1035 K and a
gas temperature of 1255 K.
The ferritic alloys developed surface scales that were predominantly a
mixture of iron oxide and iron sulfide. Corrosion rates for these alloys were
above the acceptable limit of 0.5 mm/yr by a factor of two or three, which
indicates that these alloys should be restricted to lower temperatures than those
tested. The austenitic alloys exhibited predominately oxide scales with substantial
penetration of sulfur and precipitation of sulfides in the alloy substrate. With the
exception of Type 310 stainless steel, the corrosion rates of the austenitic alloys
were unacceptably high (>>0.5 mm/yr).
The implications of the results from the air-heater materials tests for
the design of the first MHD demonstration plant are currently under review with
DOE. Tests are in progress to evaluate candidate alloys for superheater service.
3.

Seed Regeneration

Experiments were conducted to investigate the potential application of a
single-stage molten-pool reactor for the reduction of K2SO4 in spent seed from an
MHD plant to water-soluble K2S. The ANL work was in support of a seed
regeneration process under development by Babcock and Wilcox in which the
potassium in the K2S would be recovered as K2CO3 in a modified Tampella
process. Three tasks were undertaken in this effort.
The first task was to complete a thermodynamic study of the reduction
step to determine the potential loss of potassium in the seed being regenerated to
water-insoluble compounds (because of interaction with coal ash). For this purpose, we used the SOLGASMIX computer code,6 which allows evaluation of
chemical equilibria for a multicomponent system of condensed and gas phases.
The calculations indicated that potassium loss will be minimized if the process is
operated at or below 1100 K, a stoichiometric ratio (oxygen in air divided by
oxygen required to oxidize coal to CO2, H2O, and SO2) of ~0.65, and a seed-tocoal ratio of 1.5-2.5.
In the second task, 14 refractory materials were tested for their compatibility with a K2S/K2SO4 seed mixture. The tests consisted of heating samples
of test material and K 2 S/K 2 SO 4 to 1273 K under a flowing gas of 67% N 2 , 28%
CO, balance CO2 for 50-94 h. Promising materials were found to be magnesiachromia spinels, magnesia spinels, and 89.6 wt% A!2O3-Cr2O3. The thermal shock
resistance of some magnesia-chromia spinels, however, is poor; thus, their mechanical integrity during actual seed recovery is uncertain.
The third task involved experimental investigation of the hightemperature reduction (1000-1300 K) of K2SO4 to K2S under a reducing gas of
30% CO, 10% CO 2 , and balance N 2 . The results of this experimental effort,
along with the thermodynamic studies, were used to develop the process flowsheet
shown in Fig. II-4 for K2SO4 reduction in a molten pool reactor.
Babcock and
6

G. Ericksson, Chemica Scripta 8, 100 (1975).
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Wilcox was provided with the energy and material balances for the process
streams, as well as the required capacity of the major equipment items for the
design of a proof-of-concept pilot plant. No further effort is anticipated in this
area.
C.

Slagging Combustion Studies
1.

Hydrated-Lirrjf: Injection Tests

Slagging combustors are being developed for their potential application
to coal-fired gas turbine systems and for retrofitting of existing gas- and oil-fired
boilers. In 1988, tests at FEUL were undertaken to investigate the injection of
hydrated lime into a two-stage slagging coal combustor for control of SO2 and
NOX emissions. Nominal test conditions were a coal feed rate of 0.04 kg/s
(290 lb/h), first-stage stoichiometric ratios (air/fuel) from 0.61 to 0.87, an overall
air/fuel stoichiometric ratio in the second stage of 1.2, Ca/S molar ratios from 1.4
to 3.0, injection of the sorbent into the first or second stage, and air preheat
temperatures of 330-540 K (13O-51O°F).
The measured reductions in SO2 emissions ranged from as low as 10%
under some conditions to as high as 94%. The reduction in SO2 emissions
increased with decreasing first-stage stoichiometric ratio, decreasing air preheat
temperature, and increasing Ca/S ratio. It also increased with second-stage
sorbent injection. Figure II-5 gives sulfur reduction data for second-stage injection
as a function of Ca/S mole ratio and air preheat temperatures. As shown, the
highest sulfur retentions (85-95%) were achieved at the lower air preheat
temperatures.
The NOX emissions ranged from 0.46 to 0.75 lb NO2 per 106 Btu (0.21
to 0.34 g NO2/MJ), increasing with higher first-stage stoichiometric ratios. These
emission
levels are promising since the current emission limit is 0.6 lb NO2 per
106 Btu (0.3 g NO2/MJ).
Although the results for SO2 and NOX emissions are very encouraging,
more work is required to understand the complicated phenomena associated with
the high sulfur retentions obtained during the testing.
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Effect of Ca/S Mole Ratio and Combustion Air Preheat Temperature on
Sulfur Retention for Second-Stage
Sorbent Injection. (The SO2 retention was determined fir/n the SO2
reduction in the combustion gas
during lime injection. Curves are
derived from least-squares fit of data.)
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2.

Char Combustion

The pyrolysis (or mild gasification) of coal yields volatiles that can be
recovered for their chemical value and a clean char product that could be
combusted in industrial or utility boilers. Previous studies at ANL investigated
the combustion characteristics of three pyrolysis chars in the ANL fluidized-bed
combustion test facility.7 This past year a project was undertaken to investigate
the combustion characteristics of a low volatile char in the FEUL staged slagging
combustor.
Approximately 900 kg char (18% volatiles) was prepared (by an
independent R&D laboratory under contract to ANLJ in a rotary kiln from a
high-sulfur Illinois coal containing approximately 36% volatiles. This char was
used in combustion tests in which the air preheat temperature (533 and 811 K)
and air-to-fuel stoichiometric ratio (1.08 to 1.21) were varied.
Although achieving stable ignition of the char at the beginning of an
experiment proved difficult, combustion of the char was extremely stable once
combustion was established. Char combustion efficiency during the tests varied
from 91.1 to 95.8%. Combustion efficiency, as expected, improved with increasing
air-to-fuel stoichiometric ratio. At high stoichiometric ratios (~1.2), air preheat
temperature had no noticeable effect on combustion efficiency. At the lower airto-fuel ratios, where combustion efficiency was on the order of 91%, an influence
of air preheat temperature was evident. Although combustion efficiency in these
tests was too low for current boiler applications, the present results (along with
the results of char combustion tests by Combustion Engineering) suggest that
acceptably high combustion efficiencies (greater than 99.5%) could be achieved
under optimized conditions.
Additional studies are needed to (1) investigate the combustion of very
low volatile char (on the order of 10 wt%), (2) demonstrate higher combustion
efficiencies, (3) investigate the effect of volatile content on first-stage char
conversion and the effect on NOX emissions, (4) investigate limestone injection for
SOX control, (5) assess the slagging/fouling characteristics of chars, and (6) investigate the combustion of char/water slurries.
7
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D.

Magnetohydrostatic

Separation of Coal Macerate

Coal is a heterogeneous material that is difficult to characterize. Coal
macerals differ widely in reactivity, hydrogen-to-carbon ratio, heteroatom content,
and density.
For several years, the ANL Chemistry Division has been using density
gradient separation techniques to separate macerals for characterization. However,
with this technique, only small amounts (milligram to gram quantities) of material
can be separated and isolated in a single run. The CMT Division, in cooperation
with the Chemistry Division, has been developing a continuous process for the
separation of larger quantities of coal macerals.
As described in last year's report,8 the separation system consists of a
centrifugal cell placed in the gap of a simple electromagnet with specially designed
pole caps. The pole caps generate a donut-shaped region of constant force in
which the maceral separation takes place. The cell is rotated at speeds up to
7000 rpm in order to increase th-.j force on the macerals traveling through the
separation zone. The separation medium is a colloidal suspension of magnetite in
an aqueous solution.
In preliminary tests of this separation system, we encountered excessive
vibration of the spinning centrifuge. This vibration could not be eliminated
through balancing the rotating parts. Mathematical modeling of the system
indicated that the primary resonant vibration would occur at rotational speeds
within 1000 rpm of our expected operating speed. Redesign and modification of
the centrifuge shaft and bearing assembly have resulted in operation without
excessive vibration at speeds up to 7000 rpm.
An additional objective added to this project for 1988 was to determine if
the chemical treatment carried out on the coal prior to separation of the macerals
(acid demineralization) modifies the properties of the macerals themselves. As
part of this effort (done with the ANL Chemistry Division), pyridine extracts of
fresh coal samples and acid demineralized samples were characterized by gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The purpose was to investigate any
possible alteration of the sulfur-containing species in the coal as a result of the
acid demineralization step. The heterocyclic sulfur compounds did not appear to
be changed by the acid treatment. However, the analytical results indicated that
the acid-treated samples contained greater amounts of polar oxygen-containing
species, such as carboxylic acids. These species could have been bound to the
mineral matter in the un-demineralized coal and, thus, unavailable for characterization by GC/MS. No further work in this area is planned.
E.

Physical and Chemical Nature of Deposits

The objective of this effort is to model the physical and chemical nature of
the deposits that form in coal combustion environments. When materials of
construction in fossil-combustion system components (such as boiler tubes and
high-temperature gas turbines) are exposed to combustion environments, mixed
alkali salts frequently deposit onto their surfaces. These mixed deposits, (e.g.,
sodium and potassium sulfates) often form low-melting eutectics that become
8
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molten in the typical temperature regimes encountered (~600-1000°C). These
molten deposits could penetrate the protective oxide scales usually found on top
of the alloys, which would lead to accelerated attacks on the underlying alloys,
increased oxidation/sulfidation, and degradation of scale integrity and adherence.
We have developed a Generalized Reaction Invasion Percolation (GRIP)
model to simulate the penetration process and have used this model to analyze
the process of chemical attack on the protective oxide scales on structural
materials by molten deposits. The mechanism of penetration is preferential attack
along the more chemically reactive grain boundaries. This implies a diffusionlimited constraint on the rate of advance of the corrosion interface with the
structural material. We have incorporated this mechanism into our GRIP model,
taking into account the possibly highly heterogeneous nature of the corrosion
morphology. In addition, we have considered the "reactive element effect." This
effect in high-temperature corrosion relates to the observation that small additions
of various rare earth elements (such as yttrium) render thi? protective scales
significantly more resistant to corrosion and penetration. It is believed that grain
boundary segregation of these impurities leads to blockage of these passageways,
which reduces the attack rates.
This phenomenon is simulated in the GRIP model by a non-zero blockage
probability, P, of the grain boundary/edges. In Fig. II-6, we have plotted model
calculations for no blockage (P = 1.0) and with P = 0.5. This figure shows the
fraction of the grain corners that have been penetrated (SL) as a function of the
scale thickness (L). For the case of P = 0.5, SL decreases as L increases. This
effect is characteristic of the fractal nature of the cluster of penetrated grains. It

Fig. II-6.
Grain Corners Penetrated as Function
of Scale Thickness

Scale Thickness (arbitrary units)
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arises mainly from the effect of the impurity interfacial segregation process leading
to the formation of partially blocked passageways. In the case of P = 1 (i.e., no
blockage), the reverse process occurs, i.e., SL increases with L. This effect can be
understood when one analyzes the roughness/scale thickness ratio, which is a
measure of the width of the corrosion attack interface divided by the depth of
penetration. Model calculations indicate that the smaller this ratio is, the more
solid (i.e., fewer interior holes and "bubbles") is the cluster of penetrated grains.
The results of this analysis indicate that the GRIP model provides a useful
methodology for analyzing the complex problem of molten deposit infiltration of
protective scales in high-temperature corrosion processes.
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III.

MUNICIPAL AND HAZARDOUS WASTE TECHNOLOGIES

These efforts involve research into the thermochemical conversion of
municipal solid waste and the development of methods for treating hazardous
waste.
A.

Energy from Municipal Waste

There are two ongoing tasks in CMT that are part of the Energy from
Municipal Waste Program. The first task is experimental investigation to
ascertain the chemical mechanisms associated with pyrolysis of municipal solid
waste (MSW). The second task is the development of a computer model to
simulate the MSW combustion process and the formation of products not only
during combustion but also during cooling of the combustion products in the heat
recovery and gas cleanup systems.
1.

Pyrolysis Experiments

Past attempts at producing an economical fuel from MSW have not
been successful because the basic mechanisms of thermally degrading MSW to
produce a storable, transportable fuel are not well understood. Accordingly, the
objective of our experimental work is to identify the important engineering
operating parameters that affect the primary and secondary chemical reaction^
involved in pyrolysis. The overall objective of this effort is to develop a data
base that will support the development, demonstration, and commercialization of
MSW technologies by the private sector.
In these experiments, a feedstock is pyrolyzed in a bench-scale reactor
that consists of a fixed bed within a quartz tube (70-mrn ID) enclosed in a
furnace. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. III-l. The gases
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generated as the tube is heated are collected in a gas sample bag and analyzed
by mass spectrometry. The liquid samples are collected from the product
receiver, water cooler, and ice traps and analyzed by gas chromatography, gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry, and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.
The fuel properties (e.g., viscosity, caloric content) of the liquids and char
produced are also measured. In the last two reports,1,2 we presented experimental
results for single components of MSW (e.g., Whatman No. 1 paper, kraft paper,
newsprint) and simple mixtures of these components (e.g., kraft paper/polyethylene, kraft paper/polyethylene/aluminum). Experiments in this report period
focused on pyrolysis of refuse-derived fuel (RDF) pellets containing 4% binder
(calcium hydroxide). The heating rate was 20°C/min, and the final temperature
was 700°C.
The liquids produced from the RDF pellets had specific gravity (1.17)
and caloric content (22,260 J/g, 9570 Btu/lb) similar
to those of tars produced
from our earlier experiments with kraft paper only.2 However, in comparison
with the tars from cellulosic feed, the viscosity of the dried RDF tars
(32.4 centistokes) was much lower and the acid concentration was higher.
The infrared spectrum obtained from the RDF tars showed many similarities with cellulosic tars. However, it did suggest increased aliphatic, hydroxyl,
and car bony 1 absorptions. This indicates that, in addition to primary decomposition of cellulose, reactions are also occurring between the cellulosics and other
components of RDF such as proteins and lipids. Future work will attempt to
clarify the actual reactions and the influence of pyrolysis conditions.
2.

Combustion Model Development

The objective of this effort is to develop a model that describes MSW
combustion and combustion-product kinetics occurring during combustion and
during cooling of the combustion products in heat recovery and gas cleanup
systems. To date, the modeling work has been focused on the conversion process
on the grate where the MSW undergoes pyrolysis and combustion. A Martin-type
grate has been selected for analy&is because of its wide use in industry and good
mixing capability.
The physical basis for the model is a rectangular MSW bed on top of
the grate. The MSW pyrolyzes and burns as it is transported horizontally over
the grate. Underfeed or primary air enters at the bottom and is controlled to
prevent total combustion in the bed. The gases produced by pyrolysis mix with
the underfeed air and are free to undergo oxidation reactions as they move up
through the bed. The extent of these reactions is determined by the temperature
conditions and combustion kinetics.
TJnburnt gases evolving from the bed meet with secondary air and burn
above the bed. This is the flame zone. Part of the heat from the flames is
radiated to the bed. This serves to heat the horizontally transported cold feed
X

M. J. Steindler et al.,
Report, 1986, Argonne
2
M. J. Steindler et al.,
Report, 1987, Argonne

Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical
National Laboratory Report ANL-87-19, pp. 49-53 (1987).
Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical
National Laboratory Report ANL-88-I9, pp. 74-77 (1988).
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and to provide the heat required for the endothermic pyrolysis reactions. The
MSW decomposition is accompanied by volume reduction, which is seen only in
the height reduction of the bed.
The modeling of cellulose pyrolysis is complicated in itself; further
modeling difficulties arise because a wide variety of materials other than cellulose
are mixed together in actual MSW. To deal with this situation, we are taking a
generic approach where the MSW is considered to be composed of general components such as cellulose, plastics, and ash. At present, the MSW is assumed to
contain only cellulose and ash, with the cellulose pyrolyzing to yield specified
gases (H2, H2O, CO, CO2, O2, and CH4) and char. A global reaction mechanism
has been assumed for the decomposition of cellulose. The overall reaction can be
represented as
[Cellulose] + (1 - 7) [Gas] + ^[Char]
where 7 is the mass of char produced per unit mass of cellulose pyrolyzed.
To limit the initial complexity of the model, we made the following
assumptions in setting up the equations for the process:
1.

The raw MSW consists of 70% cellulose (the only reactant) and
30% ash, an inert material.

2.

The MSW (cellulose) is converted by pyrolysis reactions only,
producing a specified number of product gases and char.

3.

The combustion reactions occur only among the species in the gas
phase. The solid phase elements are not available to participate
in these reactions.

4.

The bed height shrinks with cellulose conversion and is linearly
proportional to the cellulose mass concentration.

5.

The bed is very well mixed in the vertical direction so that, at
any point along the length, the bed temperature is the same at
all heights. The same is also true of the solid reactant density.

6.

The MSW solid enters the combustion chamber at a temperature
Tbs, and the underfeed air enters the combustion chamber at a
temperature Tbg-

7.

The flame zone is at a constant temperature Tf.

8.

The underfeed air is distributed evenly throughout the bed and
moves only in the vertical direction.

9.

Conduction heat transfer is negligible in comparison to the other
modes of heat transfer.

10.

The transport and thermodynamic properties remain constant
throughout pyrolysis.
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s the model is more fully developed, some assumptions will be relaxed and/or
iodified.
Heat transfer determines the temperature profile of the solid phase and,
hus, the region where the cellulose conversion takes place. Figure III-2 givos the
alculated temperature and density profiles across the length of an MSW bed that
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Fig. III-2.

Temperature and Density Profiles along
Length of MSW Bed

is 7.6-m (25-ft) long, 0.8-m (2.5-ft) high, and 0.3-m (1-ft) wide and exposed to
temperatures of T F = 1370°C (2000°F), T bs = 310°C (l00°F), T bg = 425°C
(300°F). Other assumptions used in these calculations include a mass flow rate
of 2 x 10* kg/day (20 ton/day) and 100% excess air.
As can be seen in Fig. III-2, the initial heatup of the bed is quite
linear; the gas phase temperature (which is an average value taken over the
height of the bed) is lower than the solid temperature because of the cooler
underfeed air. Active conversion of the cellulose takes place at temperatures over
400°C (750°F). The density of char rises from zero to a maximum, which can be
determined from the value of 7 and the shrinkage in bed volume. The density
change in ash is a result of the volume shrinkage alone.
The calculated flow of gases out of the bed is plotted in Fig. III-3.
The molar velocity of oxygen remains unchanged throughout the bed length.
This is because the oxidation mechanism is supported by the availability of
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oxygen atoms, formed through molecular dissociation, which occurs only at
temperatures above 540°C (1OOO°F). The net result is that the gases produced by
pyrolysis exit the bed unchanged. Water and hydrogen are the first two products
of pyrolysis to be released, followed by carbon dioxide. The carbon monoxide is
the last to emerge, while the rate of methane production is too low at these
temperatures to appear in Fig. III-3.
Future work includes flame temperature calculations of the flame zone,
where the pyrolysis products mix with secondary air and undergo combustion.
This will be followed by other post-grate processes as the gaseous effluents move
through the different stages of heat transfer and cleanup to the stack. As
mentioned earlier, the model is generic so that it will be possible to incorporate
more MSW components as more kinetic data on their pyrolysis rates become
available.
B.

Hazardous Waste Treatment

In this effort, we are investigating methods of treating reactive metal waste,
organic waste, and plastic-media-blasting waste.
1.

Treatment/Disposal of Reactive ?v!et>Us

A one-step integrated process is being developed for the conversion of
waste sodium to a glass form for ultimate disposal. This process was described
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in last year's report.3 Much of the waste sodium is contaminated with small
amounts of radionuclides. The objective of this research is to define glass
compositions that contain a relatively high content of sodium, are conveniently
formed from readily available materials, and are resistant to leaching of the
sodium and the associated radioactive contaminants by environmental waters.
The selection of the glass composition is thus affected by the amount of sodium
it contains, the processing temperatures and materials required, and the rate at
which its constituents are leached by ground or rain water.
Over 40 samples of the glasses to be examined were prepared in the
laboratory. These glasses were made from two or more of the following
anhydrous reagents: 99.9% SiO2, 99.9% Na2CO3, 99.999% CaO, 99.9% B2O3, and
99.8% AI2O3. For each sample, the ingredients were heated to 850°C at a rate
of 1.05°C/min, held at 850°C for five hours, heated up to 1600°C at a rate of
3.55°C/min, held at 1600°C for 30 rain. The molten glass was then poured into
a 32 x 20 x 16 mm boron nitride mold preheated to 350°C. The glass cube was
then allowed to cool to room temperature.
Most of the glass cubes were annealed by
of 0.85°C/min, holding at 450° for one hour, cooling
0.5°C/min, and then cooling to room temperature at
compositions containing calcium oxide were annealed

heating to 450°C at a rate
to 250°C at a rate of
a rate of 0.9°C/min. Glass
at 475 to 500°C.

The glass cubes were subjected to an accelerated leach test at 60°C
using deionized water. At five- to seven-day intervals, the cubes were taken out
of their containers, dried, weighed, and then returned to the test.
All leaching data were normalized to unit surface area of the sample.
In general, as the sodium content in the sample was increased, the workability of
the glass improved, but the glass became more susceptible to leaching by water.
It thus became evident that a compromise had to be made among the desired
objectives of high sodium content, easy glass workability, and high integrity of the
glass against attack by environmental waters. While Na2O-SiC>2 glasses were the
most easily made and worked, they disintegrated almost completely during the
leach tests. Addition of other constituents (CaO, AI2O3, and B2O3) tended to
impart much greater resistance to leaching and, at the same time, tended to
make the glass more viscous and more difficult to pour into the molds.
Conclusions resulting from the laboratory investigations during this past
year are as follows:
•

3

For the disposal of waste sodium containing no radioactive species,
forming a glass with only silica as the added constituent is most
desirable. This composition makes it easy to form the glass and
cast it into bricks or other shapes suitable for disposal. This
composition also results in the smallest amounts of glass for
disposal.

M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, p. 77 (1988).
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•

For the disposal of waste sodium that contains short-lived
radionuclides that may safely be released to the environment over a
prolonged period of time, a glass composition similar to 30%
Na2O-10% CaO-3% Al2O3-57% SiO2 or 30% Na2O-10% B2O3-3%
Al2C>3-57% SiO2 may be used. These glasses would require
somewhat higher processing temperatures than the simple Na2O-SiO2
glasses and would produce somewhat higher quantities of glass to be
disposed of, but would provide isolation of the radioactive species
from the biosphere for a much longer time.

•

For waste sodium containing long-lived radioactive species, a
low-sodium glass such as 11% Na2O-l% CaO-2% Al2O3-9%
B2C>3-77% SiO2 would provide an acceptable waste form. Such a
glass would, however, require much higher processing temperatures
than the glasses mentioned previously and may also be considerably
more difficult to cast into molds.

Future work will include demonstration of the one-step process for
reactive metal disposal at a rate of 13 g/s (100 lb/h). The potential problems of
nozzle plugging, thermal management, and off-gas air quality will be addressed.
2.

Microwave-Assisted Detoxification

The purpose of this research is to investigate the technical feasibility of
a microwave-assisted chemical process for detoxification (i.e., conversion into harmless products) of hazardous organic waste such as trichloroethylene, trichloroethane,
polychlorobiphenyls, chorobenzene, and methyl ethyl ketones. Microwaves provide
rapid and uniform heating in materials with high dielectric loss. Since heat can
be transferred to reactants in situ, chemical reactions can be conducted without
heating the entire reaction vessel. Thus, energy use is expected to be more
efficient with the microwave-assisted process than with traditional thermal heating.
Earlier experimental results indicated that detoxification of halohydrocarbons can be achieved at temperatures lower 4than 600°C at atmospheric
pressure without the formation of oxygenated species. In this report period,
work was begun on generating a microwave-induced plasma (MIP) and testing its
application for oxidative degradation of selected halohydrocarbons. The MIP
applicator is designed to provide A/2 and A/4 standing wave resonances inside a
quartz reactor tube (24-mm ID). A 6 kW, 2.45 GHz microwave generator serves
as the microwave source.
A plasma was successfully generated in the reactor at vacuum
conditions and maintained as the reactor was brought up to atmospheric pressure
under a flow of air. With an oxygen/argon flow, we were able to sustain the
plasma at pressures up to 5 to 10 cm Hg above atmospheric pressure. Experiments will be initiated on the destruction of hydrocarbons in the MIP during the
next year.

4

M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical
Report, 1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, p. 78 (1988).
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3.

Incineration of Residue from Paint Removal

A preliminary investigation has been performed on the environmental
consequences of incinerating plastic-media-blasting (PMB) wastes from paint
removal operations. Plastic media blasting is similar to sandblasting, although
blasting takes place at a much lower pressure. The blasted media can be
recovered and recycled several times, but ultimately a residue of paint dust/chips
and attrited media dust are left for disposal. This residue is a dry solid that
may be classified as a hazardous waste. An alternative to depositing the waste
residue directly into a hazardous waste landfill is incineration, which would
provide desirable volume reduction. However, the fate of heavy metals from the
entrained paint waste is not known.
Preliminary experiments have been performed on the incineration of
PMB residue in a small furnace tube (27-cm ID). Four combustion conditions
were investigated: 774°C for 30 s, 856°C for 60 s, 876°C for 30 s, and 766°C for
60 s. A significant weight loss (70-80%) was achieved at temperatures of 766°C
and 856°C and residence times of 60 s. Weight Iocs for the 30-s runs was 31%
at 774°C and 64% at 876°C. Analytical results indicated that the burned residue
had heavy metal concentrations (Ba, Cd, Cr, Pb, and Ti) that may cause the
material to be classified as hazardous.
To further study the burned residue, we analyzed ash samples containing heavy metals. These samples were obtained from total ashing of PMB
residue at 750°C and partial ashing at 766°C for 60 s. Both these samples
were analyzed by the EPA Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure, and the
extraction fluid was analyzed for As, Ba, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Se, Ag, and Ti. In
both samples, the cadmium concentration in the extract exceeded regulatory levels
(1.0 mg/L). For the ash from the 766°C/60 s combustion, selenium also exceeded
the regulatory limit (1.0 mg/L). These heavy metal concentrations would require
the incineration ash to be disposed of in a hazardous waste landfill. Nevertheless,
the volume reduction from incineration could still result in substantial cost
savings.
These are ongoing preliminary tests, and further work is required for
final determination of the usefulness of incineration of PMB residue.
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IV. NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
This CMT effort involves (1) investigating processes for the extraction,
separation, and recovery of transuranic elements in nuclear waste streams,
2) developing a process for producing "Mo from low-enriched uranium targets,
3) developing a reprocessing method for the core fuel and blanket material of a
sodium-cooled fast reactor, and (4) examining waste-package performance in
potential high-level waste repositories located in tuff and basalt.
A.

Separation Science and Technology

The Division's work in separation science and technology consists of two
projects. The first is concerned with removing and concentrating actinides from
waste streams contaminated by transuranic (TRU) elements. The objective is to
recover valuable TRU elements and lower disposal costs of nuclear waste. The
major project in this area involves development of a generic data base and modeling capability for the TRUEX (TJlansIIranic Extraction) solvent extraction process. This capability will allow the design of flowsheets for specific waste streams
and estimation of the cost and space requirements for implementing a site- and
feed-specific TRUEX process. It will also be useful as a tool for plant operators
to vary, monitor, and control the process once it is in place. The second project
is concerned with examining the feasibility of substituting low-enriched uranium
for the high-enriched uranium currently used in the production of fission-product
"Mo. Technetium-99m, the daughter of "Mo, is widely used in medical
diagnosis.
1.

TRUEX Technology Base Development

The TRUEX process extracts, separates, and recovers TRU elements
from solutions containing a wide range of nitric acid and nitrate salt concentrations. The extractant found most satisfactory for the TRUEX process is
octyi(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide, which is abbreviated
CMPO. This extractant is combined with tributyl phosphate (TBP) and a
diluent to formulate the TRUEX process solvent. The diluent is typically a
normal paraffinic hydrocarbon (NPH) or a nonflammable chlorocarbon such as
carbon tetrachloride (CC14) or tetrachloroethylene (TCE). The TRUEX flowsheet
includes a multistage extraction/scrub section that recovers and purifies the TRU
elements from the waste stream and multistage strip sections that separate TRU
elements from each other and the solvent. Our current work is focused on facilitating the implementation of TRUEX processing of TRU-containing waste and
high-level defense waste, where such processing can be of financial and operational
advantage to the DOE community.
a.

The Generic TRUEX Model

The largest effort associated with the TRUEX Technology Base
Development Program has been the development of the Generic TRUEX Model
(GTM). This model will be used to generate TRUEX solvent extraction
flowsheets based on input of a specific feed as well as process goals and
constraints. Once fully developed, the model can be run on a personal computer
by a person who is not a computer expert. It will be useful for flowsheet
development directed to establishing i> TRUEX process for specific waste streams;
for assessing the costs and space requirements for installing the process: and for
improving, monitoring, and controlling on-line TRUEX processes. A brief
description of the model follows.
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The model has three main parts (SASSE, SASPE, and SPACE),
which are linked together and executed by HyperCard and Excel software. The
heart of the model is SASSE (Spreadsheet Algorithm for Stagewise Solvent
Extraction), which calculates multistage^, countercurrent flowsheets based on
distribution ratios calculated in SASPE (Spreadsheet Algorithms for Speciation and
Partitioning Equilibria). The SPACE (Size of Plant and Cost Estimation)
estimates the space and cost requirements for installing a specific TRUEX process
in a glove box, shielded-ceil, or canyon facility.
With SASSE, one can design flowsheets and undertake the
detailed evaluation of proposed flowsheets using distribution ratios generated in
SASPE. The GTM can be used to establish that each feed component will be
able to reach its design composition in the extraction raffinate and product
streams, to calculate the compositions of the organic and aqueous solutions in
each stage of the flowsheet at steady state, and to identify key points for process
monitoring and control.
According to the user's specifications, an Excel Macro
will produce a SASSE spreadsheet with an extraction section, up to three scrub
sections, and up to four strip sections. (The next version will include solvent
clean-up sections.) Any number of stages can be specified in each section.
With SAsPE, the GTM calculates distribution ratios for each
aqueous phase composition from user-specified feeds or from flowsheet stage
compositions generated in the SASSE calculations. Many "modules" are necessary
in SASPE for calculating distribution ratios of all conceivable aqueous phase and
TRUEX solvent combinations. These modules are briefly described below.
Charge. Balance of Feed Solution. Because solution compositions
are generally determined through a variety of chemical analyses, each with its
associated error, a charge balance based on measured anion and cation concentrations is rarely achieved. This module will calculate charge balance and, at the
user discretion, add nitrate ion to balance the charge or allow the user to correct
it by changing the feed composition.
Densities of Complex Aqueous Solution. The concentration of
species is usually reported in molar units (mole of a species per liter of solution),
but thermodynamic activities are much more easily handled in molal units (mole
of a species per kilogram of the diluent—the diluent is water for aqueous solutions). To make this conversion, the density of a solution must be known. This
module uses apparent molar volumes of ionic species to calculate solution densities. Experimental verification has shown this method to be accurate for multicomponent concentrated solutions of nitric acid and nitrate salts to within l-2>c.
Molar-to-Molal Concentration Conversion. The compositions of the
fe*d solutions and all the aqueous solutions in the stages of the contactor during
the flowsheet's convergence to steady state will be converted from molar units to
molal units. This conversion is needed for calculation of thermodynamic activities
and subsequent calculation of distribution ratios of each species in each stage of
the flowsheet.
Ionic Strength of Complex Aqueous Solutions. The ionic strength
of each aqueous solution is calculated from its composition. These data are
necessary for calculating thermodynamic activities.
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Activities of Aqueous Phase Species. Based on the composition of
each aqueous phase and correlations built into this module, activities of important
aqueous phase species (e.g., water, hydrogen ion, nitrate ion) are calculated.
Oxalic Acid Additions to Waste. Oxalic acid must be added to
feeds that contain fission products to lower the extractability of several species
that are best left in the aqueous phase (e.g., Zr, Ru, and Mo). The amount to
be added is calculated from the concentrations of species that are complexed by
oxalate ion (e.g., Fe 3 + and Al 3 + ions).
Aqueous-Phase Speciation of Individual Components. Based on
literature data and data generated in this effort, important aqueous phase equilibria have been identified and quantitated in terms of thermodynamic equilibrium
constants. The calculated speciation of each component in the aqueous phase is
used to calculate its distribution ratio.
Organic-Phase Speciation. Based on our modeling of the extraction behavior of important feed components, the speciation of each component in
the TRUEX solvent is used to calculate its distribution ratio.
Individual-Component Distribution Ratios. The distribution ratio
of each component is calculated as a function of its aqueous and organic phase
speciation.
Distribution ratios for all components are transferred from SASPE
to SASSE so that SASSE can calculate aqueous- and organic-phase compositions
in the flowsheet. These calculated compositions are then transferred from SASSE
to SASPE so that SASPE can calculate updated distribution ratios, which are
then returned to SASSE. This interaction between SASSE and SASPE continues
until steady state is achieved.
The resultant flowsheet from SASSE is combined with plantspecific information in SPACE to calculate equipment size, plant space, and
capital costs. The options in SPACE are to include a hot (radioactive) processing area that is either a glovebox, a shielded cell, or a canyon. It is assumed
that the processing area (including glovebox, shielded cell, or canyon) is available
and has been cleaned out (i.e., it does not contain any equipment and is nonradioactive enough that persons can work in the area).
The first-generation GTM will be available in 1989 as a tool for
designing and assessing TRUEX processes for specific waste streams. This model
will continue to be improved in subsequent years.
b.

Data B.afif

The success of the GTM is dependent on underlying data that
are sound, correct, and defensible. Further, the source of data must be easily
traceable. Over the past several years, we have collected the data necessary to
mode! the TRUEX process for high-level defense waste and other nitrate based
TRU-containirg waste. These data, acquired from the literature and our own
laboratory measurements, deal with the extraction behavior for all important feed
components over a range consistent with compositional variations of these waste
streams. We are thus developing a computerized data base that will facilitate
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determining the source of data and data quality.
used in identifying further data needs.

This data base will also be

In 1988 a major effort was devoted to compiling significant data
into a computerized data base. The software selected was Fourth Dimension,
which is a data base having hierarchical characteristics with powerful features
capable of custom design to suit individual needs. The hardware is the
Macintosh II personal computer.
The structure of the data base was established to set the hierarchy of data selection and the protocols of data crosy-referencing. In progress
are efforts to improve ease of use and to design a security system that will deny
access of casual users to data base design functions and will control access of
certain users to data manipulation functions.
Distribution ratios of pertinent nuclides and major process chemicals and activity coefficients of nuclides were identified as key data to be incorporated into the data base. Distribution coefficients derived in CMT were entered
into the data base—a total at this stage of 338 data tables and over 3000
individual measurements. Future work includes the entry of distribution
coefficients obtained from the literature, followed by activity coefficients.
c.

Cfltttrifugal Contactor Development

The basic design for the Argonne centrifugal contactor is modified
as necessary to work vith specific solvent extraction processes. A key feature in
these design efforts is the use of a calculational model for the flow of the organic
and aqueous phases through the contactor. This model was developed at CMT
several years ago. This year, a model for calculating vibrational parameters of a
spinning rotor/motor combination was obtained and put in place as a further tool
supporting our contactor development efforts. The vibration and flow models
were used in the development and design of a contactor with 2-cm dia rotor
(discussed below). Both models will be used in the development of a contactor
for pyroprocessing planned for FY 1989.
A sixteen-stage centrifugal contactor with 4-cm dia rotors has
been used for flowsheet testing for the past several years and is now being used
to verify the GTM (see Sec. IV.A.l.d). To use the contactor for evaluating
processes involving high alpha/beta activity levels (in a glovebox) or high
beta/gamma radiation (in a shielded cell facility), a remote-handled version was
designed and built. This new contactor was tested with good success in both a
glovebox and a shielded-cell mockup area. The one design problem discovered, a
motor/rotor connector with insufficient stiffness, was corrected. In using the 4-cm
contactor for the GTM verification tests, we found that rotor operation was
borderline acceptable when used with the TRUEX-NPH solvent. An improved set
of 4-cm rotors was designed and built to be used with solvents such as TRUEXNPH. This solvent represents a class of solvents whose density is closer to the
aqueous phase than is true of either the TRUEX-TCE or 30% TBP in NPH
solvents.
Although the 4-cm contactor can handle most flowsheet tests,
there are times when one needs to minimize the volume of feed required. In
these cases, the feed may be either a simulated feed that is expensive and time
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consuming to prepare or an actual feed that is unavailable in larger quantities.
To meet this need, a new 2-cm contactor (minicontactor) was designed and built.
For a typical flowsheet test, only 1 L of feed solution will be required instead of
the 10 L needed for the 4-cm contactor. The basic design builds on earlier ANL
work with 2-cm contactors. It was improved to allow good operation at all
organic-to-aqueous flow ratios (as was already possible with the larger contactors).
Remote-handling features were included so that this minicontactor can be used in
either a glovebox or shielded-cell facility. The rotor was designed so that both
the TRUEX-NPH and TRUEX-TCE solvents could be used at total throughputs
up to 40 mL/min. After building and testing a single-stage prototype with good
results (see Fig. IV-l), a 16-stage 2-cm contactor was built (see Fig. IV-2). This
unit is now being tested in the laboratory.
Methods for operating centrifugal contactors at elevated temperatures were investigated this year. Tests at 50°C are important because the
TRUEX-NPH solvent at room temperature forms a third phase at high solvent
loadings. Experiments were conducted with several contactor stages to evaluate
several different methods of elevated-temperature testing. Based upon these
experiments, band heaters will be installed on the housing of each stage, and
interstage lines will be insulated to prevent heat loss during operation. To heat
the feed solutions, flexible tubing will be installed in each of the feed vessels, and
water will be circulated through the tubing. A thermostated bath will be used
to control the temperature of the circulating water; one bath is adequate for
heating all of the feed tanks.

Fig. IV-l.
Photograph of Single-Stage 2-cm
Contactor in Operation
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Fig. IV-2.
d.

Photograph of Sixteen-Stage 2-cm Contactor

Model Verification

Verification tests of the TRUEX process with centrifugal contactors were initiated this year to investigate the extraction of actinides and other
components from acidic waste solutions. Objectives of these tests are to (1)
develop a better understanding of the chemistry of the TRUEX process, (2) test
and verify process modifications, and (3) verify predictions by the GTM of species
extraction behavior and flowsheet calculations. Two centrifugal contactor units
(16 stages, 4-cm dia rotors) are available for completing these tests. One unit is
used for nonradioactive tests, while the second unit is located in a glovebox and
will be used for radioactive tracer tests (see Sec. IV.A.I.e.). Two other units are
available for special tests: an 8-stage 4-cm unit designed for remote operation
and a 16-stage 2-cm centrifugal contactor designed for low solution throughput.
Two nonradioactive tests with the 16-stage 4-cm unit were completed this year. The purpose of these two tests was to evaluate the extraction
of nitric acid, iron, oxalic acid, and fluoride from a simplified acidic waste solution with the TRUEX-TCE solvent. The flowsheet used for the first test is
shown in Fig. IV-3; the flowsheet for the second test is the same except that
0.008M Nd was added to the feed solution. (Neodymium was added to simulate
the extraction of itself and other rare earths and to model the extraction behavior
of americium.) Organic and aqueous samples from each contactor stage as well
as the effluent samples were collected and analyzed. These data were used to
generate concentration profiles for all components in solution as a function of
contactor stage. Comparison of the measured data with calculated profiles
generated by the GTM will be completed once this computer model is fully
operational.
Installation of the centrifugal contactors in a glovebox was completed this year. While the installation was similar to the nonradioactive pilot
plant, some changes were necessary to fit the equipment in the glovebox and to
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permit simple and safe operation of the equipment. For example, the nonradioactive feed tanks and pumps were located underneath the glovebox; the feed lines
entered the glovebox through pipe penetrations. Equipment for the radioactive
streams, such as the extraction section feed tank, the raffinate tanks, and pumps
were all located inside the glovebox. The extraction feed tank and the americium
product tank were shielded with lead to reduce radiation exposures. Radiation
monitors were installed on both sides of the glovebox.
Verification tests in 1989 will include determination of (1) extraction behavior of rare earth fission products, actinides, nitric acid, fluoride, oxalate,
iron, and other metals from simulated acidic waste solutions, (2) extraction
kinetics of iron in centrifugal contactors, (3) other-phase carryover for various
centrifugal contactor operating conditions, (4) operability of solvent cleanup
flowsheets in centrifugal contactors, (5) extraction behavior of TcO^, (6) operation
of a modified PUREX/TRUEX process, (7) feasibility of operating the TRUEX
process with an americium recycle stream, (8) extraction behavior of actinides
from high fluoride wastes, and (9) removal of entrained CMPO from aqueous
waste streams.
e.

Solvent Degradation Study

The TRUEX-NPH solvent can be used to treat raffinates from
the PUREX reprocessing of irradiated fuel; this leads to radiolytic and hydrolytic
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degradation. Solvent degradation results not only in the loss of CMPO, which
decreases the ability of the solvent to extract americium, but also in the formation of acidic degradation products that extract americium at low acid concentrations and prevent americium stripping. The purpose of this study is to (1)
quantify the effects of radiolysis and hydrolysis on the degradation of the solvent
and (2) develop cleanup procedures to remove degradation products from used
TRUEX-NPH solvents.
During 1988, we examined the stability of TRUEX-NPH solvent
toward gamma radiolysis and acid hydrolysis. Since the TRUEX solvent is
primarily used to remove and separately recover americium and plutonium from
nitric acid waste solutions, changes in the americium distribution ratio for the
degraded solvent in contact with HNO3 were used to monitor the extent of
solvenl degradation.
At 2.0M HNO3, the americium distribution ratio was determined
to be 29.7 ± 0.2. A drop below this value indicates the CMPO loss in the
solvent due to radiolytic and hydrolytic damage. From the americium distribution
measurements at 2.0M HNO3, we calculated rate constants for the radiolytic and
the hydrolytic degradation of CMPO. Based on these rate constants, the effects
of gamma radiolysis and acid hydrolysis on the TRUEX-NPH solvent were estimated for a typical process. The results are summarized in Table IV-1. The
calculations assume that the americium distribution 1,2
ratio at 2.0M HNO3 has a
third-order dependency on the CMPO concentration.
Based on this assumption
and the ones listed in Table IV-1, the fraction of CMPO 7in a two-day solvent
supply that has decomposed
due to radiolysis is 6.5 x 10~ . This fraction
increases to 6.5 x 10~5 over a 200-day production year and is similar to the
amount of solvent degradation found in the PUREX process.
Fraction of CMPOa>b Degraded by Gamma Radiolysis and Acid Hydrolysis as a Function of Time
Time
Gamma Radiolysisc
Acid Hydrolysis*1
One Cycle
6.5 x 10-7
2.1 x 10-8
Table IV-1.

One Production Yeaie
6.5 x 10~5
2.1 x 10"6
a
All solvent degradation is attributed to the CMPO degradation since
TBP does not extract americium.
^Assuming a two-day (8 hour/day) supply of solvent.
c
Based on a dose of 0.39 Wh/L for the solvent in a six-stage extraction section at 50°C.
"Based on a 50°C temperature, 21 stages (6 extraction, 3 scrub, and
12 strip), and a contact time of 20 seconds per stage.
e
Assuming a 200-day production year.

2

D. J. Chaiko, D. R. Fredrickson, L. Reichley-Yinger, and G. F. Vandegrift,
Sep. Sci. Technol. 28, 1435-1451 (1988).
2
E. P. Horwitz, D. G. Kalina, L. Kaplan, G. W. Mason, and H. Diamond, Sep.
Sci. Technol. 17, 1261 (1982).
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To determine the amount of hydrolytic damage to the solvent, we
assumed that hydrolysis occurs in each stage of the cycle. The fraction of
CMPO degraded by hydrolysis at 50°C when the solvent is in contact with acidic
solutions 6is 2.1 x 10"8. Over a 200-day production year, this fraction becomes
2.1 x 10" . The amount of CMPO degraded by hydrolysis, then, is ~30 times
less than the amount degraded by radiolysis.
Since 0.05M HNO3 is used to strip americium while plutonium is
retained in the solvent, the distribution ratio at 0.05M HNO3 was monitored to
determine the effect of degradation products on stripping of americium and to
evaluate the cleanup procedures to remove these degradation products. An
example of the effect of degradation products on the stripping of americium is
shown in Fig. IV-4 by the distribution data for the water-washed degraded solvent. The degraded solvents used in these measurements were contacted with
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6M HNO3 for various amounts of time under high temperature (70°C) to accelerate the hydrolytic degradation. Americium distribution ratios measured between
the water-washed degraded solvent and 0.05M HNO3 showed an initially large
increase in americium extraction as a result of formation of acidic degradation
products, which readily extract americium when the acid concentration is <0.5M.
This drastic increase in americium distribution ratios indicates the importance of
removing the acidic degradation products in the stripping section. Portions of the
degraded solvent were further treated with a carbonate wash in an attempt to
remove these acidic degradation products. The effect of this cleanup procedure is
also shown in Fig. IV-4. After 100 h, the distribution ratios measured with the
carbonate-washed degraded solvent are lower than those for the water-washed
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solvent by more than an order of magnitude because the carbonate wash effectively removes the acidic degradation products. The distribution ratios for the
carbonate-washed solvent are lower than that for the undegraded solvent (shown
at t=0) because a significant amount of CMPO has been lost from the solvent.
These results show that the formation of acidic degradation products is a far
greater problem than solvent loss due to degradation: therefore, solvent cleanup is
crucial. These results also suggest that washing the degraded solvent with a
carbonate solution has potential as a cleanup procedure.
Future work will include (l) adding a module to the GTM to
calculate the effects of hydrolytic and radiolytic degradation for specific flowsheets
and (2) developing a solvent cleanup procedure for removing high-molecular-weight
acidic degradation products that are not removed by washing the solvent with
sodium carbonate alone.
2.

Separation and Purification of "Mo

Currently much of the world's supply of 39mTc for medical purposes is
produced
from "Mo derived from the fissioning of high-enriched uranium (HEU,
93% 235U). The purpose of this study
is to assess the feasibility of substituting
low enriched uranium (LEU, <20% 235U) for HEU in targets for production of
fission-product "Mo. Switching from HEU to LEU while maintaining "Mo yields
and target geometries requires a denser fuel. Uranium silicide dispersed in
aluminum (U3Si2-Al) with a uranium density of 4.8 g/cm3 is the "Mo target fuel
of choice, especially with
its approval by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
use as a reactor fuel.3
The current process for basic dissolution involves dissolving the entire
target of U3S12-AI fuel in NaOH/NC"3 solution.4 During the dissolution, uranium
and various fission products precipitate as hydrated hydroxide salts. This mixture
is diluted and filtered, and the solution is acidified for purification of the molybdenum on an alumina column. Because the dissolution of UaSi2 is extremely slow
with NaOH/NC>3 solution alone, the current process must be modified. The
dissolution can be done in two steps. The first step dissolves the A16061
cladding and the aluminum fuel matrix in a 3M NaOH solution,
leaving behind
the UsSi2 particles. The high density of the UsSi2 (12 g/cm3) allows the basic
aluminum-containing solution and the precipitated hydroxide/salt components of
the aluminum alloy cladding to be decanted easily from the silicide particles.
The UsSi2 can then be dissolved separately in NaOH/HoC^. Uranium stays in
solution as a peroxo complex until the peroxide is destroyed. Once the uranium
has precipitated, the process is the same as that currently in use.
Tnis year, targets of UsSi2 and U metal were irradiated to low burnup
(1O~5%) in the JANUS reactor at ANL and chemically processed. Nuclide
behaviors were then monitored by gamma spectroscopy throughout the processing.
Alumina column separation of molybdenum after dissolution of the irradiated
targets was also studied. Results from these studies are summarized below.
3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Safety Evaluation Report Related to the
Evaluation of Low-enriched Uranium Silicide-Aluminum Dispersion Fuel for Use
in Non-power Reactors, NUREG-1313 (July 1988).
4
J. Salacz, "Reprocessing of Irradiated Uranium 235 for the Production of
Mo-99, 1-131, Xe-133 Radioisotopes," Revue IRE Tijdschrift, Vol. 9, No. 3
(1985).
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a.

Processing of Uranium Silicide Fuels

As expected from their chemistries, many radionuclides precipitate
during the basic dissolution as hydroxides. Nuclides remaining in solution include
Mo, Ru, Rh, Te, I, Cs, and (inexplicably) Ce. With the exception of Cs, some
of each of these nuclides is associated with the precipitate. This is probably due
to their complex chemistry or adsorption by the hydroxides.
We found that about 15-20% of thij fission products (including
"Mo) is lost during the first basic dissolution step to the aluminum fraction.
Possible mechanisms for this loss are the following: (l) recoil due to fission
energy from the uranium silicide particles into the aluminum matrix, (2) loss of
U3Si2 fine particles due to carryover during transfer of the aluminum fraction
away from the fuel, (3) dissolution of UaSi2 in NaOH-only solutions, and (4)
dissolution of a "shell" of UA1X around the UaSi2 particles that is formed
during
irradiation. Because these shells hare only been seen at very high 235U burnups
(>30%), the fourth mechanism should not be important.
The expected "Mo loss due to recoil can be calculated based on
the particle size distribution of the fuel, which relates to the total fuel surface
area. For the UsSi2, the calculated loss was 19% and the experimental loss was
20%. The loss from the U metal foil target was much smaller: experimental,
3.3%, and calculated, 2.7-6.2%. Because 239Np is an activation product and its
calculated recoil loss is zero, we are able to use it as a measure of the loss of U
and Pu 239brought about by the second and third mechanisms. The experimental
loss of Np to the aluminum fraction was 3%, indicating loss due to carryover
of UaSi2 particles or dissolution of UaSi2. For U metal foil this loss was zero, as
expected, because no carryover can occur.
Basic dissolution allows the separation of I and Xe radionuclides,
avoids silicate precipitation, and allows the initial separation of "Mo from other
fission products, U, Np, and Pu. A two-step dissolution process, where the
cladding and fuel matrix aluminum are dissolved first in NaOH and separated
from the fuel dissolution process, removes the bulk of the aluminum from further
processing. This, in turn, reduces processing volumes and transuranic waste.
This advantage is somewhat offset by the "Mo loss during the first step of the
dissolution, but that loss may be countered by increasing UsSi2 particle size.
Future work will be performed to test our finding of "Mo loss
during the basic dissolution process and to set conditions for processing a fullburnup target under plant conditions.
b.

Alumina Column Purification

Experiments were undertaken to study alumina column separation
of molybdenum in simulated tracer experiments and after dissolution of irradiated
targets. Recoveries around 100% were obtained with alumina columns using "Mo
tracer only. There was no significant temperature effect with column loading at
50°C rather than 25°C. Loading solutions were either 0.5 or 1M HNO3, with the
lower concentration being possibly better.
Results for the alumina column separation of molybdenum from
dissolved irradiated targets demonstrated the advantage of the initial basic
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hydroxide separation prior to the column procedure. In an experiment where the
target was subjected to an acidic dissolution, there were several nuclides eluting
with "Mo, including
Rh, I, Te, Nd, and Eu. The basic dissolution eluant
contained only 131I and "Mo.
Future work will continue to optimize this procedure and to
eventually demonstrate it on a full-size target in a shielded-cell facility.
B.

Integral Fast Reactor Pyrochemieal Process

The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is an advanced reactor concept proposed
by, and under development at, ANL. Its distinguishing features are that it is a
sodium-cooled, pool-type reactor (i.e., all the major components, reactor core,
pumps, and heat exchangers are in a large sodium-filled pot); it employs a
metallic fuel (an alloy of U, Pu, and Zr clad with a stainless steel-type alloy);
and it has an integral fuel cycle (discharged core and blanket materials are processed and refabricated in an on-site facility). The advantages of this concept are
an exceptionally high degree of passive safety, resulting from use of a metallic fuel
with a sodium coolant, and competitive economics, resulting from low costs for
reactor construction and fuel recycle.
The CMT Division has the responsibility of developing the on-site process
for recovering plutonium and uranium from the core and blanket, removing fission
products from them, and re-enriching the core alloy with plutonium bred in the
blanket. To accomplish this, major efforts are directed toward flowsheet development for the process, experiments on process chemistry, studies of IFR waste
treatment and management, and engineering-scale demonstration of the electrorefining process.
1.

Flowsheet, Development

The IFR pyrochemieal process for recovery of pure uranium (for blanket element fabrication) and a uranium-plutonium mixture (for driver elements) is
based on the removal of pure uranium onto a solid cathode, even in the presence
of much more PuC>3 than UCI3 in the electrolyte salt. To process a batch of
fuel, uranium removal would be followed, where appropriate, by removal of the
remainder of the heavy metal from the batch into a liquid 5 cadmium cathode.
The reference flowsheet was presented in a previous report.
The compositions of the solid cathode and liquid cadmium cathode
have been predicted by a model based on thermodynamic data; our selection of
the kind and arrangement of the process steps is based on these predictions,
especially on the deposition of pure uranium. To date, we have obtained good
agreement between predicted and measured compositions of the salt and cadmium
phases, but we have not experimentally verified the composition of salt phases
from which pure uranium would be extracted. For this reason, a series of five
tests was completed to investigate cathode behavior and compare the experimental
results to our model predictions. Details of this series of tests are given in
Sec. IV.B.2.
5

M. J. Steindler et a>., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1986, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-87-19, p. 98 (1987).
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We have developed a thermodynamic model for the electrotransport of
uranium, plutonium, and rare earth fission products. Figures IV-5 and -6 compare the measured data with calculated results from our electrotransport model.
In Fig. IV-5, only the measured plutonium composition for the final test is given
since no detectable plutonium could be found in the cathode metal product
formed in the earlier four tests. Rare earth analyses of the products formed in
the five tests indicated that little or no rare earths (represented by Nd in
Figs. IV-5 and -6) were codeposited with uranium. The anode was saturated
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with zirconium, but as predicted with the model, the zirconium content of
products WJS less than 0.01%. The agreement between predicted and observed
behavior is completely adequate for process design.
Another important issue for both product collection and rare earth
removal is the relative partition of plutonium and the rare earths between
cadmium and salt. We have b ,*en using available data to predict the separation
of plutonium and neodymium, assuming that the other rare earths behave like
neodymium. Results from scoping experiments (competitive partition of rare
earths) agreed with our assumption of similarity under predicted electrotransport
conditions; under very reducing conditions, europium and samarium remained in
the salt longer than the other rare earths because of their very stable +2 oxidation state. Further rare earth characterizations are underway.
2.

Process Development Studies

One critical step in the electrorefining process is the deposition of pure
uranium on the solid cathode in the presence of an electrolyte which contains
PUCI3 as well as UCI3. For WR process application, the intent is to add spent
reactor blanket fuel to an electrorefiner (ER) cell, remove pure uranium on a
solid cathode, then add spent core fuel to the ER cell and remove more uranium
on a solid cathode. (The pure uranium collected on the solid cathode is used +0
fabricate new blanket fuel.) This leaves a high Pu/U ratio (greater Pu/U ratio
than required for new reactor fuel fabrication) of actinides in the eiectrorefmer;
these are removed from the ER cell on another cathode (possible a cadmium
cathode), which is processed to provide Pu/U for fabrication of new core fuel.
Experiments ENG-26 through ENG-30 were carried out to investigate
the behavior of the solid cathode and to verify the electrotransport model
(Sec. IV.B.I). The experimental procedure consisted of collecting the material on
an iron maudrel by passing constant current for a selected period of time, removing the cathode assembly from the electrorefiner, allowing the cathode assembly to
cool to room temperature, scraping off and weighing the cooled product, and then
lowering the cathode assembly back into the electrorefiner for the next test. The
cell operating temperature during testing was 500°C. During the cool-down, period
after each test, the product was visually examined and photographed. The cell
voltage during each test was monitored. For the first four tests, the value was
not allowed to go more negative than -0.30 V. For the fifth test, ENG-30, the
cell voltage was allowed to reach -0.46 V, a value which was predicted to be
sufficiently negative to deposit plutonium. The deposit from each test was
weighed, ground, and split into portions. A representative portion of each deposit
was taken for chemical analysis.
The amounts of product recovered from each test and results calculated from associated chemical analysis are given in Table IV-2. The amount
of plutonium in the first four products (ENG-26 to ENG-29) is in excellent
agreement with that calculated due to the presence of salt in the recovered
material (not to electrodeposited plutonium). Thus, uranium, essentially free from
plutonium, is obtained in the first four products. From Table IV-2 we find that
92.5% of the uranium originally present in the electrorefiner was electrodeposited as pure uranium prior to ENG-30, where both uranium and plutonium
electrodeposited on the solid cathode.
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Product Recovered in Five Flowsheet Experiments11

Table IV-2.

Product,
Test
ENG-26
ENG-27
ENG-28
ENG-29
ENG-30

g

91.43
113.20
87.40
83.08
85.87

Amount in Product, g

Calculated
Pu Due
to Salt
Residue,

U

Pu

g

71.30
96.59
76.05
41.81
14.72

0.38
0.41
0.329
1.73
16.33

0.40
0.32
0.36
1.57
1.90

Salt on
Cathode,
g

20.1
16.6
11.3
41.3
54.8

"Initial Condition: (1) 309 g U and 171 g Pu; (2) sum of
Nd + Ce + Y, 44 g; and (3) anode saturated with Zr.

Figures IV-7 and -8 are photographs of the cathode products
prior to removal from the iron mandrel for runs ENG-26 and -30, respectively.
When pure uranium is the product with the salt low in PuCl3 (Fig. IV-7), the
product is dendritic and very adherent to the cathode mandrel. When mixed
U/Pu is the product (Fig. IV-8), with the salt high in PUCI3, the product is very
fine crystals in a deposit that contains much more electrolyte an<l. is very weakly
adherent to the cathode.
A material balance for uranium and plutonium was made for each
test using the chemical analytical results obtained from product, salt, and anode
metal. The material balance was excellent, and the results were within the error

Fig. IV-7.
Photograph of Dendritic
Product from ENG-26
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Fig. IV-8.

Photograph of Weakly Adherent
Product from ENG-30

in sampling and analysis of the liquid cadmium, salt, and the solid product. In
these, tests, we expected the sum of the concentrations of U, Pu, Ce, Nd, and Y
in the electrolyte phase to be a constant, and this was verified by the chemical
analysis.
The following two conclusions were reached from these test
results. First, when blanket fuel and core fuel are processed sequentially in the
electrorefiner, essentially plutonium-free uranium may be obtained from the
electrorefiner for blanket fuel refabrication in amounts exceeding the input blanket
feed. Second, plutonium-uranium alloy may be obtained from the electrorefiner
with a Pu/U ratio greater than that in. fast reactor fuel. In addition, this series
of tests has verified the thermodynamic model.
3.

Waste Management,

Methods are being developed to convert solid wastes generated by
processing IFR fuel :,nto disposable forms. The principal high-level wastes are
cadmium from the anode of the electrorefiner, chloride electrolyte from the
electrorefiner, cladding hulls, and various ceramic materials from fuel-melting
operations. Mcst of the fission products are contained in the anode metal and
the electrolyte salt wastes. The alkali metal, alkaline earth, rare earth, and
halide elements are in the salt, and the zirconium and noble metal elements are
in the cadmium. Each phase is likely to contain small amounts of actinides.
Most of the effort during the year was directed toward the development of methods to treat and immobilize salt wastes. Based on results of this
work, a favored waste management method was developed. In this method, the
waste salt from the electrorefiner is first contacted at 500°C with a Cd-0.1 wt%
Li alloy to transfer the residual actinides into a cadmium metal pool. The
treated salt is then dispersed in a portland cement-base mortar matrix. The
cadmium extraction step also removes most of the rare earths from the salt. By
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reducing the alpha activity of the salt below the 100 nCi/g limit permitted in
low-level waste, the disposal of the treated salt should be made easier. Although
the level of radioactivity is expected to be low, the mortar-salt waste form will
probably require ultimate disposal as a high-level waste in a geologic repository
because it will contain the fission product I, Cs, and SΓ.
Experiments were conducted to investigate the extraction of actinides
and rare earths from the salt and to demonstrate the efficacy of this operation.
The distributions of U, Ce, Nd, Pr, Y, and Na between LiCl-KCl-NaCl salt and
Cd-Li alloys were measured over a range of cell emfs and lithium concentrations
in the metal phase. The measured distribution coefficients for these metals, which
are plotted in Figs. IV-9 and -10, are defined as

D(M) =

(1)

where Ym = mole fraction MC13 in salt, and X m = atom fraction M in cadmium.

Fig. IV-9.
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These data indicate that essentially all of the U, Ce, Nd, and Pr can be removed
from chloride salts by contacting them with Cd-Li alloys. Similar measurements
have shown that Am, Pu, and Cm are also easily extracted from chloride salts.
Yttrium remained almost totally in the salt phase over the range of lithium
concentrations tested.
We used the distribution coefficients for Ce, Nd, and Pr to calculate
their separation factors, defined as the ratio D(M)/D(U); the experimentally
determined value of 0.235 was used for D(U). The calculated separation factors
were determined to be 46 for Ce, 39 for Nd, and 34 for Pr. The yttrium
separation factor was >900. The values for cerium and ueodymium agree with
other measurements; the praseodymium separation factor has not been measured
previously.
The distribution of a trivalent element between the salt and metal can
be represented by the equilibrium reaction 3Li + MC13 = 3LiCi + M. From
this reaction, the distribution coefficient can be expressed by

D(M) =

where K
7m
7mCi 3
a
Lici

=
=
=
=
=

equilibrium constant
activity coefficient of M in Cd
activity coefficient of MCI3 in salt
activity of LiCl in salt
activity of Li in Cd

If the activity coefficients of M, MCI3, and Li are independent of concentration,
tbe distribution coefficient should be inversely proportional to (XLJ) 3 . (The
activity of LiCl was nearly constant in these experiments.) However, the slopes
of the distribution coefficient lines in Fig. IV-10 are about -3.3. The discrepancy
can be attributed to a variation of lithium activity coefficient with its concentration in cadmium. The activity of lithium was determined using an Ag/AgCl
reference electrode for the cell emf given by the expression (obtained from Nernst
equation for the reference electrode reaction):
E = 2.411 + 0.1534 log (aLi)

(3)

where E is the cell emf in volts. If the log D(M) is plotted against the Jog(tt£j),
the slope of the lines for Ce, Nd, and Pr is -3.0 ± 0.07, in good agreement with
theory. The slope of the line for uranium is 3.17. The activity coefficient of
lithium in cadmium can be calculated from these data;3 it ranged from 1.6 x 10~3
at a lithium concentration of 0.013 at.% to 3.7 x 10" at 6.1 at.%.
These data, and other data for transuranic elements, indicate that a
single contact with a Cd-1.0 wt% Li alloy should produce a waste chloride salt
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with an actinide concentration of less than 1 ppb. However, laboratory-scale
demonstrations of this extraction have only produced salts with uranium and
plutonium concentrations in the 1 to 10 ppm range. (To produce a salt-mortar
waste form with <100 nCi/g of alpha activity, the Pu concentration must be
about 1 ppm or less.) This inconsistency may have been caused by insoluble
actimde compounds, such as PuC"2 and PuN, suspended in the salt as small
particles. This hypothesis was supported by an experiment in which a salt with
a uranium content of less than 200 ppb was produced by first contacting the salt
with a Cd-0.37 wt% Li alloy and then filtering it at 500° C through a 5-Mm
sintered steel filter.
Efforts to develop a suitable mortar for immobilizing the treated waste
salt have focused on identifying and characterizing a promising mortar formulation. Properties of typical mortar formulations are listed in Table IV-3. These
mortars consisted of portland cement, fly ash, slag, water, and salt, with the
exception of the mixes 3-4 (no slag) and 3-5 (no fly ash).
Set times were estimated to be several hours for all formulations but
were measured only for mixes 6-1 and 6-2, where the initial set times were longer
Table IV-3.
Mix
Number

Curing
Temp.,
°C

Effect of Chloride Salts on Mortars*
Containing Blast Furnace Slag

Salt
Content,
wt%

Compressive Strength, MPa
3 d

28 d

56 d

Leachability
Index

3-1

25
9Cl

0

27
26

51
37

47
29

3-2

25
90

&

37
36

66
36

57
48

8.3

3-3

25
90

20

18
28

54
28

53
34

7.9

3-4 c

25
90

20

14
34

30
41

43
47

6.6

3-5 d

25
90

10

33
41

61
26

61
47

7.6

6-1

25
90

3

50
48

60
46

8.4
7.1

6-2

25
90

10

48
34

49
32

7.9
6.3

*Water/(cement + fly ash + slag) = 0.43; fly ash/(cement + slag) = 0.33;
slag/cement = 2.00.
b
KCl-44 wt% LiCl.
c
No blast furnace slag.
d
No fly ash.
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than 6.5 h. All of the grouts were judged to be pumpable. A higher salt
content produced a more fluid grout. Samples for strength and leach tests were
cured in water-saturated atmospheres at 25 and 90°C. After 3 days, samples
cured at 90°C tended to be stronger than samples cured at 25°C, but this trend
was reversed at longer curing times. All of the formulations were judged to have
sufficient strengths for waste-form handling purposes.
Standard ANS 16.1 leach tests were performed on mortar-salt specimens
cured for 56 d at 25 and 90°C. The leachability index (L), reported in
Table IV-3, was calculated from the measured chloride diffusivity (D in units of
cm2/s) by

(4)

The leachability index for all specimens was greater than the minimum of six
required for low-level waste. The addition of fly ash and slag was found to
increase leach resistance significantly. Among the 25°C-cured specimens, mix 3-4
(no slag) had the lowest leachability index, 6.6 (highest leach rate); and mix 3-5
(no fly ash) had the next lowest leachability index, 7.6. Similar to other mortar
formulations, higher salt contents and higher curing temperatures increased the
chloride leach rate.
Because the treated salt will contain fission product strontium and
cesium, the mortar-salt
waste form will be subjected to a high beta-gamma dose
rate (~1 x 10s rad/h initially) and a large total dose (~1010 rad). Thus, the
mortar-salt waste form must be resistant to ionizing radiation, and no explosive
gas mixtures can be produced by radio lysis. Irradiation of mortars mixed with
cement and fly ash but without blast furnace slag tended to produce hydrogen
and oxygen. The inclusion of slag in the mortar mix resulted in mortar-salt
matrices that produced only hydrogen when irradiated. The oxygen in the air
filling the irradiation capsule was consumed. This effect was attributed to the
presence of reduced species, sulfides and ferrous iron, in the slag.
Future work will continue to emphasize the treatment and disposal of
the salt wastes from the electrorefmer. Laboratory-scale demonstrations of the
production of nontransuranic salt will be made. The insoluble impurities (oxides,
nitrides, and carbides) expected in the electrorefmer wastes will be characterized,
and means of handling these materials will be investigated. Characteristics of the
baseline mortar formulation will be more fully determined. Work to develop
methods for treating and disposing of the metal wastes will be started.
4.

Large-Scale. Demonstration of Electrorefining

Tests were conducted to demonstrate the electrolytic transport of
uranium in a large-scale electrorefining facility. Typical operating conditions for
the uranium electrodeposition tests were as follows: temperature, 500°C; cadmium
and salt mixing speeds, 100 and 150 rpm, respectively; solid mandrel rotation
speed. 20 rpm; deposition currents, 80 to 200 A; and deposition cutoff voltage,
-0.8 V. The s*lt composition was 43 wt% LiCl-52 wt% KC1-5 wt% UC13. The
electrorefiner was located in an argon glove box that typically contained the
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following impurities: <1.5 ppm oxygen, <25 ppm nitrogen, and <0.05 ppm
water. The weight of uranium, electrolyte, and cadmium in the deposits was
calculated from weight measurements of the deposited material and analyses of
samples from the deposits by inductively coupled plasma/atomic emission
spectroscopy.
These experiments showed that 10 kg of uranium can be deposited
electrochemically on a single, solid mandrel cathode. The average salt content of
these deposits was 12 wt%. Physical transport of cadmium to the deposits was
sharply reduced (to 1-2 wt%) by lowering the speed of the cadmium mixer from
the 200 rpm used in early tests to 100 rpm. Well-consolidated product (within
0.2% of the reported density of pure uranium), with lew cadmium content (less
than 80 ppm), can be produced from the dendritic uranium produced in these
experiments.
Use of a liquid cadmium cathode is one of the options being explored
to electrorefme mixtures of uranium and plutonium from spent fuel. The liquid
cadmium cathode assembly used in these experiments consisted of a beryllia
crucible and an alumina-insulated steel impeller, which was used to break the
uranium dendrites as they were deposited at the salt/cadmium interface and to
make electrical contact with the cadmium loaded in the crucible. Up to 4.4 kg
of uranium was deposited in the beryllia crucible. The collection efficiency for
this loading was about 50%. The product contained about 71 wt% cadmium,
24 wt% uranium, and 5 wt% salt. Follow-on experiments will be more prototypic
of an actual reprocessing situation with use of uranium-10% zirconium alloy in
chopped, clad pin segments as feedstock and a pin segment dissolution device.
C.

Plutonium Recovery from Residues

The objective of this effort is to develop an effective pyrochemical process
for the recovery of plutonium from intractable residues. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) is working jointly with ANL to (l) devise a single
economical pyrochemical process capable of recovering plutonium from the various
types of scrap and residue now being generated or stored from previous DOE
weapons production operations, (2) remove and concentrate other transuranium
materials from the wastes so that the bulk of the pyrochemical process effluents
can be classified as nontransuranic wastes, and (3) provide a basis for the
upgrading of recycle weapons materials.
Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) is working with ANL in an adjunct effort
to use a pyrochemical head-end step to convert intractable residues to a form
that can be introduced into existing aqueous processes. The progress in both
efforts is summarized here.
The anticipated processes use liquid metals and molten salts at elevated
temperature to effect the necessary separation and chemical conversion. Separations are possible because of the differing stabilities of compounds in the molten
salt phase relative to those in the liquid metal phase. Several flowsheets are
under consideration, but common to all is the reduction of PuOj from an oxide
residue as an initial step. The current effort has concentrated on this reduction
step because it is common to all the flowsheets and because the other steps of
the processes have been or are part of existing production methods (e.g., electrorefining), have been demonstrated during process development work on other
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processes (e.g., salt and metal extractions), or have sufficiently sound theoretical
(thermodynamic or kinetic) bases to give confidence that they "-an be blended into
successful production processes.
The reduction step requires a feed material, solvent/reductant, and a salt
fluxing agent and produces salt and metal effluent streams. Feed material for the
developed process can be any of 22 categories of weapons production residues;
therefore, feed material for the current process development effort was selected to
be representative of the most difficult to process residues. Acid-leached LECO
analytical crucibles (ground) from SRL and incinerator ash heels from Rocky Flats
(calcined and ground) are considered the most intractable of feed materials.
These materials contain a wide spectrum of metals and have plutonium content
ranging from <1% to ~20% by weight.
Several solvent/reductant systems have been considered for process development and are being used to meet the LLNL and SRL requirements. Preliminary
experiments have been performed using reductant systems with Cu-Mg-Ca and
Zn-Mg solvents for the LLNL effort. Reductant experiments with Al and Al-Mg
solvents have been performed for SRL.
The salt combination used for the Cu-Mg-Ca system is 85 wt% CaCl2-15
wt% CaF2- The salt was chosen because of its low melting point and its ability
to dissolve the CaO formed by the reduction of the metal oxides in the feed
material. In addition, the CaF2 assists in the separation of the metal and salt
after stirring of the metal/salt mixture has been terminated. The salt
combination used for the Zn-Mg and Al-Mg systems is 55 wt% MgCl2-22 wt%
NaCl-19 wt% KC1-4 wt% MgF2l which has been used extensively at ANL for
reduction with magnesium alloys.
Experimental results, presented in Table IV-4, indicate that good reduction
and recovery of plutonium from the intractable residues can be expected. The
plutonium recovery by this pyroprocess far exceeds the recovery achieved by any
aqueous process. The results of the experiments also indicate that multiple
countercurrent reductions or use of scrub stages may reduce the plutonium and
other transuranic element content to nonTRU waste levels.
Table IV-4.

Plutonium Reduction and Recovery from Nuclear
Waste by Pyrochemical Process at 800°C

Reductant

Reduction
of PuCL,
% *

Pu Recovery, %
LECO
Crucible

Raw
Ash

Ash
Heel

Zn-10 wt% Mg

-

95

97.4

96.8
99.9'

(Cu-40 wt% Mg) + Ca

-

-

99.8

98.2

Al-10 wt% Mg

99.5

91 b

-

-

Al

99.2

92

-

-

Two stages.
b

Coarsely ground.
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Other experimental results indicate that the presence of the high concentration of silica in some of the feed materials will not be a problem in the Al-Mg
system because the silicon formed in the reduction of the silica is soluble over a
wide range in aluminum. The results also indicate that in the Zn-Mg system the
silicon formed in the reduction step decreases the plutonium concentration in the
solvent by a partial precipitation. This lowered plutonium concentration in the
solvent is not expected to decrease its availability to subsequent extraction by
electrolytic or chemical means. Also, for the Zn-Mg system, the presence of
aluminum appreciably increased the plutonium concentration in the presence of
silicon by reducing the activity coefficient for plutonium in the solvent. The
experimental results obtained with the Cu-Mg-Ca system, however, indicated that
the presence of ~2 wt% silicon in the solvent produces high melting solids
(>750°C) such that the reduction may have to be performed at temperatures
greater than 800°C.
Our future research will concentrate on the zinc-based system, with special
emphasis on the selective extraction of plutonium from the reduction alloy.
D.

High-Level Waste/Repository Interactions

Investigation of radionuclide mass transfer from high-level waste forms into
groundwater as a function of time is a part of the Yucca Mountain Project
(YMP) (formerly the Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations Project), whose
responsibility is to establish the suitability of a permanent high-level waste
repository in the volcanic tuff beds near Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The repository horizon is located 200-400 m above the water table, and unsaturated
conditions should prevail in the waste package during the 300-1000 yr period of
projected complete containment when the package temperature will exceed the
boiling point of water. During the post-containment period, however, water
condensation becomes possible and, in the case of a breached container, limited
quantities of water might come into contact with the high-level waste. The CMT
program involves the study of the radionuclide release from nuclear waste glasses
and spent fuel when exposed to groundwater over long periods of time.
1.

Glass Studies

Tests are in progress to determine the effects of leaching and vapor
hydration on synthetic glass wastes of different compositions. The glasses are
based on formulations typical of those to be produced by the Defense Waste
Processing Facility (DWPF) at the Savannah River Plant (SRL 165, SRL 131)
and formulations anticipated for reprocessed commercial waste (ATM-lc, ATM-8,
PNL 76-68, WV 44, WV 50). In addition, tests have been initiated to verify the
consistency of radioactive glass produced by the DWPF glass melter.
a.

Leach Tests

Although the proposed repository horizon lies above the water
table in the unsaturated zone and large volumes of liquid water are not expected
to accumulate during the repository lifetime, leach tests are required to provide
bounding release rates of nuclides from the waste to assure that licensing
guidelines are met. We have performed leach tests with synthetic waste glasses
and groundwater in the presence of gamma radiation at ~90°C. The test method
is similar to the standard MCC-1 static leach test. Three different types of
synthetic glasses doped with transuranic elements were tested: SRL 165, ATM-lc,
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and ATM-8. The groundwater was repository water that had been pretreated by
reacting with tuff at 90°C.
The glasses were leached for up to 278 days at
exposure rates of 2 x 105, 1 x 104, and 1 x 103 R/h; nonirradiated experiments
were also performed.
The release rates of doped transuranics. from SRL 165, ATM-lc,
and ATM-8 have been compared as c function of the exposure rate. Whereas
the reaction of the glass was found to be independent of the exposure rate for
each glass type, the distribution of the released transuranics between dissolved,
sorbed, and colloidal fractions was slightly influenced by the exposure rate, presumably through differences in the leachate pH and Eh. Radiolytic fixation of
nitrogen in the gas phase produced nitric and nitrous acids, which acidified the
leachates. The Eh was changed to more reduced values, as indicated by
increased nitrous/nitric acid concentration ratios, at higher exposures (>104 R/h).
At short reaction times (7-28 days), the leachates were acidified to near 6.5 at
the higher exposure rates. As the reaction proceeded, the pH rose slightly due to
ion-exchange reactions, which produced hydroxide ions. Nonirradiated experiments
showed increased pH values as the reaction proceeded as well. At long reaction
times, the increase in the pH due to the glass reaction overwhelmed the acidification due to radiolysis and the pH rose slowly. The high bicarbonate content
of the tuff-treated groundwater (140 ppm HCO3) maintained the pH between 6.4
and 10.1 through association or dissociation reactions.
Figure IV-11 shows the normalized mass loss of uranium and
plutonium from ATM-8 glass at different exposure rates as function of test time.
The releases of both elements increased with increased exposure rate, decreased
pH, and decreased Eh. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) showed that
uranium is preferentially leached from the glass, while plutonium is released
congruently with silicon.
To date, our experiments suggest that the performance of glass in
a repository may be affected by the exposure rate, but that the nature of the
effect will depend on the interplay between radiolysis, groundwater, and glass
reaction products over time. Additional tests are planned whereby the ratio of
gas to liquid is increased to be more repository relevant. Urder such conditions,
the effects of gamma radiation may be more significant, possibly having an effect
on the secondary phases formed and the distribution of transuranic elements
between waste package components.
b.

Vapor Hydration Experiments

Since the proposed YMP repository horizon lies in an unsaturated
zone, it is unlikely that large volumes of water will accumulate during the repository lifetime. In addition, any liquid water present initially will be vaporized due
to the heat generated by the waste package. As a result, the primary aging
mechanism for glass waste forms in such an environment is expected to be vapor
phase hydration. To better simulate the limited amount of water in repositoryrelevant experiments, we are performing experiments wherein synthetic nuclear
waste glasses are reacted in water vapor environments at various temperatures
and relative humidities. The water available for reaction is limited to that which
sorbs onto the glass surface. The results of these experiments are compared with
those from hydrothermal experiments (submersion of glass in deionized water at
elevated temperature) to assess the effects of limited water on the glass reaction.

(a)

100200

300

Time, days

100

200

Fig. IV-11.
Normalized Mass Loss of (a) Uranium
and (b) Plutonium from ATM-8
Glass Irradiated at 2 x 105 R/h
(circles), 1 x 103 R/h (triangles), or
0 R/h (squares)

300

Time, days

Experiments have been run under two different test matrices.
The first was designed to study the reaction of several glasses under different
relative humidities (RH = 60-100%) at 75°C. The second matrix included
experiments performed at elevated temperatures (up to 260°C) under saturated
vapor conditions. Analysis of the reacted glasses included measurement of the
weight change, as well as analysis with optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)/energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) or wavelength
dispersive spectrometry (WDS), and in some cases, SIMS and X-ray diffraction
(XRD).
Reaction of the glasses in the vapor environments resulted in the
formation of secondary phases on the outermost surface and an alteration layer
adjacent to the glass, which was depleted at higher relative humidity in leachable
alkali metals and boron. The thickness of the alteration layer was used as a
measure of the extent of reaction in the experiments performed at elevated
temperatures. The secondary phases that formed oi?. top of the alteration layer
were generally characteristic of each glass composition, and the quantity of
precipitates usually increased with the measured layer thickness. Further
discussion of the test results is presented below.
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(1)

Relative Humidity Tests

For the first test matrix, monolithic samples of natural
obsidian and basalt glasses and three syntheticC nuclear waste glasses (SRL 131,
SRL 165, and PNL 76-68) were reacted at 75 C under relative humidities (RHs)
of 60%, 95%, and 100%. Hydrothermal experiments with the same glasses were
performed at 75°C as well. The 60% RH and 95% RH experiments were run in
constant humidity ovens, while the 100% RH and hydrothermal experiments were
performed in Teflon vessels. Samples were removed for analysis after 157, 365,
and 730 days. Other long-term experiments remain in progress. The 730-day
samples have not yet been analyzed.
The apparent hydration/reaction depths (as determined by
elemental signal levels attaining their bulk glass values during SIMS analysis)
increased with an increase in humidity. This depth was greatest in the samples
exposed to hydrothermal solution. For all the vapor-phase samples, alkali
segregation to the sample surface was a general occurrence, with a decrease in
segregation noted for a decrease in exposure time or an increase in humidity. A
layer depleted in a number of elements, including the alkalis, was observed for
the hydrothermally reacted samples. The more water present, the more likely the
alkalis at the surface were to be solvated and ultimately "rinsed" from the
surface.
The SEM/EDS analysis of the reacted nuclear waste glasses
revealed Si-, Ca-, or Fe-dominated species. The presence of NaCl and Na-S
formations was detected scattered across the surfaces of the samples subjected to
60% RH. The nuclear waste glasses exposed to a 95% RH environment had the
largest number of reaction products on their surfaces, easily observed by visual
inspection. Basalt glass reacted at 95% RH also had a variety of precipitates.
The nuclear waste glasses subjected to the 100% RH had all developed an open
pore-like structure on their surfaces with fewer unique reaction products present.
The initial development of such a structure was noted for the SRL 131 and
SRL 165 samples exposed to 95% RH. Many hydrothermal samples also formed
such a layer on the surface.
Obsidian glass showed little reaction overall compared with
the other glasses, except for diffusion of water into the glass structure as determined by the thickness of the birefringent layer that resulted from the stress
induced in the glass during the water incorporation. The basalt samples reacted
in a manner similar to that observed for the nuclear waste glasses, but the 100%
RH sample had large quantities of NaCl and Na-S species on the surface. Its
surface was covered by a heavy film, but an open pore structure was not
apparent.
(2)

Saturated Vapor Tests

For the second test matrix, waste glass SRL 165 doped with
uranium (SRL U), ATM-lc, WV 44, and WV 50 were reacted at 90, 125, 150,
175, 200, and 260°C in saturated vapor for times up to one year. Experiments
were performed in stainless steel vessels using deionized water. Hydrothermal
experiments were performed for some glasses at 200°C for comparison.
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For the SRL U and WV 44 glasses, the experiments at
125°C produced layers too thin to be measured with SEM except at very long
reaction times. At higher temperatures, measurable layers were produced after
only a few days. The 200°C experiments resulted in layers only slightly thicker
than those in the 175°C experiments. The layers formed at 175 and 200°C were
much thicker than those produced at 150°C. Both glass types form zeolites (predominantly analcime), various calcium silicate precipitates, and weeksite (a
uranium-rich precipitate). The WV 44 glass also formed a lithium phosphate
phase.
The WV 50 glass was found to be the most reactive glass
at 200°C. Hydrothermally reacted samples produced layers that were much
thinner than those in the vapor-reacted samples (in contrast to the results from
the 75°C experiments discussed earlier). Etching of the sample surface is expected
to be more severe in the hydrothermai experiments than in the vapor experiments, but probably does not account for the large differences in thickness seen
here. The vapor-reacted samples had formed a large number of secondary phases,
including several zeolites, apatite, and a lithium phosphate phase, while the
hydrothermally reacted samples showed no secondary phase formation. Experiments are in progress to determine how the amount of water in the vessel affects
the reaction.
The major difference between the vapor phase experiments
and hydrothermai experiments is the much greater glass surface area-to-leachant
volume (SA/V) ratio in the former. Because of the extremely small leachate
volumes, the leachates of the vapor experiments reach saturation much earlier
than those of the hydrothermai experiments; thus, precipitates form much earlier
in the vapor experiments. Although the SA/V is highest in the unsaturated
vapor experiments, the reaction cannot proceed at an appreciable rate because of
the lack of water. There appears to be an optimal volume of water in contact
with the glass which allows the reaction to proceed, yet quickly becomes saturated
and forms precipitates. This optimal value allows the reaction to occur at nearthe maximum rate by providing a stable phase for released elements.
Very little reaction occurs in vapor hydration experiments
performed with ATM-lc glass, even at 260°C after several months. No measurable alteration layer forms, and only an alkali-rich film is observed on the surface. Because ATM-lc does not contain aluminum, zeolites cannot form. The
water film is quickly saturated with alkali metals and the reaction is quenched.
Hydrothermai experiments, where there is a large liquid volume which can
maintain low solution concentrations, have shown this glass to be extremely
reactive.
Experiments are in progress to further characterize the role
of secondary phase formation and <,he apparent increase in the extent of glass
reaction. The experiments completed to date suggest that the precipitates
maintain a solution chemistry favorable to the reaction.
c.

Product Consistency Test

The product consistency test (PCT) was developed by SRL to
help verify the consistency of radioactive glass produced by the glass melter at
the DWPF. The test is performed by contacting glass with deionized water at
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90°C for 7 days and analyzing the leachate for selected elements. Comparison of
element concentrations between tests is the basis for determining the product
consistency.
We participated in a full-scale PCT with nonradioactive glass.
Results from the 32 samples tested were sent to the Materials Characterization
Center for evaluation of the leach test methodology, including the uncertainty
associated with analytical methods. Also, we refined the PCT and carried out a
series of tests using highly radioactive glasses and a test protocol supplied by
SRL. The successful completion of these tests has helped to establish the
adaptability of the PCT to the fully remote-handling procedures needed to
accommodate the highly radioactive glass product from the DWPF glass melter.
2.

Spent Fuel Studies

A new study has been initiated to measure radionuclide release for
spent LWR fuel samples exposed to variable amounts of water. To gain experience for the tests with spent fuel, experiments are being conducted with
unirradiated UO2 as a substitute for spent fuel. The experiments fall into two
categories: those in which the UO2 sample is unsaturated with respect to water,
and those ia which the sample is completely saturated. Although both categories
differ in the experimental approach, their design is intended to simulate conditions
of the repository where the waste form is contacted by either standing water,
flowing water, or water adsorbed on the surfaces.
The unsaturated-environment experiments were started in April 1985.
The setup consists of eight natural-U02 specimens (20-50 g) that have been
encased in Zircaloy-4 tubing, placed on Teflon stands, and sealed in air-tight
stainless steel (304 L) vessels. Accurately measured quantities of water are
periodically dripped directly on the top surface of the specimen by an injection
system. All tests are performed in the same oven at 90°C using well water
(J-13) that has been equilibrated with tuff.
Three different UO2 specimen configurations are employed: (1) a stack
of eleven pellet discs (13.7-mm dia, 1.75-mm thick), (2) a 19-mm-high column of
crushed specimen (-60 +80 mesh) sandwiched between two 1.75-mm discs, and (3)
a 30-mm-high stack of three 13.7-mm-dia pellets. Duplicate experiments ara
conducted for the three configurations with water injection of 0.075 mL every
3.5 days. For the third configuration, an additional pair of experiments is
performed with water injection of 0.0375 mL every 7 days.
At pre-determined intervals (every 6.5, 13, or 26 weeks), the vessel to
be sampled is removed from the oven, cooled in ice water, and opened to remove
the specimen- Zircaloy assemblage. Any leach solution that has collected in the
bottom of the vessel is transferred to a polyethylene bottle. The vessel, including
the Teflon stand, is then soaked in dilute HNO3, and the resulting liquid is
added to the polyethylene bottle to be submitted for uranium and cation analysis.
In some cases, unacidified solutions are analyzed for determination of pH, carbon,
and anions. After the vessel is rinsed with deionized water, the assemblage is
returned to the vessel, which is then reseated, weighed, and put back on the
water injection system in the oven.
The uranium determined in the solution phase represents the quantity
that was released from the UCVZircaloy assemblage. Table IV-5 presents the
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Table IV-5.
Test

Uranium Leached from UO2 Specimens
Exposed to Water Drip at 90°C
H2O Injection Rate
Vol., mL
Time, d

Test
Period,1,

U Accumulation, mg

No.

UO, Config2. , °
uration

1
2

1
1

0.075
0.075

3.5
3.5

157
157

4.8
4.1

3
4

2
2

0.075
0.075

3.5
8.5

157
78C

1.4
3.3

5
6

3
3

0.075
0.075

3.5
3.5

157
157

0.9
7.5

7
8

3
3

0.0375
0.0375

7
7

157

2.6

117°

19.4

wk

'Configurations defined in text.
b
Tests still in progress unless indicated otherwise.
c
Terminated test.

uranium accumulation found in solution of
as noted). These data show no particular
ments or between different configurations.
surface area (tests 3 and 4) or lower flow
apparent.

each test after 157 weeks (or otherwise
trends either between duplicate experiAny effects of a larger specimen
rate (tests 7 and 8) are also not

The most probable reason for the lack of trends is that only a fraction
of the released uranium can be accounted for in the solution phase. Among
other locations that are likely to trap uranium, either as particulates or as
secondary phases, are the yellow precipitate found on the top and bottom surfaces
of the UO2 specimen, annular spaces inside the Zircaloy cladding, intergranular
voids (in samples from tests 3 and 4), and a precipitate (identified as
U3O8*0.8H2O) that remains on the Teflon stand after the acid strip. Final data
evaluation of the tests must await the results of the microscopic examination and
acid stripping of the dismantled UC>2-Zircaloy assemblages, which will be carried
out after all testing is completed.
Spent fuel leaching (SFL) tests under saturated conditions are scheduled
to begin in 1989. A scoping experiment is being carried out with unirradiated
fuel to (1) gain experience in manipulating SFL test equipment, (2) test the
sampling and analytical procedures for the SFL tests, (3) establish the effect of
particle size and U/O ratio on the nuclide dissolution rates, and (4) test the
feasibility of determining the dissolution rate of the UO2 matrix by the isotope
dilution/mass spectrometric (ID/MS) method.
The scoping experiment is conducted at room temperature in two
cycles. In cycle 1, approximately
80 g of fine, "super-sinterable" UO2 powder
(14.3 wt% enrichment in 235U) is placed in a basket, which is then submerged in
250 mL of J-13 water and sealed within a stainless steel (304 L) vessel. Small
samples of the leachate solution arc- withdrawn at pre-determined intervals for
determining uranium concentration, carbon concentration, pH, and solution
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chemistry, as well as for monitoring the effects of air sparging and sample
filtration. Analytical data for the uranium isotope distribution in selected samples
are also obtained. The removed sample volumes are promptly replenished with
J-13 water. In cycle 2, the leachate is replaced with fresh J-13 water that has
been spiked with a natural uranium salt at the steady-state concentration reached
during cycle 1. In addition to the analyses listed above, all samples collected
during cycle 2 are analyzed for major uranium isotopes by the ID/MS method.
Although the experiment is still .n progress, some trends in the data
are already apparent. For example, during cycle 1, there was an unexpected
observation of an incongruent dissolution of UO2 powder with respect to its
uranium isotopes, i.e., the isotopic distribution in the solution samples showed a
significant time dependence. An explanation for this behavior can be found by
considering the nature of the UO2 specimen. The
original stock was a blend of
5.5 parts of depleted235UO2 powder (0.187 wt% 235U) and 1 part of enriched UO2
powder (93.20 wt% U). The data indicate that there is a preferential
dissolution of the enriched fraction. Since both fractions have essentially identical
O/U ratios, a possible reason for the uneven dissolution rate is a higher SA/V
ratio of the enriched fraction. Also, the different fractions might have been
manufactured by different processing conditions, which affected dissolution.
Isotopic distribution data of cycle 1 will be used to calculate the contribution of
each powder fraction to the total dissolved uranium and to the concentration of
each individual isotope. These data will then be applied to cycle 2 results for
calculating the UO2 matrix dissolution rate.
Another notable observation, made during the scoping experiment, was
that the total uranium concentrations6 in the leachate samples are much higher
(25 times) than the literature values for tests with spent fuel. A plausible
explanation is offered by a simulation study7 using the EQ3/6 geochemical model,
which predicts the emergence of a uranium-bearing mineral (schoepite) as a
secondary phase during the UO2 dissolution. This phase controls the uranium
concentration at values that match our observations. The production of schoepite
might have been accelerated by the high dissolution rates of the powder.
In other work, we reviewed the existing literature pertaining to the
solubility and dissolution of spent nuclear fuel in groundwater and groundwaterlike systems. The results of the review are being used to help evaluate three
generic sites (shale, sandstone, and carbonate) and the Yucca Mountain site with
respect to the anticipated durability of spent fuel in each environment.
3.

Radiation Studies

The effect of the ionizing radiation present in the vicinity of the highlevel nuclear waste package is an important consideration in evaluating the waste
package performance. This effect is being investigated as part of an ongoing
study with the emphasis being on the radiolytic yield of nitrogen oxides at
elevated temperature in both dry and moist air.
6

C. Bruton and H. F. Shaw, Geochemical Simulation of Reaction between Spent
Fuel Waste Form and J-1S Water at 25° C and 90° C, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory Report UCRL-96702 (1987).
7
C. N. Wilson, Results from NNSWI Series S Spent Fuel Dissolution Tests,
Westinghouse Hanford Report WHC-EB-0121 (May 1988).
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The yield studies were performed with dry or moist air in a stainless
steel vessel exposed to a 60Co gamma source at 30-120°C. The duration of the
experiments was typically one day to three months with a dose rate of 0.1 to 0.4
Mrad/h and a total absorbed dose of up to 300 Mrad. The dose rate was
measured with nitrous oxide gas as a dosimeter.
The initial gas phase was either moisture-free air (<Q.01% water) or air
that was saturated with water at room temperature (23 ± 1°C). The postirradiation gas phase was analyzed for nitrogen dioxide, nitric oxide, nitrous oxide,
and other componeius typically found in air. A vessel rinse and distillation were
used to separate NOX present on the vessel wall from that in the gas phase.
Yields measured for the formation of NOX were higher than those
published for similar homogeneous gas-phase systems. This was due to the
contribution of surface reactions and surface adsorption in our relatively long-term
experiments. Caxbon dioxide was formed to a varying extent in all the experiments performed and was most strongly dependent on the thermal reaction of
oxygen 'with the vessel wall. Small amounts :>f carbon monoxide were detected in
the dry air experiments that also had substantial amounts of carbon dioxide
present. The carbon monoxide resulted from the radiolytic decomposition of
carbon dioxide. The presence of water had a significant effect on the radiation
chemistry observed and initially suppressed NOX formation. This suppression was
more pronounced as temperatures were decreased.
Preliminary results indicated that inclusion of various materials (copperbased metals and tuff rock) affected the measured NOX yields. Further work is,
however, needed in this area to fully evaluate this effect. Work planned for 1989
includes (1) extending the yield studies to higher temperatures (up to 210°C),
(2) determining atmospheric corrosion as a function of irradiated environments,
and (3) evaluating the potential for ammonia production in irradiated air systems.
4.

Analyses with Laser Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

The technique of laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) is being
applied to the study of radionuclide speciation in groundwater-like systems. The
primary emphasis in 1988 was on improving the sensitivity of the technique at
both ambient and elevated temperatures, and conducting some initial studies with
Pu(FV)/carbonate and Np(V) systems. This work is being performed in support
of the high-level nuclear waste effort.
The detection limits at 30°C of our present LPAS for various actinide
systems are summarized in Table IV-6. Sensitivity is enhanced by a factor of
approximately 1.3 (the exact value is system dependent) when the temperature is
elevated to 90°C. The initial results obtained
with the Pu (IV)/carbonate system
were similar to those published elsewhere8 in that (1) a similar shift in the peak
position as a function of CO§" concentration was noted in the LPAS spectrum,
and (2) primarily polymeric/colloidal solutions were formed when Pu(V) was
added directly to carbonate solutions. The LPAS spectrum of Np(V) in aqueous
media was obtained at room temperature as a function of pH. A shift in the
spectrum was noted with increasing pH and was a qualitative indication that a
change in speciation occurred. Further experimental work with the LPAS is
planned.
8

M. Erswirth, J. I. Kim, and C. Lierse, Radiochem. Acta 38, 197 (1985).
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Table IV-6.

Detection Limits of Laser Photoacoustic
Spectroscopy for Various Actinide Systems
at 30°C
Detection Limit,* M

UOj

+

in Synthetic Groundwater

5 x 1C'8

A m 3 + in Carbonate

3 x 10' 9

P u 4 + in Carbonate

3 x 10' 9

NpO+ in Perchlorate

1 x 10"9

*Surface-to-noise ratio = 1.
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V.

APPLIED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

The program in applied physical chemistry involves studies of the thermochemical, thermophysical, and transport behavior of selected materials in
environments simulating those of fission and fusion energy systems.
A.

Fission Product Release from Core-Concrete Melts

In a severe nuclear reactor accident, the core could melt, penetrate the
bottom of the reactor vessel, and react with the concrete basemat beneath the
vessel. Our objective is to measure and calculate the vaporization of certain
refractory fission products (Sr, Ba, and La) from the molten core-concrete mixtures that would form under these conditions. The measurements are being
done using the transpiration method; the calculations employ the SOLGASMIX
computer code.1 Using this code, we can calculate equilibrium conditions for 17
elements in the gas, liquid, and solid phases. One hundred gas-phase species
(elements, oxides, hydroxides) are included in the calculations; there are also 74
solid or liquid species included in the metal and oxide phases. The thermodynamic data for these species were obtained from numerous literature sources.
In the transpiration experiments, the following materials were heated in
zirconia crucibles: limestone-aggregate concrete, 3 g; stainless steel, 3 g; and UO2
(doped with 1 mol % La2O3, 0.4 mol % BaO, 1 mol % SrO, and 2 mol %
ZrO2), 3 g. The same amounts were employed in experiments with molybdenum
crucibles except that the steel was omitted. In the experiments with both types
of crucible, the materials were heated to 2150 K within a Mo-30W furnace tube
(46-cm long, 2.9-cm OD, 2.4-cm ID). The gas flowing over the materials was
He-6% H2-0.06% H2O; this H2-to-H2O ratio is equivalent to a partial molar free
energy of
-420 kJ per mole of O2. The flow rate of the gas was either 100 or
200 cm3/min (measured at 25°C), and about 0.6 mol of gas was used. The
water concentration in the gas was measured with a thin-film alumina hygrometer.
Materials vaporized from the core-concrete sample were collected in a
molybdenum condenser tube (54-cm long, 0.8-cm OD, 0.5-cm ID) whose entrance
lay within the crucible a few centimeters above the sample surface. Following the
run, the condensate was extracted from the condenser tube with acid washes
(HC1, HNO3), and the solutions were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma/
atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP/AES) or fluorescence spectroscopy (for
uranium). All starting materials were assayed by the same techniques.
1.

Post-Test Analysis

After cross sectioning, mounting, and polishing, the zirconia crucible
from a 146-min run (gas flow rate of 100 cm3/min) was examined by electron
probe microanalysis (EPM). The solidified mass of concrete, urania, and steel,
which occupied the bottom third of the crucible, had evidently been at least
partially liquid during the run. The concrete-urania phase, which had wet the
zirconia crucible, had a pronounced meniscus. In addition, the thickness of the
zirconia-crucible wall had been reduced by roughly 40% in the wetted area
(the bottom third of the crucible). The steel phase, which was approximately
spherical, was embedded within the solidified concrete-urania mixture; evidently,
the steel phase could not readily equilibrate with the gas phase in this geometry.
. Erickson, Chem. Scr. 8, 100 (1975).
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The EPM results for two areas of this sample are shown in Figs. V-l
and V-2. A secondary electron image and maps of the distribution of the major
elements (U, ZΓ, Ca, Mg, Si, Cr, and either Fe or Al) are shown for each area.
Also detected by EPM in spot analyses were the elements La, Ba, and Sr.
The major phases present in the mixture were deduced from the
overlap of the elemental images in the photomicrographs. The phases were

Secondary Electron 1000X

Uranium 1000X

Zirconium 1000X

Calcium 1000X

Magnesium 1000X

Silicon 1000X

Chromium 1000X

Aluminum KIGUX

Fig. V-l.

Electron Probe Microanalysis of 100 x 800 μm
Area of Sample from 146-min Run at 2150 K.
The sample contained limestone-aggregate
concrete, doped urania, and stainless steel.
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determined to be urania containing calcia and zirconia, calcium zirconate, a
calcium-magnesium silicate, and magnesia associated with the calcium-magnesium
silicate. About 10% of the zirconia crucible was dissolved by the concrete-urania
mixture during the experiment, which accounts for the presence of zirconiacontaining major phases. The urania and calcium-zirconate phases seen in the
sample have melting points above 2500 K and were probably solids during the

Secondary Electron 1000X

Zirconium 1000X

Fig. V-2.

Uranium 1000X

Calcium 1000X

Magnesium 1000X

Silicon 1000X

Chromium 10U0X

Iton 1000X

Electron Probe Microanalysis of Second 100 x 80 μm
A-ea of Sample from 146-min run at 2150 K. The
sample contained limestone-aggregate concrete,
doped urania, and stainless steel.
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experiment. The calcium-magnesium silicate and magnesia phases probably
crystallized from a liquid phase. This phase had a composition near a eutectic
(mp, 2070 K) 2on the calcium orthosilicate-magnesia tie line in the CaO-MgO-SiC>2
phase diagram, according to SOLGASMIX calculations.
2.

Transport Measurements

The amount of material3 transported from the zirconia crucible at a
gas flow rate of 100 and 200 cm /min was nearly the same (98 and 129 mg,
respectively), indicating that gas saturation had been achieved. The calculated
and measured transport data from the zirconia-crucible runs are shown in
Table V-l.
Table V-l.

Calculated and Me??ured Vapor Transport in Runs with Zirconia
Crucibles Containing Stainless Steel, Limestone-Aggregate
Concrete, and Doped Urania (2150 K)
Measured Transport, mg

Element
Lα
Bα
SΓ

U
Fe
CΓ

Ni
Mn
ZΓ

Ca
Mg
Si
Al

Amount
Added, mg

Calculated
Transport, mg

33
6
12
2648

0.015
0.019
0.010
0.087

200 cm 3 /min

100 cm 3 /min

<0.002
0.018
0.006
0.047

<0.005
0.028
0.012
0.028

2470
628
277
SO

44
33
3
38

1.26
1.64
0.08
15.4

1.52
1.36
0.04
9.7

205C
974
143
118

0
0.6
67
1.8

0.009
0.2
40
2.9

<0.005
0.22
39

32

31

0

0.2

The measured transport data in this table suggest that the major
limestone-concrete components (Mg and Ca) had achieved saturation because the
amount transported was independent of gas flow rate. However, we know that
the steel components (Fe, Cr, and Ni) did not saturate the gas phase because
they exhibited much less transport in these runs than in earlier runs with the
steel alone, in which gas saturation by the steel components
was indicated by
both analytical data and SOLGASMIX calculations.3 The lack of saturation in
the present runs is attributed to the steel phase being embedded in the concreteurania phase.
The data from the molybdenum-crucible runs are given in Table V-2.
Again, the masses transpired, 86 and 91 mg, at gas flow rates of 100 and
2

E. M. Levin, C. R. Robbins, and H. F. McMurdie, Phase Diagrams for
Ceramists, American Ceramic Society, Columbus, OH (1974).
3
M. F. Roche, J. Settle, L. Leibowitz, C. E. Johnson, and R. Ritzman, High
Temp. Sci. 24, 93 (1987).
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200 cm3/min, respectively, were nearly identical. Also, the amount of magnesium
(the major element in the deposits) being transported was nearly the same in
both runs.
Note that the major differences in the "Amount Added" column
between Tables V-l and V-2 are in the amounts of the steel components and the
zirconium. The measured transport of the alkaline earths is generally higher in
the presence of low levels of steel and zirconia (Table V-2). These differences are
not due to the steel, which forms a separate phase, but to the zirconia, which
suppresses vaporization of the alkaline earth oxides by reaction with them to form
a mixed zirconate. The decrease in lanthanum vaporization can also be explained
by zirconate formation; the compound La2Zr2<I)7 (mp, 2573 K) is known to exist.4
Table V-2. Calculated and Measured Vapor Transport in Runs with
Molybdenum Crucibles Containing Limestone-Aggregate
Concrete and Doped Urania (2150 K)
Measured Transport, mg
Element
La
Ba
Sr
U

Amount
Amount
Added, mg
32
6
12

2542

Fe
Cr
Ni
Mn

18

Zr
Ca
Mg
Si

20
988
144
107

Al
3.

Calculated
Calculated
Transport, mg
0.016
0.348
0.199
0.100
18

200 cm3/min
0.005
0.065
0.040
0.170
4.8

0.13

0.13

0.02

0

0

0.35

0.33

0.0
2.3

32

0
1.5
70

0.0
4.6
58

0.34
32

100 cm3/min
0.003
0.033
0.031
—

10.8
0.11
0.02
1.7
0.0
1.8
57

—0

0.0

T r a n s p o r t Calculations

The calculated (SOLGASMIX code) transport shown in Tables V-l
and -2 is based on the phase information obtained from the EPM. Previously,
we had assumed that all the solid oxides
(including the zirconates of the alkaline
earths) formed an ideal solid solution.3 Using the EPM phase data as a guide,
we now split the solid oxides into a urania solid solution, an alkaline-earth
zirconate solid solution (unfortunately, no thermodynamic data are available for
lanthanum zirconate), and a "silicate" solid solution. As a result of incorporating
these changes in SOLGASMIX, the measured and calculated data in Table V-l
for La, Ba, Sr, and U agree reasonably well, but those for Al, Fe, Cr, Ni, and
Mn do not. As noted earlier, the steel forms an embedded phase in the
solidified mixture, and its elements are apparently not transported. The reason
for the lack of agreement with the aluminum results is still under investigation.
4

R. S. Roth, T. Negas, and L. P. Cook, Phase Diagrams for Ceramists, Vol. IV,
American Ceramic Society, Columbus, OH (1981).
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The calculations are less satisfactory for the case where the zirconia
concentration is small (Table V-2). Here, the calculated values for the alkaline
earths (which are based on an ideal solution of strontia, baria, lanthana, and
urania) are too high by a factor of about five. The problem is that there are
currently no thermodynamic data for the silicates of strontium, barium, and
lanthanum. Including these silicates in our data base would improve the
calculations. The data for magnesium and calcium silicates are included in
SOLGASMIX, and their release is predicted reasonably well. From the ratio of
the calculated and measured transport in Table V-2, we derived apparent activity
coefficients for strontia, baria, and lanthana of about 0.2.
A continuing problem with the SOLGASMIX calculation is the
prediction of a solid silicate slag rather than a liquid. We will need to improve
the treatment of the liquid oxides to model the region near the melting point of
these complex silicate mixtures. For example, the calculated silicate phase for the
cases presented in Tables V-l and V-2 is a nearly equimolar solid solution of
calcium orthosilicate
and magnesia.
However, according to the MgO-CaO-SiO2
phase diagram,2 a mixture of these solids would be ~75 K above the melting
point and would not form a solid solution.
4.

Analysis of VANESA Computer Code

Our research also included an examination of the VANESA computer
code.5 We had intended to use it to complement our SOLGASMIX calculations;
however, we found that the code contained certain simplifying assumptions that
led to physical chemistry problems. The test case which is provided with the
VANESA code (Version 1.01, December 14, 1987) led us to a realization of these
problems. The test case, called the CORCON-Mod2 standard problem, is for a
molten zirconium-rich metal phase lying beneath a uranium dioxide core and
reacting with a limestone-concrete basemat at temperatures ranging from about
1800 to 2700 K. As that test case is run, vapor pressures of up to 50 atm of
the alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, and silicon monoxide are computed within
a VANESA subroutine, although the system is supposed to be open to atmospheric pressure. The vapor pressures are used to calculate aerosol masses, but
they are ignored in the transport calculations, which assume that the dominant
vapor species arise from the concrete and are H2O and CO2 as well as their
reduction products (H2 and CO) at 1-atm pressure.
The high vapor pressures occur, in part, because heats of vaporization are not included in thermal-hydraulic
calculations; such heats were initially
believed to be relatively unimportant.5 A lower temperature and a lower pressure
would have resulted from including heats of vaporization in an appropriate
manner. It is insufficient, however, merely to include heats of vaporization. For
example, the heat of vaporization of iron via the reaction Fe(liquid) •» Fe(gas) is
readily incorporated, but the cooling caused by formation of SiO gas (formed by
reduction of SiO2) is less obvious because there is no SiO condensed phase.
Gases such as SiO take away heat owing to pressure-volume (P-V) work of
expansion. The P-V work is a major cooling effect, which will significantly
reduce the temperature of the core-concrete mixture. Inclusion of the combined
5

D. A. Powers, J. E. Brockman, and A. W. Shiver, VANESA: A Mechanistic
Model of Radionuclide Release and Aerosol Generation During Core Debris
Interactions with Concrete, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report
NUREG/CR-4308 (1986).
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cooling effects of heats of vaporization and P-V work in the thermal-hydraulic
calculations would significantly reduce the temperature and would lower the
calculated release of refractory fission products.
In addition to SiO, large quantities of other gaseous species (e.g., Na,
K, Mg, Ca, and A1OH) are predicted to form under the highly reducing
conditions present in core-concrete mixtures. Indeed, these may be the major gasphase species in reactions involving basaltic or other high-silica concretes. These
reactions can be expected to consume zirconium metal at a significant rate, and
the substantial amount of gas that would form would affect thermal hydraulics
and the release of refractory fission products. The mechanistics underlying the
reaction between the gas phase, the metallic phase, and the oxide phases thus
appear to require major revision in VANESA.
In VANESA, it is assumed that the zirconium-rich metallic phase
reacts only with the CO2 and H2O emanating from the concrete. The reactions
of the metallic phase with Na2O, K2O, MgO, CaO, AI2O3, and SiC>2 in the overlying oxide phase are treated indirectly by fixing the partial molar free energy of
oxygen in the gas phase at the value that it has when it leaves the zirconiumrich metal phase and then assuming that the gas reacts with the oxide phase.
This calculational procedure is inadequate because, as the gas phase passes
through and reacts with the oxide phase, its partial molar free energy cannot
remain fixed but must shift toward less negative values due to generation of H2O
and CO2. A proper treatment of this shift would lower the calculated vapor
pressures as well as the calculated releases of the refractory fission products.
Because of these physical-chemistry problems, we were unable to
employ the VANESA code in our transpiration studies. We believe an improved
mechanistic model could be developed using the results of our transpiration
studies as a guide, and it would be of value in reactor-accident calculations.
B.

Thermophysical Properties of Metal Fuels

Development of the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) requires understanding of
fuel behavior for wide temperature and composition ranges. Much of the needed
information is not available, and our ongoing program is designed to provide
essential thermophysical and chemical property data. These efforts are
coordinated with fuel performance, design, and safety efforts to be certain that
issues of primary concern are addressed. The program involves experimental and
analytical work. In the experimental work, we are measuring thermal expansion,
thermal conductivity, and phase transition temperatures for IFR materials of
interest. Chemical reaction studies are also performed to gain an understanding
of fuel-cladding interaction. In the analytical work, phase-diagram calculations are
performed to reduce uncertainties in solidus-liquidus temperatures, provide
improved solid-state phase diagrams, enhance understanding of fuel-cladding
compatibility, and help explain fuel segregation. Thermodynamic calculations of
chemical equilibrium are also performed in connection with chemical reaction
studies of fuel-cladding interaction. In the following report, we present progress
on fuel-cladding interaction studies, phase diagram calculations of the U-Zr sjstem,
and thermophysical property measurements of steel cladding alloys.
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1.

Fuel-Cladding Interaction Studies

An important area in the IFR development is chemical interaction
between the U-Pu-Zr alloy fuel and the steel cladding. Because there are low
melting eutectics in the U-Fe and Pu-Fe systems, the possibility must be
considered that cladding integrity could be compromised by formation of liquid
phases during irradiation of fuel. We are using a wide range of literature sources
and our own differential thermal analysis (DTA) studies to examine this issue.
During this report period, we performed experiments with mixtures of
the cladding alloy HT9 and either a binary alloy (U-10 wt% Zr) or a ternary
alloy (U-26 wt% Pu-10 wt% Zr). Each fuel-cladding mixture was heated in the
DTA system at 10°C/min to about 1550°C in a yttria crucible, held for two
hours, then cooled. The DTA curves for both samples were similar. The initial
heating showed the expected solid-state transitions for the fuel, not well resolved
for the ternary fuel, in the range 600-700°C and a small indication of a cladding
transition at about 900°C. However, at 1155°C for the binary fuel and 1105°C
for the ternary fuel, a large exothermal peak appeared, indicating an energetic
reaction that produced more stable products. On cooling, the two fuel-cladding
mixtures behaved similarly, with only two peaks appearing. A fairly broad peak,
suggestive of a liquidus, was seen at 1220°C for the binary fuel and 1082°C for
the ternary fuel. A sharp transition occurred at about 700°C for the binary fuel
and about 630°C for the ternary fuel. The extent of this transition in the DTA
curves was wider for the ternary fuel.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination of the residues from
these tests was performed to determine the microstructure and composition of the
samples. These results indicated that the iron in the cladding reacted with
zirconium in the fuel to form the intermetallic Fe^Zr or FesZr. The remainder of
the process appeared to be precipitation of iron-actinide intermetallics, which
eventually led to freezing.
These DTA results show that the presence of zirconium does not
change the eutectic temperature. Improved compatibility of U-Pu-Zr fuels over
simple U-Pu fuels appears to result from the availability of zirconium to react
with iron, thereby making it unavailable for melting. An additional benefit of
zirconium derives from its great affinity for elements such as C, O, and N.
Surface layers are formed as a consequence and apparently retard iron diffusion
into the fuel. The importance of Ni and Cr in the cladding as well as the fuel
structure, however, cannot be ignored.
From the U-Fe phase diagram,6 eutectic freezing is expected at 725°C,
but our DTA results indicated that it occurs at 700°C. From the calculated
phase diagram for the U-Fe-Pu system, we estimated the melting temperature in
the DTA experiment at ~665°C. The observed freezing temperature was 630°C.
Compared with our measured values, the calculated values are about 25°C higher
for the binary fuel and about 35°C higher for the ternary fuel. Despite these
limitations, these results are striking in that they are in accord with long-term
compatibility tests on unirradiated fuel. The consistency between the calculated
6

T. B. Massalski, ed., Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams, American Society for
Metals, Metals Park, Ohio (1986).
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phase diagrams, the experimental melting temperatures, and the SEM results
increases our confidence in our understanding of the behavior of this complex
system. Additional work is needed to gain a deeper understanding of the factors
involved in fuel-cladding interactions. Examination of other fuel and cladding
compositions by DTA techniques is planned, as is work on synthetic mixtures of
fuel and cladding components.
2.

Thermodynamics of the Uranium-Zirconium System

A program has been instituted to supply needed information on the
U-Pu-Zr phase diagram. Although some work has appeared in the literature,7 the
previously available data are inadequate in scope and reliability for present
purposes. We are employing a dual approach of phase diagram calculations and
experimental determination of transition temperatures for selected alloys.
Calculation of the ternary phase diagram requires thermodynamic functions for the
three binary subsystems, and we have begun with an analysis of the U-Zr system.
Our calculated U-Zr phase diagram is generally in good agreement with
that of Massalski6 and Sheldon and Peterson,8 although there are several areas of
difference. In the extent of the 6-phase, we chose to follow the International9
Atomic Energy Agency, which recommend a narrower ^-region (67-73.1 at.%).
Other areas of disagreement have to do with the limiting slopes of the phase
boundaries. It is known that, for a phase transition, as the composition
approaches a pure component, the limiting slopes of the transition curves are
determined exactly by the enthalpy of transition and the transition temj^erature,
independent of any solution model. Our calculated diagram shows the correct
limiting slopes, whereas that of Massalski in several cases does not. Overall, ive
believe that our calculated diagram is a good representation of the true phase
equilibria.
As shown in Fig. V-3, our calculated solidus-liquidus diagram, is in
agreement with measured values obtained 12earlier by us10 and Summers-Smith.11
Recently published data by Kanno et al., however, are different. Judging from
the Ta-Zr phase diagram,6 we believe
that the choice of tantalum for the
Knudsen cell used by Kanno et al.12 is questionable. In addition, the oxygen
content of their alloys, 300-600 ppm, could have influenced their results. We
found10 a Zr-rich crust at the surface of our samples in alloys with one-tenth this
oxygen content. The narrowness of our calculated solidus-liquidus diagram near
7

D. R. O'Boyle and A. E. Dwight, Nuclear Metallurgy, Vol. 17, Plutonium 1970
and Other Actinides, W. N. Miner, ed., AIME, New York, p. 720 (1970).
8
R. I. Sheldon and D. E. Peterson, "The U-Zr (Uranium-Zirconium) System,"
Bull. Alloy Phase Diagrams, to be published.
9
P. Chiotti, V. V. Akhachinskij, I. Ansara, and M. H. Rand, The Chemical
Thermodynamics of Actinide Elements and Compounds, Part 5, The
Actinide Binary Alloys, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(1981).
10
L. Leibowitz, E. Veleckis, R. A. Blomquist, and A. D. Pelton, J. Nucl.
Mater. 154, 145 (1988); L. Leibowitz, R. A. Blomquist, and A. D. Pelton,
J. Nucl. Mater., in press.
n
D . Summers-Smith, J. Inst. Metals 83, 277 (1954-1955).
12
M. Kanno, M. Yamawaki, T. Koyama, and N. Morioka, J. Nucl. Mater. 154,
154 (1988).
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pure ZΓ is a consequence of the enthdpy of fusion of zirconium. Any thermodynamically correct diagram must conform to the constraints of this enthalpy.
Given the present state of understanding, however, this disagreement remains
unresolved. We are performing solidus-liquidus temperature measurements which
should help clarify this matter.
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Thermal Conductivity and Thermal Expansion of Stainless Steels

Modeling of fuel performance and reactor behavior depends, in part, on
the thermodynamic and transport properties of the cladding. Because of a lack of
reliable literature data, we undertook measurements of thermal expansion and
thermal conductivity at high temperatures (400-1300 K). The cladding alloys
studied were D9, an austenitic steel similar to Type 316 stainless steel, and HT9,
a ferritic alloy similar to 400 series steels.
Thermal expansion was measured with a dilatometer and a rhodium
furnace located in a hel'um-atmosphere glove box. The samples were subjected to
heating-cooling cycles at a typical rate of 1 K/min. Length changes measured
with the dilatometer depend on the differences between expansion of the sample
and its holder. From the known thermal expansion of an NBS standard, a
correction due to expansion of the sample holder was calculated and applied to
subsequent measurements. We estimated the accuracy of our thermal expansion
data to be about ±2%, although the precisior is significantly better.
The thermal conductivity was measured with a thermal conductivity
instrument located in the helium-atmosphere glove box. The apparatus is based
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on the comparative thermal conductivity method.
We estimated the accuracy of
our thermal conductivity measurements at ±10%, although the precision is
significantly better.
Reasonable agreement was found for D9 and HT9 thermal expansion
and thermal conductivity 14-17
data when compared with literature data for steels of
comparable composition.
The thermal expansion results for D9 and HT9 6are
18
also in reasonable accord with expectations from the relevant phase diagrams. '
Curves for thermal expansion as a function of temperature for D9
indicated no phase transitions that would influence thermal expansion. In
contrast, the curve for HT9 indicated a ferritic-to-austenitic transition in the
neighborhood of 1100 K. Curie points would not influence thermal expansion.
Hysteresis was noted in the thermal expansion curves for HT9 (at 1050-1100 K)
and is a rejection of the difficulty of reversing the phase transition.
The thermal conductivity curves as a function of temperature are
somewhat more difficult to interpret. It is expected that a Curie point influences
the thermal conductivity at high temperatures (>1000 K). In the ferritic alloys,
one would be expected at a temperature of about 1040 K, slightly below that of
the a—•'y transition. Indeed, we found a marked break in the thermal
conductivity curve for HT9 at about 1030 K rather than at the 1100 K seen in
the thermal expansion curve. Only one thermal conductivity measurement was
obtained between these temperatures (at 1071 K), and we cannot distinguish
between the effects of the α-f? and the Curie points on thermal conductivity. It
is possible that the thermal expansion transition at 1100 K was slightly delayed.
The observation of a transition in the D9 thermal conductivity curve at
1030 K, exactly the same temperature as seen in HT9, leads us to speculate that
a small amount of a ferritic phase had been formed in that alloy, possibly as a
consequence of the heat treatment that it received during the thermal conductivity
measurements. Because the sample used is now contaminated with plutonium,
further examination will be very difficult.
In conclusion, the austenitic alloy D9 shows values for both thermal
expansion and thermal conductivity typical of 316 stainless steel, whereas the
ferritic alloy HT9 shows a phase transition in the neighborhood of 1030 K and is
13

J. Francl and W. D. Kingery, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 37, 80 (1954).
Y. S. Touloukian, R. W. Powell, C. Y. Ho, and P. G. Klemens, Thermophysical
Properties of Matter, Vol. 12, Thermal Expansion, IFI/Plenum Press, New York
(1970).
15
C. F. Lucks, H. B. Thompson, A. R. Smith, F. P. Curry, H. W. Deem, and
G. F. Bing, United States Air Force Technical Report USAF-TR-6145-1
(February 1951).
16
J. Matolich, Jr., Thermal Conductivity and Electrical Resistivity of Type S16
Stainless Steel from 0 to 1800°F, Battelle Memorial Inst. Report
BATT-7096 (September 1965) (also as NASA-CR-54151).
17
T. K. Chu and C. Y. Ho, in Proceedings of the 15th International Conference
on Thermal Conductivity, V. V. Mirkovich, ed., Plenum Press, New York,
pp. 79-104 (1978).
1H
Metals Handbook, 8th Ed., Vol. 8, Metallography, Structure, and Phase
Diagrams, American Society for Metals, Metals Park, OH, p. 425 (1973)
H
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similar to 410 stainless steel in these properties. Although 1030 K is far above
the recommended service temperature of HT9, assessments of its behavior under
severe, unexpected conditions, such as hypothetical nuclear reactor accidents, must
take this transition into account.
C.

Fusion-Related Research

A critical element in the development of the fusion reactor is the blanket for
breeding tritium fuel. We are conducting several studies with the objective of
determining the feasibility of using lithium-containing ceramics (e.g., L1AIO2,
Li4SiO4, Li2O) as breeder material. We are also conducting design studies of
methods for improving fusion reactor performance and neutron dosimetry and
damage analysis of fusion materials in neutron facilities.
1.

Measurements of Adsorption in the LiA102-H20(g) System

The objective of this effort is to obtain data relevant to tritium
retention, release, and inventory in ceramic tritium breeder materials for fusion
reactors. During the past year, measurements were made on adsorption of
H2O(g) and formation of surface OH" on L1AIO2 at temperatures from 573 to
873 K and under a helium purge gas containing small quantities of H2O(g). At
the high temperature end of this range, estimates of the heat of adsorption ?md
the activation energy of desorption of H2O were made. The breakthrough
technique used for the adsorption measurements was described earlier.19
Figure V-4 presents the adsorption isotherms for the L1AIO2-H2O
system, indicating the fraction of surface covered (9) as a function of water vapor
partial pressure and temperature (573-873 K). The regression equations for the
isotherm with standard deviations are as follows:
log 0 = (-2.687 ± 0.085) + (1.162 ± 0.208) log PH2O(g) at 573 K

(1)

log 6 = (-2.063 ± 0.055) + (0.660 ± 0.236) log PH2O(g) at 623 K

(2)

log 0 = (-1.994 ± 0.141) + (0.517 ± 0.182) log PH2O(g) at 673 K

(3)

log 9 - (-1.741 ± 0.018) + (0.359 ± 0.024) log PH2O(g) at 773 K

(4)

log 9 = (-2.591 1 0.113) + (0.593 ± 0.157) log pH2O(g) at 873 K

(5)

Greater adsorption was found at 773 K than at 673 K or 573 K over
much of the range of water vapor partial pressure. Such increasing adsorption at
higher temperature is a fairly common phenomenon. It results from two different
processes with different activation energies; the one with higher activation energy
is inactive until the temperature becomes high enough for it to contribute to
adsorption along with the lower activation energy process.20
19
20

A. K. Fischer and C. E. Johnson, J. Nucl. Mater. 155-157, 466 (1988).
H. S. Taylor, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 53, 578 (1931).
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The slopes of the 573-773 K isotherms in Fig. V-4 (see also pressure
coefficients in Eqs. 1-4) decrease monotonically from a value of essentially 1
(1.2 ± 0.2) at 573 K. A slope of 1 is expected for unimolecular physisorption of
H2O; the low-temperature process is thus taken to be physisorption. Though the
temperature may appear to be high for physisorption of water, the surface
coverage is small, and we assume that the observed isotherm pertains to the last
remaining stage of physisorption as temperature rises. An alternative view is that
the process involves nondissociative chemisorption with low activation energy. The
declining isotherm slope with increasing temperatures up to 773 K is consistent
with an increasing contribution from the second process.
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At 873 K, the isotherm slope is essentially 0.5 (0.59 ± 0.16), which is
consistent with dissociative chemisorption (formation of two OH" ions) being the
dominant process. A decline in slope from 0.5 is expected at lower temperatures
to give the intermediate isotherms, where the low-temperature process becomes
operative. Therefore, a minimum in slope in the intermediate temperature range
is expected and was observed.
Overall, adsorption of H2O(g) on LiAlO2 is viewed as involving two
kinds of adsorption in the temperature and water vapor partial pressure range of
the measurements: physisorption and chemisorption. Within each type, the fact
that the adsorption
is described by Freundlich isotherms is consistent with surface
heterogeneity.21 Heterogeneity of adsorption sites could consist in one kind of site
involving lithium ions and adjacent oxides, and another kind involving aluminum
ions and adjacent oxides. Further evidence consistent with surface processes
involving different kinds of sites was reported earlier for the reverse process to
adsorption, I.e., the evolution of water vapor from LiAlO2- During heatup after a
21

D. O. Hayward and B. M. W. Trapnell, Chemisorption, 2nd Ed.,
Butterworths, Washington, DC, p. 174 (1964).

no
run, the water evolution curve with time uhowed a double peak, which
was
interpreted as indicating that different kinds of sites were involved.22
For practical needs to estimate degrees of adsorption under various
conditions of temperature and water vapor partial pressure, the isosteres (curves
for constant fractional coverage) derived from the isotherms and plotted for values
of 0 from 10"1 to 10"3 in Fig. V-5 are useful. Because more than one isotherm
for a given process is needed to calculate heats of adsorption by the ClapeyronClausius equation, and because the present data provide only one isotherm that is
apparently clearly identified with each process (the 573 and the 873 K isotherms),
heats of adsorption cannot be calculated rigorously. However, Fig. V-5 presents
only connecting lines between discrete temperatures of measurements; the shapes
of the isosteres suggest that it is plausible for the curves to continue on a
downward trend with rising temperature beyond 773 K. Consequently, the true
minima are likely to fall at higher temperatures, and the slopes before 873 K will
become steeper. Considering this, one can use the slopes of the plotted isosteres
between 773 and 873 K for a Clapeyron-Clausius calculation of a minimum value
for the heat of adsorption in the region of 873 K. The resulting values
are 80,
150, 220, 290, and 360 kJ/mol for the respective curves for $ of 10-1 to 10-3. It
is generally true, as is found here, that the heat of adsorption increases as surface
coverage decreases. Unfortunately, a similar estimate is not possible at the lower
temperatures because no reversal of the isosteres is evident in that temperature
region. However, the isostere for 0 = 0.1 does show a nearly linear trend with
increasing temperature. From this behavior, one may estimate a heat of
adsorption for this high coverage condition in the lower temperature range of
approximately 40 kJ/mol. This value falls in the high end of the scale normally
associated with heats of physisorption.

Fig. V-5.
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A. K. Fischer and C. E. Johnson, "Adsorption, Dissolution, and Desorption
Characteristics of the LiAlCv^O System," in Fusion Reactor Materials Semiannual Progress Report for Period Ending September SO, 1986, DOE/ER-0313/l,
p. 362 (1987).
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In theoretical models of tritium release from ceramic breeders, the
activation energy of desorption is an important variable (see Sec. V.C.2).
Estimates of this quantity may be made from the heats of adsorption given above
on the basis that the activation energy of desorption is equal to the sum of the
heat of adsorption and the activation energy of adsorption. Usually, the
activation energy of adsorption is small so that the activation energy of
desorption is usefully approximated by the heat of adsorption, it follows that the
activation energy of desorption equals approximately the heats of adsorption given
above, and that it is a function of the degree of coverage, just as the heat of
adsorption is. With increasing need in modeling studies for data on the
activation energies of desorption, emphasis in this experimental program is shifting
from measurements of adsorption isotherms, from which desorption activation
energies are estimated indirectly, to direct measurements of these critical activation
energies. Temperature-programmed desorption is the technique being implemented
for this purpose.
2.

Tritium Release Model

Diffusion of tritium through the grain and desorption from the grain
surface have been considered the important processes controlling tritium release
from neutron-irradiated lithium ceramics. Previous tritium release models have
focused on these two processes as the rate-controlling steps in tritium release from
lithium ceramics. However, these models are unable to account for the observed
tritium release in the CRITIC experiment (Li2O candidate breeder material).23 In
CRITIC with a helium purge gas containing 0.1% H2, an increase in temperature
resulted in a sudden decrease in tritium release from the l ^ 0 , followed by an
increase to a maximum, then decay to steady state. When the hydrogen concentration in the purge gas was 1.0%, normal release curves were observed for
temperature increases. We propose that this behavior is due to a change in the
desorption activation energy with surface coverage by adsorbed hydrogen. Several
materials (e.g., ZnO and AI2O3) are known to have a desorption activation energy
that changes with surface coverage. We thus developed a diffusion-desorption
tritium release model with a desorption activation energy that is dependent on
surface coverage.
The desorption activation energy may vary with surface coverage
because of the existence of two or more sites for adsorption. At high surface
coverage, these sites will be occupied. At the surface, tritium will react with the
hydrogen which is least tightly bound to the surface, giving a low activation
energy for reaction to form HTO. At low surface coverage, the hydrogen on the
surface will all be at tightly bound sites. The reaction rate to form HTO will
now be larger, and if this step is rate limiting for the desorption, the desorption
activation energy will be larger than for the high coverage case.
Alternatively, it is not necessary to have different sites of adsorption
for the desorption activation energy to be dependent on the surface coverage.
The surface coverage dependence of the desorption activation energy may be due
23

R. A. Verrall, J. M. Miller, S. R. Bokwa, and C. E. Johnson, "A Computer
Program for Modeling Tritium Transport in Solid Breeders," Symp. on
Fabrication and Properties of Lithium Ceramics, Am. Ceram. Soc. Pittsburgh,
PA, April 26-30, 1987, to be published in Advances in Ceramics,
Vol. 25.
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to interactions between the adsorbed molecules on the surface. Interactions
between the adsorbed hydrogen (as OH~ or H") will increase as the surface
concentration of these species increases. The interaction between the adsorbed
hydrogens will affect the binding energy of the hydrogen to the surface and,
therefore, will affect the desorption activation energy.
We calculated the tritium release rate for a spherical grain by solving
the following partial differential equation:
i_ 3C _ 17 d_ /r 2 dc\
D <9t ~ r dr \
dr )

+

G_
D

(6)

where D = diffusivity, C = tritium concentration, r = radial distance, G =
tritium generation rate, and t = time. The boundary conditions are
l ^ = O at r = O and J = -KC at r = a

(7)

where J = tritium flux, K = desorption rate constant, and a = grain radius.
The value of K is determined from the equation K = Ko exp(-E a /RT), where Ko
is the desorption rate constant preexponential term and Ea is the activation
energy.
In our calculations, the activation energy of desorption was changed as
a function of calculated surface coverage. The activation energies used were
between 24 and 35 kcal/mol, in good agreement with the reported activation
energies of desorption.24-27 The diffusion
activation energy and preexponential
terms were obtained from Guggi et al.28
The model calculations suggested three types of release behavior
associated with a temperature change in the region where the desorption
activation energy changes. The type of behavior was dependent on the magnitude
of the change in desorption activation energy. When the change in the activation
energy was relatively small, an increase in sample temperature resulted in the
normal tritium release, i.e., an increase followed by decay to steady state. When
the change in the desorption activation er^rgy was large, an increase in sample
temperature resulted in a decrease in tritium release followed by a slow rise to
steady-state
release. This type of behavior was observed in early tests of
CRITIC.23 The third type of behavior was observed for intermediate changes in
the activation energy. For these changes, the calculated behavior was similar to
24

P.C. Bertone J. Nucl. Mater. 151, 500 (1988).
T. Tanifuji, K. Noda, S. Nasu, and K. Nehida, J. Nucl. Mater. 95, 108
(1980).
26
J. Quanci, Ph.D. Dissertation for Department of Chemical Engineering,
Princeton University (1988).
27
H. Kudo and K. Okuno, J. Nucl. Mater. 133, 192 (1985).
28
D. Guggi, H. R. Ihle, D. Brunmg, U. Kurz, S. Nasu, K. Noda, T. Tanifuji,
J. Nucl. Mater. 118, 100 (1983).
25
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tha unusual behavior observed in the CRITIC experiment, i.e., an increase in
sample temperature resulted in a sudden decrease in tritium release followed by
an increase to a maximum, then decay to steady-state release. With our model,
we were able to reproduce the unusual tritium release curves observed in the
CRITIC experiment. A characteristic example is illustrated in Fig. V-6, which
plots the tritium release calculated from our model with that observed in the
CRITIC experiment for a temperature increase from 435 to 615°C.
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In conclusion, the results from the CRITIC experiment and calculations
using the diffusion-desorption model with an activation energy that is dependent
on surface coverage suggest that the details of the surface phenomena must be
known to accurately calculate the tritium inventory with ceramic breeder
materials. Without this knowledge, one would erroneously predict that the
tritium inventory would decrease for any temperature increase. Results from the
CRITIC experiment show that this is not the case. This phenomena is not likely
limited to L^O; other solid breeder candidates should have desorption activation
energies which are surface coverage dependent. Evidence
has already been
documented for LiA102 (Sec. V.C.I) and Li4Si04.29
Future work will be directed toward determining the nature of the
surface coverage dependence of the desorption activation energy and developing a
model to predict the desorption activation energy for a given surface coverage.
3.

Design Studies of Aqueous Salt, Blanket

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is a joint
International Atomic Energy Agency project among the European Economic
29

W. Breitung, H. Elbel, J. Lebkucher, G. Schumacher, and H. Werle, J. Nucl.
Mater. 155-157, 507 (1988).
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Community, Japan, the United States, and the Soviet Union. In support of the
pre-conceptual design of ITER, we evaluated the tritium breeder blankets, one
concept being an aqueous lithium salt solution blanket. We have recently
addressed potential problems for the design of the aqueous lithium salt solution
blanket (2 M LiNO3 or 2 M LiOH), namely, radiolysis and electrolytic corrosion.
a.

Radiolysis

The function of the blanket in a fusion reactor is to produce enough
tritium to satisfy the needs of plasma operation and to replace processing losses.
The energetic particles produced from neutron irradiation of lithium in the salt
solution (T3 and He4) will induce radiolysis of the water and the dissolved salt.
Radiolysis of the water results in the production of hydrogen and oxygen gas;
that of the nitrate salt produces nitrogen and oxygen gas. To assess the extent
of radiolysis in the salt blanket, the radiolysis yields for these gases are needed.
(The macroscopic yield for species X, G(X), is defined as the number of molecules
decomposed or produced per 100 eV of absorbed energy.)
The two salts exhibit differing radiolysis effects. In the LiNO3
solution, the nitrate ion acts as an energy sink so that water decomposition
is reduced. This contrasts with the LiOH solution in which no radiolysis effect
due to the hydroxide ion is noted. Because
irradiation data on LiNO3 and LiOH
solutions were not available, literature data30 from other aqueous salt systems
containing NO3 and OH" were used to estimate the radiolysis yields. The G(H2)
was estimated to be 0.99 for the nitrate solution and 1.2 for the hydroxide
solution. Th<; G(O2) for both solutions is about jne-half that of the G(H2). The
yield for nitrogen, G(N2), is 0.01.
The rate of hydrogen produced by radiolysis, R (mol/s), is:
R =

TBU x E x LBR x G(H2)

(8)

where TBU is the tritium burned, g/s; E is the total energy, eV, of the charged
particles (triton and alpha); LBR is the local tritium breeding ratio; and G(H2) is
the hydrogen yield.
In the ITER blanket, the amount of tritium
burned is 1.76 x 10~3 g/s,
6
the total energy of the charged particles is 4.78 x 10 eV, the local tritium
breeding ratio is 1.5, and G(H2) is 0.99 for the nitrate salt and 1.2 for the
hydroxide. From Eq. 8, one finds that 22 mol/s of hydrogen is produced in the
LiNO3 solution, and 26 mol/s of hydrogen is produced in the LiOH solution. The
total oxygen produced is 11 mol/s in the L1NO3 solution and 13 mol/s in the
LiOH solution. The nitrogen production is 0.2 mol/s in the LiNO3 solution.
Because single phase flow is a desired design feature (it minimizes the
volumetric flow rate), the blanket has to be pressurized to dissolve the gases in
the circulating salt solutions. The overpressure required to keep the evolved
30

J. K. Dawson and R. G. Sowden, Chemical Aspects of Nuclear Reactors,
Vol. 2, Water-Cooled Reactors, Butterwurths, London, pp. 22-23,
86-92 (1963).
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gas in solution is derived by summing the product [(Henry's Law constant,
MPa/mole fraction) times (the mole fraction of the gas)] for each gas solute.
LiNC>3 and LiOH salt solutions, the total pressure is 2.0 and 2.5 MPa,
respectively.

For

The presence of dissolved gas in the salt solution has several major
implications for the ITER design effort: (l) the blanket must be designed for
high pressure operation, (2) depressurization of the salt solution is required to
effect recovery of tritium, (3) a gas recombiner is required to prevent ignition of
the gas mixture during depressurization, and (4) unplanned depressurizations have
to be accommodated in the design, i.e., all high points in the design have to be
vented to the recombiner. These operational issues are certain to increase the
complexity and the capital cost of the aqueous salt solution blanket option.
b.

Electrolytic. Corrosion

Kelly31 has shown that an electrolyte circulating in a magnetic field
can induce a potential gradient which increases the corrosion of the metallic
surfaces in contact with the electrolyte. This induced potential can increase both
"uniform" corrosion and the susceptibility of the metal to stress corrosion cracking
and crevice corrosion. The magnitude of this potential gradient, or voltage (V),
is equal to
V = B v 1

(9)

where B is the magnetic field, v is the linear velocity of the salt solution, and 1
is the diameter of the tube carrying the salt solution. The voltage developed will
determine the extent of electrolytic corrosion in this system. That is, the greater
the voltage (in magnitude), the greater the corrosion.
Electrolytic corrosion may be severe for ITER conditions. This
conclusion was derived from estimates made of the amount of steel dissolution in
ITER, 0.04 to 0.2 cm/year. For these calculations, the magnetic field in the
blanket was 3 T. The linear velocity of the salt solution was 4 m/s. The
diameter of the tube was varied from 0.01 to 0.05 m (the former is the minimum
diameter which can accommodate the required volumetric flow rate). The induced
potential, V, ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 V. To assess the extent of steel dissolution,
the current densities corresponding to this voltage range were needed since steel
dissolution is proportional to current density. Current densities were obtained
from anodic and cathodic
polarization curves for Type 316 stainless steel in a
2 M LiOH solution.32
The
estimated current densities from these curves were
0.03 to 0.15 mA/cm2, which correspond to the dissolution of 0.04 to 0.17 cm/year
of the steel tube surfaces.
A further consideration is that uniform corrosion is rarely the dominant
cause of corrosion failure. Rather, intergranular corrosion and crevice corrosion,
both types of nonuniform corrosion, produce tube cracking and the production of
31
32

E. J. Kelly, J. Electrochem. Soc. 124, 987-994 (1977).
W. F. Bogaerts, M. J. Embrechts, and R. Waeben, Application of the Aqueous
Self-Cooled Blanket Concept to a Tritium Producing Shielding Blanket for
NET, Next European Torus (NET) Report, EUR-FU/XII-80/87/75 (1987).
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pinhole leaks. Electrolytic corrosion would increase the probability of these types
of corrosion. Thus, the resolution of the issue of electrolytic corrosion is needed
to determine the feasibility of the aqueous salt solution blanket concept.
4.

Design of Breeder Blanket Interface

The Tritium Systems Test Assembly (TSTA) at Los Alamos National
Laboratory is a full-scale test of tritium handling systems to be used in fusion
reactors. A joint team involving Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) has been formed to study the addition of a Breeder Blanket
Interface (BBI) to the TSTA. The first phase of the study involves evaluation of
the tritium systems for the three major candidates for fusion-reactor breeder
blankets: liquid metal (self-cooled liquid lithium), aqueous salt solution, and solid
ceramic (e.g., Li20). The objective of this first phase is to characterize the
output stream from each blanket type with respect to such factors as composition,
temperature, and pressure. Special emphasis is being placed on determining the
H/T isotopic ratio, chemical impurities (species and amounts), and the amounts of
radionuclides. This information will be used to define the processing requirements
for a conceptual design of the BBI.
The methodology to evaluate the blanket systems involves a three-step
approach: defining a reference system in sufficient detail (configuration, quantities
of major constituents, etc.), quantifying the source terms for radionuclides and
impurities, and evaluating the transport of these species.
The first blanket type evaluated was liquid lithium. Comparison of
possible methods of tritium recovery led to selection of molten salt extraction as
the reference recovery method. The tritium is purged from the molten salt by
use of a helium gas stream. This tritium product stream was calculated to be
99.5% helium and 0.5% hydrogen. The H/T isotopic ratio of 0.4 is small
compared to H/T ratios in other breeder blanket systems, which are orders of
magnitude higher. The major non-helium component in the gas was nitrogen.
The
stream also contained corrosive halides, small amounts of certain radionuclides
(14C, 32 P, and 35S), ammonia, and acetylene.
The aqueous salt solution blanket concept consists of beryllium balls
immersed in a 2 M L1NO3 salt solution. Tritium is recovered from the salt
solution using three major processing steps: flash evaporation, water distillation,
and vapor-phase catalytic exchange. Calculations indicated that radiolysis would
be significant in this low-temperature blanket (discussed further in Sec. V.C.3).
High-energy tritium and helium particles generated in the salt solution during
reactor operation would produce hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen gas. The
nitrogen impurity would be introduced into the product stream. The high
corrosion rates for stainless steel (blanket structural material) and beryllium would
result in high activity levels in the salt solution blanket. Dissolution of the58
beryllium51balls may result.
The major radionuclides plus
their sources
are Co
55
14
(Ni,Co), Cr (Cr,Fe), 54Mn24 (Fe,Mn), 60Co (Co,Ni,Cu)
Fe
(Fe),
C
(N,O,C),
3
™As (As,Br), *>Mo (Mo), Na (Na,Al,Mg), and 74As (As). Tritium processing
would require seven separation stages to assure low levels of impurities (parts per
trillion) and radionuclides (nanocuries) in the final blanket product stream. The
blanket product stream leaving the vapor-phase catalytic exchange unit (the final
processing step) would have an H/T ratio of 105. To accommodate this H/T
ratio, a dedicated cryodistillation system with a high capacity is needed.
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The detailed investigation of the L12O solid breeder blanket identified
39 elemental impurities. The ones at 50-100 ppmW were C, Ca, Na, Al, Si, and
Fe. Seven other elements were at the level of approximately 1C ppmW: Mg, CI,
K, Ti, Ni, Cu, and Zn. From the list of impurities, activation rates were
calculated, and some
160 radionuclides
were identified.
Major 22radionuclides
and
24
122
58
64
their sources
were
Na
(Na,Al,Mg),
Sb
(Sb),
Co
(Ni,Co),
Na
(Na),
Cu
(Cu,Zn), 124Sb (Sb), and 35S (C1,S).
The solid breeder blanket will use beryllium as a neutron multiplier.
As a result of a survey of the elemental impurities in beryllium, we identified 37
elements as contaminants, including oxygen at 4500 ppmW; Fe, C, Si, Mg, Al,
and Ca at 100-500 ppmW; and Na, CI, Cr, Mn, Ni, N, and Pb at 10-60 ppmW.
Activation rates were calculated, and of the
84 radionuclides
identified, the58 major
54
24
ones and35the sources51 were 64Cu (Cu,Zn),
Mn
(Mn,Fe),
Na
(Mg,Al,Na), Co
(Ni,Co), S (C1,S), Cr (Cr,Fe), 55Fe (Fe), 22Na (Na), and 32P (C1,S,P). Owing
to the large amounts of beryllium present, it was the major source of chemical
and radionuclide contaminants in the L^O blanket.
The solid breeder tritium recovery method involves a helium purge of
the Li2O blanket, with protium added to recover the tritium. The optimum
tritium level in the product streams is 10 ppm, with an He/T2 ratio of 105 and
an H/T ratio of 100. The BBI system for a solid breeder will be designed to
handle either T2 or T2O. The next phase of the BBI program will be a conceptual design of the components needed in the BBI.
5.

Dosimetry and Damage Analysis

The fusion materials program is studying the properties of materials
following neutron irradiations in a variety of facilities, including the High Flux
Isotopes Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Omega West
Reactor (OWR) at Los Alamos National Laboratory, the Rotating Target Neutron
Source (RTNS) II at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and the Oak Ridge
Research Reactor (ORR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The primary
purpose of our effort is to determine the neutron flux and energy spectrum for
each facility and to measure neutron dosimetry and damage parameters for each
materials irradiation. These data are then used to correlate materials property
changes, regardless of the irradiation facility, and to predict materials performance
in future fusion reactors.
Neutron measurements are performed using a multiple-foil activation
technique wherein activities determined by gamma spectroscopy are used to adjust
neutron flux spectra with a least-squares procedure. Radiation damage, including
atomic displacements, gas production, and total energy deposition, is then
calculated for each experiment by use of our SPECTER computer code.
Recently, this code has been extended to calculate displacement damage for
compound materials (such as ceramic breeders, insulators, and alloys), as well as
pure elements. Initial results indicated more damage than previously believed for
tritium breeding materials; however, more work is needed to determine appropriate
displacement thresholds for compound materials.
During 1988, neutron measurements and damage calculations were
provided for a variety of United States and Japanese materials experiments at
HFIR and ORR designed to study the irradiation • behavior of engineering alloys
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for the fusion-reactor first wall. In addition, several experiments were conducted
at OWR to correlate materials effects between a mixed-spectrum fission reactor
and RTNS II at 14 MeV neutron energy. Experiments at RTNS II are designed
to measure helium production and activation cross sections.
To expand and improve on the reliability of our neutron measurement
techniques, we have devoted considerable effort to the measurement of neutron
cross sections, especially at 14 MeV and higher energies. High fluence irradiations
with 14 MeV neutrons have been performed at RTNS II to determine the production of long-lived isotopes in fusion materials. Such data are needed to
determine the activation of fusion reactor components, especially for the handling
of waste materials and for reactor maintenance applications. 94 For example, we
were able to chemically separate Mo and Nb in samples of Mo and 93
natural Mo.
Each fraction was 93m
then X-ray counted to determine the production of Mo (halflife, 3500 yr) and
Nb (half-life, 16.1 yr). We were also able to chemically
purify irradiated vanadium samples a^ d then measure the production of 49V (halflife, 331 days). There are no previews measurements for any of these nuclear
reactions. Our results show that if molybdenum is used as 2 a 33first-wall material
in a fusion reactor3 (e.g.,
STARFIRE design, 21.6 MW yr/m ), it will produce
about 28 mCi/cm of 93Mo and 106 mCi/cm3 of 93m Nb. A summary of our
measurements is given
in Table V-3. Further work is in progress to determine
the production of 14C (5730 yr), 93Zr (1,500,000 yr), and 92Nb (3,700,000 yr).
Our neutron measurement techniques are being extended to higher
neutron energies (800 MeV) for applications in the Strategic Defense Initiative
Table V-3. Production of Long-Lived Isotopes near 14 MeV

50
56

Reaction

Cross-Section,
mb

Half-life, yr

V(n,2n) 4 9 V

258 ± 39

0.90

454 ± 35

2.7

25,000
1,795

55

Fe(n,2n) Fe

63

63

Cu(n,p) Ni

54 ± 4

100

64

Ni(n,2n) 6 3 Ni

958 ± 64

100

59

Activity*
mCi/cm 3
2.8

227

60

Ni(n,2n) Ni

104 ± 25

7.5 x 10

94

Mo(n,p) 9 4 Nb

55 ± 6

2.0 x 10 4

—
0.77

Net
92

Mo(n,x) 9 4 Nb

4

7.8 ± 0.8

2.0 x 10 4

9i

603 ± 119

350 (?)

93

Mo(n,2n) Nb

1.0

243

94

Mo(n,2n) Mo

550 ± 136

3500

28

94

Mo(n,x) 9 3 m Nb

5.7 ± 0.9

16.1

—

95

Mo(n,x) 9 3 r a Nb

1.36 ± 0.27

16.1

~

0.75 ± 0.11

16.1

106

Na,

Mo(n,x)

93m

Nb

"Based upon the following: STARFIRE reactor, first-wall spectrum,
21,6 MW-y/m , 3000-day cooling, and production from natural
element.
33

C. Baker et al., STARFIRE, A Commercial Tokamak Fusion Power Plant
Study, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL/FPP-80-1 (September 1980).
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program. Foil irradiations are being conducted in the Intense Pulsed Neutron
Source (IPNS) at ANL and at the cyclotron at Michigan State University. The
objective is to measure the yield and the angular distribution of neutrons produced by stopping 50, 113, and 256 MeV proton and 100 MeV deuteron
accelerator beams in thick aluminum and uranium targets.
Neutron activation
cross sections are being determined from proton measurements above 100 MeV
coupled with calculations based on spallation and other nuclear models. The goal
is to demonstrate our technique by comparison with time-of-flight measurements.
Foil measurements could then be used as a relatively cheap and effective way to
survey neutron yields and energy spectra from a variety of materials bombarded
by high-energy particle beams. The technique is also being used to measure
neutron fluxes and energy spectra for materials irradiations at spallation neutron
sources. Our preliminary foil results appear to agree quite well with time-of-flight
data obtained at Los Alamos National Laboratory, and both types of measurements show significant differences with calculated neutron yields and energy
distributions.
New initiatives have been proposed in the area of nuclear arms treaty
verification. The use of dosimetric tags has been proposed to verify the presence
of nuclear materials. The START treaty, now under negotiation, proposes to tag
all nuclear devices. We would farther propose that the tags include dosimetric
materials, such as plastics or glass fibers, which are doped with radiochromic dyes
that discolor in the presence of ionizing radiation. Such a color change could
then be inspected visually to verify compliance with provisions of the treaty. We
are also proposing to develop a gamma ray lens for the detection of X-rays or
gamma rays from nuclear material. Such a device would collect incident radiation
over a large area and focus it onto a small detector. Since only one specified
wavelength would be focused, the device would have an enormously enhanced
signal-to-background capability. Possible applications include scanning land-based
missiles at ranges up to 100 m or scanning satellites in orbit at ranges up to
1000 km. A small prototype device has been fabricated and is now undergoing
testing at IPNS.
D.

Tritium Target Development

Use of the Integral Fast Reactor has been proposed for breeding tritium
from lithium oxide by the reaction:
6

Li 2 0 + n ^

6

LiOT + He

(10)

where LiOT is in equilibrium with T2O by the reaction:
2 LiOT ^ T2O(g) + Li2O

(11)

and T2O(g) is in equilibrium with tritium gas by
T2O(g) ^ T2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)

(12)
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For safety and efficiency, tritium loss to the sodium coolant by permeation
through the cladding must be limited to less than 1% per year. The purpose of
this effort is to test methods for limiting the tritium loss and to identify
materials and configurations to achieve this end.
Three general methods have been proposed to limit permeation loss: tritium
getters (e.g., yttrium, misch metal, and zirconium alloy), tritium barriers with a
lower permeation rate than that of stainless steel (e.g., tungsten, aluminum,
silica), and tritium oxidation by use of metals whose oxides are relatively unstable
(e.g., Pt, Au, Ag, and Cu).
To investigate these methods, we sealed L12O with a sn^all amount of
tritiated water in capsules of the material to be studied. The capsule was heated
(to 300-450°C) in a stream of helium, which carried the permeated hydrogen and
tritium through an oxidizer to convert the hydrogen and tritium to H2O, HTO,
and T2O. These gases were trapped in ethylene glycol bubblers, which were
sampled and counted to measure the rate of permeation. The helium gas
included 1% water vapor to exchange with adsorbed tritium as HTO and T2O.
This assured complete transport of the tritium to the bubblers. The oxidizer was
a mixture of copper and copper oxide.
As a test of the tritium oxidation method, we used two copper capsules
(designated M and T) and one nickel capsule. Five measurements over a
temperature range of 310-460°C aid a period of 2-12 days were completed with
each copper capsule. The measurement with the nickel capsule was done at
345°C over 12 days. The nickel capsule was chosen as a standard because
hydrogen permeation rates are relatively high and well known for nickel.
The tritium loss measurements from the nickel capsule agreed well with
literature permeation measurements.34 The tritium loss when extrapolated to one
year was 5.7%, which compares favorably with the calculated rate of 4.5%/yr.
Figure V-7 plots the measured tritium loss extrapolated to one year of tritium breeding for the two copper capsules. One of the copper experiments (No. 2)
was erratic because of poor temperature control and problems with the thermocouples. The measurement from this experiment is not included in Fig. V-7. The
copper results extrapolate to less than 1% per year at temperatures35 below 425°C,
but they are one to two orders higher than predicted by Steward.
The fit of
the data to a linear curve for the two capsules is excellent. There are several
possible reasons for the poor agreement between the calculated and measured
permeation results, including the existence of a mixed lithia-cupric oxide and lack
of equilibria among LiOH, Cu2O, Cu, H2O(g), and H2(g).
In a second test series, we measured tritium loss from a tungsten capsule
containing Li2O and tritiated water, a tungsten capsule with a nickel liner that
isolated the tungsten from the L^O and tritiated water, and a silver capsule
containing L^O and tritiated water. The tungsten capsules served as a test of
the tritium barrier method, and the silver capsule was used as another test of the
tritium oxidation method. The test conditions and results are summarized in
Table V-4.
34
35

J. B. Vetrano, Nucl. Eng. Des. 14, 407 (1971)
S. A. Steward, Review of Hydrogen Isotope Permeability Through Materials,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCLR-53441 (1983).
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Table V-4. Tritium Loss from Tungsten and Silver Capsules
Tritium Loss, %/yr
Temp.,'

Nickel-lined
Tungsten

Silver

0.014 ± 0.004

c

2.0 ± 1.3

0.055

c

5.4

400

0.031

c

450 d

0.86 ± 0.48

300

b

350

Unlined
Tungsten

0.085 ± 0.025

28
33 ± 18

*Each test performed over period of 4-8 days.
b
Results are average of two runs at this temperature.
c
Values are below detection limits.
Results are average of five runs at this temperature.

The unlined tungsten capsule produced loss rates of tritium that agree with
calculations to within a factor of four. The tungsten capsule containing nickelencapsulated Li2O and tritiated water produced negligible losses of tritium at 300
to 400°C. The five runs at 450°C produced losses of 0.085 ± 0.025% per year.
At 450°C, the nickel-lined tungsten capsule showed an order of magnitude lower
tritium loss compared with that of the unlined tungsten. This difference is
attributed to the lower tritium pressure that arises from the less-reducing
conditions inside the nickel liner than in the unlined tungsten. Although losses
from the lined tungsten are about ten-fold lower than those from the unlined
tungsten, they are about nine times higher than calculated for this capsule. The
reason for this discrepancy is under study.
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The silver capsule produced a high tritium loss rate at all temperatures.
The loss rate increased with temperature, suggesting that the loss is not caused
by a leak in the silver capsule. At 450°C, the tritium loss rate also decreased
with time (measured values steadily decreased in the sequence 57, 47, 23, 19, and
18%/yr).
Recently, measurements were begun on a test of yttrium as a getter
material. Two Y-Ni capsules are being run in which LJ2O and tritiated water
are enclosed in nickel. These capsules are composed of nickel sealed in yttrium,
which, in turn, is enclosed in an outer nickel capsule. The inner nickel prevents
contact between L12O and yttrium, and the outer nickel prevents oxidation of the
yttrium during testing. Measurements of tritium release have been performed at
250, 300, and 350°C for one week and at 400°C for two weeks. At the lower
temperatures, tritium release was below detection limits. After two weeks at
400°C, we have begun to detect tritium release from one of the two capsules.
Tritium release from the other capsule is still below detection limits. These
qualitative indications suggest that yttrium should be a very effective getter for
tritium.
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VI.

BASIC CHEMISTRY RESEARCH

Basic chemistry research is being pursued in four different areas: catalytic
chemistry for converting small molecules to desired products; materials chemistry
of superconducting oxides as well as ordered and associated solutions at high
temperature; interfacial processes of importance to corrosion science, catalysis, and
high-temperature superconductivity; and the geochemical processes involved in
water/rock interactions occurring in active hydrothermal systems.
A.

Fluid Catalysts

This research is designed to determine reaction mechanisms and to explore
new catalytic chemistry for converting small molecules (e.g., CO and CO2) to
desired products. Currently under investigation are soluble oxide catalysts that
promote hydrogenation processes and water-gas shifting via catalytic mechanisms
that are distinct from those of other homogeneous catalysts and that seem
relevant to metal oxide surface chemistry of commercial heterogeneous catalysts.
Also explored are (l) a method to prepare soluble phthalocyanine complexes for
homogeneous catalytic studies under conditions of high temperature and pressure
and (2) in situ techniques that will yield spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermochemical observations of reacting catalytic systems at high pressure.
1.

Soluble Oxide Chemistry

The activation of hydrogen catalyzed by heterogeneous metal oxides is
an important reaction step in many commercial catalysis processes. From a
mechanistic viewpoint, much of the focus has been directed at the metal center,
with the role of the oxide ligand being ambiguous and poorly understood. We
are attempting to elucidate the role of surface oxygen centers by investigating the
chemistry of soluble metal oxides that possess discrete, well-defined oxide centers
and are homogeneous analogues of solid metal oxides.
We have demonstrated that hydrogen undergoes nucleophilic activation
by soluble metal oxides for1,2 the reduction of a number of substrates, including
CO, CO2, N2, and olefins.
To better understand nucleophilic hydrogen
activation, we have focused our attention on the reduction of CO2 catalyzed by
hydroxide anion in triethylene glycol solutions, which yields the water-gas shift
reaction:
CO2 + H2 * = * CO + H2O
MOH

(1)

where M = metal. Because of thermodynamic considerations, most of our attention has been on this reaction in the reverse direction, i.e., the evolution of
hydrogen. We have utilized the principle of microscopic reversibility to gain
insight into the activation of hydrogen.
1

M. J.
1988,
2
R. J.
81-94

Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19 pp. 132-134 (1988).
Klingler, T. R. Kiause, and J. W. Rathke, J. Organomet. Chem. 352,
(1988)
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We previously demonstrated1 that the hydroxide anion in reaction 1 is
predominantly in the form of formate under reaction conditions, and that the
reaction rate exhibits a first-order dependence on the uncoordinated formate concentration. Varying the uncoordinated formate concentration at constant total
formate by changing the cation associated with the formate results in reaction
rates that increase with the degree of dissociation of the formate complex, +as
illustrated in Fig. VI-1. The catalytic activity in the presence of [(Bu)4N]
demonstrates that a metal center is not necessary for th? activation of hydrogen;
thus, hydrogen activation occurs at the oxygen center of the hydroxide or formate
anion. Furthermore, the possibility of a metal hydride reaction intermediate is
eliminated.
4.0

IO.CH] - 0.1
[H,OJ - 7.8 M
Pco - 180 atm
• I ieO°C
In THathylan* Glycol

Fig. VI-1.
Effect of Cations Associated with
Formate on Initial Rate of WaterGas Shift Reaction Catalyzed by
Formate

o.o
Time, h

Currently, we believe that the water-gas shift reaction proceeds by a
hydride transfer from the formate anion to a water molecule with the formation
of an unstable hydrogen adduct to the hydroxide anion:
O 2 CH- + H 2 O ^ [HOH 2 ]- + CC-2

(2)

There is both theoretical and experimental3 evidence for such an adduct in the
gas phase. Subsequently, hydrogen is eliminated
[HOH2]- ** OH' + H2
3

D. Cremer and E. Kraka, J. Phys. Chem. 90, 33 (1986) and references within.

(3)
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and the hydroxide is carbonylated to regenerate formate
OH" + CO ^ O2CH-

(4)

Deuterium labeling at the proton source (D2O substituted for H2O in
reaction 2) results in a large inverse isotope effect [rate (H2O)/rate (D2O) ~ 0.5],
as can be deduced from the data in Fig. VI-2. This resuit indicates that the
proton source is in the rate-limiting step, and that the transition state includes
significant C-H bond cleavage and H-H bond formation. Increasing the acidity of
the proton source by substituting acetic acid for water increases the reaction rate
by a factor of two in the acetic acid concentration range of 0.05 to 0.2 M; however, the reaction rate decreases at higher acid concentrations because the formic
acid-sodium formate equilibrium lowers the uncoordinated formate concentration.

INaOjCH] - 0.1 M
[H2O] or [DjOl - 7.8 M
Pco= 180 atm
atieo°C
In IMathylana Glycol

Fig. VI-2.
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The sodium hydroxide/formate catalyst exhibits activation parameters
similar to those of the commercial heterogeneous catalyst Fe2O3 on Cr2O3.
This is illustrated in Fig. VI-3, where the reaction rate data for both catalysts fit
approximately the same line. Interestingly, the addition of a small quantity of
PbO to the NaOH/NaO2CH-triethylene glycol solution (1 mol of PbO per 10 mol
of NaOH/NaO2CH) yields a homogeneous system with reaction rates similar to
the highly active Cu2O/ZnO commercial catalyst. Presently, little mechanistic
information is known about the PbO/NaO2CH/NaOH system.
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Future efforts will be directed toward observation of the suspected
hydrogen adduct of hydroxide anion by in situ infrared spectroscopy. An internal
reflectance solution cell that will operate at high pressure is being constructed for
this purpose. In addiiion, the mechanism and kinetics for the reduction of N2,
olefins, and ketones by nucleophilic hydrogen activation will be investigated.
2.

High-Tf»mpt»rature Phthalocyanine Chemistry

Our interest in phthalocyanine chemistry began with the observation
that ZnPc (Pc = phthalocyanine) catalyzes 5many of the reactions involved in our
studies even at the low concentrations (1O~ M) achievable with its limited
solubility. Low solubility in common organic solvents is a characteristic of
phthalocyanines and has hampered the investigation of their solution chemistry.
Most of the effort to solubilize phthalocyanines has been directed toward synthesis
of peripheral (2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 17, 23, and 24 positions in Fig. VI-4) substituted
derivatives prepared by condensation of precursors, e.g., substituted phthalonitriles
and phthalimides. These preparations are often laborious. We have recently
devised a one-step synthesis that converts preformed phthalocyanines to highly
soluble nonperipheral-substituted phthalocyanines.
Addition of lithium 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidide (Li-TMP, 7.8 mmol) to
a solution of 29H,3lH-phthalocyanine (E^Pc, 1.0 mmol) and chlorotrimethylsilane
(8.7 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran at -78°C, followed by slow warming to ambient
temperature, produced a mixture of trimethylsilyl-substituted phthalocyanines,
H2Pc(SiMe3)x. The product mixture, separated by column chromatography, gave
isolated yields of 13%, 18%, and 3% for x = 4, 3, and 2, respectively. No
H2Pc(SiMe3)x with x >4 was obtained even for a reaction with a ratio of
L1-TMP/H2PC = 32; under these conditions, the yield of x = 4 product was
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increased. In the new synthesis, the sterically hindered Li-TMP, instead of
attacking MeaSiCl, lithiates H_Pc, which is then trapped by MeaSiCl to yield the
products. The mixture is very soluble in nonpolar organic solvents. For
example, the solubility in CH2C12 is 0.07 M at 25°C.

Fig. VI-4.
Structure and Numbering System
for 29H,31H-phthalocyanine

24 23

The XE nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of the aromatic
protons of H2Pc(SiMe3)4 show that there are only half as many nonperipheral
protons (at 8 = 9.4-9.7 ppm) as peripheral protons (at 8 = 8.1-8.5 ppm). This
indicates that the lithiation (and, therefore, the silylation) is directed essentially to
the nonperipheral positions. In support of this conclusion,
a Li-TMP catalyzed
H-D exchange reaction at -23°C between I^Pc and 1d-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine
was found to result in selective replacement of the nonperipheral hydrogens. As
expected, the *H NMR spectrum of the deuterated Li2Pc showed a singlet at S =
8.02 ppm for the peripheral protons, because their couplings to the nonperipheral
protons vanish; there was a relatively2 weak multiplet at S = 9.38 ppm for the
residual nonperipheral protons. The H NMR spectrum of the deuterated Li2Pc
showed a strong singlet at S = 9.38 ppm for the nonperipheral deuteriums, while
the singlet at S = 8.02 ppm for the peripheral deuteriums, as expected, was
barely discernible. The fact that all eight nonperipheral protons of Li2Pc are
replaced in the H-D exchange experiment but only a maximum of four trimethylsilyl groups can be put on these positions suggests that only one trimethylsilyl
group can occupy each of the pockets between two adjacent isoindole moieties,
presumably due to the bulkiness of the group. With this constraint, there are
four isomers for H2Pc(SiMe3)4, which on a purely statistical basis would have a
distribution
of 1:1:2:4. An isomeric mixture of this distribution would have eight
29
Si resonances of equal intensities 29for the eight magnetically distinct SiMe3
groups. Consistent with this, the Si NMR spectrum of H2Pc(SiMe3)4 showed
eight nearly equal resonances at -2.515 > 8 > -2.533 ppm (in reference to tetramethybilane in CDCI3 at 8 = 0). Thus, the distribution of isomers appears to
be close to that determined on a statistical basis. For purposes of comparison,
one of the four isomers, l,8,15,22-tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)phthalocyanine, was 29
prepared by a more laborious synthetic route. This isomer gave a single Si
resonance at 8 = -2.366 ppm corresponding to one of those observed with the
mixture.
Future efforts in this area will be directed toward preparation of
group VIII transition metal derivatives of phthalocyanine ligands of the type
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described here. With use of the high-pressure NMR probe discussed below, initial
experiments with the resulting complexes will be designed to obtain evidence for
free radical intermediates (by observation of chemically induced dynamic nuclear
polarization) in hydrogenation processes.
3.

High-Pressure NMR. Studies

The utility of toroid resonators for NMR studies has been discussed in
several reports.4,5 Most recently, using 17O NMR, Glass and Dorn6 have shown a
signal-to-noise ratio advantage of 3-5 for toroids compared with Helmholtz
detectors.
However, realization of this advantage for narrow-line nuclides (e.g.,
13
C) was limited by poor magnetic field homogeneity, since typical widths at halfheight (HHWs) achieved were 45-70 Hz, which could only be reduced to a best
value of 11.7 Hz with use of a specially designed shim system.7 Were it not for
the magnetic field homogeneity problem, we suspected that toroids, due to their
greater coil efficiency and the confinement of their magnetic flux to the internal
regions of the coil, would be particularly useful in metal pressure vessels, since
this confinement would also be expected to avoid losses due to magnetic coupling
with the vessel. Here, we report 2H static HHWs near 1.0 Hz for several
toroid
detectors, even though mounted within a Be-Cu pressure vessel, with 13C sensitivity significantly better than that of a commercial ambient pressure multinuclear
probe designed for 10 mm samples.
Magnetic coupling of a transmitter coil to a nearby conductor results
in loss of energy to the conductor in the form of eddy currents. In addition, the
coupling also allows pickup of thermal or other noise from the conductor when
the coil is used to receive signals. Magnetic coupling decreases the coil's
inductance and sensitivity. To alleviate these problems, Hoult3 recommends that
detector coils be located at least a distance equal to their largest dimension from
nearby conductors. The recommendation applies to metal pressure vessels in that
their walls are conductive. Significantly, it essentially triples the required inside
diameter and wall thickness of the pressure vessel. Thus, a vessel designed for
10-mm sample sizes for use in magnets of 7.05 T or above would be difficult to
achieve. The high pressure NMR probes of Jonas et al.9,10 have their detectors
far removed from the walls of the vessel.
To investigate the potential advantages of toroids for use in high
pressure NMR probes, the pressure vessel in Fig. VI-5 was fabricated from
Berylco alloy 25 (tensile strength, 1320 MPa). The vessel is intended for
homogeneous catalysis studies involving reactions of gases and liquids under
4

D. W. Alderman and D. M. Grant, "A Cavity Technique for Use in High
Field Superconductivity NMR Probes," 21st Experimental NMR Conf.,
Tallahassee, FL, March 16-20, 1980, pp. K-4a to K-4c (1980).
5
S. B. W. Roeder, A. A. V. Gibson, and E. Fukushima, "Fundamental and
Practical Signal-to-Noise Considerations," 123rd Experimental NMR Conf.,
Madison, WI, April 25-29, 1982, pp. III-2a to III-2b (1982).
6
T. E. Glass and H. C. Dorn, J. Magn. Reson. 52, 518-522 (1983).
7
T. E. Glass and H. C. Dorn, J. Magn. Reson. 51, 527-530 (1983).
8
D. I Hoult and Paul C. Lauterbur, J. Magn. Reson. 34, 425-433 (1979).
9
D. G. Vander Velde and J. Jonas, J. Magn. Reson. 71, 480-484 (1987).
10
J. Jonas, D. L. Haska, W. J. Lamb, G. A. Hoffman, and T. Eguchi,
J. Magn. Reson. 42, 169-172 (1981).
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pressure and is designed to receive effluent from a separate stirred reactor where
gas and liquid mixing occurs. It uses standard 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) compression
fittings (Parker or single ferrule Swagelok) in both the gas connections and the rf
feedthroughs; however, the feedthroughs used Vespel-SPl reducing ferrules (1.6 mm
to 1.0 mm) in place of the standard ferrules. For passage through the bottom
plug, additional insulation for the coil leads was provided by Teflon tubing
(1.6 mm OD, 1.0 mm ID). The capacitance of the entire feedthrough is 6 pf.
The pressure vessel, its gas connections, and rf feedthroughs withstood testing at
59 MPa hydrostatic prss&ure. In addition, the apparatus was determined to be
gas-tight using N2 at 33. MPa for a 12-h period. Using a custom-built probe
body, the pressure vessel could be positioned in the magnet such that the center
of the reactor body was at the field center.
GAS CONNECTIONS

REACTOR BODY
(1 1/8" O.D. X 45/64"

I.D.)

Fig. VI-5.

TEFLON LIMER

Schematic Diagram of Pressure
Vessel and its Electronic Connections
GROUNDING
SCREW
TOROID DETECTOR

END VIEW OF PLUG

BOTTOM PLUG

R.F. FEEOTHRUS

Table VI-I shows design characteristics of a Helmholtz coil, a solenoid,
and four toroids used in the research. The toroids differed in number of turns
(4, 6, 8, and 12). The coils were designed to fit snugly into cylindrical Teflon
liners that closely fit the inside walls of the pressure vessel. The Teflon liners
were used to ensure dimensional stability and establish the coil's distance from
the walls to the vessel. Distances were 0.8 mm (coils 1 and 2), 1.6 mm (coils 3
and 6), and 3.2 mm (coils 4 and 5). Except for the presence of the Teflon
liners, the coils were free-standing, supported only by their leads, and coil forms
were not used. The coils could be made with easily reproducible inductances.
Thus, toroid coil 1 and a remake had measured inductances differing by only 1%.
The inductance for this coil did not change, within experimental error, when
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placed into the center of the reactor body. In contrast, a similar sized Helmholtz
detector (coil 2) and a smaller solenoid (coil 6) lost 32% and 15% of their
inductances, respectively, under these conditions, indicative of strong magnetic
coupling with the pressure vessel.
Table VI-I also shows NMR13 spectral data (width at half height of 2H
resonance and signal-to-noise ratio of C resonance) for the coils when located in
the pressure vessel filled with a solution of 60 vol % C^D^ in l^-CtHgC^. The
spectral 2data for coil 1 and a remake ail agree within 10%. Half-height widths
for the H resonance of CeD6 obtained with each of the toroids were close to
1.0 Hz. These results with toroids are comparable to those obtained with
Helmholtz detectors in9 11other pressure probes and cells that typically achieve
HHWs of 0.5-2.0 Hz. "
Table VI-I.

Design Characteristics and NMR Spectral Properties
of Helmholtz Coil, Solenoid, and Toroidsa
Inductance,

Coil No.

mL

No. Turns

1

4

ld

4

2e

4

3

6

4

8

5

12

6f

6

10 mm Probe*

f

0.265
0.267
0.329
0.268
0.277
0.298
0.261

4°

*/V

0.90
0.82

424

114

3.7

405

109

3.8

1.2

276

73

1.6

1.0

449

281

0.72

0.90

302

419

3.7

•

Volume (V),
HHW,b Hi

0.51

1.2

239

469

0.50

6.2

132

264

1.5

0.45

337

225

"The NMR spectral measurements were made at 75.6 and 46.1 MHz for detector coils
in the center of ,the pressure vessel when filled with a solution of 60 vol% 1,4-C4H8O2.
b
Width at half-height of the 2H resonance of C e D e in the 1,4-C H g O 2 .
'Single pulse signal-to-noise ratio (average of three determinations) for the 1S C
resonance of C e D e in the l,4-C 4 H g O 2 .
d
Remake of coil 1 to establish experimental reproducibility.
'Helmholtz detector.
'Solenoid detector.
'Measurements are for a General Electric 16 N to S 1 P probe without sample spinning.

In terms of unit volume signal-to-noise ratio, tp/V, all of the toroids in
Table VI-I are significantly more sensitive than the Helmholtz detector (coil 2).
This is the case even though toroid coils 1, 3, and 4 have less than the optimal
number of turns. The relatively
large distributed capacitance of the pressure
probe prevented tuning to the 13C frequency for coils of their dimensions having
more than 4, 6, and 8 turns, respectively. The2 12-turn toroid (coil 5) is believed
to possess near the optimal number, based on H pulse-length measurements for
other coils having close to this number. On a unit volume basis, coil 5 exceeds
the sensitivities of the Helmholtz detector and the detector in the commercial
n

D . Christopher Roe, J. Magn. Reson. 68, 388-391 (1985).
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probe by factors of 6.4 and 2.1, respectively. This
result
is in approximate
6
17
accord with the observations
of
Glass
and
Dorn
for
O
NMR.
Based on
dimensional considerations,12 the solenoid (coil 6) is believed to be nearly
optimized. Coil 5 exceeds the sensitivity of this solenoid by a factor of 1.8. In
turn, the solenoid exceeds the sensitivity of the Helmholtz detector by a factor of
3.6. The12 latter result is in reasonable accord with the observation of Hoult and
Richards that solenoids are approximately three times as sensitive as Helmholtz
detectors. The relatively poor performance of the Helmholtz and solenoid
detectors in the pressure vessel when compared with the commercial probe is
believed to be, at least in part, due to their strong magnetic coupling with the
vessel.
In terms of absolute signal-to-noise ratio, W, the highest value,
449, was achieved with an unoptimized toroid, coil 3, which performed
approximately one-third better than the commercial 10 mm probe on a similar
sample size. In every case, 13C spectra of the CeDg in 1,4-04^02 obtained with
the toroids were comparable in appearance (except for improvements in $) to
those obtained with the commercial probe.
In conclusion, toroid detectors are particularly useful in pressure
vessels in cases where sensitivity, resolution, and reactor size are major criteria.
One such case is the study of insensitive nuclei in organometallic systems. The
toroid properties discussed in this report would also be expected to be useful in
liquid chromatography detectors and in other flow applications. Future efforts
will involve development of a XH detector and decoupler coil and investigation of
hydrogen atom transfer processes that might occur with solubilized phthalocyanine complexes.
B.

High-Temperature Materiah Chemistry

Our goal in this effort is to perform experimental and theoretical studies
that will lead to a basic understanding of materials chemistry at high
temperatures. Our major focus is on superconducting oxides and associated and
ordered solutions, such as chloroaluminates, silicates, and "ionic" alloys.
1.

High-Temperature Superconductors
a.

Quantum Mechanical Studies of Copper Oxide Clusters

Ab initio molecular orbital calculations on small copper oxide
clusters were used to investigate the electronic structure of the new superconducting materials with
high critical temperatures. Our main interest was to
determine whether Cu 3+ exists in the copper oxides. This question is important
for 3+understanding the mechanism of superconductivity. Our study indicated that
Cu is not likely to exist, and that electrons will be removed from the oxygens
upon doping of YBa2Cu3O7 by increasing its oxygen content, or upon doping of
La2CuO4 by adding Sr or Ba. The formation of these electron holes in oxygen
(O~) was found to be energetically more favorable than the formation of Cu 3+ .
In addition, the holes were found to be in in-plane p orbitals of oxygen. Similar calculations on iron oxide clusters found that, in contrast to the copper oxide
clusters, Fe 3+ should be staVie and that electron holes in oxygen are not as likely
to exist. The existence of these holes in the superconducting oxides should have
12

D. I. Hoult and R. E. Richards, J. Magn. Reson. 24, 71-85 (1976).
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important implications for the mechanism of superconductivity in these new
materials, and our future work will focus on this subject.
b.

Evidence for Miscibility Gap in the 1-2-3 Superconductor

Electromotive force (emf) measurements of oxygen fugacities as a
function of oxygen stoichiometry in the YBa2Cu3Ox system ("1-2-3 superconductor") have been carried out over the composition range x « 6.15 to 6.9 and
the temperature range 400-750°C. A coulometric titration technique with an
yttria-doped zirconia electrolyte was used for these measurements. By means of
this technique, the oxygen content of the superconductor can be varied by welldefined small amounts, and the equilibrium oxygen partial pressures can be
established from the emf measurements. The overall objective of these studies is
to investigate the phase transformations and thermodynamic behavior of the
YBa2Cu3Ox system as a function of oxygen partial pressure, oxygen stoichiometry,
and temperature. The objective of the work completed in 1988 was to determine
whether the miscibility
gap indicated by15 the calculations of Curtiss et al.,13
14
Khachaturyan et al., and Wille et al. could be confirmed by emf measurements
at relatively low temperatures. Our initial
studies on this system were carried
out in the temperature range 650-750°C.16
The results of our emf measurements are shown in Fig. VI-6,
where the logarithm of the measured equilibrium oxygen pressures calculated for
isotherms in the temperature range 400-750°C is plotted as a function of x in
YBa2Cu3Ox. The measurements in the temperature range 550-750°C indicate no
apparent sign of a change in curvature or discontinuity at an oxygen stoichiometry of x ~6.5, where copper is divalent and where the orthorhombic-tetragonal
transition has been assumed to occur. Of particular importance are the inflections around x = 6.65 at temperatures between 400 and 500°C. These lowtemperature data are consistent
with the presence of a miscibility gap, as
predicted by Curtiss et al.13 and discussed by Khachaturyan et al.,14 in which
two immiscible orthorhombic structures having different oxygen stoichiometries are
present. Extrapolation of the data in Fig. VI-6 to lower temperature indicated
that an orthorhombic-orthorhombic miscibility gap lies below a critical temperature
of ~290°C at x = 6.65; for the terminal compositions extending between x = 6.55
and 6.75, we estimated a temperature of ~35°C.
Future research will involve extending the emf measurements
below 400°C to more precisely define the miscibility gap indicated by our current
measurements.
2.

Thermodynamic Properties of Liquid Alkali-Lead AHoys:
for Liquid Zintl Compounds

Evidence

Among the basic physicochemical properties of liquid alloys, heat
capacity is the least investigated property despite its fundamental significance.
13

L. A. Curtiss, T. O. Brun, and D. M. Gruen, Inorg. Chem. 27, 1421 (1988).
A. G. Khachaturyan, S. V. Semonovskaya, and J. W. Morris, Jr., Phys. Rev. B
37, 2243 (1988).
15
L. T. Wille, A. Berera, and D. de Fontaine, Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 10655 (1988).
16
M. Tetenbaum, A. Brown, and M. Blander, Ceramic Superconductors II, ed.,
M. F. Yan, American Ceramic Society, Columbus, Ohio, pp. 51-58 (1988).
14
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Previously, we reported a remarkable temperature and composition dependence of
the heat capacity of KPb.17-18 The structure deduced from neutron diffraction
measurements exhibited features indicative of intermediate-range order.19 We have
undertaken to measure the heat capacity of the alkali-lead alloys, as well as their
structure factors, with special emphasis on the equiatomic composition. With the
exception of LiPb, all the equiatomic alkali-lead compounds have the same
crystalline structure, the so-called Zintl compound; this structure consists of Pb
tetrahedra surrounded by almost regular alkali tetrahedra, oriented in the opposite
direction.
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High-temperature drop calorimetry has been used to measure the
variations with temperature of the difference in enthalpy, Hx - H°298.is, according
to the reaction:
Ao.5Pbo.5 (1 or s; T)
17

-• A0.5Pb0.5 (s, 298.15 K)

M.-L. Saboungi, S. Leonard, and J. Ellefson, J. Chem. Phys. 85, 6072 (1986).
G. K. Johnson and M.-L. Saboungi, J. Chem. Phys. 86, 6376 (1987).
19
M.-L. Saboungi, R. Blomquist, K. Volin, and D. L. Price, J. Chem. Phys,
87(4), 2278 (1987).
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where A refers to the alkali metals Na, Rb, or Cs. Consequently, the thermodynamic properties of the solid, the melting process, and the liquid can be
inferred from these measurements. The heat capacity, Cp, given by the equation

- H298.15)

Cp =

(5)

dT

is plotted in Fig. VI-7 for the equiatomic liquid alloys and for their individual
constituents. As is evident from the plot, the large Cp magnitudes for Ao.sPbo.s
(with the exception of Nuo.sPbo.s) deviate considerably from simple additjvity,
which is commonly assumed for most metallic systems. The temperature
dependence of the heat capacity could be explained by the dissociation
of the
Zintl species, A4Pb4, into free atoms as the temperature increases.20 The fact
that NaPb does not have large Cp values and is fairly constant with temperature
can be explained if the concentration of Na4Pb4 molecules in the liquid does not
vary much with temperature; this would occur if the species are
largely
dissociated, which is consistent with neutron diffraction studies.21 It should be
noted that, in the liquid state, NaPb is metallic, KPb and RbPb belong to
regime II of the Mott and Davis classification of semiconductors, and CsPb is a
semiconductor.
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M.-L. Saboungi, H. T. J. Reijers, M. Blander, and G. K. Johnson, J. Chem.
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We have modeled the alkaii-lead solution properties using the concept of the partial dissociation of A4PD4 species in solution. In this model, an
A-B solution formed of nA moles of A and ns moles of B can be regarded as
composed of a\ and CKB moles of "free" atoms A and B, respectively, and ac
moles of AiBj. Simple relations exist between these quantities, such as

«A -t- ia c
c
B = &B

nA =
n

(6)

Mole fractions can be defined as follows:
"A
N

A

=

•

NB = -

ne
<*B

Nc -

(7)

ne

i

2ia c
nA + n B

satisfying the relation NΑ + NΒ + Nc = 1.
reaction

The equilibrium constant K for the

iA + iB «=• AjBj

(8)

can be written as

K =

=
()

(9)
()

where a refers to the activities, and 7c is the activity coefficient of C. Using
this model, we derived the thermodynamic properties of the alkali metal-lead
alloys, including the relative proportions of the associated species AiBj for several
values of i (2, 4, 8, and 12). The value of i = 4, which corresponds to the
simplest Zintl structure, gave the most consistent interpretation of neutron
diffraction data in which the A4Pb4 species were found to increasingly dissociate
with an increase in temperature.
We have also completed emf measurements on all the alkali-lead
alloys with the exception of CsPb. We have developed, in collaboration with
A. D. Pelton (Ecole Polytechnique, University of Montreal), a method for
substituting Rb in the /3-AI2O3 solid electrolyte. We have used this electrolyte in controlled coulometric experiments to derive, with high accuracy, the
compositional variations of the activities, the entropy, and the heat capacity for
APb alloys. Figure VI-8 is a plot of the results for the excess stability as
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defined by Darken.5 The unusual composition dependence shown in this plot
(and supported by the heat capacity data) is consistent with the "survival" of
the Zintl structures upon melting. The addition of either Pb or alkali metal to
the equiatomic alloy has an effect similar to increasing the temperature, i.e., it
leads to the dilution of these molecular units by free atoms. Our ongoing
investigation of the Zintl structure by neutron diffraction has confirmed the
presence of A4Pb4 and has shed light on its stability.21
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Quantum Chemical Studies
a.

Structures and Energies of Ionic Species in Haloaluminate Melts

The structures of A12X? and Al3Xlq (X = F, CI, Br) have been
investigated using a semiempirical quantum mechanical method called the Modified
Neglect of Differential Overlap (MNDO).22 The structures and energies of these
anionic species in molten haloaluminate salts have been of much interest recently
because they are part of a series of ionic species that characterize the ordering in
these melts. We previously investigated several of the smaller of these anions
(AI2F7 and AI2CI7) with ab initio molecular orbital theory.23 Using MNDO, we
found the A^Br? anionic species to have a bent bridge similar to that found
previously for AI2CI7 in the ab initio studies. For the AI3XI0 species, chain
22

L. P. Davis, C. J. Dymek, J. P. Stewart, H. P. Clark, W. J. Lauderdale,
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 107, 5041 (1985).
23
M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical
Report, 1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL 88-19, pp. 138-139
(1987).
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structures were found to be favored over ring structures, with bent bridges being
retained for X = CI, Br and linear bridges being retained for X = F. The
chain structure for AI3CIJ0 is illustrated in Fig. VI-9. These calculated structures
are being used to help in analysis of very recent neutron diffraction measurements
of haloaluminate melts.

CI 3

Qα 7

Fig. VI-9.
Structure of AlsClio" Calculated
Using Modified Neglect of Differential Overlap Molecular
Orbital Method

CI 6

CI 5

b.

C17

New Quantum Chemical Methods for Accurate Calculation of
Thermodynamic Properties

Work has continued on the development of ab initi^ methods for
the calculation of accurate total energies of molecules. The methods involve
calculating an equilibrium structure, a set of harmonic frequencies, and a total
energy for the compound of interest. They are more fully described elsewhere.24
This work has applications in several areas, including chemical vapor deposition
modeling and studies of haloaluminates, silicates, and Zintl-type clusters.
During the past year, ab initio calculations incorporating a high
level of correlation energy using quadratic configuration interaction have been
carried out and tested on a large number of systems containing two or more
heavy atoms (elements Li through F) for which energies are accurately known.
The high level of correlation energy was found to be essential for accurate
determination of the energies of many of these compounds, especially those with
double bonds and unsaturated radicals. The theoretical calculations have suggested that currently accepted values for the enthalpies of formation need to be
revised for a number of compounds, including hypofluorous acid (HOF) and boron
monohydride (BH). In addition, the theoretical calculations have helped to
determine more accurately the CH bond dissociation energy of ethylene, which had
ranged from 98 to 116 kcal/mol.24 Our value, which should be accurate to
±2 kcal/mol, is 110 kcal/mol. The results of this study have illustrated the
predictive power of these new theoretical methods.
C.

Interfacial and Corrosion Science

This research embodies a family of experimental and theoretical studies that
focus on interfacial processes of importance to corrosion science, catalysis, and
high-temperature superconductivity. The experimental work has three thrusts:
(1) investigations of aqueous corrosion over a wide range of temperatures
24

L. A. Curtiss and J. A. Pople, J. Chem. Phys. 88, 7405 (1988).
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and pressures, using novel procedures based largely on the integration of spectroscopic and electrochemical techniques, (2) coupled infrared and gas chromatographic studies of the chemistry of species adsorbed on molecular sieve materials,
and (3) the characterization of high-critical-temperature (Tc) superconducting
oxides and fabrication of functional embodiments employing high-Tc materials.
Paralleling semiempirical and ab initio theoretical research is carried out to
support and extend all of the above experimental pursuits.
1.

Aqueous Corrosion Research

The corrosion of metals and alloys in aqueous media has been studied
extensively. While interest in the mechanisms of aqueous corrosion has been
long-standing, concerns about corrosion problems with both austenitic and nickelbase alloys in light water reactors have given a renewed impetus to scientific
study in this field. The overall goal of this research is to provide an experimental data base against which theoretical models of aqueous corrosion can be
tested over a wide range of temperatures and pressures. Results during the past
year are summarized below.
a.

SpectroelectrocViemical Studies of Aqueous Corrosion

The objective of this effort is to elucidate the relationship between
the structure of metal/solution interfaces and the kinetics of metallic corrosion and
passivation in aqueous environments.
Laser Raman, ultraviolet-visible, and
infrared spectroscopies are used for in situ determination of the structure and
composition of molecular species present in anodic corrosion films on metal surfaces. Concurrently, dc polarization, linear scan voltammetry, and ac impedance
techniques are used to determine the rates and mechanisms of interfacial processes
occurring during the corrosion of metals.
Cyclic voltammetry studies of iron in acid solutions of 0.1 M
H3PO4 and NaH2PO4 at 25°C showed mostly active dissolution; complete passivity
was observed in alkaline 0.1 M Na2HPC"4 and Na3PO4. The composition of the
corrosion film formed in the latter solutions was determined by laser Raman
spectroscopy to consist mainly of Fe3O4 with PO| _ incorporated into the lattice
structure of the film. In acidic 0.1 M NaH2PO4, multilayer
film formation occurs.
The main component of the film appears to be Fe3(PO4)2-8H2O, commonly known
as vivianite. Several of the observed Raman peaks for this film remain unassigned because they do not match those of known standard compounds. X-ray
diffraction analyses indicated that the corresponding phases are highly disordered
or amorphous.
Electrochemical studies of the corrosion behavior of iron and
nickel in acidic chloride solutions were also undertaken. Nickel was found to
passivate in the potential range from 0.1 to 0.5 V vs. a standard calomel electrode in 0.1 M NaCl-0.01 M HC1 solutions. Pitting corrosion occurred above
0.5 V. Iron, on the other hand, did not passivate at any potential in this
solution, and the corrosion films that did form were highly cracked and porous.
Moreover, we have discovered that the corrosion of nickel could be inhibited by
the addition of small _amounts (~0.1 wt%) of oxyanions such as CrOl", C^O? - ,
MnO|", PO%~, MnO| , and NO2". The inhibitor films, however, appear to be too
thin for observation by Raman spectroscopy. Further study of this system will
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be done using a second harmonic generation technique (in collaboration with
members of the ANL Materials Science Division). This nonlinear optical
technique is inherently more surface specific and can detect submonolayer amounts
of material at the interface. Our findings on the inhibition of nickel corrosion
are of significance to the proposed use of nickel-base alloys as radioactive waste
containers and in sea-water applications.
Photoelectrochemical measurements are providing yet another
means of characterizing the electronic properties of corrosion films on metals.
Our initial studies on photocurrents generated from anodically formed oxide films
on Ti and Ag substrates in 0.1 M NaOH solution confirmed their designations as
"n-type" semiconductors; the secondary passive film on Ni was also found to be
n-type. This latter observation is very important to the further development of
models describing the structure and composition of the nickel oxide electrode in
commercial battery systems.
Future spectroelectrochemical studies will focus on the corrosion of
metals in sulfide environments, on the ellipsometric spectroscopy of nickel oxides,
and on more extensive photoelectrochemical and ac impedance investigations of Ni,
Fe, Cu, Cr, and Ti. X-ray Raman spectroelectrochemical studies of oxide films
on metals are planned in the longer term utilizing the 7 GeV synchrotron light
source to be constructed at ANL.
b.

Electrode Kinetic Studies of Aqueous Corrosion

This research examines the effect of temperature on the kinetics
and mechanism of charge transfer reactions. In addition to its importance to
high-temperature aqueous corrosion, to many energy technologies, and to the
electrolytic industries, the nature of charge transfer at high temperatures has
recently become a central issue in electrochemistry. A number of workers25 have
reported an unexplainable dependence on temperature of the transfer coefficient for
complex electrode reactions, and it is of interest to determine whether a simple
reaction would also behave anomalously. We have chosen for study the ferrous/
ferric redox reaction in a noncomplexing medium (perchloric acid) on an inert
gold electrode. This simple reaction is not complicated by making, breaking, or
rearranging of chemical bonds and is, therefore, amenable to detailed theoretical
study, as described in Sec. VI.C.l.c.
Kinetic measurements of the Fe 2 + /Fe 3 + redox reaction (started in
1987) were extended to 275°C during the past year. This was accomplished
through the use of ultra-fast-pulse relaxation techniques, which permit the determination of the oxidation rate of the ferrous ions without incipient hydrolysis of
the resultant ferric ions. We have carried out potentiostatic relaxation measurements, using our previously developed desorptive pretreatment methods26 to
eliminate the unwanted catalytic effect of trace chloride impurities. In the range
from 25 to 275°C, the reaction exhibited an Arrhenius temperature dependence
with an activation energy equal to 39 kJ/mol. The most important result is that
25

B. E. Conway, in Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, Vol. 16, eds.,
B. E. Conway, R. E. White, and J. O'M. Bockris, Plenum Press, NY, p. 103
(1985).
26
N. C. Hung and Z. Nagy, J. Electrochem. Soc. 134, 2215 (1987).
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the charge transfer coefficient of the reaction (a) was independent of temperature
at values of 0.42 ± 0.02. These values were obtained from the measured Tafel
slopes shown in Fig. VI-10. The results permit us to draw two important
conclusions: a simple, outer-sphere charge transfer reaction does not behave
anomalously at high temperatures, and the above-mentioned anomaly, observed
with complex electrode reactions, must be caused by an elementary step other
than the charge transfer.
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These electrode kinetic measurements represent the culmination of
an extensive effort to develop the required experimental apparatus and procedures
for study of charge transfer reactions at high temperatures. As part of this
effort, we devised two novel electrodes that can be combined to form a simple
pH sensor suitable for long-term monitoring of high-temperature process solutions.
This sensor, which has possible uses in the nuclear and geothermal power
generating industries and in chemical process industries, recently won a Research
& Development Magazine R&D-100 Award.
C.

Theoretical Studies of Aqueous Corrosion

This research involves the development of microscopic models of
electron transfer processes at the electrode/electrolyte interface through the use of
a combination of molecular dynamics and molecular orbital methods. The work
is being done in collaboration with J. W. Halley (University of Minnesota) and is
also closely coupled with the experimental kinetic studies in Sec. VLC.l.b.
During the past year, the theoretical investigation of the ferrousferric electron transfer process at a gold electrode was continued. This effort has
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concentrated on development of methods to calculate the electronic factors that
play an important part in the electron transfer rate. To model the structure of
the water/surface interfacial region, we have used a cluster model for a water/
gold (surface) interface. A 25 atom two-layer cluster was chosen to represent the
gold surface with 16 atoms in the first layer and 9 atoms in the second layer.
In this study, molecular orbital calculations
were carried out using the extended
Huckel (EH) molecular orbital method.27 The EH parameters of water were
adjusted to obtain agreement between EH and ab initio molecular orbital
calculations of the binding energies of related systems. The most important result
of this study is that the binding of water to the surface is weak, so that waterwater interactions may be important in the electrode/electrolyte interface, and
water clusters may form on the surface. The results also support the water/
surface potentials chosen for the molecular dynamics simulations of the
electrode/electrolyte interface. Based on the cluster model of the water/gold
(surface) interface, we have developed a method for assessing the magnitude of
the electronic matrix element for heterogeneous electron transfer between the
surface and the iron cation. Results from a study of the electronic matrix
element based on this methodology will be correlated with the calculation of the
electron transfer rate from molecular dynamics and used to elucidate the
mechanism for charge transfer. Preliminary results for the transfer of an electron
from the gold surface to an iron cation coordinated by six water molecules
indicate that the electron transfer is nonadiabatic; thus, the matrix element is
small. This has important implications in understanding the mechanism of
heterogeneous electron transfer because, until recently, it has been generally
assumed that this type of electron transfer is an adiabatic process.
The electron transfer rates for the ferrous/ferric reaction have
been calculated by molecular dynamics simulation of the electrode/electrolyte
interface, including incorporation of more realistic electrostatic effects and
modifications
to allow for movements of the ion. The oxidation reaction Fe 2+ •*
3+
Fe was examined as a function of overpotential, and the rate was found to be
exponential, which is in agreement with the experimental kinetic studies. Work
has been initiated to determine the temperature dependence of the rate of
oxidation reaction for comparison with experiment.
2.

Research on Molecular Sieve Materials

Recent advances in the synthesis of novel molecular sieve materials
have opened new vistas for product-selective catalysis of fuels and chemical
feedstocks. This research is focused on studies of the mechanisms of sieve
formation in gel media and the catalytic properties of the framework structures
produced therefrom.
a.

Theoretical Studies of Molecular Sieve Synthesis

The use of organic bases such as tetraalkylammonium hydroxides
has greatly expanded the 28scope of gel/solution synthesis routes to microporous
materials such as zeolites.
The exact role of these organic components is
27
28

R. Hoffman, J. Chem. Phys. 39, 1397 (1963).
B. M. Lok, T. R. Cannan, C. A. Messina, Zeolites 3, 282 (1983).
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of considerable interest. In an effort to understand the dynamics of the
tetraalkylammonium cations, we have been using ab initio molecular orbital theory
to study their potential energy surfaces. During the past year, we investigated
the potential energy surface of the tetrapropylammonium (TPA) ion, with
particular emphasis on the energetics of the conformational rearrangements of the
ion. The full TPA cation, including all four propyl groups, has: been treated in
this study. In these calculations, the effects of relaxation of the cation geometry
on the rotational barriers of the propyl groups have been found to be very
important. For example, geometry relaxation reduces the barrier for rotation
about the C-N axis from about 35 kcal/mol to about 15 kcal/mol. In contrast,
the rotational barrier about the middle C-C bond of the propyl is 90 kcal/mol.
The rotational barrier of the terminal methyl group is 4 kcal/mol. The rotational
barriers determined from this study are important in determining likely rotational
conformers and have significant implications for how these cations act as
templates in zeolite synthesis.
b.

Studies of Catalysis by Molecular Sieve Materials

In this research effort, we seek to gain new understanding of the
catalytic activity and product selectivity demonstrated by molecular sieve cage
networks of medium pore size (4 to 8 A). Diffuse reflectance Fourier transform
infrared (DRIFT) spectroscopy is used in conjunction with gas chromatography
(GC) to provide detailed information en structure-composition-reactivity relationships for a variety of light hydrocarbon reactions on selected aluminosilicate and
aluminophosphate framework systems. Recent findings from this research have
provided insights concerning (l) the combined product-directing influence of the
pore geometry and the catalytic site strength, (2) the character of important
reaction intermediates, and (3) the nature of the interaction between the reacting
species and the molecular sieve framework. A major goal of this research is to
contribute fundamental knowledge that provides a basis for the conception and
synthesis of new shape-selective molecular sieve catalysts.
During the past year, a systematic study was made of the
catalytic properties of a series of AIPO4 molecular sieve structures using a set of
low-molecular-weight organic oxygenates (light alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, and
esters), judiciously selected to provide information on both reactant selectivity
effects and the homologation behavior of variously functionalized carbons. Metalsubstituted AIPO4 structures (MeAPOs) with pore dimensions of 2 to 8 A were
used in this series of investigation". The reactivity and selectivity of powdered
sieve material toward oxygenated reactants having from one to four carbon atoms
were determined by a combination of DRIFT and GC experimentation.
The large body of data collected during these studies can be
summarized as follows: (1) The MeAPO-20s, which have a 2.2 A pore size,
showed little reactivity and no evidence of product selectivity. This finding was
expected due to the small molecular admittance dimension of the MeAPO-20s
(smaller than the mean molecular dimension of any of the reactant molecules).
What little reactivity there was can readily be attributed to the active sites on
the external surfaces of the powdered sieve samples. (2) The MeAPO-34s, which
have a 4.2 A pore size, exhibited the expected high reactivity for straight chain
reactants up to C4 with strong product selectivity toward C2 and C3 olefins.
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However, a significant reactant selectivity was demonstrated in experiments which
compared diethylether with its cyclic analog tetrahydrofuran. The latter showed
much lower reactivity, presumably because its mean molecular dimension exceeds
the MeAPO-34 admittance aperture. Other important mechanistic information
from the study of this sieve material supported our prior conclusion that C-C
bond formation in molecular sieve catalysts is facilitated by a pre-existing C-C
bond in the reactan*. (3) The MeAPO-lls, which have a 5.5 A pore size and
are a dimensional analog of the zeolite catalyst H-ZSM-5, showed very low
reactivity (compared to H-ZSM-5) and none of the strong selectivity for conversion
of light alcohols and olefins to aromatics exhibited by H-ZSM-5. This is
attributed to two factors. First, the Bronsted acidity of MeAPO-34s seems to be
much weaker than that of H-ZSM-5. Second, the MeAPO-34s have an
unidirectional, non-interconnecting channel structure, while H-ZSM-5 has a
bidirectional, interconnecting structure. (4) The MeAP0-5s, which have a 7.2 A
pore size, weie found to promote rapid coking and concomitant deactivation
because of their large admittance dimension.
The discovery (reported in the previous year29) of framework
bound Co(III) in CoAPO-5 and CoAPO-34 structures suggested a new and
potentially useful type of catalysis research based on oxidatively bifunctional
molecular sieve structures. Investigations of this phenomenon in 1988 included
extensive infrared measurements to characterize the stability of higher oxidation
states for transition metals incorporated into A1PO4 frameworks. To this end, we
completed DRIFT studies of Co(III)APO-34, SAPO-34, and Co(III)APSO-34
(where S indicates silicon substitution for some phosphorous atoms). The DRIFT
spectra revealed that calcined SAPO-34 and Co(III)APSO-34 structures have
similar O-H vibrational features, which are attributed mainly to silicon-generated
OH groups in the framework, i.e., at Si-(OH)-Al bridges, whereas the OH
vibrational features of calcined Co(III)APO-34 are much weaker (per unit content
of cobalt) and have different peak positions when compared to those of SAPO-34
and Co(III)APSO-34. Treatment of freshly calcined Co(III)APO-34 and
Co(III)APSO-34 with gaseous hydrogen (H2) at 250 to 400°C produced additional
intensity in the OH stretching region, presumably due to a reaction of the type
Co(III)APO + 1/2H2 •» HCo(II)APO. These results illustrate the oxidation
capacity of the calcined Co(III)-contaming AIPO4 and suggest that this capacity
might be exploited in the oxidative coupling of alkanes or in the shape-selective
synthesis of epoxides from olefins.
3.

Research on High-Tc Materials

The discovery that certain types of perovskite crystal structures have
exceptionally high superconducting critical temperatures (Tc) has spurred a variety
of new research activities at ANL. In close collaboration with ANL's Materials
Science Division and Materials and Components Technology Division, we have
undertaken the following activities: (1) the measurement and analysis of the
vibrational density of states of high-Tc materials and related compounds and
(2) the development of methods for bonding high-Tc ceramics to normal
conducting metals for the purpose of adding stabilization and support. Progress
in each area is summarized below.
29

M. J. Steindler et al., Chemical Technology Division Annual Technical Report,
1987, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-88-19, p. 148 (1988).
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a.

Phonon Density of States of Superconducting Phases

Infrared and Raman spectroscopy and group theoretical methods
are being used to investigate the vibrational density of states of a variety of
perovskite-type structures, including ones that ha.ve exceptionally high Tc. The
purpose of these studies is to explore the connection (if any) between phonon
behavior and high-temperature superconductivity. A simple valence-bond-type
force field has been used to fit the observed Raman and infrared active zonecenter phonons of tetragonal La2-xMxCuC>4 (M = Sr, Ba). The phonon
frequencies and assignments used in the fitting procedure were culled from a
judicious comparison of existing literature data. An excellent fit to the four
Raman active phonons at zero wave vector and two of the seven (expected)
infrared active phonons was obtained by using three adjustable parameters (one
for each of the discrete near neighbor bond types, viz., Cu-O, La-O, and Cu-La)
and a bond scaling relationship that correlates the strength of a particular bond
type with the length of the bond. Optimization of the fitting parameters in this
approximate force field indicated an interestingly large Cu-La interaction, which is
taken as evidence for a sizable attractive force between each lanthanum atom and
its nearest copper-oxygen plane. Also, the potential energy distribution indicated
that the modes above1 250 cm"1 are a mixture of Cu-O and La-O stretch, while
those below 250 cm" contain large contributions from the Cu-La interactions.
b.

Bonding of High-Tc Ceramics to Metals

A key aspect of the high-Tc conductor development effort involves
the investigation of promising methods for forming bonds between the superconducting ceramic phase and metals or alloys having high electrical and thermal
conductivity. This capability would provide a means of (1) manufacturing
superconductor/stabilizer assemblies of the type required for high-current-density
applications and (2) attaching high-Tc components, such as bus bars and
armatures, to a suitable supporting medium. To be effective, the bonded
interface between ceramic superconductor and metal must be strong, contiguous,
and resistant to temperature cycling; the interfacial electrical resistance must be
nil; and the high-Tc properties of the ceramic must not be irreversibly degraded
by the bonding process.
The approach taken in this work involves the combined use
of metallic bonding agents, pressure, and elevated temperature; however, an
important goal is to minimize temperature so that the risk of affecting the highTc properties of the ceramic phase is minimized as well. Early efforts have
focused on establishing a range of bonding conditions (temperature, pressure),
bonding agents, and surface preparation procedures that would produce suitable
bonds for testing purposes. The most successful procedure is based on the use of
indium foils with YBa2Cu3O7 (1-2-3) disks that have been sputter-coated with
silver. The bonding stage involves temperatures that are ^130°C and pressures of
a few thousand pounds per square inch (10-20 MPa). Bonding results from the
interalloying of copper and indium (at the Cu/In interface) and of silver and
indium (at the In/Ag 1-2-3 interface). Bonds produced by this method have
withstood tearing forces in excess of 100 psi (0.7 MPa).
In related studies, a composite consisting of a disk of
2
+ 10 vol% Ag sandwiched between two copper disks was prepared by a lowtemperature (~130°C), moderate-pressure (~5000 psi, ~35 MPa) treatment that
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preserved the physical integrity and orthorhombic phase structure of the high-Tc
material (the latter determined by X-ray diffraction). Electrical resistance measurements at liquid nitrogen temperature yielded a value of around 10-6 fi-cm2 for
the interfacial resistivity of the composite,2 which is sufficient for stabilization of a
superconductor carrying up to 1000 A/cm . Thin-layer sectioning methods are
being developed so that test specimens suitable for Meissner effect and critical
current measurements can be fashioned from the disk-type bonded structures
currently being fabricated. Future efforts will focus on optimizing the bonding
process, including the interface preparation procedures, choice of bonding foils, and
heat/pressure treatment schedules.
D.

Geochemistry

The objective of this effort is to understand (1) the geochemistry of active
hydrothermal systems in the Earth's crust and (2) the thermal and chemical
effects of magmas on hydrocarbons in sedimentary basins. The approach being
taken is to investigate specific problems through detailed chemical and isotopic
analyses of rock, mineral, water, and gas sampled from appropriate field areas.
The analytical data are interpreted in terms of the geochemical processes that
occur in the dynamic natural systems being studied. Potential applications of this
work are in nuclear waste isolation; geothermal energy exploration and development; and exploration for minerals, oil, and natural gas.
1.

Uranium- and Thorium-Series Disequilibrium Studies

The extent of radioactive disequilibrium among members of the 238U
and
Th decay series can be exploited for many applica' ions in the earth and
environmental sciences. We have been investigating the ates and mechanisms of
element redistribution and the time scale of hydrothermal activity with U- and
Th-series methods in several active hydrothermal systems that are under study as
part of the Continental Scientific Drilling Program. These systems are located at
Yellowstone (Wyoming), Valles (New Mexico), and Long Valley (California).
232

During 1988, we completed a study of the disequilibrium between
Ra and 230Th in drill core samples of hydrothermally altered rhyolite
from
Yellowstone drill holes Y-7 and Y-8. As shown in Fig. VI-11, the (226Ra/230Th)
activity ratios in these samples range from 0.73 to 1.46 and are generally correlated with the Th-normalized Ba concentration (BaN). The barium concentration is normalized to Th concentration because Th is essentially immobile in
the hydrothermal system; therefore, the Th-normalized concentration in the rock is
not affected by loss or gain of other components, such as SiC>2. The dotted
horizontal line in Fig. VI-11 separates samples that have lost Ba (BaN <1.0) from
those that have gained Ba (BaN >1.0). The dotted vertical line represents
radioactive equilibrium; samples plotted
to the right of this line contain 226Ra
230
that is unsupported 226
by decay of Th,
and samples plotted to the left of this
230
line are deficient in Ra relative to 226
Th.230 The dotted diagonal
line represents
a 1:1 correlation between BaN and ( Ra/ Th). Values of (226Ra/230Th) and
BaN >1 were found in samples containing
large volume percentages of
clinoptilolite, whereas values of (226Ra/230Th) and BaN <1 were found in samples
containing large volume percentages of mordenite. The cation compositions of
clinoptilolite and mordenite in these samples are consistent with ion exchange
226
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equilibrium between zeolites and coexisting thermal waters. Average equilibrium
constants were determined to be 1.0 x 105 mL/g for clinoptilolite and 1.4 x 104
mL/g for mordenite (based on measurements of Ba concentrations in samples of
coexisting minerals and thermal waters). Apparent diffusivities estimated for Ra
and Ba range from ~10~12 to ~10~10 cm 2 /s in thoroughly zeolitic rhyolite; these
rates of diffusion are too low to account for the observed size of zones of
( 226 Ra/ 230 Th) disequilibrium. The correlated values of ( 226 Ra/ 230 Th) and BaN
represent a zeolite-water ion exchange equilibrium that is caused by the flow of
water through the rock matrix and by the relatively rapid diffusion of cations
within the zeolite lattices. These results indicated that water flux of at least
~2.5 (cm3water)/(cm3rock yr) is required to produce measurable ( 226 Ra/ 230 Th)
disequilibrium, whereas a flux of at least ~23 (cm3water)/(cm3roc]t yr) is required
for the sample exhibiting the most extreme (22°Ra/238Th) disequilibrium. The
zeolite-water ion exchange process appears to have been operating for at least
8000 yr in the environment of the Y-7 and Y-8 drill holes.
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Fig. VI-11.
Thorium-Normalized Barium Concentration (BaN) vs. ( 226 Ra/ 230 Th)
Activity Ratio in Whole Rock Samples
of Hydrothermally Altered Biscuit
Basin Rhyolite from Yellowstone
Drill Cores Y-7 (squares) and Y-8
(circles). Values of BaN are
determined from (Ba/Th) samp i e /
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We collected i"8 large-volume thermal water samples in the northwestern part of Yellowstone National Park and at two sites immediately north of
the park's boundary. The water samples have been analyzed for Ra, U, and S
isotopes, which are used as tracers to help understand the underground flow paths
of thermal water. There is a good correlation between the 34 S/ 32 S, 234 U/ 238 U,
and 226 Ra/ 228 Ra ratios in the water samples; high values are characteristic of the
carbonate-rich springs in the northern part of the area, while low values occur in
the southern part of the area. We concluded that the high ratios are imparted
by contact of the samples with sedimentary aquifer rocks that contain marine
sulfate and have relatively high U/Th ratios that are reflected in the high
226
Ra/ 228 Ra ratios. The high values of " n j / ^ u m a y indicate a relatively low
aquifer temperature and a pore geometry favorable to preferential input of 234U
by alpha-recoil processes. We also collected samples of travertine deposits near
some of the thermal springs for U-Th age determinations, which will help us
understand the temporal evolution of the system.
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At Long Valley, we have dated hot spring deposits in four locations by
the 23o Th/ 234 U method to help establish the time scale for surface discharge of
hot water from the hydrothermal system. We have shown that there was discharge occurring between ~275 and ~400 thousand years and again for the past
~40 thousand years, but we found no evidence that discharge occurred between
~40 and -275 thousand years.
2.

Hydrothermal Systems of Active Volcanoes in Northern Andes

We are involved in a collaborative study of the hydrothermal systems
of active volcanoes in the Northern Andes with Prof. S. Williams, Louisiana State
University, and Dr. Y. Sano, University of Tokyo. This year we collected thermal water and gas samples from seven volcanoes in Colombia and Ecuador for
chemical and isotopic analysis. The data from these samples will be used to help
understand hydrothermal processes within volcanoes. We also collected samples of
sulfur ore from the Mina El Vinagre at Purace volcano (one of the active
Colombian volcanoes) to determine the origin of this deposit. Preliminary results
suggest that these Andean volcanoes are generally very sulfur-rich compared with
Central American volcanoes.
We are continuing to monitor the compositions of hot springs at the
Nevado del Ruiz volcano to determine the effect of the November 13, 1985,
eruption on the hydrothermal system. This effort is complicated by seasonal
dilution related to the amount of rainfall, which affects the concentrations of
dissolved elements in the hot springs. A significant increase in the SO4/C1 ratio
occurred in some of the high-altitude acid springs about 13 months after the
eruption. The SO4/CI ratio then decreased to its pre-emption value in most of
these springs within a month. This change may have been caused by the input
of a pulse of magmatic SO2 into the hydrothermal system <10 km. However,
the
change in SO4/CI was not accompanied by a measurable change in the
34 32
S/ S ratio. Long-term monitoring of hot spring compositions over many years
will be required to better define the effects of volcanic activity on this hydrothermal system.
3.

Thermal and Chemical Effects of Magmas on Hydrocarbons in
Sedimentary Basins

A new project initiated this year is directed toward understanding the
thermal and chemical effects of the intrusion of magma into hydrocarbon-bearing
rocks in deep sedimentary basins. The introduction of large quantities of magmatic heat into potential source rocks for oil and gas may cause formation of
significant deposits of hydrocarbons in settings where conventional oil- and gasforming processes would not produce such deposits. However, the composition,
quantity, and mobility of hydrocarbons produced by the interaction of magma
with deep sedimentary rocks are not well known and cannot be accurately
predicted from presently available data. The objective of this study is to
quantify these unknowns as accurately as possible through detailed chemical and
isotopic analyses of carbonaceous compounds in rocks from appropriate geologic
settings and through interpretation of these analyses by a combined
thermodynamic and mass balance approach.
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An initial set of samples has been collected for this study from the
Proterozoic-age (~1.6 billion years old) sedimentary rocks of the Animikie Basin
that were intruded by the basaltic magmas of the Duluth complex in northeastern
Minnesota. It is known that the mineralogy and composition of these sedimentary rocks were strongly affected in a thermal aureole that extends for many
kilometers from the intrusive contact. We have begun analytical determinations
of bulk carbon content and carbon isotope ratios of whole rocks, as well as
characterization of the kerogen fraction, using gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry and supercritical fluid chromatography.
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VII. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
The Analytical Chemistry Laboratory (ACL) is a full-cost-recovery service
center, with the primary mission of providing a broad range of analytical chemistry support services to the scientific and engineering programs at ANL. In
addition, the ACL conducts a research program in analytical chemistry, works on
instrumental and methods development, and provides analytical services for
governmental, educational, and industrial organizations. The ACL handles a wide
range of analytical problems, from routine standard analyses to unique problems
that require significant development of methods and techniques.
The ACL is administratively within CMT, the principal user, but provides
support for all the technical divisions and programs at ANL. The ACL has four
technical groups—Chemical Analysis, Instrumental Analysis, Organic Analysis, and
Environmental Analysis—which together include about 50 technical staff members.
The Chemical Analysis Group uses wet-chemical and instrumental methods
for elemental, compositional, and isotopic analyses of solid, liquid, and gaseous
samples. The Instrumental Analysis Group uses nuclear counting techniques in
radiochemical analyses for a range of samples (low-level to highly radioactive
environmental samples). Other types of analyses done by this group are gas
chromatography, X-ray diffraction and fluorescence of solids, inert gas fusion of
metals, and neutron activation of either liquids or solids. The Organic Analysis
Group uses a number of complementary techniques to separate and analyze
complex organic mixtures and compounds at the trace level, including synthetic
fuels, toxic substances, fossil-fuel residues and emissions, pollutants, biologically
active compounds, pesticides, and drugs. The Environmental Analysis Group
performs inorganic environmental and hazardous waste analyses and coal analysis.
The majority of the ACL technical accomplishments are contained in
previous sections of this report and in similar reports of other ANL divisions.
Selected accomplishments are also summarized here.
Pyrochemical Process for Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Fuels
In the electrorefming of uranium and plutonium fuels for the IFR, metallic
fuel pins (U, Pu, Zr) are dissolved in a molten cadmium anode, and the actinide
elements are electrochemically transported through a halide-salt electrolyte to the
cell cathode where they are collected as a metallic deposit. Engineering-scale
studies of this electrorefming process are being conducted in CMT (Sec. IV.B.2)
to develop models that can predict the recovery of U and Pu, as well as their
decontamination from fission-product elements and process materials. The ACL
has contributed to this effort by determining elements of interest in samples from
the cadmium anode, the halide-salt electrolyte, and the cathode product. Special
dissolution procedures were developed for each type of sample matrix, and
separation schemes based on solvent extraction and ion exchange were established
to isolate the desired elements from matrix components and then separate them
from each other.
The "hot" inductively coupled plasma/atomic emission spectrometer
(ICP/AES) continues to be the workhorse for the determination of cations in
these types of samples. This instrument is used to determine U and Pu concentrations for samples where high accuracy (uncertainty <1%) is not needed. The
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mass spectrometric isotope dilution technique is used whenever better accuracy is
required. Samples containing no plutonium, which are obtained from studies of
fission product distribution coefficients in the Cd anode and the electrolyte, are
analyzed by a "cold" ICP/AES system.
Studies being conducted in CMT to determine the best waste form for these
processes have also utilized analytical data from the ACL. These studies are
testing the gamma irradiation behavior of various waste forms and have required
mass spectrometry for the determination of hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen
content of the off-gas as a function of radiation dose rate.
The waste electrorefining salts generated by IFR fuel reprocessing will be
contacted with Cd-Li-K alloy to remove essentially all of the actinides. The
treated salt will be immobilized in mortar for disposal as an intermediate-level
waste. Formulations of mortar that will yield radioactive waste with high
compressive strength and low leachability are being developed in CMT. The
leach tests are performed by the standard ANSI6.1 procedure. Leachates are
submitted to the ACL, where ion chromatography is used to measure the amount
of Cl~ present, which determines the leach rate from the grout. Results are
reported in Sec. IV.B.3.
During FY 1988, approximately 700 samples were analyzed for the IFR
pyrochemical process program, with almost 300 samples from electrorefining
studies, 200 from fission product distribution studies, and 200 from waste studies.
Each of these samples required multiple elemental determinations.
DOE Environmental Survey
In early 1986, the DOE initiated a program designed to identify current
and/or potential environmental problems and areas of environmental risk at DOE
facilities, about 40 sites nationwide. Argonne staffed one of the six field sampling
teams in the program, and the ACL has provided environmental analytical chemistry support in the form of organic, inorganic, and radiological analyses for the
Argonne field sampling team and for sampling teams from the other participating
laboratories. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), and Battelle-Columbus Division/Pacific Northwest
Laboratories (BCD/PNL) have been involved in the program in roles similar to
ANL in field sampling and analysis. The Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant
(ORGDP) has provided additional analytical support. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory-Las Vegas
(U.S. EPA EMSL-LV) is providing an independent quality assurance overview;
Environmental Monitoring Services, Inc. (EMSI), a consulting firm, has conducted
third party audits; and Nuclear Utilities Services (NUS), a consulting firm, is
providing DOE with technical advice in developing site-specific sampling and
analysis plans.
The ACL role includes consulting with and advising the field sampling teams
on analysis problems, providing analyses and associated quality assurance/quality
control (QA/QC), and developing methodology suitable for the program in cases
where the sample matrix is atypical and/or the type of required analytical data is
unique. The methodologies: chosen for the organic and inorganic analyses (many
of which follow the statement of work for the EPA Contract Laboratory Program)
and radiological analyses are coordinated with ORNL, ORGDP, INEL, and
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BCD/PNL and are published in a manual to ensure a consistent and uniform
application of methods and treatment of data.
Analytical support for the DOE Survey in FY 1988 included the receipt of
approximately 3200 environmental samples for various combinations of inorganic,
organic, and radiological analyses. The analyses completed in FY 1988 are listed
in Table VII-1.
Additional DOE Environmental Survey activities have required ACL's participation in several external QC programs: inorganic and organic analyses for
the EPA's Superfund Contract Laboratory Quarterly Performance Evaluation
Studies; inorganic analysis for the EPA's Semiannual Water Pollution Performance
Evaluation Studies; and radiological analysis for the Environmental Measurement
Laboratory's Quality Assessment Program and the U.S. EPA EMSL-LV's Intercomparison Study Program. In addition, an in-house QC program is in place to
ensure that ACL analytical systems are performing satisfactorily.
Detector Upgrade of Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometer
A Daly scintillation detector was added to the VG Isotopes Model 54R
thermal ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS) to complement a Faraday cup 17
detection system. The Daly detector possesses a sensitivity approaching 10~ A
and permits measurement of isotope ratios on samples two to three orders of
magnitude smaller (20 to 50 ng) than those required with the Faraday cup.
Applications for the Daly detector include isotopic measurements related to
environmental or other samples where limited quantities of the isotopes of interest
are available and to elements whose ionization characteristics limit the intensity of
ion beams achievable with thermal ionization. We have successfully used the new
detector for isotopic analysis of uranium in DOE Environmental Survey samples
and in the isotope-dilution determination of U and Th in samples that contain
sub-microgram amounts of these elements (see below). The precision and accuracy currently available with the Daly detector are limited by our knowledge of
mass discrimination effects and nonlinearity in the measurement system to a few
percent (relative) for each measured isotope ratio. We expect to improve on the
reliability of the Daly data as we carry out experiments to characterize the
detector's response and account for any nonideal behavior by means of appropriate data-reduction algorithms.
Accelerator Mass Spectrometric Dating with Calc.ium-41
Argonne physicists are using the Argonne Tandem Linear Accelerator System
(ATLAS) to develop a new method for
determining the age of fossil bones
by
41
measuring the amount if radioactive 41Ca that the bones contain.
The
Ca
is
40
determined by accele-a^r mass spectrometry (AMS) relative
to
Ca,
the
most
abundant stable isotope in natural calcium. Ratios of 41 Ca/ 40 Ca as low as 10~15
are measured with the AMS technique. In support of this work, we prepared a
series of isotopic standards for validating the AMS isotope
ratio measurements.
41
Preparation
of
these
materials
required
(l)
diluting
a
Ca-enriched
(1.23 at.%
41
Ca)
stock
material
(in
solution)
with
natural
calcium
to
provide
known
41
Ca/ 40 Ca atom ratios of approximately 10~n, 10"12, and 10~13; (2) precipitating
the calcium isotope mixtures with oxalate; and (3) igniting the product to CaO.

Table VII-1.

Summary of ACL Analyses Completed for DOE Environmental Survey in FY 1988
DOE Site

Samples Collected by
ANL Sampling Team

Technical Support to
Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory

Technical Support to
Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratories

Technical Support to
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

No. Samples

Types of Analysis

Portsmouth Uranium Enrichment Complex,
Piketon, OH

420

Inorganic, organic,
radiological

Kansas City Pl&nt,
Kansas City, MO

310

Inorganic, organic

Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, TN

690

h.oiganic, organic
radiological

Hanford Nuclear Reservation,
Richland, WA

500

Inorganic, organic

Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM

220

Inorganic, organic

Pinellas Plant,
Largo, FL

150

Inorganic

Nevada Test Site,
Mercury, NV

120

Inorganic, radiological

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,
Idaho Falls, ID

240

Organic

Morgantown Energy Technology Center,
Morgantown, WV

210

Inorganic, organic,
radiological

Rrookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, NY

O

to

30

Inorganic
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A natural 4 1 Ca/ 4 0 Ca blank ( 41 Ca/ 40 Ca ~1CT15) was carried through the entire
procedure along with the standards. The AMS measurements made with these
materials proved quite successful, demonstrating the validity of the AMS
determinations on calcium isotopes at naturally occurring levels.
Additional analytical support was provided to the 4 1 Ca dating program
through a determination of the U and Th content of a number of samples,
including three limestones, four ancient bones, and three samples of tar sand that
surrounded the bones before collection. The actinide elements are cf interest in
the dating experiments because they may produce neutrons by spontaneous fission
or (a,n) reactions.4 1 These neutrons may be captured by 4 0 Ca in the sample
materials to give Ca, which then complicates interpretation of the dating
235
experiments.
Two grams or less of each sample was spiked with 2 μg U and
230
5 μg
Th and was digested with mixed mineral acids. The U and Th in each
solution were isolated, and a few tens of nanograms (10 to 50 ng) of each
element was loaded on a mass spectrometer Filament for isotopic analysis with a
Daly scintillation detector. From the measured ratios of natural U or Th to the
added spike isotopes, the concentration of each actinide in each sample was
calculated. Concentrations ranged from less than 0.1 ppm to 19 ppm in the
different samples and were determined to better than 10% in almost all cases.
Measurement of such low concentrations in such small samples would not have
been possible in previous years when the Daly detector and special separation
procedures were unavailable in the ACL.
Gas Analysis for Argonne Premium Coal Sample Program
Analytical support is being given to the Argonne Premium Coal Sample
Program, which is providing high-quality coal samples from eight U.S. mines for
distribution to the basic coal research community. The program involves
processing, packaging, characterization, storage, and distribution of the various
coals. It also includes analyses at intervals of the cover gas (N2) of sealed
ampoules of coal to determine their stability. The presence of O2 is of particular
concern, but also of interest are changes in the amounts of CH4, CO, and CO2,
since they may signal chemical or biological degradation of the coal material with
time. To date, the ACL gas mass spectrometry facility has been used to analyze
the gas from more than 100 such ampoules. No significant coal sample
degradation has been detected.
New Method of Isolating and Purifying Uranium for Isotopic Analysis
Most existing methods to isolate and purify uranium in one step for mass
spectrometric analysis are limited in the number of cations that can be separated
quantitatively from uranium. It is thus necessary to apply several steps in preparing the pure uranium sample required for deposition on the mass spectrometer
filament. Isolating and purifying uranium are especially difficult for environmental samples where, often, microgram quantities of uranium must be separated
from large amounts of complicated matrix material. In collaboration with the
Chemistry Division, we have established a new procedure that utilizes column
chromatography on a support material coated with diamyl amylphosphonate.
This technique is capable of isolating microgram quantities of uranium from
several grams of matrix material with consistently high recovery (approximately
95%). The uranium product is exceptionally pure and is suitable not only
for mass spectrometric analysis but also for other methods such as laser
fluorimetry or radioactive counting techniques. We have successfully applied
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this separation to a variety of dissolved or digested samples (including waters,
sludges, sediments, soils, ancient bones, limestones, and vegetation).
Analysis of High-Temperature Superconductors
Extensive analytical support was provided to superconductivity programs in
the Materials and Components Technology (MCT) and CMT Divisions. Much of
this work involved analysis of starting materials, process samples, and products
related to fabrication and characterization studies on YBa2Cu3O7_x ceramics or
other ceramic compositions. This analysis included determining elemental compositions by ICP/AES, anions by ion chromatography, and oxygen coefficients
(i.e., the value of 7 - x in the formula YBa2Cu3C"7-x) in selected ceramics by an
iodimetry method.
Determination of the oxygen coefficient for YBa2Cu3C>7-x ceramics was
established within the ACL as a new 1capability this year. It is based on a
method developed by Appelman et al. and takes advantage of the relationships
between the oxygen coefficient and the valence state of copper in the sample as
measured by iodimetry. We improved the published procedure by employing an
autoburet for the critical titration of iodine with thiosulfate and a specialized
colorimeter to detect the tricky starch-blue to copper-blue titration cndpoint.
In addition to supporting research in the area of superconducting ceramics,
the ACL also made substantial contributions to ongoing work in MCT to characterize thin-film superconductors. Elemental composition of thin films, often
containing2 only a few micrograms of material, was characterized by the ICP/AES
technique.
Groundwater Analysis for Geosciences Programs
Groundwater samples have been routinely analyzed by the ACL to determine
low-level cations by ICP/AES or atomic absorption and anions (Cl_, F", NO3,
SO|") by ion chromatography. In response to special needs of ANL s geoscientists, several additions have been made to ACL's capabilities in the area of
groundwater analysis. Procedures were established for the ion-chromatographic
determination t. very low levels of iodide and bromide, which were of interest to
geochemists studying hot springs in Yellowstone Park (Sec. VI.D). In addition,
an automated method for determining the hydroxide, carbonate, and bicarbonate
alkalinity of groundwater samples (as defined by ASTM method 403) was
established; this method uses our Metrohm Model 670 titroprocessor to provide
fully automated titration of each sample and calculation of the alkalinity results.
The sensitivity of the alkalinity titration proved inadequate for a group of
geochemists 'vho were studying a deep aquifer Yy measuring 36C1 and 14C isotopes
in the groundwater. Because the isotopic data suggested an intrusion of surface
water into the deep aquifer, this group wished to confirm the finding by demonstrating an increase in inorganic carbon content of the groundwater at the point
of intrusion. However, the inorganic carbon concentrations before and after the
intrusion were lower than the titrimetric limit of detection for carbonate species.
J

E. H. Appelman, L. R. Morss, et al., Inorg. Chem. 26, 3237 (1987).
J. H. Kang, R. T. Kampwirth, K. E. Gray, S. Marsh, and E. A. Huff, Phys.
Lett. A 128, 102 (1988).
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To measure these very low concentrations, we set up an analysis train wherein an
acidified groundwater sample could be boiled under a purified helium purge, and
the CO2 released by the sample could be collected in a calibrated volume and
measured manometrically. This method has the ability to determine inorganic
carbon in groundwater at levels well below 1 μg C/mL, at least ten times lower
than can be measured by titration. The results
obtained wi\,h the deep aquifer
samples showed good correlation with the 36C1 and 1 4 C isotopic results and
corroborated the hypothesis of surface-water intrusion into the aquifer.
Enriched Uranium Booster Target Project
Total 10 B content was determined in a series of samples in order to satisfy
QA/QC specifications prior to the loading of uranium into a target vessel for a
Uranium Booster
Target Project experiment in Argonne's Intense Pulsed Neutron
Source. The 1 0 B was determined
by a mass spectrometric isotope dilution
(MSID) technique after the 10 B had been chemically separated from copper, the
material used to clad boron powder. The MSID procedure, while very accurate,
requires a boron sample essentially free from other elements prior to analysis.
After investigating, with little success, a number of ways to make the required
boron/copper separation, we developed an ion-exchange procedure that effectively
separates boron from other elements and thereby allows for precise mass spectrometric boron analysis (isotopic ratio and total boron content). This separation
technique is expected to be very useful in future analysis of boron in complex
materials.
Molten Corium Concrete Interaction (MCCI) Program
In MCCI experiments, mixtures of uranium dioxide, zirconium, concrete,
steel, and fission-product elements are heated to temperatures simulating reactor
meltdown conditions. Samples of solidified melt, aerosols collected by impaction
or on filters, and gases are examined to study interactions and transport of the
simulated reactor materials. The ACL has previously developed specialized
procedures for dissolution of the highly refractory materials that are generated in
these experiments and determination of both major and minor constituents in the
samples. Solidified melt and aerosol samples have been analyzed for Ba, Sr, La,
Ca, A), Mg, Na, K, Fe, Cr, Ni, Zr, Ag, and Ce by ICP/AES, for U by laser
fluorimetry, and for Si by atomic absorption spectrometry. Gas samples have
been analyzed by mass spectrometry. Results obtained during intermediate-scale
tests performed during FY 1987 provided some of the most useful data ever
produced on aerosol releases during this type of experiment, largely as a result of
ou" capability to determine small amounts of such elements as Ba, Sr, and La in
small aerosol samples composed mainly of other elements.
In 1988, samples from the first of three scheduled large-scale MCCI tests
were analyzed. For these samples, we have extended the list of determinations
being made to include ion-chromatographic measurement of anions (chloride,
nitrate, sulfate) in some of the aerosol samples. The levels of anions in a few
aerosol samples were surprisingly high (several percent) and contributed
substantially to our achieving mass balance from the analytical data.
High-Sulfur Dry-Scrubber Test
The ACL has provided analytical support for an ANL High-Sulfur DryScrubber Test conducted for DOE by the Energy and Environmental Systems
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Division. Feed materials and products were subjected to a variety of analyses,
including available lime, total alkalinity, total sulfur and sulfite, nitrite, nitrate,
sodium, calcium and silicon, and moisture. Approximately 650 determinations
were made during FY 1988 in support of the test of scrubber performance.
National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP)
Analytical support for the NAPAP program continued this year. Test
briquettes, exposed to a variety of atmospheric conditions at a number of sites
throughout the country, have been brought to ACL for sampling and analysis.
Hundreds of specimens have been analyzed for anions (fluoride, chloride, nitrate,
and sulfate) by ion chromatography and for metals by ICP/AES. Substantial
elevations of concentrations of sulfate and nitrate were found to occur in the
limestones and provided quantitative measure of attack by atmospheric oxides.
Little change in cation concentrations was measured following exposure at the
test site.
Spent Fuel Leaching Tests
In spent fuel leaching tests, leaching behavior of irradiated nuclear fuel by
groundwater is being investigated (Sec IV.D). This year, a preliminary
experiment using nonirradiated UO2 powder as a stand-in for irradiated fuel was
performed to develop and characterize procedures for conducting the tests with
irradiated material. Samples of the groundwater leaching solution were periodically taken for analysis while the water was in contact with the UO2 over a
period of several months. These groundwater samples were analyzed by ICP/AES
for cations and by ion chromatography for anions. Uranium in each sample was
determined by either laser fluorimetry or MSID.
Uranium isotopic measurements performed as part of the MSID assays 235
showed
anomalous behavior in that the isotopic composition (i.e., the ratio of U
to 238U) of uranium in the leachates differed from that in the original UO2
powder and changed with time. The explanation for this anomaly was found in
the
physical composition 238
of the UO2 powder, which had been prepared by mixing
235
U-enriched
UO2
with
U-enriched UO2 to produce a mixed powder of a
desired 235U/238U ratio. Apparently, particles of the different isotopically enriched
powders had different morphologies and dissolved at different rates, producing the
observed isotopic segregation. In addition, the isotopic segregation persisted when
the uranium concentrations in the leachate had reached a steady state, suggesting
that the leaching of UO2 by groundwater may be strongly dependent on the
physical as well as chemical properties of the fuel material. Thus, these isotopic
data, although not specifically called for in the original test plan, provided
unexpected insight into the leaching process and may have important implications
for the interpretation of future test resu'ts.
Transuranic Extraction (TRUEX) Process Flowsheet Development
The TRUEX program consists of the development of a solvent extraction
process for the purpose of separating and concentrating transuranic elements from
nuclear wastes (Sec. IV.A). Development of the TRUEX process flowsheet
requires determination of the extraction behavior (distribution coefficients,
interactions, etc.) of a large number of elements that are anticipated in the
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wastes to be processed. Enormous quantities of data describing element
concentrations in various process stages are being acquired to generate and
validate computer models of the TRUEX flowsheet. We have analyzed hundreds
of samples by ICP/AES, with each sample containing ten or more elements for
determination. The multi-element capability of the ICP/AES system, combined
with its wide dynamic range for elemental concentrations, is well suited to this
type of measurement and has contributed to the accumulation of an extensive
flowsheet data base in a relatively short time.
Polyurethane Foam Pyrolysis Studies
The pyrolysis of selected polyurethane foams was conducted at 483 and
583 K to determine their suitability for use in high-temperature vacuum
environments. Preliminary work included designing vacuum chambers, defining
the conditions for pyrolysis, and chemically characterizing the pyrolysis products.
Characterization was performed by gas chromatography (GC), gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), and gas chromatography/matrix isolation/
Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (GC/MI/FTIR). The degradation
products were compared at the two temperatures for foams prepared in air
and in vacuum. It was shown that the preparation method for the foam was
critical in enhancing its thermal stability, and that pyrolysis products in vacuum
were significantly different from those obtained in air.
Quantitation of PCB/Pesticides in Environmental Samples
The ACL is measuring polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and pesticides in
samples for the DOE Environmental Survey Program, which uses EPA Contract
Laboratory Program (CLP) methods. For PCB/pesticide quantitation, CLP
requires electron capture detector/gas chromatograph (ECD/GC) analysis with
packed and megabore chromatographic columns. Currently, PCB/pesticides in
environmental samples are quantitated with an EPA-required packed column, while
the identification is confirmed by the retention time with a megabore column.
To determine whether packed-column quantitation is actually necessary, we
compared PCB/pesticide quantitation using packed versus megabore columns with
regard to precision, accuracy, and resolution capabilities. The results of this
study, including the analysis of over 100 environmental samples by both methods,
justified the discontinuance of packed column analysis and the implementation of
an all-megabore quantitation method.
The analysis of PCB/pesticides by CLP methods requires working with a
large data package. Software, based upon dBASE III Plus, was developed to
automate data processing and printing of all the forms needed for the data
package. Software to report PCBs using LOTUS 1-2-3 will be developed to
further automate the analysis.
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Microscopy
The ACL has expanded its capabilities to include an FTIR microscope that
has a spatial resolution of 10 jtm and can be used in reflectance and transmission
modes. The instrument has been used to examine materials used in the CMT
nuclear waste disposal research efforts.
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Advanced Instrumental Methods for Analyzing Organics in Solid Waste
The objective of this program is to use advanced methods to characterise
those organics in complex mixtures that cannot be analyzed by GC/MS.
Although GC/MS is one of the most powerful organic analytical techniques, it is
not effective with certain complex organic mixtures. Two problems that arise in
GC/MS analysis are: (l) some complex mixtures cannot be separated by high
resolution capillary column gas chromatography, making mass spectral identification very difficult, and (2) many mass spectra of complex mixtures are difficult
to interpret unambiguously, e.g., the mass spectra of isomers are often
indistinguishable.
We have employed supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) as a means of
simplifying complex mixtures that could not be analyzed directly by GC/MS.
This was done in. two ways: (l) the extract from a solid waste (a feed coal)
was chromatographed to give four fractions, and (2) the actual waste was
extracted in 3ttu with the supercritical fluid (SFE) and chromatographed on-line
to give four fractions. The SFC/SFE technique led to better recovery of the
organics in the feed coal.
To analyze those compounds whose mass spectra do not lead to positive
identification, we used the technique of gas chromatography/matrix isolationinfrared spectroscopy (GC/MI-IR). The GC/MI-IR technique was found to have
sensitivity similar to that of GC/MS and was useful for identifying the isomers of
dimethyl naphthalenes in waste mixtures. Each isomer gave a unique infrared
spectrum. The sharpness of the peaks in the fingerprint region (as is characteristic of MI-IR spectra) was paramount to obtaining positive identification of the
compounds. A study was made on whether overlapping peaks of the dimethyl
naphthalenes could be quantitated. It was found that, except for isomers present
in small concentrations relative to other isomers, good results could be obtained.
Characterization of Organics in Solid and Sludge Wastes from Emerging
Energy Technologies
The primary objective of the program is (1) to characterize, by narrow-bore
capillary column GC/MS, the organics in solid and sludge wastes from the
processes of emerging energy technologies, such as coal gasification and liquefaction
and the extraction of oil from shale, and (2) to determine the potential of
organics leaching from these wastes after disposal. With a knowledge of the
organics in these wastes and their potential for leaching, strategies for treatment
of the waste before disposal can be formulated.
Twenty-four waste samples were analyzed, including feed coals, pulverized
feed coal, equalization tank sludge, pitch, tar, and heavy distillates. Two types of
analyses were done on each of these samples. The first type was a direct
analysis in which the samples were extracted, typically with methylene chloride,
and then analyzed by GC/MS. In the second, the samples were leached
according to an extraction procedure developed by the EPA, and the leachates
were extracted with methylene chloride and analyzed by GC/MS. The leaching
procedure is designed to simulate groundwater leaching of wastes in a typical
disposal-site environment. The types of compounds found in the wastes included
n-alkanes and other alkanes, n-alkenes, cyclohexanes, cyclopentanes, alkyl benzenes,
naphthalenes, indans, indenes, tetralins, decalins, biphenyls, acenaphthenes,
acenaphthylenes, polynuclear aromatics, thiophenes, furans, pyridines, phenols, nitro
compounds, and aldehydes.
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Plastic Pipe Program
The objective of this program (sponsored by the Gas Research Institute) is
to determine and characterize the chemical and molecular properties of polyethylene (PE) resins and to - determine the effect of these properties on the
mechanical strength of commercial PE pipe presently used for gas distribution.
The information obtained from this program will be used to control, improve, and
optimize the mechanical properties and long-term performance of PE pipe.
We have used 13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to determine
the type and degree of branching in 15 commercially available PE pipe materials.
Most commercial pipes had 1 to 4 n-butyl or ethyl branches per 1000 backbone
carbon atoms. In constant tensile load tests, pipes with longer branches (n-butyl)
and/or more branches generally performed better than pipes with shorter branches
(ethyl) and/or fewer branches. The degree and length of branching varied
inversely with the sample density. It is believed that the branching interferes
with crystal formation; single polyethylene molecules crystallize in more than one
crystal lattice linking crystals together. Such polyethylene molecules are called
"tie" molecules and lead to greater strength in the PE pipe. Statistical analysis
of test results has indicated that molecular branching, molecular weight averages,
and density play important roles in determining the mechanical strength of PE
materials.
In other work in this program, Phillips Petroleum has developed a modified
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) methodology for determining molecular
weight averages in PE materials. This methodology was developed in response to
the finding that there was poor reproducibility in GPC determinations of molecular weight averages by commercial polymer testing laboratories. Tests at ANL
and Phillips Petroleum with PE materials showed that the modified GPC methodology yields reproducible data for molecular weight determinations. Standard
deviations were less than 5% for measurements of weight- and number-average
molecular weights.
Rocky Flats Plutonium Metal Exchange Program
The ACL has participated in this program since the successful operation
of the "hot" ICP/AES instrument in our plutonium laboratory. The primary
objective of the program is to provide an independent evaluation for plutonium
analysis at individual participating laboratories, which, in turn, can provide a data
base and data review to DOE on the measurement capabilities of the participating laboratories. The program provides sample materials to participating
laboratories for analysis. The plutonium metal is dissolved and chemically
separated by anion exchange, and metal impurities are determined by ICP/AES.
The impurity measurements of the individual laboratories are then statistically
evaluated for differences. The ACL has participated in two of these intercomparison studies. Each has resulted in values that have been consistent with
the stated target values supplied by selected laboratories.
Determination of

226

Ra and

228

Ra in Water

The presence of radium in public and private water supplies is currently a
very 228
sensitive public issue. Several methods exist for the determination of 226Ra
and
Ra in water, but they are very elaborate and time consuming. We have
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demonstrated the cost effectiveness of a newly developed ion exchange method
utilizing a radium-selective Dowex resin. This method is much faster and less
involved but requires larger sample size than conventional methods.
The water sample, preferably 20 L, is acidified with hydrochloric acid to
approximately pH 3. The water is processed through the special Dowex ion
exchange resin bed. The resin containing the radium is sealed in a metal can
and aged before counting on a Nal detector. The collected counting data are
processed by a least-squares gamma spectra analysis program. The sensitivity of
this method is 0.5 pCi/L when a 20 L volume of water is used.
228
This 2 2 6 Ra and
Ra determination method was employed to determine
224
concentrations of Ra, 2 2 6 Ra, and 2 2 8 Ra in water collected at various strategic
points in Yellowstone National Park. In the field, large volumes of water were
passed through the special Dowex resin bed, and then these resins were delivered
to ANL. Here, they were sealed in metal cans and counted in a relatively
short time after collection. An early count was used to first determine 2 2 4 Ra
(tj/2 = 3.6 days); the other two radium isotopes were determined in the
conventional manner.

In addition to this application, we have had numerous requests for radium
determinations from municipalities and well drillers in the surrounding area. The
reason for this interest is that the EPA's maximum allowable total radium
content in drinking water is 5 pCi/L, and all municipalities with water
concentrations higher than this level must take steps to comply with EPA
guidelines.
Determination of Protactinium in Environmental Samples
Recently, there has been growing concern regarding
the increase in the
233
production of protactinium, which is present
as
Pa
(ti/2
= 27.4 days, /?") in
all nuclear waste4 containing its parent 2 3 7 Np, and, more importantly, as 2 3 1 P a
[ti/2 = 3.2 x 10 yr, a) associated with the uranium-thorium fuel cycle. This
interest evolves from the bone-seeking metabolic behavior of protactinium, its low
maximum body burden (0.1 μC\), and its long biological half-life (100 yr).
Traditionally, literature methods for the determination of protactinium have
described its capricious nature and have been plagued by low and sporadic yields
of utilized tracers. Recently, the ACL has adopted and modified a procedure
first suggested by Sill et al. 3,4 for a precise and accurate determination of
protactinium in environmental samples. This methodology includes the separation
of protactinium from nonradioactive matrix constituents, as well as from other
interfering alpha emitters. Chemical techniques are employed to ensure complete
exchange between utilized tracers and indigenous protactinium. The protactinium
is quantified by isotope dilution and alpha spectrometry. Tracer yields (70-80%)
and the protactinium product quality have both been demonstrated to be highly
satisfactory.
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania Project
In the early 1900s, a professor from the University of Pennsylvania began to
refine uranium ore to extract radium. His work continued for several years and
3
4

C. Sill, K. Puphal, F. Hindman, Anal. Chem. 46, 1725 (1974).
C. Sill, Anal. Chem. 38, 1458 (1966).
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at the peak of production he was a major supplier of radium worldwide for
medical applications. Unfortunately, Professor Kabakjian processed the ore
in the basement of his home. Consequently, his work led to widespread
contamination of the household, its contents, and the property itself.
At present, the Kabakjian property in Lansdowne, PA, is part of a
Superfund cleanup project. A group of Argonne employees from Environmental
Safety and Health (ESH) is coordinating the destruction and decontamination of
the property. In support of ESH, the ACL is analyzing a wide range of sample
types for numerous radionuclides. This project is challenging from both the
unusual sample types involved (floor carpeting, furniture pieces, bricks, etc.) and
the number of analytes required (Th, Ac, Pa, U, and gamma emitters). These
analyses must also be performed rapidly because removal of the contamination is
a dynamic, ongoing process requiring coordination between scientific groups and
deconstruction crews.
X-Ray Diffraction of Superconducting Materials
During the past year, we increased our work on X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis of superconducting materials. This analysis is used for phase identification and sample purity check of powder crystalline material. The minimum
detection limit of a minor component is the 5 to 10% level (depending on. the
sample matrix and crystal structure of the component).
The YBa2Cu3C>6.9 phase, often referred to as the "123" orthorhombic phase,
is superconductive at 90 K. However, the tetragonal form YBa2Cu3C>6 is not.
These two forms can be distinguished by XRD. In addition to identifying the
"123" phase, we are using XRD to determine the presence of impurity phases,
i.e., CuO, BaCO3, BaCuO2, and "211" phase (Y2BaCuO6); their presence is an
indicator of incomplete sample preparation.
Currently, scientists are studying the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (BSCCO) system. The
phase diagram for this system is more complex than the Y-Ba-Cu-0 phase
diagram, which has been fairly well characterized this past year by scientists
worldwide. In the BSCCO system, three superconducting phases have been
reported with critical temperatures of about 6, 80, and 110 K. Because the XRD
patterns of these phases are sufficiently different, XRD is being used to monitor
sample preparation procedures. We also determined that unknown XRD patterns
of phases often appear in the sample preparations. Although these phases have
not yet been characterized, information on just their presence is helpful to the
investigators.
Environmental Radiochemistry
The principal effort in environmental radiochemistry has been the application of methodologies that we developed in 1987 for analyzing samples
containing many important environmental radionuclides (Sr, Tc, Pu, Am, U, Th,
Ac, Pa, tritium, and gamma emitters). Numerous samples of soil, vegetation, and
water have been analyzed for ANL-West, ANL-East (ES&H), and the DOE
Environmental Survey Program. Approximately 200 samples collected from the
two ANL sites were analyzed for most of the radionuclides listed.
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Plutonium Residue Recovery Program
Several laboratories are working jointly with ANL to devise an economical
chemical process capable of recovering plutonium from al» types of scrap and
residue. The process for the removal of plutonium and other transuranic (TRU)
materials from the waste must also be efficient enough that process effluents can
be classified and disposed of as nonTRU waste. At ANL, liquid metals and
molten salts at elevated temperature are used as reagents and solvents to effect
the necessary separations and chemical conversions (Sec. IV.C). Separations are
possible because of the differing stabilities of compounds in the molten salt phase
relative to those in the liquid metal phase.
The ACL has significantly contributed to the success of this program by
providing high-quality analytical results. It is important to the process development to have reliable analyses of the residues used as feed material. The
quantification of the plutonium in this type of sample is done by high resolution
gamma spectrometry. Samples generated by the processes have been filtered salts
and metals, as well as large metal and salt ingots. Primary elements of interest
(Pu, Am, and Si) are determined by complete dissolution of the sample and
subsequent analysis by ICP/AES. Small undissolved samples are analyzed for Pu
and Am by gamma spectrometry. Other cationic constituents such as Al, Mg,
Cd, Cu, Zn, Ca, K, and Na are also of interest and are determined by ICP/AES.
Monitoring of the effluents has indicated that some process systems, such as the
Cu-Mg-Ca system, can remove as much as 99.8% of the plutonium from the feed
material.
Environmental Protection Agency Project
The EPA (Region V Office) supports a containment room in CMT for the
handling and analysis of hazardous waste samples. The room is a unique facility
that permits toxic sample handling in a safe manner and provides a means for
testing and isolating any resulting waste. Samples are handled from receipt
through analysis and disposal totally within a large glove box. Several analytical
instruments (GC, GC/MS, and ICP/AES) have been installed for the EPA's use.
The ACL has worked with EPA to prepare the facility for use. The EPA also
continues to support a storage facility on site for legally sensitive samples. The
interagency agreement also gives the ACL the opportunity to participate in
various EPA programs that are within the scope and objectives of the ACL.
Advanced Mass Spectrometric Capability
The ACL's state-of-the-art MS/MS instrument has the capability for GC/MS
and tandem GC/MS/MS analysis of samples with a mass range up to 2000. In
addition, it is equipped with a high performance liquid chromatography interface
(plasma and thermospray) and a programmable solid probe. The instrument has
the necessary software to provide forms and data in a format needed to meet tLe
requirements of the CLP protocol for the analysis of priority pollutants in water
and soil/sediment samples.
The sensitivity of the instrument is in the low picogram range, which is
needed for the quantitation of polychlorodibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and
polychlorodibenzofurans (PCDFs). The MS/MS capability has been used to
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unequivocally determine the presence/absence of PCDD and PCDF in samples
with coextracted interferences of such magnitude that conventional multiple ion
detection GC/MS cannot resolve these compounds at the required detection limits.
The solid probe has been used to determine the mass spectra of impure
samples, compounds that are not chromatographable (e.g., porphyrins, amino
acids), and high molecular weight compounds. The probe is temperature
programmed to selectively boil off low volatility components so that the mass
spectrum obtained is not influenced by their presence.
Conventional GC/MS has been used to analyze samples for the DOE
Environmental Survey Program following the CLP guidelines. The instrument was
tuned to meet specific CLP criteria so that calibration standards could be reliably
run. When all criteria were met, samples were analyzed and the data processed
with the resident EPA software.
Analysis of Dioxins from Municipal Waste Incineration
A cooperative effort with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) is in
progress to monitor emissions from municipal waste incineration. The NBS effort
has been to construct a small-scale incinerator for use in determining combustion
conditions for municipal solid waste (MSW) that would minimize the formation of
PCDDs and PCDFs. The ACL provided determination of PCDDs, PCDFs,
PCBs, and chlorinated benzenes in various preparations of MSW and in samples
generated from the application of various combustion conditions. In addition,
standard operating procedures for these analyses have been written.
Chemistry of Bottom Sediments from the Chicago River and North
Branch Canal
The ACL, together with the Energy and Environmental Systems Division,
began a joint venture that involved the analysis of bottom sediments of the
Chicago River and North Branch Canal. This study was requested by the United
States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and resulted fi-om the fact that this
organization is in charge of directing and maintaining the commercial navigation
that passes through the Chicago River. To facilitate this navigation, the USACE
deemed it necessary that this section of the river be dredged. Before these
dredgings could be transferred to a landfill, the EPA required that they be tested
for PCBs, volatile and semivolatile priority pollutants, metals, and cyanide.
In the present ACL study, strict sampling of the dredgings and chain-ofcustody protocols were maintained. Preparation and analysis of these samples
were performed using the CLP protocols. The procedures involve extraction of
the PCB and semivolatile samples, followed by GC/ECD determination of PCBs
and GC/MS analysis for the semivolatiles. Volatiles were determined by a
gaseous purge and trap technique, followed by on-line GC/MS analysis. Graphite
furnace atomic absorption was used to determine As, Se, and Tl; cold-vapor
atomic absorption was used to determine Hg; and ICP/AES was used for
determination of the remaining metals. Cyanide was measured colorimetrically
following distillation of the previously acidified samples.
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VIII.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

The Computer Applications Group provides assistance to Division staff
members in many aspects of computer-related activities, including (1J laboratory
data acquisition and control, (2) computer modeling and simulation studies,
(3) post-analysis of experimental results, (4) graphics applications, (5) information
management systems and data-base development, (6) computer operating system
maintenance, (7) small and large computer system networking, (8) procurement of
equipment, and (9) advisory, educational, and consulting services.
The Computer Applications Group has responsibility for (1) software maintenance and development for nearly 15 minicomputer data acquisition systems and
the Division's Local Area VAX cluster, which consists of five VAX computers,
and (2) hardware maintenance of various small systems and peripherals, including
the Division's extensive terminal communications system.
During the past year, utilization of personal computers for data
acquisition/control and modeling has increased. Over sixty such systems now
exist. The Group contributed to development of the computer program portion of
the Generic TRUEX Model (Sec. IV.B). This program, which runs on a
Macintosh computer using Microsoft Excel and HyperCard, (1) calculates a
TRUEX solvent extraction flowsheet based on input of a specific feed solution and
a specific set of process goals and constraints and (2) estimates the space and
cost requirements to install a TRUEX process for a specific application. Work
consisted of designing, testing, and integrating various portions of the model,
including the Spreadsheet Algorithm for Stagewise Solvent Extraction (SASSE),
the Spreadsheet Algorithm for Speciation and Partitioning Equilibria (SASPE),
and the Size of Plant and Cost Estimation (SPACE). Substantial effort was also
put forth to make the model more user friendly and to develop routines that
generate reports and graphs.
The major enhancement to CMT's Divisional computer system during 1988
consisted of the replacement of the seven-year-old VAX 11/785 with a VAX 6220
(dual-processor CPU), which has nearly three times the capacity of the older
system. The new system includes 64 Mb of main memory and over 4 Gb of
disk storage. A helical-scan tape backup unit able to store up to 2.2 Gb of data
per cartridge was added to the Local Area VAX cluster. The present system is
easily able to handle even peak day-time work loads with no signs of performance
degradation. Addition of optical storage for archival backups is planned. Major
software enhancements have included new capabilities for statistical data analysis
and for calendar management, and scheduling.
The VAX 6220 is used for a wide variety of applications including postanalysis of experimental data, theoretical calculations in basic energy science,
graphics applications, electronic mail, and other office automation and management
functions. At present, the VAX is being used by over 250 members of the
division and other related ANL personnel.
Computer networks continue to grow in importance in the Laboratory's
computing environment. Connection of CMT's VAX to the Laboratory-wide
Ethernet permits access to local resources such as the Computing and
Telecommunications Division's (CTD) Cray and VAX 8700 computer systems and
to external networks such as HEPNET (high energy physics network) and ESNET
(DOE energy sciences network). An NJE interface permits file transfer capability
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to and from the CTD IBM computer system and to the BITNET educational
network. The CMT VAX is further interfaced to MFENET (magnetic fusion
energy network), the precursor to ESNET, which is still under development.
Personal computers connected to the Ethernet are able to use CMT's VAX
as a disk, file, and/or print server. This is particularly useful for those systems
that are starting to be employed for administrative and graphics applications.
The High-Temperature Thermodynamics Group (Sec. VLB) continues to run
large, CPU-intensive theoretical calculations on its MicroVAX-II and newly
acquired VAXstation 3200. These systems, which provide approximately 50% of
the computational power of a VAX 6220, are connected to CMT's Ethernet to
provide access to various peripherals and computer networks. The addition of
another VAXstation is planned for FY 1989.
A block diagram of the Divisional computing configuration is shown in
Fig. VIII-1.

ANL Central
Computing Facility

VAX 6220
64 Mb Main Memory

PDP-11/44
Development System

Fig. VIII-1.

Block Diagram of CMT Computing Facilities
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DC.

ADDENDUM.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
PUBLICATIONS--1988
The Division's publications and oral presentations for 1988 were entered into
a bibliographic data base. The pages that follow are a printout of this information sorted into six categories: (1) journal articles, books, and book chapters,
(2) patents, (3) ANL progress and topical reports, as well as contributions to
reports published by organizations other than ANL, (4) abstracts and papers
published in proceedings of conferences, symposiums, workshops, etc., (5) oral
presentations at scientific meetings and seminars not referenced in the fourth
category, and (6) papers accepted for publication but not yet published.
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Chemical Technology Division
Publications —1988
A. Journal Articles, Books, and Book Chapters
Dating of MORB by Palagonite Layer Thickness Measurement
T. A. Abrajano
Dating of Young M0RB1 eds., R. Batiza. R. A. Duncan, and D. Janecky. JOI-USSAC.
Northwestern University, Evanston. IL. Appl. I (1988)
Linear Free Energy Relationships in Glass Corrosion
T. A. Abrajano. J. K. Bates, and J. K. Bohlke
Mater. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. 125. 383-392 (1988)
Methane-Hydrogen Gas Seeps. Zambales Ophiolile. Philippines: Deep or Shallow Origin9
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R. Varma. A. P. Brown, R. Kumar, R. San-Pedro. C. J. Freeman, and J. E. Hell
ANL-88-39 (DOE/HWP-70) (October 1988)
Novel Concepts for the Utilization of Fossil Resources
T. D. Wolsko. J. L. Gillette. K. A. Hub, R. Kumar. R. W. Lyczkowski. V. A. Maroni, M. J. Mclntosh.
W. A. Mego. J. B. Rajan. and D. R. Vissers
ANL/ES-l56(March 1988)
Gel Permeation Chromatography Procedures for the Determination of Molecular Weight Averages of Polycthylenes
Used in Gas Distribution Piping
J. E. Young. L. A. Raphaelian, C. H. Leight. D. C. Rohlfing. and F. C. Kokesh
Gas Research Institute Report GRI-88/0296 (December 1988)
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D. Abstracts and Proceedings Papers
Combustion Products Kinetics Mode!
S. Ahmed, R. Kumar, and J. E. Helt
Proc. of the Thermochemical Conversion Program Annual Meeting, Golden. CO, June 21-22,
1988, Solar Energy Research Institute. SERI/CP-231-3355. pp. 161-174 (July 1988)
Interfacial Structures
M. Blander et al.
The Role of Interfaces in !-uel Cell and Metal-Air Battery Electrochemical Reactions. Results
of the Research Assistance Task Force Meeting. Fontana. WJ. September 23-24, 1987.
pp. 5-28(1988)
Calculations of the Chemistry of Coal Combustion Effluents
M. Blander, S. Sinha. A. Pelton. and G. Eriksson
Proc. of the American Flame Research Committee Int. Symp. on Coal: Fuel for Today and
for the Future. Pittsburgh, PA. October 4-6. 1988, Paper No. 25 (1988)
Glass Electrolytes and Some of their Applications
I. Bloom. M. Hash, J. J. Heiberger. M. A. Internoscia. K. Rea. and L. Redey
Proc. of the Beta Battery Workshop VII Conf., DOE/EPRI. ed.. J. Higgins, Toronto. Canada.
June 1-3. 1988. EPRI AP-60I2-SR. pp. 20-1 through 20-13 (1988)
Reference Electrodes/Sensors Using Low-Resistivity Glass Membranes
I. Bloom, J. J. Heiberger. M. A. Internoscia. K. Rea. and L. Redey
Extended Abstracts. 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago, IL, October 9-14. 1988,
Vol. 88-2. p. 1068(1988)
Production of PCDFs and Related Products from PCBs—An Overview
M. D. Ericksor;
Proc. of the i987 E.^RI PCB Seminar, ed.. G. Addis. Kansas City. MO. October 6-9. 1987.
EPRI EA/EL-5612. pp. 7-32 through 7-47 (January 1988)
In Situ Soil Gas Monitoring by FTIR
M. D. Erickson and J. C. Demirgian
Proc. of the Department of Energy //; Situ Characterization and Monitoring Technologies
Workshop. Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program, Idaho Falls, ID. June 6-8. 1988,
DOE/HWP-62 (October 1988)
Quality of Environmental Analyses: Field Analysis. Laboratory Analysis, and Monitoring
D. W. Green and P. C. Lindahl
Proc. of the Department of Energy In-Situ Characterization and Monitoring Technologies
Workshop, Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program. Idaho Falls. ID, June 6-8, 1988.
DOE/HWP-62 (October 1988;
Dosimetry and Cross Section Measurements at RTNS II
L. R. Greenwood and D. W. Kneff
Proc. of the U.S./Japan RTNS II Experimenter's Workshop. Monterey. CA. October 15-16,
1987, pp. 181-205(1988)
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Experiments on Basic Mechanisms of Pyrolysis
J. E. Helt and N. Mallya
Proc. of ihe Thermochemical Conversion Program Annual Meeting, Golden, CO, June 21-22.
1988. Solar Energy Research Institute. SERl/CP-231-3355. pp. 221-236 (1988)
Incineration of Residue from Paint Stripping Operations using Plastic Media Blasting
J. E. Hel- and N. Mallya
Proc. of the Tenth Annual Industrial Energy Technol. Conf.. Houston, TX. September 14-16,
1988. pp. 325-329 (Sepember 1988)
Pyrolysis Experiments with Municipal Solid Waste Components
J. E. Helt and N. Mallya
Proc. of the 23rd Intersoc. Energy Conversion Eng Conf.. Am. Soc. Mech. Eng.. Denver,
CO. July 31-August 5. 1988. Vol. 4. pp. 427-432 (1988)
Lithium Disulfide Cells Capable of Long Cycle Life
T. D. Kaun. T. F. Holifield. and «'. H. DeLuca
Extended Abstracts, 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago. IL, Oclobei 9-14, 1988.
Vol. 88-2. p. 71 (1988)
Development of Overcharge Tolerance in Li/FeS and Li/FeS? Cells
T. D. Kaun. T. F. Holifield. M. Nigohosian. and P. A. Nelson
Extended Abstracts. 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago. IL. October 9-14, 1988,
Vol. 88-2. p. 67(1988)
Modifying FMS-11 to Provide Read-With-Timeout and Video Attribute Control
J. E. Kulaga
Proc. of the Digital Equipment Computer Users Society Meeting. Anaheim, CA,
December 7-11. 1987. pp. 237-239(1988)
Fuel Cells for Vehicle Propulsion Applications: A Preliminary Comparison
R. Kumar. M. Krumpelt. K. M. Myles. and P. A. Nelson
Program and Abstracts. 1988 Fuel Cell Seminar. Long Beach. CA, October 23-26. 1988.
pp. 369-373(1988)
Bench-Scale Tests of Alkali Vapor Removal from PFBC Exhaust Using a Fixed-Bed of Activated Bauxite Sorbent
S. H. D. Lee, E. L. Carls. W. J. Haas, and D. E. Eckels
Proc. of the Annual Coal Fuel Heat Engines and Gas Stream Cleanup Systems Contractors
Review Meeting. Morgantown. WV. June 14-16. 1988. DOE/METC-88/6094. pp. 107-111
(June 1988)
Potential of Converting MSW to Useful Fuels
N. Mallya and J. E. Hell
Proc. of the 13th National Waste Processing Conf. & Exhibit. Am. Soc. of Mech. Eng..
Philadelphia. PA. May 1-4. 1988. pp. 295-300 (1988)
Hydride Generation from the Exide Load-Leveling Cells
J. J. Marr and J. A. Smaga
Proc. Symp. on Stationary Energy Storage: Load Leveling and Remote Applications.
Honolulu, HA, October 18-23. 1987. Vol. 88-11. pp. 71-80(1988)
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Current- and Potential-Pulse Plating of Uranium from Fused Chlorides
S. L. Marshall and D. R. Vissers
Extended Abstracts, 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, Chicago, IL, October 9-14,
Vol. 88-2, p. 513(1988)
Kinetic Studies on the Electrodeposition of Uranium from Fused Salts
S. L. Marshall and D. R. Vissers
Extended Abstracts, 173rd Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, Atlanta, GA, May 15-20, 1988,
Vol. 88-1, p. 421 (1988)
Blanket Technology Experiments at Argonne National Laboratory
R. F. Mattas, C. B. Reed, B. Picologlou, P. A. Finn, R. G. Ciemmer, K. Porges, E. Bennelt, and L. R. Turner
Argonne National Laboratory Contributions to the Int. Symp. on Fusion Nuclear Technology
(ISFNT), ATokyo, Japan, April 10, 1988, ANL/FPP/TM-226, p. 1 (1988)
Fabrication of Ceramics for the Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
C. C. McPheeters, U. Balachandran. P. E. Blackburn, D. E. Busch. D. W. Dees, S. E. Dorris, J. Dusek.
J. J. Heiberger. H. Leu, S. Majumdar. F. C. Mrazek. J. J. Picciolo, and R. B. Poeppel
Extended Abstracts, 173rd Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, Atlanta, GA, May 15-20, 1988,
Vol. 88-1. p. 585(1988)
Recent Advances in Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Development
C. C. McPheeters, U. Balachandran, P. E. Blackburn, D. E. Busch, D. W. Dees, S. E. Dorris, J. Dusek,
J. J. Heiberger, H. Leu. S. Majumdar. F. C. Mrazek. K. M. Myles. J. J. Picciolo, and R. B. Poeppel
Proc. of the 23rd Intersoc. Energy Conversion Eng. Conf., Am. Soc. Mech. Eng., ed..
D. Y. Goswami, Denver, CO, July 31-August 5, 1988, Vol. 2, pp. 279-282 (1988)
Laser Raman Spectroelectrochemical Studies of Anodic Corrosion and Film Formation on Nickel and Iron in Aqueous
Solutions
C. A. Mekndres, T. Tipton. and N. Camillone III
Extended Abstracts. 173id Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Atlanta, GA, May 15-20, 1988,
Vol. 88-1. p. 49(1988)
In-Siiu Laser Raman Spectroscopy Studies of Corrosion Films on Metals in High Temperature Aqueous Environments
C. A. Melendres and W. Ruther
Proc. of the Tenth Int. Congress on Metallic Corrosion. Trans. Tech. Publ., Vol. 4, p. 3841
(1987)
Laser Raman Spectroscopy of Anodic Corrosion and Inhibitor Films on Iron and Nickel
C. A. Melendres. T. Tipton. and N. Camillone
Proc. of the 11th Int. Conf. on Raman Spectroscopy, eds.. R. J. H. Clark and D. A. Long,
John Wile\ and Sons. New York. September 5-9. 1988. p. 223 (1988)
Determination of the Transfer Coefficient Using DC Transient Techniques Coupled with All-Numerical DataEvaluation Methods
Z. Nagy
Extended Abstracts, 173rd Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, \tlanta. GA. Ma.» 15-20. 19X8.
Vol. 88-1. p. 647(1988)
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Effect of Diffusion Layer Structure on the Determination of Corrosion Rales from DC Transient Measurements
Z. Nagy, P. J. Hemes, M. Minkoff, G. K. Leaf, and R. H. Land
Extended Abstracts, I74ih Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago, IL, Ociober 9-14, 1988,
Vol. 88-2, p. 259(1988)
Effect of Double Layer Structure on the Determination of Corrosion Rales from Polarization Measurements
Z. Nagy and P. F. Schultz
Extended Abstracts, 173rd Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, Atlanta, GA, May 15-20, 1988.
Vol. 88-1, p. 47(1988)
Electrochemical Cell and Electrode Designs for High-Temperature/High-Pressure Kinetic Measurements
Z. Nagy and R. M Yonco
Proc. of the Metall. Soc. Third Int. Symp. on Environmental Degradation of Materials in
Nuclear Power Systems—Water Reactors, eds., G. J. Theus and J. R. Weeks, Traverse City, Ml.
August 30-September 3, 1987, p. 157-164, The Metallurgical Soc, Warrendale, PA (1988)
Materials Tests in Support of MHD Steam Bottoming Plant
K. Natesan and W. M. Swift
Proc. of the 26th Symp. on the Engineering Aspects of Magnetohydrodynamics, Nashville,
TN. June 20-22. 1988. pp. 5.1.1-5.1.11 (1988)
Fluorine-Combustion Calorimetric Studies of Technologically Important Chalcogenides
P. A. G. O'Hare
Proc. of the IUPAC Conf. on Chemical Thermoayn., Prague, Czechoslovakia, August 29September 2. 1988. p. 36 (1988)
Calorimetric Studies of Geological Materials of Importance in a Nuclear-Waste Repository
P. A. G. O'Hare, G. K. Johnson. I. R. Tasker
Proc. of the IUPAC Conf. on Chem. Thermodynamics, Prague, Czechoslovakia, August 29September 2. 1988. p. 24 (1988)
Design of a Study of Systems Analysis tor Material Control and Accountancy Technology (SAMCAT)
P. J. Persiani. A. B. Rothman. R. G. Bucher. T. A. Daly. B. C. Cha, L. E. Trevorrow, and W. B. Seefeldt
Proc. of the Third Int. Conf. on Facility Operations—Safeguards Interface, Am. Nucl. Soc.,
San Diego, CA. November 29-December 4. 1987. pp. 407-113 (1988)
Chemical O ,
-ige/Overdischarge Protection for Li-Alloy/Transition Metal Monosulfide Cells
L. Reaey
Extended Abstract". !74th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago, IL. October 9-14. Vol. 88-2,
p. 69U9S8)
Resistivity Measurements of High-Temperature Immobilized Elecirolyles
L. Redey and M. McPariand
Extended Abstracts. 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago, IL. October 9-14, Vol. 88-2.
p. 1051 (1988)
Coulcmetric Investigation of Iron and Nickel Sulfides in Li;S Saturated LiCl-KCI Eutectic
L. Redey and C. Woodcock
Exiended Abstracts. 173rd Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Atlanta. GA. May 15-20. 1988.
Vol. 88-1. p. 28(1988)
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Molecular Ordering in Liquid Semiconducting Alloys
M.-L. Saboungi, D. L. Price, J. W. Richardson, K. J. Volin, and H. T. J. Reijers
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Meeting, New Orleans, LA. March 21-25. 1988. Vol. 33, No. 3. p. 768
(1988)
Soluble Phthalocyanine Transition Metal Complexes
D. W. Slocum. M. J. Chen, C. M. Fendrick. J. W. Rathke, R. Watson, S. Sinclair, and K. S. Kinier
Extended Abstracts. XIHth Int. Conf. on Organometallic Chemistry, Torino, Italy, September
1988, Paper 0189-1 (1988)
Post-Test Observations on CSPL Cells
J. A. Smaga and J. J. Marr
Proc. of the Beta (Sodium/Sulfur) Battery Workshop VII Conf"., DOE/EPRI. Toronto, Canada,
May 31-June 3, 1988, EPRI AP-60I2-SR, pp. 39-1 to 39-9 (1988)
Relation of (226Ra/2MTh) Disequilibrium to Clinoptilolite-Water Ion Exchange in a Yellowstone Hydrothermal
Environment
N. C. Sturchio, J. K. Bohlke, and C. M. Binz
EOS (Trans. Am. Geophys. Union). Vol. 69, p. 527 (1988)
The Dynamics of Silica Deposition in Fractures: Oxygen Isotope Ratios in Hydrothermal Silica from Yellowstone
Drill Co, Y-l3
N. C. Sturchio, T. E. C. Keith, and K. Muehlenbachs
Trans. Geothermal Resources Council. Vol. 13. pp. 305-311 (1988)
MHD Heat and Seed Recovery Technology Project
W. M. Swift
Proc. of the MHD Contractors' Review Meeting. Pittsburgh, PA. January 26-28, 1988,
pp. 148-151 (1988)
Combined Gettering and Molten Salt Process for Tritium Recovery from Lithium
D. K. Sze and P. A. Finn
Argonne National Laboratory Contributions to the Int. Symp. on Fusion Nuclear Technology
(ISFNT). Tokyo. Japan. April 10. 1988. ANL/FPP/TM-226. p. 21 (1988)
The Role of a Blanket Tritium System on the Fusion Fuel Cycle
D. K. Sze. P. A. Finn. R. G. Clemmer, J. Anderson. J. Bartlit. J. Naruse. and H. Yoshida
Argonne National Laboratory Contributions lo the Int. Symp. on Fusion Nuclear Technology
(ISFNT). Tokyo. Japan, April 10. 1988. ANL/FPP/TM-226. p. 181 (1988)
Fractal Aspects of Grain Boundary Infiltration Process
S.-W. Tarn and J. G. Kirklin
Final Program and Abstracts of the Symp. on Fractal Aspects of Materials: Disordered
Systems. Muier. Res. Soc.. eds.. D. A. Weitz. L. M. Sanders, and B. B. Mandelbrot. Boston,
MA. November 29-December 2. 1988. p. 373 (1988)
Phase Transformations and Thermodynamic Behavior of the YBa;Cu<O, System via EMF Measurements
M. Tetenbaum. A. P. Brown, and M. Blander
Proc. of the 90th Annual Meeting & Exposition of the Am. Ceram. Soc.. May 1-5, 1988,
p. 356(1988)
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Nonsloichiometric Behavior of the YBa^CuiO, System Via EMF Measurements
M. Tetenbaum, B. S. Tani, B. Czech, and M. Blander
Proc. of the 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago, IL, October 9-14, 1988, p. 455C
(1988)
An Overview of Treatment and Conditioning of Low-Level Wastes
L. E. Trevorrow
Proc. of the Int. Symp. on Alternative Low-Level Waste Technologies, February 27-March I,
1986, pp. 1-9(1988)
Preliminary Investigations for Technology Assessment of " M o Production from LEU Targets
G. F. Vandegrift, D. J. Chaiko, R. R. Heinrich, E. T. Kucera, K. J. Jensen. D. S. Poa, J. B. Rajan, R. Varma,
and D. R. Vissers
Proc. of the 1986 Int. Meeting on Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors,
Gatlinburg, TN. November 3-6, 1986, pp. 64-79, ANL/RERTR/TM-9, CONF-861185 (July
1988)
Laboratory Identification of Glass Compositions Suitable foi Disposal of Waste Reactive Metal
R. Varma, A. P. Brown, R. Kumar, R. San-Pedro, C. Freeman, and J. E. Helt
Proc. of the 13th Annual Environmental Quality R&D Symp., Williamsburg, VA,
November 15-17, 1988, pp. 468-478 (1988)
Electrodeposition of Cadmium from Aqueous Fluoborate Electrolytes
R. Varma, H. Shimotake. T. L. Hoeller, and V. Agarwala
Proc. of the Corrosion "88 Conf., St. Louis, MO, March 21-25, 1988, Paper No. 388 (1988)
Trace Impurity Detection in Semiconductors Using UV Laser Mass Spectrometry
C. E. Young, M. J. Pellin, W. F. Calaway, J. W. Burnett, and D. M. Gruen
Proc. of the First Annual Meeting of the Lasers and Electro-Optics Soc.. Santa Clara, CA,
November 2-4. 1988, p. 212 (1988)
Impurity Analysis in SIMOX Samples by High-Efficiency Resonance Ionization Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry
C. E. Young. M. J. Pellin, W. F. Calaway, J. W. Burnett, D. M. Gruen, H. J. Stein, and S. S. Tsao
Proc. of the Fourth Int. Symp. on Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy and its Applications,
Gaithersburg, MD, April 10-15, 1988, pp. 205-206 (198?)
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E. Papers Presented at Scientific Meetings
Free Energy of Glass Hydration: Some Applications and Limitations
T. A. Abrajano, J. K. Bates, W. L. Ebert. D. T. Reed, and P. A. G. O'Hare
Presented at the Spring Meeting of Materials Research Soc, Reno, NV, April 5-8, 1988
Laser-Induced Surface Ablation and Optical Damage of ZnS Crystals Caused by Single- and Multi-Pulsed Laser
Irradiation
H. F. Arlinghaus, W. F. Calaway, D. M. Gruen. and L. L. Chase
Presented at the 20th Annual Symp. on Optical Materials for High Power Lasers, Boulder,
CO, October 26-28, 1988
Analysis of Ion-Bombarded and Laser Irradiated Surfaces of ZnS and Zn via Two-Photon High-Resolution LaserInduced Fluorescence Spectroscopy
H. F. Arlinghaus, W. F. Calaway, C. E. Young, M. J. Pellin, D. M. Gruen, and L. L. Chase
Presented at the 35th National Symp. of the AVS, Atlanta, GA, October 3-7, 1988
Laser Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Zinc Neutrals Originating from Laser-Irradiated and Ion-Bombarded Zinc Sulfide
and Zinc Surfaces
H. F. Arlinghaus. W. F. Calaway, C. E. Young, M. J. Pellin, D. M. Gruen, and L. L. Chase
Poster Presented at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory BES-Program Review, Livermore, CA,
February 8-10, 1988
Laser Damage Studies of ZnS via Neutral Zn Particle Emission
H. F. Arlinghaus. W. F. Calaway, C. E. Young, M. J. Pellin, D. M. Gruen, and L. L. Chase
Presented at the Fourth Int. Laser Science Conf., Atlanta, GA, October 2-6, 1988
Development of Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
U. Balachandran, J. J. Picciolo, C. C. McPheeters, S. E. Dorris, D. W. Dees, J. J. Heiberger, F. C. Mrazek,
P. E. Blackburn, R. B. Poeppel, and D. C. Fee
Presented at the 90th Annual Meeting of the Am. Ceram. Soc, Electronics Division,
Cincinnati, OH, May 1-5, 1988
Mass Spectrometry Studies of Fission Product Behavior II. Gas Phase Species in the Csl-CsOH System
P. E. Blackburn and C. E. Johnson
Presented at the Symp. on Nuclear Reactor Severe Accident Chemistry, Third North American
Chemical Congress of the Am. Chem. Soc.. Toronto, Canada. June 5-11, 1988
A Thermodynamic Model of Uranium(VI) Extraction from Nitric Acid Solutions by the TRUEX Solvent
N. R. Blake. P.-K. Tse. and G. F. Vandegrift
Presented at the 12th Aciinide Separation Cont.. Naperville. IL. May 8-11. 1988
Calculations of the Chemistry of Coal Combustion
M. Blander
Presented at Ecole Polytechnique. University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada, May 3, J 988
Calculations of the Thermodynamic Properties of Metallurgical Solutions
M. Blander
Presented at the 27th Annual Conf. of Metallui^sls. Montreal, Canada. August 28-31, 1988
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A New Calculational Method for Deducing the Complex Chemistry of Coal Combustion Products
M. Blander
Presented at the Conf. on Mineral Matter & Ash Deposition from Coal, Santa Barbara. CA.
February 21-26, 1988
Predicting Mixing Properties of High-Temperature Solutions
M. Blander
Presented at the Midwest Thermodynamics Symp.. Lake Geneva, Wl, May 15-17, 1988
Fundamental Principles for Conversion of Actinide Oxides to Halides
M. Blander, R. D. Pierce, and G. K. Johnson
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf., Naperville, IL, May 8-11, 1988
Effect of Processing Variables on Superconducting Ceramics
I. Bloom, B. S. Tani, M. C. Hash, N. Chen, K. C. Goretta. D. Shi, M. Patel, and D. W. Capone
Presented at the University of Illinois, Chicago, IL, November 18, 1988
"Divergent" Metasomatic Reactions with a "Common" Fluid
J. K. Bohlke
Presented at the Goldschmidt Conf., Geochemic.al Soc., Baltimore, MD, May 11-13, 1988
Optimization of the Separation of Polyethylenes and Polystyrenes by Supercritical Fluid Chromatography
A. S. Boparai and D. V. Applegate
Presented at the 30th Rocky Mountain Conf., Rocky Mountain Soc. for Applied Spectroscopy,
Denver, CO. July 31-August 5, 1988
Measurement of Long-Lived Isotopes
D. L. Bowers
Presented at the Eighth Analytical Chemistry Laboratory Technical Meeting, Argonne National
Laboratory, January 8, 1988
ICP/AES of the Actinides and Impurities in Plutonium
D. L. Bowers and E. A. Huff
Presented at the 32nd Annual Plutonium Exchange Meeting, McClellan Air Force Base,
Sacramento, CA. October 25-27, 1988
Fundamental Sputtering Studies: Nonresonant Ionization of Sputtered Neutrals
J. W. Burnett, M. J. Pellin. W. F. Calaway, D. M. Gruen. and J. T. Yates, Jr.
Presented at the Frontiers of Surface Analysis Conf., Argo.nne National Laboratory,
September 28-30. 1988
Update on Development of the IFR Pyroprocess
L. Burris, W. E. Miller. E. C. Gay, J. P. Ackerman, Z. Tomczuk, J. Herceg. and W. Kann
Presented at the Am. Nucl. Soc. Annual Meeting, San Diego. CA, June 12-16, 1988
Analysis of SIMOX Samples Using Resonance Ionization of Sputtered Atoms
W. F. Caiaway
Presented at the Argonne Colloquium on the Frontiers of Surface Analysis. Argonne National
Laboratory, September 23-30, 1988
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Laser-Induced Damage on Zinc Sulfide
W. F. Calaway
Presented at the Chemistry Division Seminar. Argonne National Laboratory, March 21, 1988
FBC Metal Wastage Cooperative Research Program
E. L. Carls, W. F. Podolski, G. F. Berry, R. Lyczkowski, and K. Reimann
Presented at the Illinois Coal Board's Sixth Annual Contractors' Technical Meeting,
Champaign, IL, August 2-A, 1988
Thermodynamic Modeling of Chemical Equilibria in Metal Extraction
D. J. Chaiko
Presented at the University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH, February 11, 1988
Modeling of Aqueous and Organic Phase Speciation in the TRUEX Process
D. J. Chaiko and G. F. Vandegrift
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf., Naperville, IL, May 8-11, 1988
Use of Centrifugal Contactors for TRUEX Process Verification
D. B. Chamberlain, R. A. Leonard, J. E. Stangel, A. B. La'O, and G. F. Vandegrift
Presented at the AIChE National Meeting, Denver, CO, August 21-24, 1988
TRUEX Process Verification
D. B. Chamberlain. J. E. Stangel, G. F. Vandegrift, R. A. Leonard, and A. B. La'O
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf., Naperville, IL, May 8-11, 1988
Sulfide Capacities of CaO-FeO-SiOi S'ags
B. Chen, R. G. Reddy, and M. Blander
Presented at the Third Int. Conf. on Molten Slags and Fluxes, Univ. of Stratchclyde, Glasgow,
Scotland, June 27-29, 1988
Fabrication and Testing of Li-Alloy/FeS Batteries
A. A. Chilenskas and G. Barlow
Presented at the Ninth Int. Electric Vehicle Symp., Toronto, Canada, November 13-15, 1988
Technical Requirements and Considerations of a Fuel Cell/Battery Hybrid Power Source for an Urban Bus
C. C. Christianson and P. G. Puntil
Presented at the Int. Symp. on Batteries and Fuel Cells, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu, India,
February 3-6, 1988
Opportunities for Optimizing EV Battery Performance, Battery Specific Power, and Vehicle Equivalent Electrical
Circuit Considerations
C. C. Christianson, W. C. Spindler, and R. L. Driggans
Presented at the Ninth Int. Electric Vehicle Symp., Toronto. Canada, November 13-15, 1988
The Blanket Interface to TSTA: Requirements for Liquid Lithium Blanket Processing Systems
R. G. Clemmer, P. A. Finn, T. L. Grimm, D. K. Sze, J. L. Anderson, J. R. Bartlit, Y. Naruse, and H. Yoshida
Presented at the Third Topical Meeting on Tritium Technology in Fission, Fusion, and Isotopic
Applications, Canadian Nucl. Soc. and Am. Nucl. Soc., Toronto, Canada, May 1-6, 1988
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The Requirements for Processing Tritium Extracted from Fusion Reactor Blankets: Liquid Lithium Blankets
R. G. Clemmer. P. A. Finn. D. Sze. and T. Grimm
Presented at the Third Topical Meeting on Tritium Technology in Fission, Fusion, and lsotopic
Applications. Canadian Nucl. Soc. and Am. Nucl. Soc, Toronto. Canada, May 1-6. 1988
Accurate Quantum Chemical Energy Calculations: A Study of B-;H* and B^H,, Compounds
L. A. Curtiss
Presented at the Int. Symp. on the Electronic Structure and Properties of Molecules and
Crystals, Dubrovnik-Cavtat.. Yugoslavia. August 29-September 3. 1988
Investigation of Many Body Effects in the Interactions of Fe"~ and Cu"T Ions with Water
L. A. Curtiss
Presented at the 1988 Midwest Theoretical Chemistry Conf.. Argonne National Laboratory.
May 12-14. 1988
Theoretical Studies of CuO Clusters Representing YBa:Cu-,O7_,: Investigation of Cu(III) Formation versus Oxide
Oxidation
L. A. Curtiss and A. Shastri
Presented at the Int. Conf. of the First Two Years of High-Temperature Superconductivity,
Tuscaloosa. AL. April 11-13. 1988
Theoretical Investigation of Possible Low-Lying Electronic Excitations in
L. A. Cuniss and S.-W. Tarn
Presented at the Fall Meeting of the Materials Research Society. Boston. MA. November 28December3. 1988
Comparative Analysis of Fuel Processing Alternatives for Coal-Based High Temperature Fuel Cells
E. J. Daniels. C. B. Dennis. V. Minkov. and M. Krumpelt
Presented at the Fuel Cell Seminar. Long Beach. CA. October 23-26. 1988
Development of a Methodology for she FTIR Analysis of Stack Gas
J. C. Demirgian
Presented at the Eighth Analytical Chemistry Laboratory, Technical Meeting. Argonne National
Laboratory. January 8. 1988
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Gas Mixtures Using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
J. C. Demirgian and M. D. Erickson
Presented at the 13th Annual Environmental Quality R&D Symp.. Wiiliamsburg. VA.
November 15-17. 1988
Evaluation of Multidimensional Gas Chromatographic Enhancement of Quantitative Data
J. C. Demirgian and C. T. Snyder
Presented at the 39(h Pittsburgh Conf. on Analytical Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy.
New Orleans. LA. February 22-26. 1988
Fabrication of the Argonne Monolithic Solid-Oxide Fuel Cell
S. E. Dorris. L. Balachandran. D. W. Dees. J. J. Picciolo. and C. C. McPheeters
Presented at the Fuel Cell Seminar. Lone Beach. CA. October 23-26. 1988
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Laser Ram?o Microprobe Analyses of Secondary Phase Produced on Hydrated Glass
W. L. Ebert, J. K. Bates. J. A. Sundberg, and R. A. Blegen
Presented at the 39th Pittsburgh Conf. and Exposition on Analytical Chemistry and Applied
Chemistry, New Orleans, LA, February 22-26, 1988
Development of FTIR Gas Analysis for Environmental and Energy Applications
M. D. Erickson
Presented at the CSUI-ANL Conf. on Life on Earth: Environmental Issues, Argonne National
Laboratory, October 27-28. 1988
PCBs: A Societal. Environmental, and Analytical Problem
M. D. Erickson
Presented at Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA. Mirch 1. 1988: Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago. IL. March 30. 1988; Chemical Technology Division Seminar. Argonne. National
Laboratory. May 18. 1988
PCDFs and Related Compounds in PCB Fires—A Review
M. D. Erickson
Presented at the DIOXIN 88 Conf.. Umel Sweden. August 21-26. 1988
Isolation and Purification of Uranium from Environmental Materials for Mass Spectrometric Analysis
A. M. Essling. D. G. Graczyk, and E. P. Horwitz
Presented at the 34th Annual Conf. on Bioassay, Analytical and Environmental Radiochemistry. Las Vegas. NV. October 17-21. 1988: also. Ninth Analytical Chemistry Technical Meeting. Argonne National Laboratory,. November 1. 1988
Monolithic Fuel Cell Based Power Source for Burst Power Generation
D. C. Fee. P. E. Blackburn. D. W. Dees. J. J. Heiberger, C. C. McPheeters. F. C. Mrazek. D. E. Busch.
J. Dusek. T. E. Easier. W. A. Ellingson. B. K. Flandermeyer. R. J. Fousek. S. Majumdar, J. J. Picciolo.
J. P. Singh, and R. B. Poeppel
Presented at the Fifth Sytnp. on Space Nuclear Power Systems. The Institute for Space Nuclear
Power Studies. Albuquerque. NM. January 11-14. 1988
Measurements of Adsorption in the LiAIO;-H;O(g) System
A. K. Fischer and C. E. Johnson
Presented at the Eighth Topical Meeting on the Technology of Fusion Energy. Am. Nucl. Soc..
Salt Lake City. L T October 9-13. 1988
Processing of IFR Waste Salts
D. F. Fischer
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf.. NapervilJe, IL. May 8-11. 1988
Immobilization of IFR Salt Wastes in Mortar
D. F. Fischer and T. R. Johnson
Presented at the SPECTRUM '88 Am. Nucl. Soc. Fuel Cycle and Waste Management Division Meeting. Pasco. WA, September 11-15. 1988
Plant-Scale IFR Process Development. Electmretining Cell Operation
E. C. Gay
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separations Con,".. Naperville. IL. May 9-11. 1988

D W (irecn
I*fVscrHc<J di ii.v Sixih DOB Analytical Managers Meeting. Brookhuven Nalional Laboratory.
I num. W . September 6-9, 198K
Neutron Measurements b> the Foil Activation Technique
L. R. Greenwood
Presented al the Discrimination Conf. Proc., Air Force Wc.i wns Laboratory. Kirtland Air Force
Base. N M . June 2-3. 1988
Radiation Damage Calculations for Compound Materials
L. R. Greenwood
Presented at the 14th Int. Symp on Effects of Radiation on Materials. ASTM, Andover. MA.
June 27-29. 1988
Neutron Environments
L. R. Greenwood and D. G. Doran
Presented al the Workshop on Requirements for an International Fusion Materials Irradiation
Facility, San Diego. CA. March 23-24. 1988
Radiation Damage in Compound Materials
L. R. Greenwood and H. L. Heinisch
Presented at the Workshop on the Effects of Recoil Spectra and Nuclear Transmutations on
(he Evolution of the Microfracture. Lugano. Switzerland. March 23-29. 1988
A Comparison of PCB/Pesticide Quantitation Using Packed and Megabore Columns
M. C. Hansen. J. F. Schneider, and M. D. Erickson
Presented at the Am. Chem. Soc. Meeting. Los Angeles. CA. September 25-30. 1988; also.
Ninth Analytical Chemistry Laboratory Technical Meeting, Argonnc Nalional
Laboratory. Novembei I. 1988
Current Research on Energy from Municipal Waste
J. E Hell
Presented at the Critical Issues Forum of the Western Society of Engineers. Chicago. 1L.
March 23. 1988
The Determination of Impurities in Pu Metal by Anion Exchange and ICP/AES
E. A. Huff and D. L. Bowers
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separations Conf.. Naperville. IL. May 8-11. 1988
ICP-AES of the Actinkle Elements
E. A. Huff and D. L. Bowers
Presented at the 30th Rocky Mountain Conf.. Rocky Mountain Soc. for Applied Spectroscopy.
Denver. CO. July 31-August 5. 1988
Utility Programs for Facilitating Contract Laboratory Program Data Package Preparation
E Y. Hwang and R. J. Wingender
Presented at the 36(h Conf. on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics. Am. Soc. for Mass
Spectrometry. San Francisco. CA, June 5-10. 1988
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Current Experimental Activities in Solid Breeder Development
C. E. Johnson et al.
Presented at the Int. Symp. on Fusion Nuclear Technology. Atomic Energy Society of Japan.
Japan Society of Plasma Science and Nuclear Fusion Research. Tokyo. Japan. April 10-19.
1988
Experimental Strategy lor Solid Breeder Development
C. E. Johnson and G. W. Hollenberg
Presented at the Int. Symp. on Fusion Nuclear Technology. Atomic Energy Society of Japan.
Japan Society of Plasma Science and Nuclear Fusion Research. Tokyo. Japan. April 10-19.
19.SK
Mass Spectrometry Studies of Fission Product Behavior
I. Johnson. C. E. Johnson, and R. L. Rii/man
Presented at the Symp. on Nuclear Reactor Severe Accident Oemi.stry. Third North American
Chemical Congress <•;' lhe Am. Chem. Soc.. Toronto. Canada, Ju>.-- 5-11, I9KK
Aerosol Nitrate and Sulfate: Measurements b\ Three Different Co-Locuied Samplers
S. A. Johnson and R. Kumar
Presented ai the Symp. on Chemistry of Acid Rain Effect and Abatement. Third North
American Chemical Congress of the Am. Chem. Soc.. Toronto, Canada. June 5-11. 1988
Near-Real Time Infrared Obsenations of Acidic Sulfates in "Clean" Air at Mauna Loa. Hawaii
S. A. Johnson and R. Kumar
Presented at the S\mp. on Chemistry of Acid Rain Effect and Abatement. Third North
American Chemical Congress of the Am. Chem. Soc.. Toronto. Canada. June 5-11. I98K
Preparation of Superconducting YBa:CuiOT_, Films by Magnetron Sputtering
J H. Kang. R. T. Kampuinh. K. E. Grav. A. Wagner, and E. A. Huff
Presented ut the Spring Meeting of the Materials Research Soc.. Reno. NV. April 5-8. 1988
Modeling L'nusual Tritium Release Behavior from Li:O
J. P. Kopas/, S.-W. Tarn, and R. A. Verrall
Presented at the Eighth Topical Meeting on Technology of Fusion Energy. Am. Nucl. Soc..
Salt Lake City I T . October 9-13. I98K
Sepjration of Mo-99 from Uranium Silicidc
J. D. Kwol and G. F. Vandegrifi
Presented at the I2lh Actinide Separation Conf.. Naperville. 1L. May 8-11, 1988
Processing of l.ovv-Bumup LEL Silicidc Targets
J. D. Kisok. G. I:. Vandegrift. and J. E. Matos
Presented at 1988 Int. Meeting on Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reaciors.
San Diego. CA. .September 1K-24. 1988
Adding Lser-Friendliness to the Generic TRUEX Model
J. M. Leddin and G. F. Vandegrifi
Presented at the 12th Aclinide Separation Conf.. Naperville. IL. May 8-11. 1988

Modeling and Thermal Management of Advanced Batteries
J. Lee
Prese-ited al the Third Annual Battery Conl. on Appln ttions anil Advances. l-lodrochein
Soc.. Long Beach. CA. January 12 14, IWS
Thermal Conductivity and Thermal Hxpansion of Stainless Sleek I) 1 /and li'Y1)
1.. Leibowu/ and K. Bloim|insi
Presented al Ihe Tenth Syrup, on Therniophysaal I'lopenies. Gaiihershiirg, Ml). June 20- 2.'.
IWX
Thermodynamics of the llraniuiii-Zirconiuni System
I. Lcihouii/. R. A. HlonKjU'st, and A. I). IVIlon
Presented at the Seventh Int. Symp. on ThomitHlynuniics ot" Nuclear Maieiials. Clncajio. II..
SepreMilx.'r2f>-.10. 1WS
IVsign and Tosiing ol'Ceiirnluual Contactors tor Kemole-llaiullcd Opcrudons on a Laboratory Scale
R. A. Leonard. D. B. Chamlierlaui. R. C. I'rank. J. H. Moh. and (i. V. Varuleiirili
Presented at the 12th Actimde Separation Con I".. Napemlle, IL. May S -11. 1"KS
(ieneralion of TRl'l-IX Mow sheets. Plant Si/e. and Cost [-stimates
R. A. Leonard. J. M. Leddin. W. B. Seeleldt. D. B. Chanilvrlain. and G. I-. Vamleprill
Presented al ihe I2lh Aciinide Separation Cont".. Na|vrville. II., May S I I, I«)SS
Minicontaclors for Flowsheet Development
R. A. Lei>nard and G. I-. Vaiulejirill
Presented al the Pu/l' Reciivery OiK-ralions Colli.. USIK)!-. Idaho lalls. II). October -4 t\

Stress Analysis of Monolithic Soliil-Ovklc I-ticl Cell Ta|ies
II. J. Leu and S. Majuindar
Presenred al Ihe I-uo I Cell Seminar, l.onj; Beach. CA. Octolvr 2.1 26. ll>8N
Sample Analysis for ihe IX)li i:n\ ironmental Survey
P. C. Lindahl
I'rcseiiittil M \\K WoiWshop on lliivironmenial Aitulytical ProWems l<mquc to IX)1 ; .. Oak Rtiige.
TN. December 12-13. 1WS
Crlovebov for Plain Seal*., Liqurpmeni IX-velopinent
R. F. Malecha and M. A. Slawecki
Presented al the Annual Conf. and tiqtnpment Display. Am. GloicSov S I K . . Demer. CO.
August 22-25. I48K
Large Glovcbox Design and Operation
R. T Malecha and M. A. Slawecki
Presenied at the 12th Actinide Separations Conf.. Napcrvillc. IL. Ma\ S I I . I>JSS
l-tfects of F;eeds!(x;k Components on Municipal Solid Waste P>rolysis
N. Mallya and J. L:. Melt
Presented al the Research in Theniiochemieal Biomass Comersion Conl.. I'hooinv
M a v 2 - f \ I'JKK

A/.
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Catalysis by Akiminophospliale Molecular Sieves
V. A. Maroni
Presented at the Materials Science Division Seminar, Argonne National Laboratory.
Ociober27. 1988
Molecular Vibrations of Transition Metal and Post Transition Metal Clusters
V. A. Maroni
Presented at the Colloquium on Structural Aspects of Transition Metal Cluster Chemistry.
Argonne National Laboratory. June 13-14, 1988
Spectroscopic Studies of the Reaction of Funciionali/ed Light Hydrocarbons with Silicon- and Cobalt-Subslituied
AIPO-34
V. A. Maroni
Presented at the Department of Chemical Engineering Colloquium/Seminar. Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. Worcester. MA. April 18. 1988
On the Importance of Thermodynamics to Aqueous Corrosion at Elevated Temperature and Pressure
V. A. Maroni. L. A. Curtiss. T. F. Kassner. C. A. Melendres. and Z. Nagy
Presented at the Seventh Int. Symp. on Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials, Metal I. Soc..
Chicago. IL. September 26-30. 19X8
Spectroscopic Studies of the Reaction of Light Alcohols with Silicon- and Cobalt-Substituted AIPO-34
V. A. Maroni. L. E. lion, and I. Choi
Presented at the Symp. on Perspectives in Molecular Sie\e Science. Third North American
Congress of the Am. Cheni. Soc., Toronto. Canada. June 5-11, 1988
Studies of Zeolite Catalysis by Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Spectroscopy
V. A. Maroni. S. A. Johnson, and K. A. Martin
Presented at the Symp. on Perspectives in Molecular Sieve Science. Third North American
Congress of the Am. Chem. Soc.. Toronto. Canada. June 5-11. 1988
Continuing Investigations on Elechochemical Preparation of LEL' Targets forW-Mo Production
S. L. Marshall. L. Redey. D. R. V^sers. G. F Vandegrifi. and J E. Maios
Presented at the Int Meeting on Reduced Enrichment for Research and Tesi Reactors.
San Diego. CA. September 19. 1988
A New Automated Continuous Eimissions Monitor for incinerators
M. J. Mclntosh. M D. Eriekson. and J. C. Demirgian
Presented a! the IWN Pacific Basin Conf. on Hazardous Waste. Honolulu.. HI. February }-f>.
198K
Development of the Argonne Monolithic Solid Oude Fuel Cell
C.C McPheeterPresented :<\ ihe Technology Base Investment Strategy Conl.. Baltimore. Ml). February 25.
Argonne Monolithic Solid-Ondc Fuel Cell Development Program
C. C. McPheeur-s. I . Bilachandran. P. F. Blackburn. D. F. Buscli. D W Dees. S E Dnms. J. DUM.K.
J. J. Heiberger. H. Leu. S Maiumd.tr. F C Mra/ek. K. M. Myiex. J J. Picciolo. and R. H. Poeppe!
Presented al ihe f-uel Cell Seminar, l.onu BeuJi. CA. Ounhex 23-26. i9SS
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Multilayer Ceramic Structures for the Monolithic Fuel Cell
C. C. McPheeters, U. Balachandran. P. E. Blackburn, D. E. Busch, D. W. Dees. S. E. Dorris. J. Dusek.
J. J. Heiberger, H. Leu. S. Majumdar, F. C. Mra/.ek, K. M. Myles. J. J. Picciolo, and R. B. Poeppel
Presenied at the Int. Meeting on Advanced Materials, Materials Research Soc., Sunshine City.
Ikebukuro, Tokyo. Japan, May 30-June 3, 1988
Monolithic Fuel Cells
C.-C. McPheeters. U. Balachandran. D. W. Dees. S. E. Dorris, J. J. Heiberger, F. C. Mra/.ek. K. M. Myles.
J. J. Picciolo, and R. B. Poeppel
Presented at the 33rd Int. Power Sources Symp.. Cherry Hill. NJ. June 13-16. 1988
Laser Raman Spectroelecirochemical Studies of Anodic Corrosion and Film Formation on Iron in Phosphate Solutions
C. A. Melendres. N. Camillone. and T. Tipton
Presented at Gordon Research Conf. on Physical Electrochemistry, New London. N H .
August 8-12. 1988
Laser Raman Spectroelectrochemical Studies of Nickel Corrosion and Passivation in Aqueous Solutions
C. A. Melendres. VV. Padcn. T. Tipton. and W. Ruther
Presented at the 29th Corrosion Science Symp.. Loughborough. England, September 13-16.
1988
Laser Raman Spectroscopy Studies of Corrosion and Eleclrocatalysis
C. A. Melendres
NATO-Advanced Study Institute on Spectroscopic and Diffraction Techniques in Interfacial
Electrochemistry. Puerto de la Cru/.. Tenerife. Spain. July 3-15, 1988
Effect of Lens Voltage Adjustments for Tuning a Triple Quadrupole GC/MS to Meet Contract Laboratory Program
Specifications
P. E. Melnicoff and R. J. Wirgendei
Presented at the 16th Conf. on Spectrometry and Allied Topics. Am. Soe. for Mass Spectrometry. San Francisco. CA. June 5-10. 1988
Coolant System Considerations for Electromagnetic Continuous Casting of Steel
B. Misra. J. E. Battles, and V. Shah
Presented at the Int. Symp. on Casting ol Near Net Shape Products, Honolulu. HI,
No\ ember 13-17. 1988
Test Methods and Data Acquisition
T. P. Mulcahev
Presented at Bellcore Technical Seminar on Immobilized Electrolyte Lead-Acid Batteries for
Bell Operating Company Applications. Chicago. IL, March 9. 1988
ElccirocataKtic Eflecis of Trace Impurities on Outer-Sphere Electrode Reactions
7. V j g y N. C. Hung, and R. M. Yoiieo
Presented ai the Gordon Research Conf. on Physical Electrochemistry. New London. NH.
August S-12. !l>88
pH lili.-vlrcxle !or High Temperature-High Pressure Thermodynamic Measurements in Aqueou, Solutions
/ . Njgv jnd R. M. Yonco
Presented .it the Seventh Int. Svnip. on Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials. Melall. Soc..
Oju.igo. IL. September 2ft-3(1. 19S8
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Temperature Effects in Electrode Kinetics: The Ferrous/Ferric Redox Reaction
Z. Nagy. R. M. Yonco. and N. C. Hung
Presented at the Gordon Research Conf. on Electrochemistry. Ventura, CA. January 18-22.
1988
Materials Performance in Simulated Fluidized-Bed Combustion Environments
K. Naiesan and W. F. Podolski
Presented at the National Association of Corrosion Engineers. Corrosion '88 Conf.. Si. Louis.
MO. March 21-25. 1988
A Fuel Cell/Battery Powered Bus System Program of the Departments of Energy and Transportation, Uniied Stales
of America
P. G. Patil and C. C. Christ ianson
Presented at ihe Int. Symp. on Batteries and Fuel Cells. Karaikudi. Taniilnadu, India.
February 3-6. 1988
A Quasichemiea! Model for the Thermodynamic Properties of Multicomponent Slags
A. D. Pelton. G. Eriksson, and M. Blander
Presented at the Third Int. Conf. on Molten Slags and Fluxes, Univ. of SlralchcIyde. Glasgow.
Scotland. June 27-29. 1988
Theory and Praclice of Slagging Combustor Technology
M. Petrick, G. Berry, and W. M. Swift
Presented at the EPR1 Technology Review Meeling on Slagging CombuMor Technology.
Minneapolis. MN. December 7-8. 1988
Pyrochemical Recovery of Plutonium from Residues
R. D. Pierce, G. K. Johnson, T. P. Mulcahey. and L. Burris
Presented at [he 12\h Actinide Separations Conf.. Naperville, 1L. May 9-11, 1988
Cyclic Voltammeiric Study of the Reduction of Pu(lII) to Plutonium Metal in Molten LiCI-NaCI-CaCbBaCNPuCli
D. S. Poa. Z. Tomczuk. and R. K. Sleunenberg
Presented at the 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, Chicago. IL. October 9-14, 1988
Instrumentation and Measurements in Battery Interactive Power Systems. Techniques for Characlerization of Cells
and Cell Components by Voltage Loss Measurements
L. Redey
Presented al California State Univ.. Long Beach. CA. January 12-15. 1988
Li-Alloy/Transition-Metal Sulfide Cells Designed for Overcharge Tolerance
L. Redey
Presented at the 174th Electrochem. Soc. Meeting. Chicago, IL, October 9-14, 1988
Upper and Lower Bounding Solutions for Nonlinear Diffusion-Reaction Equations
M. C. RegalbiKo, W. Strieder. and A. Varma
Presented a! the American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Meeling. Washington. DC,
November 27-December 2. 1988
Model of Pu Exiraclion by TBP from Simulated Chloride Sail Wastes
L. Reichley-Yinger, D. J. Chaiko. and G. F. Vandegrifl
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf.. Naperville. IL. May 8-: 1, 1988

Codes and Chemistry of Severe Reacior Accidents
M. F. Roche, J. L. Settle. L. Leibovvitz. and C. E. Johnson
Presented at the ACE Technical Advisory Committee Meeting. Argonnc National Laboratory.
July 13-15. 1988
Fission Product Release from Cose-Concrete Mixtures
M. F. Roche. J. L. Settle. L. Leibowiiz. C. E. Johnson, and R. L. Rit/man
Presented at the Nuclear Reactor Severe Accident Chemistry Symp.. Am. Chem. Soc.,
Toronto. Canada. June 5-!0. 1988
First Sharp Diffraction *\-ak in Liquids
M.-L. Saboungi
Presented at the IPNS User Meeting. Argonnc National Laboratory. November 14. 1988
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Intermediate Range Order
M.-L. Saboungi
Presented at the Solid State Phvsics Dept.. L'niv. of Gromngen. Groningen. The Netherlands.
July 12. 1988
Influence of Polarization on ;he Structures of Some Molten Ionic Systems
M.-L. Saboungi, A. Rahman. D. L. Price. J. W. Hallcy. and M. Blander
Presented at the Euchem. Conf. on Molten Sails. St. Andrews. Scotland. Julv 3-8, 1988
Quantitative Analysis by Gas Chromatography/Mairix Notation Infrared Spectrometry (GC7MIIR)
J. F. Schneider. M. C. Hansen, and M. D. Erickson
Presented at the Am. Chem. Soc. Meeting. Los Angeles. CA. September 25-30. 1988
GC/MMR/MS Applications: Analysis of Coal-Derived Mixtures
J. F. Schneider. L. A. Raphaelian. M. C. Hansen, and M. D. Erickson
Presented at the Ninth Rockv Mountain Regional Am. Chem. Soc. Meeting. Las Vegas, NV.
March 27-30. 1988
Property Management from a Divisional/Research Perspective
W. J. Schul/e
Presented at the DOE-Chicago Property Management Conf.. Chicago. IL. March 15-16. 198K
Critical Current Behavior in Sintered YBa^CuiO?-,,D. Shi. D. W. Capone. K. C. Goretta. I. Bloom. N. Chen. M. Hash, and M. Patel
Presented at the Int. Conf. on Critical Currents in High-Temperature Superconductors.
Snowmass Village. CO. August 6-9, 1988
Improved Fracture Toughness of ZrO; Electrolyte for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
J. P. Singh. A. L. Bosak, D. W. Dees, and C. C. McPheeters
Presented at the Fuel Cell Seminar. Long Beach. CA. October 23-26. 1988
Characterization of Corrosion Environments in Coal Conversion S\ stems
S. Sinha. K. Natesan, and M. Blander
Presented at the 1988 World Materials Congress. ASM International. Chicago. iL.
September 24-30. 1988
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A New Caleulalional Method for Deducing the Complex Chemistry of Coal Ash Deposits
S. Sinha. K. Natesan. and M Blander
Presented at the Conf. on Mineral Matter & Ash Deposition from Coal, Santa Barbara, CA.
February 21-26. 1988
Teardown Analysis of Gelled and Absorbed Technologies
j . A. Smaga
Presented at Bellcore Technical Seminar on Immobilized Elecirolyte Lead-Acid Batteries for
Bell Operating Company Applications, Chicago, IL. March 9, 1988
Ion Chromatographic AnaKsis of Marble and Limestone Surfaces Exposed to the Acidic Outdoor Environment
F. P. Smith
Presented at the Eighth Analytical Chemistry Laboratory Technical Meeting. Argonne National
Laboratory. January 8. 1988
Argonne MCFC Cathode Development
J. L. Smith. G. H. Kticera. and A. P. Brown
Presented at the Fuel Cell Seminar. Long Beach. CA. October 23-26, 1988
Materials and Structure Development at ANL
J. L. Smith. G. H. Kucera, and A. P. Brown
Presented at the EPRI Workshop. Boston. MA. June 1-2. 1988
Cathode Development
J. L. Smith. G. H. Kucera. and R. D. Pierce
Presented at th? Fuel Cell Seminar, Long Beach. CA. October 23-26. 1988
Determination of Low-Level Radioactivity in Environmental Samples by Gamma Spectroscopy at Argonne National
Laboratory
W. E. Streets. R. R. Heinrich. and L. L. Lamoureux
Presented at the 34th Annual Conf. on Bioassay. Analytic.)! and Environmental Radiochemtstrv. Las Vegas. NV, October 17-21. 1988: also. Ninlh Analytical Chemistry Laboratory Technical Meeting. Argonne National Laboratory, November 1, 1988
Hydrated Limestone Injection for SO, Control During Staged Combustion
W. M. Swift
Presented at the ICDB Sixth Annual Contractors" Technical Meeting, Urbana. IL. August 2—1.
1988
Technical Issues and Recent Advances in MHD Bottoming Cycle Development
\V. M. Swift and G. F. Berry
Presented at the 23rd Intersoc. Energy Conversion Eng. Conf., Denver, CO. July 31-August 5.
1988
The Use of Thermodynamic Activities in the Modeling of Solvent Extraction Processes for Nuclear Materials
I. R. Tasker. N. Blake. D. J. Chaiko. L. Reichley-Yinger. and G. F. Vandegrift
Presented at the Seventh Int. Symp. on Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials. Am. Soc. for
Metals/Metallurgical Soc.. Chicago. IL. September 26-30. 1988
Stability Constants o! Aqueous Complexes of Am,* and NO^
I. R. Tasker and G. I-. Vandegrilt
Presented at the 12th Attitude Separations Conf.. Naperville. IL. May 8-11, 1988
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Nonstoichiometric Behavior of the YBa;Cu t O, System via EMF Measurements
M. Tetenbaum, A. P. Brown, B. S. Tani, and M. Blander
Presented at the Gordon Research Conf., Wolleboro. NH, August 1-5. 1988
Electrochemical Dissolution of IFR Fuel
Z. Tomc/uk
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf., Naperville. IL. May 8-11, 1988
Application of Supercritical Fluid Chromatography for Quantitative Analyses ot'TRUEX Solvent
P.-K. Tse and G. F. Vandegrift
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf.. Naperville. IL, May 8-11. 1988
Supercritical Fluid Chromatography as a Tool for Quality Control of Thermally Unstable Exiractaiits
P.-K. Tse and G. F. Vandegrift
Presented at the 27th Annual Symp. and Exhibition. Am. Chem. Six-., New York.
October 2-7. 1988
Charge Characteristics of Absorbed and Gelled Technologies
A. F. Tummillo
Presented at Bellcore Technical Seminar on Immobilized Electrolyte Lead-Acid Batteries for
Bell Operating Company Applications. Chicago. IL, March 9. 1988
Discharge Characteristics of Absorbed and Gelled Technologies
A. F. Tummillo
Presented at Bellcore Technical Seminar on Immobilized Electrolyte Lead-Acid Batteries for
Bell Operating Company Applications. Chicago, IL, March 9, 1988
The Generic TRUEX Model
G. F. Vandegrift. K. Bumthouse. N. R. Blake. D. J. Chaiko, D. B. Chamberlain, L. Chow.
D. R. Fredrickson. J. D. Kwok. A. B. La"O, J. M. Copple. R. A. Leonard, J. B. Rajan,
L. Reichley-Yinger. J. Sedlet. N. Simon/adeh. J. Starsgel. I. R. Tasker, and P.-K. Tse
Presented at the Pu/U Recovery Operations Conf.. Idaho Falls, ID, October 4-6. 1988
The Generic TRUEX Model
G. F. Vandegrift, N. R. Blake, D. J. Chaiko. D. B. Chamberlain, D. R. Fredrickson, J. D. Kwok. A. B. La'O.
J. E. Leddin. R. A. Leonard. J. B. Rajan. J. Sedlet. I. R. Tasker, and P.-K. Tse
Presented at the 12th Actinide Separation Conf., Naperville, IL. May 8-11, 1988
Microwave-Assisted Detoxification of Triehlorethylene
R. Varma. S. P. Nandi, J. E. Helt, and K. M. Myles
Presented at the Tenth Annual Industrial Energy Technol. Conf.. Houston. TX,
September 14-16. 1988
Advanced Molten Salt Cell Research
D. R. Vissers
Piesented at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Technology Base Research Project Review,
Berkeley, CA, December 7-8. 1988
Advanced Solid Electrolyte Ceil Research
D. R. Vissers
Presented at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Technology Base Research Project Review,
Berkeley. CA. December 7-8, 1988
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Molten Salt Electrolytes for High-Temperature Lithium Cells
D. R. Vissers. L. Redey, and T. D. Kaun
Presented at the Fourth Int. Meeting on Lithium Batteries, Vancouver, Canada, May 24-27,
1988
Determination of Refractory Actinides in Environmental Samples: Is Tolal Dissolution Necessary?
L. Wetter, F. Markun, and T. Tenkate
Presented at the 34th Annual Conf. on Bioassay. Analytical and Environmental Radiochemisfry. Las Vegas, NV, October 17-21, 1988; also. Ninth Analytical Chemistry Laboratory Technical Meeting, Argonne National Laboratory, November I. 1988
Are Cleanup Steps Really Needed in Dioxin Analysis?
R. J. Wingender
Presented at the Eighth Analytical Chemistry Laboratory Technical Meeting, Argonne National
Laboratory, January 8, 1988
Leak Detection in Negative Pressure Inert Atmosphere Gloveboxes using Oxygen Analyzers
R. D. Wolson. Z. Tomczuk. M. A. Slawecki, and R. A. Blomquist
Presented at the American Glovebox Soc. Annual Conf., Denver. CO, August 22-25, 1988
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